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ABSTRACT
Limits of the Black Radical Tradition and the Value-form
by
Shemon Salam
Advisor: Ruth Wilson Gilmore
The Black Radical Tradition was supposed to be victorious against racial capitalism.
Instead the tradition was defeated by the early 1970s never to return again. Surprisingly the
scholarship still treats the tradition as if this world historic defeat never happened. Furthermore,
geographers have not reckoned with this defeat. Limits of the Black Radical Tradition and the
Value-form begins the process of starting a debate, hoping to ignite radical rethinking around the
nature of the Black Radical Tradition, racial capitalism, and the value-form.
The first chapter looks at the categories of defeat in the Black liberation movement. It
explores the common explanations of defeat and argues for the closure of those categories. I
hope to bring in new and more robust categories--value-form and systemic dialectics-- to
theorize Black liberation.
The second chapter uses the concept of the Black Radical Tradition to rethink how early
communists dealt with the question of race, class, nationalism, and gender. The Black Radical
Tradition blurs the boundaries of race and nation revealing they are tools used for the purposes of
liberation. This insight applied to gender, shows theorists used it to claim a vanguard role,
universalism, and program for liberation.
In the third chapter I interrogate Cedric Robinson's Black Marxism, and specifically his
argument of the Black Radical Tradition. I argue that the Black Radical Tradition was defeated
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by the early 1970s by the value-form. The Black Radical Tradition, a fundamentally cultural
tradition, was penetrated by capitalist social relations.
The fourth chapter investigates the political thought of C.L.R. James. James posed direct
democracy and the immediate negation of capitalism and the state. But when it came to the
Black liberation movement, it was the struggle for the vote and citizenship. This chapter explores
why and how James developed a bifurcated analysis regarding Black liberation.
My fifth chapter looks at the strategy of affirmation and universalism of the Black
liberation movement. Like the workers movement that positively identified the worker as the
subject of revolution; including and excluding groups in the category of worker, the Black
revolution did the same except with the concept of Black. Crucially Black revolution by the end
of the sixties came to rival the communist revolution, positing another route to the destruction of
capitalism and white supremacy. This dynamic of defeat has yet to be theorized.
The final chapter works through the concept of racial capitalism through value-form
theory. Not only is race produced systemically in capitalism, but at the highest and most abstract
categories of Capital.
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Preface: Detroit Threads
"My young American friends, your culturally and politically backward America is going to produce a proletarian
literature, a specific social expression, and new proletarian social organization. But this will come from Detroit and
not from 116 University Pl. nor from our fluent Johnsonite pens" (James, 1971, p. 146).
"A Black radical tradition formed in opposition to that civilization and conscious of itself is one part of the solution.
Whether the other oppositions generated from within Western society and without will mature remains
problematical. But for now we must be as one" (Robinson, 2000, p. 318).

I went to graduate school to find out how the Detroit working class in the United States
was defeated. But this story began earlier in Detroit where I went to elementary school. My
parents had recently arrived from India in the mid 1980s. They did not know anything about race
in America. I would discover it quickly enough. I did not know it at the time, but the experience
in Detroit would transform my life. Later I attended college at Wayne State University, where I
landed a job as an op-ed writer for the South End Newspaper. This was the same newspaper the
League of Revolutionary Black Workers took made it a voice of radicalism and liberation.
I will never forget working in a factory in the summer of 2003 and reading the American
Worker. This short pamphlet described to me, my daily condition of work better than I could
have ever done so. It knew me better than I knew myself. The authors of this text, Grace Lee
Boggs and Phil Singer were part of a larger group of people known as the Johnson-Forest
Tendency. My introduction to C.L.R. James spoke to me in ways that changed my life and
development as a thinker and activist. There would be no turning back.
While I could not see it at the time, the failures and defeats of the Detroit's Black working
class were everywhere. My initial political years were spent in Detroit, where meeting an older
generation of activists showed me another city. While some saw a defeated ghetto, the Detroit I
began to understand was one of factories, powerful class struggle, of neighborhoods filled with
Black working class life and culture. But this was more imagination than anything real. It was a
history that did not seem to connect with the present. This past stood in sharp contrast to the
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present: abandoned factories, countless number of unemployed people desperate for any kind of
work, and neighborhoods run down beyond recognition. Perhaps most shocking of all was that
the power and strength of the Detroit's Black working class was drained, emptied out, and
hollow. I would come to challenge my own conceptions of Detroit much later, but for the time
being James's Facing Reality was more real as text, or at least I wanted it to be.
At the same time no discussion in Detroit can take place without taking account the
defeat of Black liberation in the 1970s. I wanted to understand how this came to be. While it
certainly would have made sense to investigate the decline of industry in the city, I felt that work
had been done. And I was looking for the big picture type of answers. In a certain way the labor
organizer and anti-racist in me, I was searching for the magical solution that might solve the
mysteries of class and racial struggle in America. I read and asked around: COINTEL PRO, cooptation, assassination, betrayal were some of the answers that were given. They never fully
satisfied me.
Detroit only stood taller as I learned about the League of Revolutionary Black Workers
and the colossal Ford Rouge River Plant. In fact, Detroit was so fabled that Grace Lee Boggs and
James Boggs tried to convince Malcolm X to move to Detroit. Their argument: the Black
working class in Detroit would give him the strongest base possible in the United States. Later in
my life, I would realize how disorienting this was for me in attempting to answer some of my
most important intellectual and political concerns. Marx was right, "The tradition of all dead
generations weighs like a nightmare on the brains of the living" (Marx, 1974a).
My journey has been of a sort of a worker-ist one if C.L.R. James and the tendency he
was a part of in the United States can be put in that camp with Workers Power in Italy and
Socialism or Barbarism in France. Ofcourse the worker-ist description of C.L.R. James has
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always been uneasy. He theorized the independent validity of the Black struggle. In American
Civilization wrote about the importance of women and youth struggles. Any categorization of
James has to be careful, my own included. It was a very slow and painful journey. I remember
reading Theorie Communiste around the winter of 2010 hating every single word. The very
claims seemed an insult to the politics of the Johnson-Forest Tendency, of whom I was a devoted
adherent to. The core argument that the working class had lost its strength and power due to the
reorganization of production was a slap in the face to James. While the working class did exist,
its revolutionary vanguard role was over. Blasphemy!
It was my organizing efforts with fast food workers that brought the communization
current to light for me. It was not that I had not experienced the challenges of organizing low
waged workers before. I had done so at the University of Washington with janitors and I had
organized around Con Ed workers in New York City in the summer of 2012 to name some
examples. In none of these previous cases did I see the problems pointed out by communization
theorists-activists. Reviewing the agitational literature I was writing at the time the fundamental
problems I saw were the lack of class wide solidarity and organizing efforts, a lack of militancy
and direct action, and the lack of a Marxist analysis in the fight. I struggled to explain why
workers were not willing to take more militant actions and reach out to other layers of the class.
The historic general strike always loomed as an imaginative to reach out to, but it never
materialized.
It was with fast food organizing where perhaps my experiences of the previous years
finally culminated into an intellectual avalanche. I could no longer ignore the evidence piling up
in my organizing efforts. Defeat after defeat had to be explained. It was also my interactions with
the ultra-left communist and independent scholar-activist, Loren Goldner, who pushed me in this
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direction. Although Goldner is no communization theorist, he had been developing his own
explanation of the defeat of the working class in the United States. Goldner had compiled a list
of every strike in the United States since 1960s. It was defeat after defeat. That list haunted me
and put things in a certain context.
Even before I had discovered C.L.R. James, I was fortunate enough to read Leon
Trotsky's History of the Russian Revolution with a Marxist with deep roots in Detroit. In some
ways it prepared me for my encounter with James. Anyone who is familiar with James however,
knows he brought traditions of Black liberation and European communism together into a unique
synthesis. Cedric Robinson has called it Black Marxism. His call at the end of his book, has been
one of my life's intellectual and organizing projects. Black Marxism is the merger of two of the
great emancipatory traditions of the 20th century. My occasional emphasis on James being a
worker-ist found its explanation. However it was only one side of the coin. Robinson postulated
James as a higher synthesis than any given side. This thread runs through the entire dissertation.
James spoke to me in a unique manner. The left in the United States is profoundly white.
James stands out and at the same time can hold his own with the best. James's very existence
gave me confidence, that I belonged in this milieu and that I might have something to contribute.
James also blunted any critiques of Euro-centrism I might have had around Marxism. I knew
James would admonish me for not paying attention to theories and history of Europe. James also
gave prominence to struggles of Black people in America, the Caribbean, and in Africa. He
brought his talents as a writer and thinker in his analysis of non-European peoples. This meant
much to a young activist like me. James was always present in my political and organizational
decisions.
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This dissertation has been the culmination of a continuous line of exploration started in
2003 because my encounter of the Johnson-Forest Tendency. The central focus on the Black
liberation and working class movement has guided my thinking for over a decade. At the same
time, they merit periodization, analysis and critique not necessarily because they were wrong, but
because their intellectual contributions are the basis for advancing theory and struggle.
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Introduction
"We have no models. The history of the past experiences serves only to free us of those experiences" (Tronti, 1964).

The destruction of racial capitalism requires the mobilization of billions of people, across
religion, gender, race, nation, and caste to implement the 'sternest negation' to the system yet
conceived (Gilmore, 2008, p. 39). It requires a Fanonion 'disorder' on a scale of unimaginable
proportions (1968). The result, according to Fanon would be the creation of a new species.
Paralleling Fanon, Karl Marx argued that the defeat of capitalism would inaugurate true history
of human kind.
Thus far it has been communism, national liberation, and Black liberation that have dared
to challenge racial capitalism. They are three of the twentieth century's great attempts at
achieving freedom. Enough time has passed where a balance sheet of the struggles can be
attempted. Limits of the Black Radical Tradition and the Value-form does this on the terms of
race and value-form theory analysis. What appeared to be independent features of the workers
movement, Black movement, and nationalist movements revealed themselves to be profoundly
shaped by the very enemy they were trying to defeat. In other words, the dialectic of racial
capitalism was not liberatory or universal, but instead proved to be barbaric on every count. The
movements against racial capitalism are implicated in this very dialectic.
The relationship of racial capital with the proletariat was mediated through the valueform and race.1 Coinciding with class struggle was the struggle to defeat white supremacy in the
19th and 20th century. The dialectics of race and class has always been difficult to explain,
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The proletariat and the working class are not the same thing. The proletariat is the class with nothing to lose, but
its chains. The working class on the other hand can be thought of as a sociological category, more narrowly confined
to the workplace. Meanwhile the proletariat includes everyone dispossessed of the means of production from
prisoners, sex workers, the unemployed, domestic workers, and factory workers.
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argue, and theorize. Revolutionary theorists of the 20th century recognized that class alone could
not explain the world, or the theory of revolution. The quest to theorize and materialize the
revolutionary potential of race and class became a calling for those who saw past a color-blind
proletariat and capitalism.
The revolutionary C.L.R. James tried to link them in the most innovative manner. He
mastered Hegel, Marx, and Lenin, and the dynamics of the Haitian Revolution and the AfricanAmerican struggle to develop a unique and dialectical theory of revolution in the United States.
History would not turn the way James expected. Black Power and anti-colonial struggles for a
moment seemed to vindicate James's argument, but dialectics has its own cruelty that turned
James's argument into their horrifying opposite. This dissertation is a document reflecting not
only James's attempt, but also the attempts of Cedric Robinson, and Max Stanford.
Limits of the Black Radical Tradition and Value-form asks what was the relationship
between the Black struggle, the workers struggle, value-form, and race. This question has led to
a wide-ranging exploration of categories, relationships, and geographies of the Black liberation
movement. I argue that the Black liberation movement was a singular phenomenon defined by
the Century of Reconstruction. This was a period from the U.S. Civil War to the recession of
1973. This was the unique political mediation of the value-form and race as it took shape in the
United States. Although Black communist revolutionaries tried to convert Reconstruction into
revolution, they were not able to, because of the broader movement of the value-form at a
systemic level. In their attempts to in dealing with this duality, Black revolutionaries produced a
dual theory of value-form and race.
To make sense of the experiences of the 20th century, this dissertation brings together a
multi-disciplinary approach and a host of intellectual traditions. First and foremost is the
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tradition enumerated by Cedric Robinson's Black Marxism. Second, this dissertation is an
interdisciplinary work that brings together racial capitalism (Robinson, 2000), the Black Radical
Tradition (2008), Black geographies (McKittrick, 2006) labor histories (James, 1991; Lynd,
1996; Hill, 1985), autonomous Marxism (Cleaver, 2000), Western Marxism (Jacoby, 2010),
value-form theory (Larson, 2014), communization (End Notes, 2008; Theorie Communiste,
2017), anti-colonial political thought (Fanon, 1968; Rodney, 1982; James, 2012), and Marxist
geography (Harvey, 2010; Smith, 2008; Gilmore, 2002). Bringing these fields and disciplines
has resulted in a different topography of struggle than previously conceived by theorists of the
Black Radical Tradition, Marxists or value-form theorists. In this sense my interest is not in a
particular history or moment, but the shape and flow of struggle spanning the cycles of struggle
from the U.S. Civil War to the defeat of Black Power.
Cedric Robinson's Racial Capitalism
Cedric Robinson's Black Marxism has implications that have yet to be fully understood
although the text is now nearing 40 years in age. Racial capitalism as defined by Cedric
Robinson:
In contradistinction to Marx's and Engel's expectations that bourgeois society would
rationalize social relations and demystify social consciousness, the obverse
occurred. The development, organization, and expansion of capitalist society
pursued essentially racial directions, so too did social ideology. As a material force,
then, it could be expected that racialism would inevitably permeate the social
structures emergent from capitalism. I have used the term 'racial capitalism' to refer
to this development and to the subsequent structure as a historical agency
(2000, p. 2).
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In other words, racial capitalism is capitalism and vice verse. There is no other kind of
capitalism. Racial capitalism becomes its own dynamic form and objective force which
dominates all of human society (Clarno, 2017; Krysan and Crowder, 2017; Chetty et al., 2018).2
While this dissertation starts from the analysis of racial capitalism, it also interrogates a
unique protagonist of racial capitalism: The Black Radical Tradition. Limits asks whether the
Black Radical Tradition has been permanently defeated and why. In researching this question, I
was forced to answer whether the tradition developed a theory to overthrow racial capitalism.
The Black Radical Tradition developed a theory to overthrow racism, but capitalism has been
much more elusive. It has only been with the development of Cedric Robinson's concept of
racialism and rise of value-form theory that a new approach has allowed a more sophisticated
understanding of their relationship.3
The development of value-form theory is central to a deeper understanding of capitalism.
Its origins are traced to Karl Marx first, but his successor built upon the original insight. Isaak
Rubins, Eugene Pushenvesky, and Joachim Hirsch all took the concept of the value-form and
produced new results. Continuing their line of thought, capitalism is a form driven society. The
value-form produces and is produced by a whole set of forms which dominate all of human life.
This gives racial capitalism an abstract sense of domination which is hard to comprehend and
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Occasionally I might shorten racial capitalism to capitalism, but that serves no meaningful purpose other than the
purposes of abbreviation.
3

Value-form theory as defined by Robert Kurz sees an esoteric and exoteric Marx. While this is an unorthodox
division, I find it useful. The exoteric Marx was the one which became popularly known in the 20th century and
develops from a modernizing perspective. Considering that the 20th century was driven by a broad ideology of
modernization regardless of political ideology, this seems to describe how communists understood Marx. The
esoteric Marx, remained the interpretation and reality for smaller groups and sects in the 20th century. More
importantly, in this version, Marx developed a categorical critique of capitalism. The value-form theory I use in this
dissertation is from the esoteric Marx.
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just as difficult to overthrow.4
However there has been a silence--so often in the history of Marxism--around race when
it comes to the question of forms. Robinson's great achievement was to move the discussion
away from simply race, but to racialism.5 Robinson defines racialism as "the legitimation and
corroboration of social organization as natural by reference to the 'racial' components of its
elements" (2000, p. 2). Racialism is a mode of thought, social relationship, and materiality that
constitutes social relationships. It is not specific, but a meta-category that is able to provide a
large canopy to the various traditions of race thinking and racism: Pan-Asianism, nationalism,
white supremacy, and Zionism. In the United States in terms of Black liberation, it was white
supremacy which became the definitive opponent in class struggle and form of racialism that
oppressed Black people. White supremacy doubled upon itself with its own hierarchy internal to
whites demonstrating its architecture. The Irish (Ignatiev), Jews (Brodkin, 1998), Italians
(Guglielmo 2003), Eastern Europeans (Jacobson, 1999) had have to prove their whiteness against
Black people, but also had to fight each other for their position in a hierarchy of whiteness.
While internal differences in the hierarchy of whiteness provided momentary Black-white
solidarities, the overall story is one of Black liberation facing the wall of white supremacy.
The Black Radical Tradition
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Clyde Woods believes that "Discussion of race and racism in an abstracted form is preferable to some scholars,
because it devalorizes a rich and often troubling historical record that varies greatly by region" (2002, p. 65). My
discussion of race and capitalism has a certain abstractness to it, as this dissertation is not a history of either and has
intentionally stayed away from the history. As I have argued elsewhere, Limits is a categorical exposition of the race
and value-form and their relationship to Black liberation. The historical work around Black liberation is rich and
covers a vast terrain of issues, but it is the categorical relationship between this history and forms of relationship
unique to capitalism which remains a lacuna in the field. As a geographer, I have felt uniquely situated to close this
gap.
5

Chris Chen describes racism as tending to "...narrow the terrain upon which 'race' is structurally enforced to
personal attitudes or racial ideologies rather than institutional processes which may generate profound racial
disparities without requiring individual racist beliefs or intentions" (End Notes, 2013, p. 205).
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In Robinson's work, both the proletariat and Marxism were born on the soil of European
capitalism. Capitalism was supposed to create its own gravedigger, but the gravediggers seemed
to be missing the shovel. The Marxist tradition and its attendant subject were compromised from
the start. Robinson demonstrates how the origins of the capitalism and the proletariat were
contaminated with the materiality and ideology of racialism. The European proletariat was
trapped in a racialist vision of emancipation. Instead, it was the Black Radical Tradition which
emerged, proving to be the anti-thesis of racialism.6
The Black Radical Tradition, born in Africa and forged through the violence and
struggles of slavery, came to provide the key tools and a new subjectivity that would march with
the proletariat in finally defeating not only “capitalism”, but racial capitalism (Robinson, 2016).
Robinson describes the tradition as, "... an accretion, over generations, of collective intelligence
gathered from struggle. [...] These experiences lent themselves to a means of preparation for
more epic resistance movements" (2000, p. xxx).
Although the proletarian and Black Radical Tradition are of separate origins, it should
never be forgotten that Robinson's last words in Black Marxism counsels the importance of their
unity. If the European proletariat and Marxism on their own could not defeat racial capitalism, it
is also true that neither could the Black Radical Tradition on its own defeat racial capitalism.
Hence, we return to Robinson's counsel for their unity in action and thought. This unity becomes
clear in Paul Gilroy's Black Atlantic.7 This geographic scope allows me to reconstruct an

6

While other processes of racialization and radical traditions exist, I focus on the Black Radical Tradition, because
of the decisive role the movement has played in the formation of capitalism and specifically in its resistance. For
other processes of racialization see: Mexican (Almaguer, 1994; Barrera, 1979), Chinese (Saxton, 1971; Pfaelzer,
2007), Philippino (Ngai, 2005), Japanese (Nakano Glenn, 2002) and Indian (Jensen, 1988; Prashad, 2000). In direct
opposition, this process continued on the other side of the racialized spectrum, with European immigrants becoming
white (Ignatiev, 2009; Steinberg, 2001; Roediger, 2007; Martinot, 2010).
7

For excellent historical example of the Black Atlantic see In the Cause of Freedom by Minkah Makalani. I tend to
see what the United States looks like from the vantage point of the Black Atlantic. If there is a representative figure
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intellectual tradition bringing together value-form theorists, communization, decolonization,
systemic dialectics, autonomous Marxism, and Black Power. The collision is not always
beautiful, nor has it produced expected results. But my intention was never for beauty or
predicted results. This has been a journey into the unknown because of necessity.
Many decades ago, Cedric Robinson took his own journey into the unknown and out of
necessity. At great cost he produced a new horizon, discovered a tradition, and attempted to save
humanity. In the 1980s, this was a reasonable proposition on Robinson's part. The wave of
struggles known as the Civil Rights, Black Power, and national liberation were over. Robinson
could not have known what was to follow. What seemed like a temporary defeat was in fact
something more permanent, epoch making, and cataclysmic. The mole of Black revolution never
appeared again, after the late 1960s, in the same way. While national liberation wars continued in
Angola, Mozambique, and Guinea Bissau and Cape Verde in the 1970s, and the struggle against
Apartheid in South Africa continued into the 1990s, never was racial capitalism challenged at a
global level. And it is this challenge to the system which animates the concerns of my work.
Undoubtedly protests, strikes, and even the toppling of governments will continue into the future,
but my question is whether an entirely different and emancipatory order can be imagined and
realized.
The Black Radical Tradition was and is defeated. Capitalism re-ordered and penetrated it.

of the Black Atlantic, I could think of no one better than CLR James: a Marxist, anti-colonial thinker and activist, a
Pan-Africanist, an autonomist, Trotskyste, and Civil Rights activist.
The field of Black Atlantic studies is immense. Some of the best and more recent works are Alex Lubin's
Geographies of Liberation, James H. Meriwether's Proudly We Can be Africans by James H. Meriwether, Seth
Markle's A Motorcycle on Hell Run, Kevin Gaines's American Africans in Ghana, and Penny Von Eschen's Race
Against Empire.
For the developing field of the Black Pacific, see Robin Kelley's pioneering essay Black Like Mao.
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The value-form took all its strengths and dissolved them in new social relationships. This does
not mean that the importance of Black liberation is any less today. In fact, as C.L.R. James
argued, the development of capitalism only heightens the development of race and racism. The
fate of Black proletarians and all of humanity is in crisis, not only because of mass incarceration,
police brutality, ecological crisis, collapse of infrastructure, poor housing, but because the
tradition which could be relied upon for hundreds of years has gone silent. In its absence,
contemporary protests, blockades, and occupations are re-interpreted as ghostly echoes of the
past. What was once an attempt at complete negation, has now become accommodationist even
in its most radical forms.
Within the field of studies Cedric Robinson inaugurated, there has been a deeply
influential culturalist current (Woods, 1998; Gilroy, 1993; Kelley, 1996). According to
Robinson, the Black Radical Tradition inhabits a cultural field and is passed down. Robinson
goes as far to argue that this cultural field has been resistant to capitalism. The latter is a bold
claim and one that this dissertation explicitly explores and challenges. Robin Kelley has already
critiqued Robinson's argument, "I am not suggesting that parties, dances, and other leisure
pursuits were merely guises for political events, or that their cultural practices were clear acts of
resistance. Instead, much if not most of African American popular culture can be characterized
as, to use Raymond Williams's terminology, 'alternative' rather than oppositional" (1996, p. 47).
Meanwhile Paul Gilroy has taken the most controversial positions around the question of Black
culture. In Against Race, he explores the limits of culture as a radical alternative. Controversially
he compares Garvey to Hitler and the UNIA to the NAZIS. 8 Culture no longer holds the sacred
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In perhaps what is the most uncomfortable moment in Gilroy's writing, he quotes C.L.R. James's description of
Marcus Garvey, "All the things that Hitler was to do so well later, Garvey was doing in 1920 and 1921. He
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space for Gilroy that it did in his pervious work. It has been subsumed by "systemic racethinking" (p. 144), cleaved from its roots in slave culture, and strangled by fascism's legacy. He
points out how the tradition has accepted the very terms it intended to negate. It seems the very
culture of the tradition has been deeply compromised by its categorical enemy: racialism. Gilroy,
a theorist of racial capitalism and a participant of the Black Radical Tradition begs his peers to
examine their core concepts.
An unacknowledged division in the tradition are those who have taken a different path
towards the Black Radical Tradition and racial capitalism. Ruth Wilson Gilmore and Bobby
Wilson embed the Black Radical Tradition and racial capitalism in the critique of political
economy (Gilmore, 2006; Wilson, 2000). Bobby Wilson's usage of Theodor Adorno and Herbert
Marcuse is extensive in his Race and Place in Birmingham, which means culture as a radical site
of opposition is finished. The Black proletariat was absorbed by a mass consumer society, lost in
cars and home appliances; instead of production defining their existence, it was hedonistic
commodified consumption (Wilson, 2000, p. 54). Black resistance is then periodized as a
response to post-modern capitalism or late capitalism as theorized by Frederic Jameson. While at
first glance it lends to a cultural reading, Wilson spends most of his effort in describing
infrastructure, work, and capitalism's effects on Black struggles. Wilson credits the response of
the Civil Rights Movement to the southern shift to Fordism (2000a, p. 105). Ruth Wilson
Gilmore's work is a critique of political economy with a focus on the prison boom in California
taking place through four surpluses: land, people, capital, and state-capacity (2007). Her focus on
mothers with incarcerated children rely less so on the Black Radical Tradition as articulated by

organized storm troopers, who marched, uniformed in his parades, and kept order and gave colour [sic] to his
meetings" (2000, p. 231).
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Cedric Robinson, and more on the particularities of their situation. If she intended to situate them
in the Black Radical Tradition through cultural resistance, she does not say so in her work. To
reiterate my point, the autonomous nature of the cultural tradition seems less crucial if not absent
in their works. To the extent that this division is real, this dissertation follows in their footsteps.
At the same time my approach to critiquing Robinson is different from Paul Gilroy's,
Robin Kelley's, or Bobby Wilson's more cultural mediated critiques. I believe the question of
culture has to be placed back in the relationship to racial capitalism. This is not about negating
the importance of culture or arguing that culture has taken on a reactionary form as Gilroy does,
but about framing it back in the material contradictions of capitalism. The danger of seeing it in
any other way is to de-historicize culture, de-materialize culture, and see it as a trans-historical
phenomenon.
In the field of geography, and David Harvey in The Condition of Postmodernity has
discussed how recent iterations of capitalism have drastically affected forms and content of
culture. He describes the current moment as "...an intense phase of time-space compression that
has had a disorienting and disruptive impact upon political-economic practices, the balance of
class power, as well as upon cultural and social life" (1990, p. 284). Harvey throughout the body
of his work has a critique regarding the autonomy of culture, space, and time. He writes,
"Whereas modernism looked upon the spaces of the city, for example as 'an epiphenomenom of
social functions,' postmodernism 'tends to disengage urban spaces from its dependence on
functions, and to see it as an autonomous formal system' incorporating 'rhetorical and artistic
strategies, which are independent of any simple historical determinism;" (1990, p. 304). This line
of thought is found in his critique of Braudel as well, where the layering of life happens in a
hierarchy ordered as capitalism, market, and material life. Each is a layer on top of another
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(2006, p. 79). Harvey's critique can be usefully applied to Cedric Robinson. In Braudel's schema,
the Black Radical Tradition and culture could inhabit material life. While Harvey does not
address the Black Radical Tradition and culture, he does disagree with Braudel's formulation.
His critique of Habermas could be equally applied to Braudel and Robinson, "...it is erroneous
and self-defeating to presume the existence of some heterotrophic or segregated 'lifeworld' space
insulated from (even if in the long run in danger of being penetrated and swamped by) capitalist
social relations and conceptions" (2006, p. 82). He argues that to accept Braudel would be to
abandon Marx. I note Harvey's potential contribution, however my dissertation looks at valueform analysis and its relationship to class struggle and Black liberation, and is not a direct
analysis of culture. I only reach the more radical conclusions of the defeat of the Black Radical
Tradition, precisely because of its historic defeat in the early 1970s and its subsequent absence
for the next fifty years. Only then, do I move from defeat in the realm of class struggle to a
defeat in the cultural realm precisely because Cedric Robinson has argued that is the source of
radicalism. Furthermore, I argue that culture as a category of analysis of class struggle is not
robust enough to do justice to its claims. So, I separate myself from Gilroy's readings of culture,
which eerily sound like pathologizing Black culture. In efforts to redeem Black culture and
agency, the relationship of culture and the value-form became separated. Divorcing culture from
class struggle, the critique of political economy, and the value-form are fundamental problems in
the scholarship of the Black Radical Tradition and racial capitalism.9
It is also worrying that the horizon of one strand of the cultural argument in the Black
Radical Tradition has fallen into the program of social democracy (Wilson, 2000a, Woods,
1998). If culture is to return as a site of opposition, true opposition, and not calls for social
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As I have noted earlier Bobby Wilson and Ruth Wilson Gilmore are two important exceptions.
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democracy or state socialism, then a new set of theories and concepts need to be developed. This
dissertation explores less a theory of culture itself, and more the relationship of culture to the
value-form as measured by the level of class struggle.
Classical Workers Movement and the Classical Black Liberation Movement
Prior frameworks have done much to advance our knowledge of how to periodize Black
liberation in the United States. The standard history has been that the Civil Rights Movement
began in 1954 with Brown v. Board of Education and ended with the Voting Rights Act of 1965
(Hall, 2005). In contrast Nikhil Pal Singh frames it as the long civil rights movement, but sees it
as a dual movement, "...the Keynesian transformation of the liberal capitalist state during the
1930s and the emergence of black social movements that were urban, national, and transnational
in scope and conception" (2004, p. 6). He correctly sees this dual movement creating space for
state interventions in the market and creating space for critiquing US global claims of democracy
and freedom. Singh rests the explanation of defeat in terms of backlash. Paradoxically he points
out that backlash has been a consistent feature, regardless of the mildness or radicalism of the
Black struggle.
But Singh also demarcates a more geographically rooted origins of the long civil rights
struggle analogous to my own argument. He suggests that the migration of more than two million
rural Blacks from the American countryside to cities between 1910 and 1940, "...created the
possibility for nationalizing black struggles for equality in the United by giving black people the
associational freedom required to develop democratic political mobilization" (2004, p. 68). The
spatio-temporal dimensions of his argument are congruent with my own. Perhaps not accidently,
Singh culminates the history of the long civil rights movement with the Black Panthers where
state repression, and the Panther's failure to transform "...the criminal consciousness and
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workless, lumpen-existence into a political organization of capable of sustained struggle" end the
long civil rights struggle (2004, p. 204).10 I depart with Singh in terms of periodization and
reasons for defeat.
Meanwhile, Jacquelyn Dowd Hall also posits a "long civil rights movement" (Hall, 2005,
p. 1235). The "long civil rights movement" begins in the late 1930s, has a connection to the
New Deal Order, and continues forth into the 1970s and "...def[ies] any narrative of collapse"
(Hall, 2005, p. 1235). The key dynamic that propels the "long civil rights movement" is the
"...dialectic between movement and the so-called backlash against it..." (Hall, 2005, p. 1235). My
concern with this argument--a dialectic between resistance and repression--is the absence of the
movement since the 1980s.11 The backlash has been near total. If this dialectic were true, there
would be systemic wide resistance, but there is not. Black Lives Matter is only a recent
phenomenon and only captures one dimension of the systemic attack on Black lives.
Furthermore, my issue is that this framework has no dialectical relationship with more radical
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I find Singh's entire set of categories to describe the defeat of the Panthers to be problematic. Singh, a theorist of
racial capitalism, probably does not mean 'criminal' in the manner criminologists do, but his choice of words is poor
regardless. Furthermore his pejorative use of workless and lumpen beg further interrogation.
11

The dialectics of resistance and repression created a dynamic where if white supremacy said you can't vote, Black
liberation said I can vote; if white supremacy said white women are chaste and respectable, Black liberation said
Black women are chaste and respectable too. In others words the attempt to flip the script did create an oppositional
politics, but it could not escape the framework of white supremacy and capital in the way to defeat the totality of the
structures.
A more severe negation was ultimately missed. To negate the entire social relationship is much more radical, but
also more difficult because the logic of capitalism does not create its own gravediggers. That is the dilemma of the
20th century and our present moment.
The question of dialectics and repression is really a derivative of whether the dialectics of capitalism create the
gravediggers of capitalism. As I will argue in this dissertation, the answer is no. This will be particularly important
in light of C.L.R. James's dialectical method which does argue that capital creates the seeds of its own destruction.
This does not mean capital does not have contradictions which will destroy the world: the ultimate contradiction
being that racialized labor is the source of value and at the same time capital expels racialized labor from the
production process.
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solutions to racialism and capitalism. It is no accident that Hall celebrates the Popular Front and
the attendant coalition of political forces has become the cause célèbre of generations of scholars
and activists.
Barbara Ransby also proposes another framework, "the Black Freedom Movement"
(2003, p. 3). Ransby uses the life of Ella Baker to give form and content to the Black Freedom
Movement. Baker's life is the story of the movement, "...the collective efforts of African
Americans to attain full human rights, from the nadir of segregation at the turn of the twentieth
century through the peak of the civil rights movement in the 1960s and beyond" (2003, p. 3).
Ella Baker's troubled relationship with the radicalization of the movement is best captured in
Ransby's "Coming to Grips with Black Power" (2003, p. 344). It is precisely the troubled
relationship she had which captures the theoretical argument I will later make.12 The fact that
Ella Baker eventually drifted from her beloved Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
speaks volumes. She was representative in that demands and aspirations of the Black movement
and Black Power could not win her over. Ultimately though, Ransby cannot explain why the
Black Freedom Movement disappeared, was defeated, and ultimately has not returned. The very
mortality of Ella Baker is perhaps symbolic of the Black Freedom Movement.
Limits explores the relationship of the Classical Workers Movement and the Classical
Black Liberation Movement. Both of these movements were products of history, capitalism, and
the race. They do not have an independence of their own, separate from the material world they
arose from. The Classical Black Liberation Movement is a product of the US Civil War and ends
in the recession of 1973. Meanwhile the workers movement takes it start in 1883 and ends in
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Unlike Todd Gitlin I do not see the radicalization of the movement as a negative (1993). In fact, I believe it to be
necessary. Subsequently, I do not ascribe to any notion of a good sixties and bad sixties.
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1982. The two movements were unique developments based on the material constitution of racial
capitalism and the opportunities afforded to struggle based on the world they found. And within
the Classical Black Liberation Movement, Black communists, Garveyites, nationalists, and
socialists fought out their battles. These particular formations attempted to win over the broader
movement to their specific politics, organizations, and strategies in dealing with Reconstruction's
defeat.
The geography of racial capitalism was the very terrain upon which the battles of the long
20th century took place. The spatial arrangements of factories, cities, and neighborhoods allowed
for a unique formation of class and race politics that gave both the workers movement and the
Black struggle immense power. Both movements recognized this power--often falsely theorized
as consciousness--and used it accordingly to achieve the goals the participants felt were
achievable. But it was not consciousness which determined the radicalism of struggle, but more
material, strategic, and social factors. They were organized by capital and race as much as they
organized against capitalism and racism. This dialectic was crucial to how, where, when, and
why Black liberation fought back.
Karl Marx argued that capital's gift to the proletariat was its ability to concentrate more
workers in a given workspace. In the United States, there have been powerful countervailing
tendencies to this argument (Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, 2011; Bluestone, 1984,
Moody, 2007). In addition, David Harvey's concept of flexible accumulation shows
organizational, technological, and commercial innovations in the economy are at the centerpiece
of a new spatio-temporal organization of urban spaces (Harvey, 1991, p. 147). The geographical
map of racial capitalism and struggle changed in dramatic ways in the 20th century. As Harvey
writes, "The differential powers of geographical mobility for capital and labour [sic] have not
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remained constant over time, nor are they evenly available to different factions of capital and
labour [sic]" (1990, p. 234). Andrew Herod has done important work in this arena, although he
treats the geography of labor through the lens of unions (2001). While there is a reality to this
approach, it misses the 89% of workers who are not in unions (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018).
The problem remains that these works have been cordoned off from Black geographies to some
degree and Black liberation. I believe geography as a discipline is best suited amongst the
disciplines to study the new spatio-temporal arrangements that Black liberation and proletarians
find themselves in.
The world the workers movement and the Black struggle thrived in, developed towards
urbanization, large infrastructure projects, and large-scale factories. This concentration of
spatial-temporalities created a geography which was highly conducive to class struggle. It
allowed a type of unity in struggle to the Black liberation movement that was the very sea in
which Black revolutionaries would swim. It was also limited by the racism of the white workers
movement, which forced Black workers to subordinate class politics in their confrontations and
coalitions with the Black middle class. 13 White supremacy became one of the key limits for both
the workers movement and the Black movement. However, I argue that it was not only white
supremacy external to the workers movement which was a limit, but also its own internal class
relations with one another which produced the limit. In this sense the limit was internal to
working class formation in the United States.
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There is a tension in positing a unified Black liberation movement in the 20th century. The scholarship in the last
decade has demonstrated that class struggle within the Black community was constant. Meaning Black workers did
not have the same interest as the Black middle class. See Michael Rudolph West (2008), Toure F. Reed (2008),
Laura Warren Hill and Julia Rabig (2012), and Komozi Woodward (1999).
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And yet workers and Black liberation made unprecedented gains in the 20th century
within the limits of their own class relationship and the possibilities of racial capitalism afforded.
The Black liberation struggle also invented new forms of organizations and struggle because of
the particular form of structural racism they encountered. If the strike was the premiere weapon
of the workers movement, the Black struggle did sit-ins, invented cop-watch, and developed a
unique strategy of armed struggle. In other words, the factory or the workers movement did not
trap the Black struggle. This relationship was independent and dependent to the workers
movement.
For example, if the workers movement rioted against Black workers starting in the New
York City Draft Riots and continued this type of 'race riot' against Black workers, by the end of
World War I, Black workers fought back against such 'race riots'. By the 1960s, riots were no
longer synonymous with whites attacking Black workers, but more dynamically a part of Black
liberation attacking the state and capital, and part of a global insurgency against racial capitalism.
Forms of 'struggle' that were first used against Black workers, were later appropriated by Black
workers and used against racial capitalism.
Black Geographies
This dissertation situates itself in the field of Black geographies.14 Katherine McKittrick
writes, "Black geographies are located within and outside the boundaries of traditional spaces
and places; they expose the limitation of transparent space through black social particularities
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It should be noted autonomous Marxism has made a minimal impact in the field of geography, even though it
resonates with Black geographies. The works of Paul Pickerill and Jenny Chatterton (2006) refine David Harvey's
arguments in Spaces of Hope (Harvey, 2000). They bring together specific actors and processes in the contemporary
moment with a clear anti-capitalist agenda. Furthermore, their work like Black geographies, create significant room
for spatial and temporal explorations which are antagonistic to capital, the state, and white supremacy, while
remaining independent of union, party, and state structures. They bring back the agency of the oppressed. There is a
fruitful conversation between Black geographies and autonomous Marxism waiting to happen. A sensible place to
begin is of course, the work of C.L.R. James.
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and knowledges, they locate and speak back to the geographies of modernity, transatlantic
slavery, and colonialism..." (p. 7) and most importantly "...they are places and spaces of social,
economic, and political denial and resistance" (p. 7). McKittrick works brings our attention the
critical import of Black women and Black feminism to geographies which have traditionally
marginalized body and theory. McKittrick finds resistance in bodies, activities, and space
inhabited constituting Black geographies. This geography is not simply a site of domination and
oppression, but one arising out of resistance of all kinds.
While considering Limits of the Black Radical Tradition and the Value-form part of
Black geographies, I depart from McKittrick's scale of the Black body and her scope of the Black
Atlantic when looking at class and race struggle. My focus is on macro relationships, and
struggles of the Black liberation movement in the United States. This involves a level of
abstraction and generalization that some readers--especially historians--will find uncomfortable.
I stay away from the type of detailed history that Robin Kelley calls for in Race Rebels.15
While such historical investigation is crucial, I do not believe it will answer the questions I am
searching for. In other words, the questions I ask have driven my decision to use a large scale
and a national scope. My scales are in decades, periodizations of capitalism, and revolutions in
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Kelley argues for a from below and extra-institutional point of view to look at the history of Black politics,
culture, and life. Not only does politics happens outside of the traditional organizations of labor and civil rights, it
happens at a scale that formal organizations cannot capture. It happens at a daily level, in daily acts of resistance,
and in places that organizations (and historians) do not have access to.
The key concepts and clues to scale Kelley invokes are: "history from below", "infrapolitics", "veiled social and
cultural worlds of oppressed people", and "hidden transcripts" (1996, p.8). Kelley wants to look at "...working-class
history must look way, way, way, below, to the places where the noble and heroic tradition of labor militancy is not
as evident" (p. 13). Kelley's project is crucial and serves a different purpose than mine. At the same time, Kelley
misses what is happening in the larger picture. I want to understand Black political and social struggle in terms of
the development of racial capitalism. Kelley by using the scope and scale that he employs, is not able to see what I
am seeing.
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value. When I do descend into smaller scales for a moment, it is not for the purposes of
excavating 'history from below' but to demonstrate the larger scale, where my argument resides.
I recognize the dialectics of scale and scope and their oscillations in creating a rich and
textured site of domination and resistance. However, my choice to see Black geography from the
scope and scale I have chosen shows a different history, movement, and dynamic. What I mean
by this is that the production of Black geographies becomes one of the dominant features of
radical and revolutionary movements in the 20th century. At times it came to define the political
and economic attention of the nation such as Black Power. And beginning in the mid-1960s
started attaining municipal power in major cities.
The scale and scope of my work also changes the questions I ask. The questions posed by
the theorists I investigate deal with revolution, the American state, and racial capitalism at a
systemic level. With this point in mind, I do not intend to pose unhelpful dichotomies, as I see
my work building off studies whose scale and scope are much smaller and larger than mine.
Understanding racial capitalism and Black geographies is a collective project. I hope that readers
will be generous in the decision I have made and see my work as part of a larger discipline of not
only geography, but history, sociology, anthropology, and economics traversing multiple scales
and scopes in the effort reveal forms of racial domination and liberation.
If my work seems to freeze scale and scope, it is only for the purposes of argumentation
and maintaining a line of investigation in a single body of work. I recognize like David Harvey,
Neil Smith, Ruth Wilson Gilmore, and Katherine McKittrick that ultimately scales and scopes
are relational, historical, and produced. Scholarship might be freeze them in text, but the lived
experiences of scale and scope are never static. While the Black geographies I am interested in
and discuss certainly "jump scales" (Smith, 1992), I have maintained a bird’s eye view of history
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and struggle.16 This decision is rooted in the theoretical and practical activities of Black
revolutionaries who took the day-to-day realities of racialism, meticulously and painstakingly
built larger and larger scales, allowing liberation to take on psychic, bodily, city, regional,
national, and even international scope. While I cannot explore the relationship of scale and scope
in Black revolutionary geographies, there is much work to be done in how this was articulated,
and built in the 20th century.
I see theorists Frantz Fanon, C.L.R. James, Max Stanford and Cedric Robinson as
producing Black geographies. They tried to maneuver between scales and create a scalar
dialectic of revolution. That they could not does not meant they did not leave behind an
important legacy we must attend to as geographers. In fact, Black liberation has never been silent
in the face of "traditional geography" (McKittrick, 2006, p. xiii).17 And how could it be as
Harvey suggests, "Spatial and temporal practices are never neutral in social affairs. They always
express some kind of class or other social content..." (1990, p. 239). This dissertation takes as the
starting point, the contribution of Black geography in the analysis of racial capitalism. I focus on
the production of new intellectual geographies such as the Black Belt thesis, the Jamesian
dialectics of race and class, nationalism, and the city. These Black geographies were powerful
responses to racial geography and racial capitalism.
I see a rich contribution of Black geography in political thought and in material struggle.
I also see the future returning to some form of Black geography in praxis. What it will look like
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Neil Smith writes that "...jumping scales allows evictees to dissolve spatial boundaries that are largely imposed
from above and that contain rather than facilitate their production and reproduction of everyday life" (1992, p. 60). I
extend this to Black geographies.
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As Laura Pulido discusses in Policies and Practices for an Antiracist Geography at the Millennium (2002), it is
crucial to include non-white geographers in the field. They certainly exist, but are often not thought of as
geographers. This dissertation intends to correct that.
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is not apparent at this moment, but it has already started with the riots of Ferguson and Baltimore
and the highway blockades across the country. A new geography is being created and it should
be recognized in that manner. It should change how geographers understand spatial organization
of the current capitalist moment. In other words, our moment is rich in Black geography, but not
in the way it has been assumed.
At the same time Limits asks can the Black geography of the Classical Black Liberation
Movement, be a guide to emancipation in the 21st century. I wager that it cannot. A new Black
geography will have to emerge, that will not look like anything from the 20th century. As James
warned a younger generation of Black revolutionaries "Revolutions [...] come like a thief in the
night" (1993, p. 239). We should expect to be surprised, our own revolutionary categories
overthrown, and forced to recognize a new set of thought and activity, a challenge for even the
most radical geographers.
Geography of Value-form, Race, and Class Struggle
In the field of Black geography, Gilmore's breakthrough insight of the four surpluses and
how they were re-invested to produce mass incarceration in the context of Black liberation is a
key set of mediations of value-form, class struggle, and the race.18 In continuing this effort, I
wanted to look at how to explain the lack of a systemic challenge to race and the value-form
since the last great effort in 1968.
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Along with Ruth Wilson Gilmore, Marxist geographers continue to grapple with the growing surplus populations
across the planet and its relevancy towards the development of race. "Race, Surplus Population and the Marxist
Theory of Imperialism" by Michael McIntyre focuses on the creation of surplus populations and the subsequent
racialization of the former through the logic of capital accumulation (McIntyre, 2011). McIntyre writes, "Race
comes in most consistently, then, as an explanation of and justification for conquest and subjugated labor. From the
very beginning, then, “race” marks populations whose labor is unfree and surplus-producing. With the abolition of
slavery, race continues to mark formerly unfree laboring populations who now become the core of capitalism’s
surplus laboring population" (McIntyre, 2011, 1502). And Don Mitchell goes onto write, "Race like gender and
sexuality, is a geographical project. Race is constructed through space, just as space is often constructed through
race" (2000, 230).
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David Harvey is a defining geographer who has advanced the field of geography and
Marxism (1985; 1990; 2007). However my own work departs from Harvey's more traditional
reading of Marx, capitalism, and class. As I have indicated earlier, capitalism is always racialized
and subsequently so are its formations. On this point Harvey and I have fundamental differences
as he takes a class-centric position that does not see race as constitutive of capitalism. This has
deep ramifications for Harvey's own theory of value, leaving it unable to categorically show the
relationship of the value-form and race. At the same time, Harvey's reminder that value is in
motion certainly influences this work's understanding of the race-form. A robust theory of race
has to account for all the moments and flows of race in the value-form.
To accomplish this task my journey first went through Cedric Robinson, Ruth Wilson
Gilmore, Loren Goldner, Robert Brenner, and Ellen Wood. Their intellectual labors shaped how
my own concept of race-form eventually developed. Robinson as stated earlier articulated the
concept of racialism and racial capitalism. Racialism is a relationship of domination in existence
prior to capitalism. Instead of race and racism arising out of capitalism, it is exactly the inverse.
The formation of the European bourgeoisie and proletariat take place on the terrain of Europe's
racialist economy, politics, and culture. Gilmore, continuing in the tradition Robinson used both
concepts to analyze the contemporary moment of capitalism in California's prison boom. Her
current definition of racism is,
…a practice of abstraction, a death-dealing displacement of difference into
hierarchies that organize relations within and between the planet's sovereign
territories. Racism functions as a limiting force that pushes disproportionate costs of
participating in an increasingly monetized and profit-driven world onto those who, due to the
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frictions of political distance, cannot reach the variable levers of power that might relieve them
of those costs" (2002, p. 16).
Gilmore’s insight into the concept of abstraction and the connection to a monetized
economy all signal a hand to more categorical expressions of race. Her Golden Gulag embeds
this dynamic in the movement and contradiction of capital. Her work demonstrates how the
historical movement of capital creates a racialized surplus population. While her work
temporally speaks to one slice of the long twentieth century, my efforts to think through the
question of race is much more categorical. However, the relationship is symbiotic and the
opening she provides is indispensable.
Loren Goldner provided the last addition to my development of the race-form. Loren
Goldner writes,
...value is no longer compatible with the expanded social reproduction of labor power,
and that the socially necessary labor time for the material reproduction of society has
declined relative to surplus labor time sufficiently that value relations can no longer
mediate the reproduction of the species. On the contrary, to maintain itself, value must
condemn a large percentage of the species to stagnation in non-productive spheres and in
unemployment, and periodically destroy labor power physically (1914-1918, 1939-1945,
the virtually ceaseless "local wars" since 1945) (2017).
The destruction of labor power Goldner calls the devalorization of labor power. In a
general sense Goldner sees the devalorization of labor power as endemic to valorization. This
was the other breakthrough. Goldner used the concept of 'devalorization' which usually means
destruction of the means of production, to discuss labor power. The connections to race were not
far off.
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As I was moving to develop my own understanding of race, all three of these theorists
however were rubbing against an influential and powerful current in Marxism, labeled Political
Marxism. It was specifically Robert Brenner's and Ellen Wood's works that I could not reconcile
with the experiences of slavery, genocide, and colonialism. Their works seemed to place such
forms of domination outside of the internal dynamics of capital. This was unacceptable to me.
According to Ellen Wood, "...class is constitutive of capitalism in a way that race is not.
Capitalism is conceivable without racial divisions, but not, by definition, without class"(2002, p.
276). This defied the historical contributions of Cedric Robinson and Theodore Allen. The latter
interestingly documented the racialization of the Irish as early as the 14th century (2012). This is
long before Marxist scholarship recognizes the development of race. Marxism seemed to tell
another tale--and that is what it precisely is--that with the defeat of capitalism, racism would be
defeated, because racism is a product of capitalism. It is no surprise that Marxists have ignored
the growing field of antiquity studies that focus on race before the rise of capitalism. To prove
that race did not exist before capitalism, Marxist historians overwhelmingly rely on a single text,
Before Color Prejudice by Frank M Snowden Jr. (1983). It is not clear why this oversight has
occurred, but so far there has been no meaningful engagement with this literature.
Another aspect of Ellen Wood's argument was that race happens to be "...a major 'extraeconomic' mechanism of class reproduction in U.S. capitalism" (p. 276). The extra-economic
argument set my research agenda towards proving that race was precisely an economic dynamic
of capitalism itself. Over the years, my research moved towards value-form, because this is the
crux of Marxist theory. While this dissertation does not explore state (Rothstein, 2017;
Quadagno, 1994), extra-legal (Shapiro, 1988), housing (Oliver and Shaprio, 1995; Massey and
Denton 2003), corporeal (Fanon, 1967), gendered (Davis, 1983), cultural (Robinson, 2012; Sims,
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2006), war (Singh, 2017), geo-politics (Vitalis, 2015), or inter-proletarian processes of race (Hill,
1988; Ignatiev, 2003)19. I see my work supporting and building from these arguments of
racialization.
In contrast to Ellen Wood, Gilmore in one manner is a synthesis of many of those
processes of race and value-form. She shows the logic of capital and race produce racial
geographies and racial capitalism. In this sense she breaks out of narrow definitions of race and
instead produces a dynamic and encompassing articulation of how it all comes together. In my
own work, my research was in tension with Political Marxism, I hope to produce a categorical
theory of value-form and race-form.
Wood's work parallels Brenner's definition of capitalism, "Economic agents must lack
means of coercion that would allow them to reproduce themselves by systematically
appropriating by force what they need from direct producers" (2007, p. 60). The implications are
clear. Slavery was not capitalist. One of Brenner's disciples, Charlie Post argued this exact point
in The American Road to Capitalism. I could not abide by this as I fell in the C.L.R. James and
Eric Williams camp of the debate: slavery was quintessentially capitalist. The question was how
to prove it. A theory of value-form and capitalism that could incorporate coercion, violence, and
war was crucial.
I take issue with Brenner's definition of capitalism as I see the non-coercion processes of
the market constantly creating race, and nor is my definition of capitalism non-coercive. Any
look at the Jim Crow South for example should put to rest exactly how non-coercive capitalism
was. Nor did that non-coercion disappear after the defeat of Jim Crow. Brenner's account cannot
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make sense of race and violence as an internal dynamic of capitalist accumulation. In more
Marxist language, I see the entire process of M-C-M' as saturated with the race-form and
violence.
As Gilmore writes, "racism is the ordinary means through which dehumanization
achieves ideological normality, while, at the same time, the practice of dehumanizing people
produces racial categories" (2006, p. 243). This was too tantalizing a clue not to follow. In the
very mundane pores of our society, racism is produced. While the documentation of police
violence, home evictions, extra-judicial violence is growing, how modern capitalism-- at least
according to a certain school of Marxism--could produce racism needed to be demonstrated.
Value-form and race-form theory shows how the very movement of capitalism, produces such
result. Race-form as I argue in this dissertation is the unique relationship which constitutes
capitalism. This is the first half in racial capitalism. Racial capitalism could be as well re-written
as Race-form Value-form. In one manner that would be the more accurate wording for the world
we live in today.
As racial capitalism produces racial geography, this means the current landscape
proletarians find themselves is not just neutral in the sense of capitalism, but also racial. This has
been obvious on many measures for sometime. Gilmore has documented this with prisons with
great care. Urban historians have done this in terms of cities (Self, 2005; Sugrue, 2014; Hirsch,
2011). Labor historians have made their own contributions (Hill, 1985; Roediger & Esch, 2014).
It all points to the dialectics of race, capital, and geography (Gilmore, 2002; Smith, 2008). I
attempt to being making sense of this dialectics through the works of C.L.R. James as he
connected it in a revolutionary manner. In another chapter I theorize the race-form as a crucial
part of the value-form. The maximization of surplus-value or profit in all circuits of capitalist
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accumulation at the cost of labor power's reproduction is the very definition of the race-form.
And yet the defeat of Jim Crow in the South, certainly did not mean the defeat of the
race-form or the value-form. Paradoxically racial capitalism took on higher, deadlier, and
contradictory forms and content. Real domination took the race-form and vice verse to new
mutations which have proven to be even more difficult to defeat then Jim Crow. This is why
Gilmore's work is so crucial as it embeds all the concepts I have discussed into a synthesis
explaining carceral geography. My work seeks to take a step back from hers and explain the
broader dynamics of a racial geography and hence racial capitalism.
Value-form and Communization
The defeats of 1968 produced value-form theory and communization. The restructuring
of the global proletariat and capitalism pushed communists to make sense of the historical arch
of capitalist development and the state of the workers movement. In the late 1960s a group of
French revolutionaries with traditions going back to Council Communism and Amadeo Bordiga,
Socialism or Barbarism, and the Situationists encountered key texts: Grundrisse, Results and of
the Direct Production Process, and Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844. The
combination of intellectual ferment and class struggle seemed to have been highly conducive to a
radical rethinking of the communist and workers movement. They sought an emancipatory
vision of communism, separate from the experiences of Russia. One school of communization
periodized the cycles of struggles rooting in the class relation based on the formal and real
domination of labor by capital. This dissertation follows this trend most importantly inaugurated
by the journal Theorie Communiste and in the Anglo-phone world, End Notes.20
Communization is the simultaneous abolishment of the value-form and taking actions
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which create new forms of anti-capitalist life and social relations. The horizon of what has been
classically understood as a transitional period disappears, leaving the immediate self-activity of
the proletariat, called communist measures. Communization is the abolishment of the class
relationship of the proletariat and capital. There are no classes in communization. Just as
important, there should be no race in communism.
Value-form theory originated in Germany around the 1960s. Value-form critique took
from its starting point the traditions of the Frankfurt School and Theodore Adorno. Intellectually
the discovery of the first edition of Capital in German showed the way for a new reading of
Capital.21 A critical stance towards capitalism and existing socialism drove the intellectual
developments. The move towards a categorical explanation of Marx was only reinforced by the
re-discovery of Hegel and his working out of categories in the Science of Logic. This is why
value-form theory attempts to move away from surface explanations of capitalism to categorical
explanation and critique. While at times it can be highly abstract, it returns analysis of capitalism
back to the categories Marx himself worked through. It saw capitalism as a society dominated by
abstractions and forms, which were simultaneously material and real at the same time. This was
the paradox of capitalism which made it so difficult to comprehend and overthrow.
While the analysis of race is a slowly emerging among value-form theorists such as Chris
Chen (End Notes, 2013) and Joshua Clover (2017), they tend to be more focused on surplus
populations. In light of Frank Wilderson's criticism of Gramscian-Marxist readings of race which
privilege the wage-form and are unable to account for the gratuitous forms of violence that is
constitutive of race, Chen in the Limit Point of Capitalist Equality signals the potency of value-
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form theory to theorize race. He mentions that value-form theorists are able to account for such
forms of violence, but as I will show later, he does not demonstrate the relationship. To be clear I
find substantial amount of agreement in the works of Chen and Clover who both argue that race
is constitutive of capitalism, waged and unwaged.22
In contrast, the centrality of gender in value-form theory is undeniable and a huge leap in
Marxism which I take inspiration and theoretical guidance from. Value-form theorists of gender
argue that gender relations are not only a pre-capitalist legacy, that there is a categorical
relationship between gender and the value-form, and that man and woman play the extreme
antagonistic counterparts in capitalist society. I see important parallels regarding these assertions
around gender and race.
If Cedric Robinson argued that capitalism is always racial, value-form theorists have
argued that capitalism is always gendered (Scholz, 2014). Roswitha Scholz proposes
"Accordingly, value dissociation means that capitalism contains a core of female-determined
reproductive activities and affects characteristics, and attitudes (emotionally, sensuality, and
female or motherly caring) that are dissociated from the value and abstract labor" (2014, p. 127).
To take this line of thinking to its conclusion, the gender of capitalism is masculine according
Scholz (2014). This adds another layer of sophistication that has yet to be internalized. It begs
the question if racial capitalism needs a modifier of masculine racial capitalism. This dissertation
will not explore this explicitly, but is open to such a relationship between gender, race, and the
value-form.
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My contention in Limits is that Black liberation looks fundamentally different from the
vantage point of the value-form. This should come as no surprise. C.L.R. James pointed out in
Notes on Dialectics, "But in the alteration of the knowledge, the object itself also, in point of
fact, is altered" (p. 51). This radical observation challenges the scholarship to not take granted
the standard levels of abstractions which Marxists have used in the 20th century which are profit,
wages, and rent. While the latter are perfectly acceptable and do show us important dynamics of
racial capitalism, they are not our only tools. At the end of the day, Marx was a value-form
theorist and a theorist of crisis. I wish to return to the basics or fundamentals of Marx and
examine Black liberation from such a position. I will not undertake a complete history. Instead, I
see my work laying the groundwork for such a development. I develop the rationale, the
categories, and motion for precisely such a work. Even preliminary exploration shows important
phenomena that have been largely ignored by theorists of racial capitalism, value-form and
historians of Black liberation. Black liberation's motion in the 21st century was not
revolutionary, as many have imagined.23
On the one hand Black liberation's overwhelming proletarian composition gave it a
radical edge, but on the other, precisely because it was proletarian meant that it was ‘v’ in the
v+c=s equation. The 'v' variable for a period could find autonomy as a radical outside of
capitalism, best formulated by the writings of the Johnson-Forest Tendency, but what appeared
to be autonomy in the moment, revealed itself to be inside the machinery of capitalism itself
when we analyze v+c=s from a value-form perspective. In other words 'v' in the 20th century
became the propellant to drive capitalism forward. In light of defeated revolutions, capital
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reconstituted itself in new spatial, temporal, organizational, and political forms while the
liberation movements overtime became laggards. While the Black struggle never breached the
wall of reform in a fundamental way, it was always a part of the larger proletariat struggle, and
when it tried to step outside of it, like the UNIA or Black Power, it came upon the fiercest
political and economic headwinds from all sectors of society including Black people.24 This is
not to single out the failings of Black liberation. And in fact, calling them failings is beside the
point and to get lost in semantics on one level. The anti-colonial struggles and the workers
movement fell into the same problems as Black liberation on this question. This dissertation will
show that Black liberation drove the movement of value-form from functioning from formal
domination to real domination, it will show that Black liberation became dissolved not only
through a limited political victory, but through the very economic process of capitalism.
Although value-form is much neglected concept and theory in Black liberation, it was
momentarily taken up by the Johnson Forest Tendency. Largely forgotten, I will show how
James was an early theorist of value-form. The purpose is to show value-form theory and
possibly communization does not only develop in Europe, but has origins in Black liberation.
The trajectory was blocked partially by organizational quirks of the Johnson Forest Tendency,
but also by the rise of national liberation and the mediation of violence.
In the United States, violence came to play a key mediating role in theory and practice in
the Black liberation struggle. This is no accident considering the ferocious repression of the
Black movement by COINTELPRO. The struggle moved to formations such as the Black
Panther Party and Black Liberation army where violence was constitutive of the very politics and
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actions of the group. In this sense, Frantz Fanon's work is central in thinking through the role of
violence in liberation and in blocking further development of value-form theory in this country.
At the same time, the mediation of violence sheds light into nature of race and capitalism. Fifty
years later--paradoxically--we can incorporate the experience and theories of violence into a
reconstruction of value-form theory. They are unsettling and disturbing. They raise questions
regarding the relationship of war and Black liberation.
Black Liberation and Communism
Black liberation had to fight its way to gain creditability amongst communists (Solomon,
1998). In other words, it was not as organic a relationship has many would like to believe. But
ultimately, their complex relationship produced new results and insights into capitalism: new
understandings of capitalism, new Black geographies, new subjectivities and new theories of
revolution.
The trajectory from subordination, to partnership, and eventual leadership of the
proletarian struggle culminated in the flourishing of Black communist political thought in the
1960s. But while the 1960s saw the radicalization of the Black movement grow, the white
proletariat did not keep pace. In fact it became the very anti-thesis and limit of the Black
movement. I argue that the Black movement offered space to anyone interested in fighting for
the Black revolution, which ultimately meant the emancipation of all proletarians, including
white proletarians. The rejection of this offer by white proletarians has been damning and still
present in everything that transpires today. Black movement was a demographic minority, and at
the end of the day, needed the white proletariat, if Black liberation was going to be a real
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possibility.25 The situation in the United States was not of that in Kenya, Algeria, or GuineaBissau and Cape Verde where small white colonial settlers were the opposition and Black
revolutionaries could swim in a large sea of sympathetic Black populace. The American reality
afforded no such opportunity.
One of the most unexplored areas of the Black communism is the periodization of its
program and its relationship to the broader development of capitalism and the value-form.26 Just
as a higher level of abstraction reveals a certain motion and framework for Black liberation, the
content of Black liberation can be analyzed in a different light when value-form is brought to
bear. The Classical Black Liberation's Movement had no qualms about its program:
Reconstruction. Accordingly, all revolutionary movements in the United States has always had
to come face-to-face with the defeat of Reconstruction and the subsequent rise of Jim Crow. This
produced what I call the anti-racism of Reconstruction. Communists tried to link this program to
revolution. No greater an attempt was made than by C.L.R. James's dialectical contributions to
race and class. James saw the eventual merger of the labor movement and the Black movement.
This would defeat racial capitalism. If this sounds familiar, it is exactly what Cedric Robinson
counseled in the end of Black Marxism.
That James's dialectic proved not to make the leaps he wrote of in Notes in Dialectics is
the reason for this dissertation's existence. James, the most sophisticated thinker of anticapitalism and capitalism produced by the Black Radical Tradition, could not escape the legacy
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of Reconstruction’s defeat. His dialectics attempted to link class and race into a new movement
of revolution. Ultimately James succumbed to two forces: the first was the defeat of
Reconstruction and the second was to Black liberation itself via Black Power and national
liberation. The dialectic refused to connect the way James theorized: labor (CIO and white) with
the Black liberation movement.
Max Stanford took James's dialectics to new heights in the World Black Revolution.
Stanford literally re-wrote the Communist Manifesto with the Black Revolution as the subject
and the verb. The Black Revolution was rejected not only by whites, by the colonized world, but
also by the masses of Black people in the United States. The horizon remained Reconstruction
and not revolution.
My argument will run contrary to many in the field of Black Power Studies, Black
Studies, African American History, and American Studies. Many scholars will point to the Black
Panther Party or the Communist Party as rebuttals. I will show in my dissertation that neither
were large formations and more importantly neither had programs that I believe were anticapitalist. This is not to say they were not heroic, had far reaching insights into the human
condition, or could have done anything different. Their failures and defeat are a reminder of the
challenges we continue to face.
With the partial victory of Civil Rights Movement, it appears Reconstruction as a horizon
of struggle has dissipated. But this also meant that the Black liberation movement entered a
world beyond anything it had anticipated before. The glue that held it together was defeat of
Reconstruction. What remained ahead was still racial capitalism, but in new forms. The valueform mutations in the late 1960s were seen in de-industrialization, automation, and permanent
economic crisis. This brought upon a new social arraignment of racialism, with more complexity
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than the previous iteration. The real domination of labor by capital re-ordered the very world of
Black liberation. It is this crisis which Black liberation faces today.
The very machinery of dialectics had been broken. James's and Stanford's argument lie
shattered on the geography of value-form and race-form. The frameworks they produced,
capitalism negated, and their partners had absconded. Black liberation stands alone in racial
capitalism. Prophetically, James wrote, "The independent Negro movement, which is boiling and
moving, must find its way to the proletariat. If the proletariat is not able to support it, the
repression of past times when the revolutionary forces failed the Negroes will be infinitely, I
repeat infinitely, more terrible today" (1948). Mass incarceration, murders by police, income and
wealth inequality, joblessness, and the ecological crisis are all bearing down on the Black
proletariat.
The theoretical tools forged in one era of racial capitalism and struggle will no longer
suffice. It has proven to be profoundly difficult to forge new tools. The tools of the past were
created through immense cost of life. To set those tools down for new ones, all too often seems
to dishonor the very people who have died so we can have any tools at all. There is no way out of
this, but to historicize one period of capitalism and struggle and develop new tools for another
period. Traumatic and painful as this will be, the realities of capitalism are only more so.
Even the manifesto for the Movement for Black Lives is at heart, anti-racist social
democracy or in more American terms, the anti-racism of Reconstruction (Movement for Black
Lives, 2017). Is there no other horizon? To find a new horizon will take some combination of
new categories and struggle of our times. The latter are beginning to break out with street
protests, occupation of squares, blockades and riots. What does connect the past to the present is
that by 1968 the Black movement had used every one of these forms of struggle. To declare
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novelty of the present struggle would be a-historical on one level. The novelty of the movement
lies in the economic and political terrain that the forms of struggle take place. I think of 1968 as a
revolving door so to speak, where the strike, the workers movement, and the 'economic good
times' were headed for the exit. What was entering the revolving door was economic crisis in
terms of value, and truly new forms of struggle on a mass scale.
But radical thought, always lags behind radical activity. There is a communist horizon
out there where Black liberation still plays indispensible role. This dissertation takes that for
granted. We must find it.
The Structure of this Dissertation
The first chapter will look at the categories used to explain the defeat of the Black
liberation movement: culture, state-repression, structural, dichotomy trap, assassination, cooptation, mis-leadership, betrayal, and false consciousness. Taken together they form the
categories of defeat. I argue that these categories do not explain the historic defeat of an entire
tradition. The categories themselves are historical, and need to be historicized. I take inspiration
from C.L.R. James's rigorous analysis of categories in Notes on Dialectics. He emphasized that
categories are the tools used to understand the world. As the world changes, so too must our
categories. James felt that this was a difficult task, even for Marxist revolutionaries. This is why
he turned to Hegel's Science of Logic. The contradictions of capital cannot be explained by the
categories developed in a previous period. I examine these categories and offer my own set of
category: the Classical Black Liberation Movement as a meta-category.
The following chapter, The Communists and the Classical Black Liberation Movement
interrogates the relationship of race, class, nation, gender and capitalism at the turn of the early
20th century. Many of the conceptual difficulties we encounter today begin in this moment. If
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intellectual and theoretical knots are of the moment, untangling them requires starting from here.
This was a unique moment where categories were still being developed. I show the limits and
potentials of the different categories. Furthermore I track the development of gender in Black
liberation and show the difficult race and nation have in articulating an emancipatory politics of
gender liberation.
My third chapter, Value-form and the Black Radical Tradition, takes off from the
previous one to show that the Black Radical Tradition was ultimately defeated by the valueform, and on the other hand I argue that value-form theorists have not fully incorporated the
race-form into their accounts of value-form and capitalism. Furthermore the tradition of Black
liberation has largely left value-form theory unattended. The exception is the singular theorist of
revolution, C.L.R. James. James and the tendency he belonged to, the Johnson Forest Tendency,
came closest in the Black liberation tradition in theorizing value-form theory. More broadly, the
chapter on James, C.L.R. James and the Contradictions of Value-form and Race, opens up an
entire new paradigm in Black liberation. That Black liberation has its own tradition of
communziation and value-form theory. It is not purely European in origin, but born within the
struggles against racism and capital in the United States. This paradigm shifting move is a much
needed corrective to contemporary theorists of value-form who have had little to say on the
original intellectual contributions of Black thinkers to value-form theory and communization
theory. It is also my shot across the bow to the Black Radical Tradition to re-engage with the
grass roots intellectual traditions of the post-1968 European left. Again, Robinson's last words in
Black Marxism are my guide.
This chapter on James explores his unique attempt to link the dialectics of race and class
into a revolutionary potential, but he too fell to the agenda setting horizon of Reconstruction’s
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defeat and Jim Crow's rise. These twin events and processes powerfully set the horizon of
struggle. This meant that James's attempt to create a revolutionary theory of race could not
overcome its own internal and external limitations. The defeat of James's dialectics forces
reconsideration of the dialectics of race and class today. As of today there is no Marxist theory of
revolution that deals with race.
The chapter, Affirmation and Program of the Black Liberation Movement, focuses on
strategies used by the workers movement and Black liberation to cohere an identity and a set of
politics. However Black liberation faced the twin agenda settings realities of Reconstruction's
defeat and Jim Crow's rise. This has often been theorized as the Black Belt thesis or the Jamesian
dialectics of race and class. In the same chapter, I look at Max Stanford's ground breaking World
Black Revolution as the highest form of affirmation and program achieved in the Black liberation
movement. Stanford explicitly challenges the Communist Manifesto as he displaces the
proletarian revolution for the Black revolution. In exploring the dynamics of affirmation and
programmatism I was forced to ask why the Black struggle did not develop its own theory of
value-form, akin to its European counterparts. I conclude Limits with Limits of the Value-form
and the Development of the Race-form by continuing to push the boundaries between Black
liberation, value-form, and race-form. The purpose is not to arrive a fully formed theory, but
only to begin that process. This last chapter is meant to take Cedric Robinson's theory of racial
capitalism to its logical conclusion to value-form theory.
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Chapter 1
Categories of Defeat in the Classical Black Liberation Movement
"The tradition of all the dead generations weighs like a nightmare on the brain of the living" (Marx,
1974, p. 97).

The Past and the Present
The very constitution of racial capitalism in the long 20th century gave us unique forms
of problems, categories, and relationships. This is not a metaphysical statement, but questions
posed by the logic, motion, organization, and materiality of capital, class struggle, and antiracism. The Century of Reconstruction defined what we know of Black liberation today and how
we relate to it. Our expectations are derived by how the Classical Black Liberation Movement
operated in the past precisely because on the surface, the world looks eerily familiar. The task
seems to be to learn the past, correct the mistakes of a given organization, leader, or political
line, and implement them. Since the worlds look so similar, once the correct fine-tuning is made,
the results should be obvious.
It is no surprise that the past dominates the present. This temporal relationship is the
constitution of capital, to make this phenomenology into material and social reality. Constant
capital (which is dead labor or the past) dominates variable capital (living labor power or the
present). In this vein, what the proletariat built in the long 20th century paradoxically confronts it
and dominates it. Marx wrote in the Grundrisse,
The objective conditions of living labour [sic] capacity are presupposed as having an
existence independent of it, as the objectivity of a subject distinct from living labour
[sic] capacity and standing independently over against it; the reproduction and
realization [Verwertung], i.e. the expansion of these objective conditions, is there at
the same time their own reproduction and new production as the wealth of an alien
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subject indifferently and independently standing over against labour [sic] capacity.
What is reproduced and produced anew [neuproduziert] is not only the presence of
these objective conditions of living labour [sic], but also their presence as independent
values, i.e. values belonging to an alien subject, confronting this living labour [sic]
capacity (Marx, 1993, p. 462).
This is a broad and penetrating description of the proletariat's experiences under capitalism. All
commodities and infrastructures are past labor embedded in the environment. The proletariat
must live socially, spatially, temporally, and materially in the world created by past labor. The
past literally confronts the present. In reducing the constant capital to variable capital to its
temporal distillation, of the past dominating the present, we are able to draw parallel
relationships in the workers movement and Black liberation movement, when it must be the
other way around.27 Neither the workers movement nor the Black liberation movement have
been able to avoid this relationship of the present and the past.
So how do the traditions of the past dominate the present? We can take the most famous
national holiday from the Classical Black Liberation Movement, Martin Luther King Day,
honored every year since 1986. King during his time was hardly the corporate and government
sponsored figure that he has become today (Garrow, 1986). King's non-violence was a powerful
force in disrupting society and bringing to attention the problems of race and poverty that many
whites did not want to witness. Today, King's non-violence and protest strategies and tactics
have been sanitized to the point of being perfectly acceptable to the likes of former President
Barack Obama and former President George Bush Jr. That is, both can invoke King's name, his
beliefs, and his practice as a model for civic action to be emulated by the 'good citizens' of the
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United States. King's legacy has become an albatross around the neck of young people attending
high schools across the country. The bourgeoisie has turned him into a messiah who could
command the masses and inspire millions. His non-violence, which was based on strategic
disruption of society, has morphed into meaningless marches or pre-arranged civil disobediences
where the police congratulate those who they arrest for participating in democracy and a healthy
civil society. Today proletarians across the world and certainly in the United States are taught the
proper way to protest is to follow the example of Dr. King, except this is not the Dr. King of
historical record, but one fabricated by capital, the state, and race.
Just as relevant are the heights of the 20th century movements, which tower over Black
liberation today. These highpoints of struggle provide a counter story to the ones propagated by
the state and capital. If the state and capital manipulate the past, then revolutionaries have their
own history. This version of history sees everything from the highpoints of struggle and applies
them to today's problem. The Panthers fed kids, so we should feed kids; the Panthers engaged in
armed self-defense, so we should arm ourselves; the Panthers built community centers, so we
should build community centers; or the Panthers had a newspaper, so we should have a
newspaper. In this analogical model of revolutionary activism, the different terrains of politics,
composition of capital, periods of capitalism, and the class composition of the proletariat are not
considered, and instead replaced with the will power of the dedicated minority.
If the highpoints of struggle create an army of imitators, the defeats of struggle signal
other theoretical and strategic problems. Both the workers and Black movement faced permanent
defeat and fleeting victory by the late 20th century. While the categories of defeat in the Black
liberation movement have been repeated many times: culture, state-repression, assassination, cooptation, mis-leadership, betrayal, structural, dichotomy trap, and false consciousness; they have
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not been interrogated. In contrast, re-composition, real domination of capital, alienation,
fetishization of the commodity form, deindustrialization, slow growth, the trade-union
bureaucracy, and automation are the frames of defeat for the workers movement.28 As the stories
have been told, it is as if the two movements inhabited two different worlds, and not one singular
world of capital, state, and race. Limits pushes the scholarship of Black liberation towards
interrogation of the categories of defeat and merging the two sets of categories into a new
synthesis. The first step is an examination of the categories of defeat in Black liberation.
The Standard Histories
There are many categories of Black liberation which seek to explain the rise and fall of
the movement. As I discuss in the introduction, the categories of defeat are a way to organize and
account for the defeat of Black liberation. A survey of these explanations will help in
demarcating how my own argument is a fundamental departure from theirs. The categories of
defeat need to be analyzed and placed in their proper role so we can see other, more fundamental
dynamics of the Classical Black Liberation Movement. At the same time, I do not intend to argue
that we completely discard the categories of defeat, but that we treat them as a second order of
analysis of the Black liberation movement. In place of categories of defeat, I hope to ultimately
show that it is the motion of racial capitalism that must remain our ultimate category of analysis.
My concern with the categories of defeat is that they consistently fail to interrogate the
fundamental dynamics of Black liberation and instead are trapped in the specific moment. They
are so entangled with the history of Black liberation, it seems almost impossible to see that they
are a product of that history itself. While all categories are products of their times, I argue as
master categories of defeat, they are long past their expiration date. As C.L.R. James warned in
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I follow Loren Goldner's usage of domination instead of subsumption (2017).
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Notes on Dialectics, even revolutionaries freeze their categories of thought, blocking a sharper
understanding of the world they encounter.
Culture
The category of culture sees the radical origins of Black liberation rooted in an African
Culture (Robinson, 2016; Stuckey, 1987; Woods, 1998). The cultural forms of life on the African
continent are seen as antithetical to capitalism and racialism.29 These forms are carried over to
the New World where they are the fountains of resistance starting with slavery, and continuing
with resistance to modern day forms of racial oppression. This is what constitutes the radical
tradition. It is open to anyone who is faithful to its ordering (Gilroy, 1993).
Robinson's decision to separate culture from capitalism creates an autonomous realm
outside the latter. This is his most controversial and decisive move.30 Robinson writes, "The
Black radical tradition cast doubt on the extent to which capitalism penetrated and re-formed
social life and on its ability to create entirely new categories of human experiences stripped bare
of the historical consciousness embedded in culture" (2000, p. 170).31 The explanatory power
Robinson gives to culture cannot explain the defeat of the movement in the 1970s. Furthermore,
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I specifically use racialism in this instance instead of white supremacy to denote the fundamental anti-thesis the
Black Radical Tradition is to racial capitalism. Put another way, a people can be against one kind of racialism—
white supremacy, Zionism, or Pan-Asianism—but then in the next instance support another kind of racialism.
According to Robinson, the Black Radial Tradition is opposed to all the mutations of racialism.
30

Robin Kelley echoes Robinsons’ point, "European civilization, either through feudalism or the nascent industrial
order, did not simply penetrate African village culture. To understand the dialectic of African resistance to
enslavement and exploitation, in other words, we need to look outside the orbit of capitalism--we need to look West
and Central African Cultures" (Robinson, 2000, p. xiv).
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Stuart Hall wrote about culture and its possibilities as a "place where socialism might be constituted. This is why
'popular culture' matters. Otherwise, to tell you the truth, I don't give a damn about it" (Cook & Glickman, 20).
Limits sees debates over culture as a strategy towards revolution. It is on this specific point that Limits has
disagreements. Culture will not give historians or Marxists the clues they are looking for.
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it is questionable if culture is the source of resistance and revolution. While my claim is not to
discount culture, it is to challenge the argument that culture is the fountain spring of revolution.
If we were to historicize the origins of Robinson’s cultural argument it stems from the
political and intellectual environment where the culture of African-Americans was seen as
damaged by slavery, pathological, and pre-modern.32 This form of argument was not only the
domain of conservatives and racists, but W.E.B. Du Bois, Frantz Fanon, Malcolm X, and
Richard Wright all partook in analyzing cultural pathologies of Black people. When Paul Gilroy
analyzed culture in Against Race and Darker Than Blue, he was stunned to find how
compromised it was. So far theorists of the Black Radical Tradition have ignored Gilroy's more
heretical conclusions. Either Gilroy is completely wrong or the tradition is dead.
In the context of the Civil Rights Movement and national liberation the damaged Black
culture thesis was unable to explain how a damaged people could manage to resist colonialism,
empire, and Jim Crow. It was class and anti-racist struggle that turned the tide. A response was
needed and the full force of the Black intelligentsia responded, crushing their opponents. But in
the route to victory a strange contradiction developed. The reaction to damaged culture became
the inverse: a permanently revolutionary, emancipatory, and independent cultural formation
escaping all the destructive influences of capitalism. If capitalism was of no consequence, then
what need was there to overthrow it? Culture could become an island of freedom. The dichotomy
reached a limit.
The revolutionary cultural argument became a powerful paradigm to attack racist
perspectives, recovering everyday acts of resistance. But what racialism and capitalism were, and
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The key intellectuals in developing this line of argumentation were Stanley Elkins, Ulrich Bonnell Phillips,
Gunnar Myrdal, E. Franklin Frazier, and Daniel Patrick Moynihan. For general histories see Contempt and Pity by
Daryl Michael Scott and Race, Culture, and the Intellectuals by Richard King.
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how the Black Radical Tradition was going to defeat racial capitalism, was lost. If the purpose is
the destruction of the latter, then cultural arguments were missing many key tools. The
argument's potency had to be measured by its success in attacking racial capitalism.
As long as Jim Crow existed, to promote anything other than a damaged culture could
give justification to segregation. With the defeat of Jim Crow, a new possibility developed. The
old pressures dissipated leaving more potential for positive cultural arguments. While Robinson
cannot be blamed for this, the cultural argument quickly lost its revolutionary potential and
became a much cheaper attempt to justify Black capitalism, Black patronage politics, and
identity politics. These latter points are relevant because it showed that revolutionary cultural
arguments were transformed, subsumed into new relations very different from what Robinson
and others hoped to accomplish. Today cultural arguments do not have a horizon of Black
Marxism: the destruction of racial capitalism and the goal of complete liberation. Instead,
cultural horizons are trapped in the social relationships of racial capitalism.
Another by-product of historicizing the cultural argument is to see that it arose for a
particular purpose. The (white) Classical Workers Movement and Marxism demonstrated their
compromise with racial capitalism. Part of the development of a cultural argument, especially
seen in Cedric Robinson's work, is to develop the intellectual independence and authority of
Black radical thought. Black liberation and its intellectual protagonists are not a derivative of
Marxism or any Western intellectual tradition, but have their own authority. Robinson's
biographical portraits of W.E.B. Du Bois, C.L.R. James, and Richard Wright trace their
recognition of the Black masses through culture as source and explanation of the Black Radical
Tradition. Marxism could not account for the "...historically emergent social force, the Black
radical movement" (Robinson, 1983, p. 288). This, in and of itself, is a particularly important
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project and task, but Robinson's method and conclusions have led us to the problems I discuss in
Limits.
Black liberation was not only a culture, but a set of strategies, programs, organizations,
and dynamics which the cultural argument did not grapple with.
Culture is not a category or form of analysis that can explain victory and defeat. Culture cannot
guide the movement telling it when and how to overthrow racial capitalism and the racial state.
While it opened up a new horizon of research for almost every discipline in the academy, that
should not be confused with program, strategy, and tactics. In addition, victory in the realm of
research is not the same thing as victory in class struggle.
If culture kept its focus on the racial portion of racial capitalism, over time it completely
lost sight of the second half of the system. The bifurcation problem emerges once again. The
culture argument became an easy escape from dealing with the powers of capitalism in their very
specific ways. It always seemed that regardless of what capital did, radical culture would always
be there from one moment to the next.
Culture as a research agenda should certainly remain, but as long as culture assumes the
mantle Cedric Robinson or Stuart Hall place upon it: the measure of liberation against racial
capitalism, it must obey the domain of revolutionary authority. This is not an imposition that
Limits places on the argument, but one that originates from Cedric Robinson and Stuart Hall.
Both were committed revolutionaries whose scholarship was directed towards the defeat of racial
capitalism. Cultural arguments cannot explain the full extent of defeat in the contemporary
moment, let alone the dynamism of the value-form to subvert and absorb the very logic of the
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Classical Black Liberation Movement and the Black proletariat.33
Structural
Perhaps no idea has been more consequential amongst Black revolutionaries and
communists in Black Reconstruction than the following, "...withdrawal and bestowal of his
[Black] labor decided the war" (Du Bois, 1998, p. 57). W.E.B. Du Bois's demonstration that
Black slaves were the key to the Civil War because of their central role in the Southern economy
has had uses far beyond anything he could have imagined. This insight was clearly applicable to
Black workers in the 20th century. Du Bois not only recast the role of slave labor, but also shed
new light on how Black labor in his own time should be approached. This thought-form would
be used throughout the 20th century. It was a structuralist argument over the location of Black
workers in the capitalist economy. The centrality of Black labor in the economy gave Black
workers either a vanguard role to play in the communist revolution, or a powerful weapon in
their critique of American democracy.
The structuralist argument was profoundly potent until the 1970s. Its analytical insight
coincided precisely when Black workers were a crucial part of the American economy. The
structuralist argument contained its own limits considering Black women were overwhelmingly
domestic workers in the 20th century and Black men were often a minority in key industrial
sectors. Black men gained power not from their demographics, but from their location in the
production process. Black domestic workers found their strength not through their workplace,
but in spaces outside their work. However, this structuralist argument, while partially able to
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The Marxist group Aufheben wrote an important critique of Autonomist Marxism and its difficulties in theorizing
defeat. They write, "In arguing that class struggle is 'everywhere' and 'always', there is the explanatory problem of
the evidence of historical retreats in class struggle, as well as the 'political' problem of responding to this retreat in
practice" (Aufheben, 2018).
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explain the defeat of the Black proletariat in the 1970s, cannot explain what role unemployed
Black proletarians will play in any revolution in the contemporary period. Nor can it make sense
of the millions of Black proletarians who work in jobs that are not structurally critical to the flow
of capital.
The structuralist argument crosses over into the Classical Workers Movement and
subsequently tends to lean in a Marxist direction. The workers movement saw the unique
position of the working class at the center of capitalism and theorized it was that centrality which
gave workers leverage. The workers movement had biases against the lumpen-proletariat,
desiring to separate itself from portions of the class below it. The Classical Black Liberation
Movement did the same except it was called racial uplift (Gaines, 1996).
With deindustrialization, the structuralist argument lost its analytical power. Trapped in
the position of the worker, it cannot make sense of unwaged work and surplus populations. The
army of the unemployed and mass incarceration became a giant conceptual problem for the
structuralist argument. What is left of Black liberation if Black workers no longer constitute the
core of the economy or no longer occupy a strategic position in the economy?
Co-optation
Are Black mayors, Black chiefs of police, and Black school superintendents a revolution
in governance? Will their Black identity give them governing powers that will transform the
lives of Black proletarians? While few revolutionaries would make this argument today, it was a
commonly held argument in Black liberation (Woodard, 1999). But as the electoral victories
turned from celebration to disappointment, an explanation had to be found. How could those
with radical backgrounds and identities become the very opposite once running for office or in
office?
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Co-optation has its own history rooted in the dynamics of race and class struggle. Cooptation was not possible during the era of Jim Crow. Instead there was the Uncle Tom. The
Uncle Tom had no pretension of radicalism. The Uncle Tom was never an inspiring figure. He
was meant to be hated by revolutionaries and the Black masses. As Robert C. Smith describes it,
"...cooptation, a systemic and highly visible effort to absorb blacks into the system as a means of
system maintenance and stability" (1996, p. 20). The radical can be co-opted, because the radical
at one point was not an Uncle Tom. The latter cannot be co-opted because there is nothing to coopt. Co-optation was a concept for a new moment.
The concept of co-optation depends on a false expectation. It expects the great individual
to defy the structures of power. It fails to see the structural framework that is always waiting.
Instead of destroying the structure by mass action, the structure always remains to be infiltrated
by the revolutionary. What the structure has been missing is the enlightened radical. The politics
of co-optation is about entering the elite world of bourgeois politics. As long as capital and the
state remain, unfair distribution of power along race and gender identities will remain an alluring
critique which only the supposed radical can fix. The state, critiqued for being racist, was
assumed to be malleable enough, and the Black political subject radical enough to permanently
change the characteristics and operation of the state. In the process of entering the state it is
forgotten that the state is always the racial state (Goldberg, 2001).
Co-optation is always in uneasy tension with recognizing that entry would never be
possible without mass struggle and, at the same time, entry is often the closure of independent
mass struggle. Co-optation loses sight of the Black proletariat. Obsession with co-optation loses
sight that the agent of change is the Black proletariat. Co-optation also loses sight that it is not
the task of Black Liberation to change the institutions of white supremacy and capitalism, but to
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destroy them. Co-optation always becomes the politics of the elite and institutions.
Co-optation wants to see the totality of the system for what it is. It recognizes that a
larger structure and process exist, but it can never break from the hope that a great individual or
organization can change this structure. Co-optation's expectations betray its analysis. It fails to
integrate the subject into the terrible world of capital and the state. Its great quality is in the hope
of the radical subjectivity of the elite, but it will always be disappointed. It cannot break out of
the cycle.
Every co-optation appears as a surprise. Every surprise is a reason for another attempt.
Every attempt is new. Every new moment has the potential for co-optation. It is a closed loop.
Once inside, there is no escape. It is the deadliest of categorical thought forms of defeat. What
this category gets right on the surface is exactly co-optation, but what it cannot see in a larger
perspective is that Black liberation becomes a necessary antagonism that state and capital require
for its own development.
State centric-repression
The history of Black Liberation has been the constant struggle against state repression.
Probably the most important and well-known application of this theory is with the Black Panther
Party (Jones, 1998). COINTELPRO is synonymous with the destruction of the Panthers. State
repression can come to play a unique role in masking many of the internal problems of Black
liberation. The problem with the Panthers was not their Maoism (Kelley, 1999), the changing
terrain of politics or the economy (Brenner, 2006), or their factional fights of guns versus voting
(Spencer, 2016), but primarily state repression (Jones, 1998). The theory of state repression
allows for other political and organizational problems to fade into the distance. The result is
often hagiography, romanticism, and easy villains.
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The state is always in the shadows willing to accept blame for the defeat of groups. This
theory is only as powerful as the state that it describes. In the United States, that is the decisive
reason that this explanation has so much potency. In some ways this theory is really not about
Black liberation, but about states and their repressive capacities. In fact, to the extent that this
theory only focuses on the repressive aspects of the state, it is incomplete in two critical ways: in
its explanation of the state and in its explanation of the movement’s defeat.
The state becomes the external enemy. Controlled and constituted by whites, the state
was the apex and concentration of white supremacy. This made theoretical, political, and
strategic sense on one hand. If capital controlled the state for the workers movement, it was the
white supremacists that controlled the state for the Black liberation movement. But, with Black
bodies in the state not only governing from on high, but also constituting significant elements of
the state, can the state be seen as an external force? Comparable to what the state became for
social democratic parties in Europe, the state was now at minimum a tool in liberation, if not a
partner. If the social democratic state could never escape the law of value and power of
capitalists, then the racial state in the United States could never escape the law of value and a
racist white constituency.
While it is no accident that Black revolutionaries have wanted to take over the state, it is
somewhat paradoxical that this is the same state that is seen as one of the key enemies of the
Black liberation movement. The state is seen as a tool that can be controlled instead of a form
that ultimately is shaped by the law of value and race. It has no master other than abstractions
that deal in exploitation and expropriation.
The category of state repression works closely with many other categories. The most
extreme form of state repression is the assassination of leaders. For the United States the two
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most important cases are Malcolm X and Dr. Martin Luther King (Marable, 2011). It is the
clearest expression of white supremacy, the state, and capital denying Black people their
legitimate and chosen leaders. In this explanation, the validity of leadership is only made more
profound and sacrosanct. Why else would the state be willing to kill an individual? What would
have the sixties been if Malcolm X had lived? Similar to the history of misleaders, the focus
turns to the individual. In this case, however, the masses were not duped into following a
misleader, but their rightfully chosen leader was taken away from them through the violence of
the state. This theory fails to explain why one period produces leaders and another does not. At
best it leaves the explanation of Black Liberation to biography.
A crisis of leadership
The history of misleaders posits that false prophets--often chosen by the very enemy of
Black people, white people--have led Black people. This analysis has its foundations in the
relationship between the white bourgeoisie and the Black middle class. These 'puppet leaders'
were go betweens the elite white and the Black community. They often spoke for the Black
working class, mediating and managing Jim Crow, afraid to lose the patronage of white elites,
and always worried about risking too much in the struggle against white supremacy (Korstad,
2003).
The crisis of leadership cannot explain how the Black proletariat will break from the
misleaders and follow the "true leaders". C.L.R. James's critique of this mode of thinking is still
powerful. James argues that the crisis is not to be found in the correct leadership, but that "...the
crisis of the self-mobilization of the proletariat" is the issue (James, 1986, p. 47). James's point is
not semantics, but about who the subject is in revolution. Is it an elite cadre or is it the
proletariat?
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The misleader has to play many sides: white and Black, labor and Capital, men and
women, immigrants and citizens, and war and peace. This is so because the misleader has many
faces and many audiences. The idea of misleadership can be traced to the battles between Du
Bois and Washington. The solution to the misleader was articulated by W.E.B. Du Bois and
came in the super hero form of Race men and Race women. In 1903, W.E.B. Du Bois wrote the
Talented Tenth. This essay called for the education of an elite group of Black people who could
lead the masses to freedom. Du Bois wrote The Talented Tenth essay with a singular enemy in
mind: Booker T. Washington. The battle was between the two titans for the leadership of the
Black movement. The latter sealed his fate in the pantheon of misleaders with his famous Atlanta
Compromise. Instead of a resolute attack on Jim Crow, Washington advocated keeping your
head down. The compromiser and mis-leader were born in the same person.
The mis-leaders had to promise something. Otherwise, why would the masses follow
them? They usually promised success on the terms of capitalism and racism. They pointed out
that a comprehensive fight against either would only result in the complete death of Black
people. Or more mundanely they practiced the unrealistic politics of the realistic. But they could
not be seen as total Uncle Toms either.
The solution to mis-leaders is always the correct leaders. Historically, this has been the
Race Man: an avatar and prophet of the race. Race men were proud and uncompromising when it
came to the affirmation of Black people. They did not bow down to any white man. Race men
were supposed to guide the Black masses to freedom. They were supposed to represent the best
of their kind and in doing so, set the standards for emulation. Their example showed what the
race could accomplish. Their achievements could rival the achievements of any white man.
The Black masses can only stand in the shadow of men, and men they historically have
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been: Marcus Garvey, Cyril Briggs, and Hubert Harrison. This view of history is the mirror to
the history of Great White Men. In the latter version, the actions of George Washington, Andrew
Jackson, and John F. Kennedy decide the fate of mere mortals. Lost in this story is the Race
woman: Amy Jacques Garvey, Claudia Jones, and Rosa Parks. The Race woman was often
subordinated to the patriarchal demands of the century, was always at work fighting against
lynching, rape, and the inclusion of Black women's demands in Black liberation and the (white)
women's movement.
And for Race men and Race women to exist, their counterpart, mis-leaders, played the
role of villain. The relationship became complete with Race leaders and mis-leaders battling it
out for the role of Moses. One offered to bargain with pharaoh and the other offered a relentless
battle. Race leaders only rarely developed a relationship with the masses, because the masses
knew, to challenge pharaoh was to risk death.
According to the category of mis-leadership, today the Race leaders are gone and the
mis-leader stands alone in front of the masses. The emphasis on the correct leadership spawns all
kinds of erroneous theories: false consciousness, organizational fetishes, and culture of poverty.
Meanwhile, the conditions which give rise to this category--capitalism and white supremacy-are once again left untouched.
Betrayal
The other explanation that looks at masses of people is the category of betrayal (Du Bois,
1998; Sakai, 2014). Here the privileges of whiteness--white supremacy-- create a fundamental
barrier to class unification. Even when white workers unite with Black workers it is not enough:
the latter are being cheated or are eventually betrayed. Du Bois's Black Reconstruction contains
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the totality of this argument.34 W.E.B. Du Bois described the forces that defeated the Black
freedmen during Reconstruction, "...the white laborer joined the white landholder and capitalist
and beat the black laborer into subjection through secret organizations and the rise of a new
doctrine of race hatred" (1998, p. 670).
In the story of betrayal, race seems to consistently trump class. In countering this
narrative, communists are often left explaining heroic stories of multi-racial struggle, but their
heroism only exposes the vast distances of white supremacy which separate each great act
(Linebaugh, 2000). Other communists give up on white workers, placing their hope in the Black
and Brown proletariat or the Global South (Amin, 1977). The explanation of white betrayal
never explains under what conditions the white proletariat might unite with the rest of the class.
The best it can do is to argue that the consciousness of the white working class must change or
that the shared misery of Black and white proletarians will force a class unity. In the logic of this
explanation, as long as white supremacy exists, it seems white betrayal will be a permanent
feature of capitalist social relations.
Amongst communists the origins of betrayal start with the white proletariat. In the First
World War, the European proletariat abandoned its class loyalties and reverted to a war amongst
brothers. The communist Vladimir Lenin theorized it as an aristocracy of labor that was getting
fat off the blood and sweat of colonized people. Even after the First World War, in the United
States, the white proletariat was imagined to be the natural allies of the Black proletariat. The
proletariat portion of their condition was supposed to be stronger than the white part, but it
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Black Reconstruction's centrality in structuring the political paradigm of Black liberation in the 20th century
should not be under-estimated. Its influence is vaster than just changing the debate on the role of slaves in
capitalism, history, and liberation. It in fact has influenced the very categorical paradigms of the Black and
communist left. In a sense it is the Rosetta Stone of 20th century Black liberation.
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turned out to be false. From here, the Black struggle began its long and treacherous search for
allies and the list of betrayals only grew: white liberals, white progressives, white social
democrats, white Democrats, white Republicans, white workers, and white communists. The
common denominator was white people. The concept of betrayal cannot see that class is no more
an essence than race, gender or nationality. If the latter three are a social construction, so is class.
Nor can betrayal understand that the Black community is no more unitary than any community
of class.
If only betrayal ended with 'the whites', the pain and emotion could be forgotten, but
Black politicians and activists have also cut deep wounds that will not go away. How could
Black people betray one another in the face of white supremacy? Is not the legacy of slavery,
lynching, and rape enough to build a community of trust? The painful answer is no. The concept
of betrayal cannot understand that the Black community is no more unified than the community
of class. Underlying the category of betrayal is a romantic image of a unified Black community
that transcends class, gender, or nation. In light of racism, it is easy to fall into a romance of the
past, but it does not stand up under closer scrutiny.
For Black women in Black liberation, betrayal by white women was the permanent
relationship. The origins start with slavery and end in the culmination of women's liberation in
the 1960s. The relationship with white women complicated the analysis of gender. How could
white women participate in the slavery of Black women (Glymph, 2008)? Why did white women
support Jim Crow when half the populace affected were their supposed peers (Morrison, 1971)?
False Consciousness
Why doesn’t the Black proletariat follow its leaders? Why doesn't the Black proletariat
revolt more often? Why doesn’t the Black proletariat like political hip-hop? Why doesn’t the
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Black proletariat read more Malcolm X or Assata Shakur? The non-revolutionary choices of the
Black proletariat and Black individual have to be explained. In place of strategy and possibilities,
philosophy and consciousness fill the role. When struggle is at a low point, it must be
consciousness that is to blame.
In the Black liberation movement, the question of consciousness has been constituted and
worked through the experience of race. If Marxists were concerned with the minds of the
proletariat, Black revolutionaries were concerned with the minds of the Black proletariat. If
Marxists were concerned with how the labor process and capitalism shaped workers'
consciousness, Black revolutionaries were more often than not concerned with how white
supremacy shaped Black consciousness. The duality appears as capital versus labor on one hand
and Black versus white on the other.
In the 20th century, the correct consciousness finds a common denominator in the
progress of Black people. This type of consciousness measures progress based on the
achievement, growing power, and success of the race. Black revolutionaries have proposed
various measures of correct consciousness: race men and women, nationalism, anti-imperialism,
and class as standard bearers. These correct forms connect to an uneasy argument regarding the
origins of false consciousness. Does it occur from white supremacy or capital? The distinction is
subtle but crucial. The first says that replacing white elites with Black elites is the answer to the
problems. The second is an occasional anti-capitalism.
Conversely, true consciousness resides with the elite who analyze the Black proletariat.
The most famous theory is W.E.B Du Bois's Talented Tenth. The 10% are going to lead the race
by educating and guiding the remaining 90%. At its most cynical, false consciousness is about an
aspiring elite rationalizing why the Black proletariat does not follow its leadership. In contrast,
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C.L.R. James dismissed the role of consciousness altogether. James flipped the entire argument
on its head. The masses of Black proletarians enjoyed popular culture not because they had false
consciousness, but culture spoke to their desires of freedom, equality, and direct democracy.
In place of self-activity, what replaces the class struggle becomes the task of educating
the Black proletariat. Education through text and other media becomes the means through which
true consciousness is discovered. The problem is that no revolutionary movement or organization
has been able to compete with the gigantic infrastructure of capitalist education and media
technologies. Lost in the struggle over minds is that struggle in the material world is the educator
of people. And this latter struggle is rooted in the differing material interests of society. In other
words, it is less consciousness which causes people to revolt, and more the opportunities they
discover, and the forced circumstances that leave them with no other choice but to take radical
action.
Ultimately, false consciousness slips into pathologization of the proletariat in moments of
low class struggle. In high points of struggle, the issue of false consciousness tends to disappear
and something called revolutionary consciousness appears. False consciousness and
revolutionary consciousness finally appear as the limits of the debate. Consciousness became a
way for different factions of the intelligentsia to claim a monopoly on the proletariat, Black
people, and the nation. This intelligentsia knows what is best, knows the real needs of the people,
and claims a closeness if not of body, at least of soul and mind to the people. It is another origin
of identity and privilege politics.
Theories of consciousness eventually became about why the proletariat did not overthrow
capitalism and why it did not join forces with the radical intelligentsia. Claiming the correct
consciousness, the intelligentsia became the universal of the mind. The intelligentsia, divorced
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from the proletariat and divorced from any meaningful struggle, gave itself a new purpose found
in the study of consciousness. This study has no boundaries and no limits; an endless discipline
perfect for endless dissertations.
The question of consciousness was certainly discussed amongst all kinds of
revolutionaries, but it played a small part in a much bigger set of strategic, political, and
organizational questions. The infrastructure of the mind has come to replace the infrastructure of
racial capitalism. Today, the latter have receded, leaving the dissection of the Black and worker
mind to the coroner dressed as the intelligentsia.
Assassination
Assassination was the predominant form of violence Black revolutionaries encountered.
Assassination came from the state or extra-legal means. It often worked by targeting the
leadership of organizations, but its intention was always larger: the destruction of a movement.
However, the historical evidence is complicated; sometimes movements actually grow because
of assassination. Martyrs become inspiration for others to continue fighting in the streets. The
most famous in U.S. history is the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, where soon after,
many cities, bodies, and minds erupted in riot and fire. Oftentimes, assassinations were seen as
an aberration of the state and capital, separated into the category of white supremacy, when in
fact they were inseparable from the state and capital.
The contradiction lurking is that if movements are of millions, how can the assassination
of a few be so catastrophic? Was Black liberation defeated because Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. or
Fred Hampton were assassinated? Is that the logic of movements? Assassinations inflate the
importance of leadership out of proportion. Leaders are the concentration of a movement's
experiences, ideas, and hopes. They are the living flesh of courage, compassion, and boldness.
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This is why their death often feels as something greater than the loss of any single individual.
But as much as leaders create movements, movements create leaders as well. People listen and
follow leaders because leaders articulate something that is already in the follower. If the leader
lags behind or goes too far ahead of their followers, they will find themselves alone. The
relationship between leaders and followers is delicate, highly sensitive, and nuanced.
The movement's reaction was to protect leaders, but more recently to imagine itself as a
leaderless movement. The state cannot kill what does not exist. But the flipside of this strategy is
the problem of transparency, accountability, and democracy. As unpleasant as it sounds, leaders
exist, and pretending that they do not fails to solve the problem, but simply ignores it.
Assassination kills not once, but twice. The second target is critique. Death comes to
stand in place for critique. What good is the weapon of criticism in light of the most powerful
critique: the criticism of weapons used by the state. Critique is not the same as assassination,
although it is often treated in a similar fashion. It often seems a betrayal to lay down the most
ruthless of criticisms towards Black liberation when the state has already laid down
revolutionaries with bullets.35
Conclusion
My argument is not that these categories of defeat are imagined by Black revolutionaries.
These categories are not just inventions of the mind, but products of real experiences. These
categories rest on a strange paradox: they are peculiar forms of thought that emerge from inside
racial capitalism, but they cannot explain racial capitalism. As they are divorced from the
internal logic of racial capitalism, they need to be placed in a proper framework. And while they
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See for example Manning Marable's Malcolm X: A Life of Reinvention. The response was of overall
condemnation best captured in Jared Ball's and Todd Steven Burroughs's A Lie of Reinvention: Correcting Manning
Marable's Malcolm X.
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can explain why a specific organization was defeated or why a person was betrayed, they are not
robust enough to explain why the motion of the Black Radical Tradition has come to a grinding
halt. Hopefully, my examination critiques these categories, while leaving them intact for future
historians and activists to deploy.
Categories only make sense within a certain framework and historical context. Categories
emerge out of the experiences of a movement. They reflect the limits and possibilities of the
movement. In other words, there is a material origin to the categories of defeat. Whether they are
right or wrong only reflects the contours of the possible and impossible facing revolutionaries in
their times. While they actually do explain something, they also contain an element of defeat,
because all categories are products of defeat until the revolution. But what they do not or cannot
explain has been the purpose of this chapter.
What do the categories of defeat generated from the Classical Black Liberation
Movement broadly tell us? The categories of defeat explain a lot, but in the process of telling us
something, they also provide a kind of romance of the past. This makes a lot of sense considering
the demonization Black revolutionaries face in the media, by social democrats, and other liberals.
But there has to be a way to defeat the demons and demonization and at the same time develop
the clearest analysis of what occurred in the past.
We can discard romance and still maintain respect and even love for even the most tragic
and flawed organizations and revolutionaries. This might allow us to see the past in ways that are
more helpful in developing strategies and politics for the contemporary moment. A romantic
tinged lens blocks the mistakes and lessons from being learned.
Another feature of categories of defeat is to hide the Black proletariat. When the
proletariat emerges, it is always mediated by Black leaders. The categories contain a critical
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contradiction regarding revolution. If Toussaint led the Haitian Revolution and Lenin the
Russian Revolution, are we truly just missing a leader to lead the next revolution? The categories
of defeat struggle with this tension: trying to mediate between leader and subject, but always
seeming to prostrate at the feet of the leader.
The categories obscure a clear line of sight to racial capitalism and instead focus on a
person or an institution. While people and institutions do the killing, the co-opting, mis-leading,
and assassinating, the focus on institutions dominates, often resulting in the endless strategy of
reforming the un-reformable. Meanwhile, the focus on individuals has resulted in the hope that a
single person in power can change the world. The institutions and people end up blocking the
challenge of racial capitalism: a total system that encompasses our lives and remains regardless
of who is replaced and which institutions are changed.
The framework of the categories are trapped between the deeds of great men and
reforming institutions. And yet in the post-Black Lives Matter era there is a growing sense in the
movement that Black liberation will require revolution on an unimaginable scale. If we think
otherwise, we underestimate the centrality of Black oppression and Black liberation to racial
capitalism.
Finally, in one set of categories, the Black proletariat finally emerges: betrayal, structural,
and false consciousness. In each category, the Black proletariat is shown to be either weak,
damaged, or alone. The strength of this set is that as products of defeat, they begin to explain the
proletarian and Black condition under racial capitalism. How struggle emerges from this position
of defeat is unclear. New movements are going to leave a new set of categories to explain
victories and defeats. We can already see the outlines of new categories of defeat: AfroPessimism, class composition, and privilege and identity politics.
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Chapter 2
The Communists and the Classical Black Liberation Movement
"...Marxist analysis should always be slightly stretched every time we have to deal with the colonial
problem" (Fanon, 1968, p. 40).

Introduction
Communists had two proposals for Black liberation. One was class struggle, centered on
the factory floor and the city (Draper, 2003). The other was national liberation, centered on the
nation state (Stalin, 1975; Haywood, 1948). These two strategies reflected the unique problems
of racial oppression in the United States. Each strategy was attempting to solve Black oppression
in the United States.36
The class struggle strategy took the urban form as its central site of struggle. To the
extent that Black liberation was thought about, it was folded into the proletarian revolution.37
This was so because capital was organizing Black and white workers into one homogenous class,
centered in cities and factories. The unique problems of race would be swept away and no
special attention, propaganda, or activity was needed. The remaining divisions were caused by
the capitalists in order to lower wages and divide the working class.
The national liberation strategy, ultimately formulated in The Black Belt Thesis (Young,
1975) understood the condition of Black people as one determined by feudal legacies of the slave
South. While unable to see slaves or freedmen as proletarians, The Black Belt Thesis saw them as
peasants, and part of a world-wide movement of anti-colonial revolt. This move was decisive in
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Richard Wright correctly pointed out "There is no Negro problem in the United States, There's only a white
problem" (Gordon, 2018). I will use "Black question" or "Black problem" because it was commonly used at the
time, keeping in mind that Wright is correct.
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A survey of the Revolutionary Age for example, one of the precursors the Communist Party shows that race was
narrowly folded into a class problem. At the same time, the Red Summer of 1919, was covered.
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finally placing the struggle of the South and Black 'peasants' and workers on par with the
proletarian revolution. The Black Belt Thesis, often dismissed as Stalin's invention, should also
be understood as part of a nationalist tradition in the United States, and a crucial development in
the history of communism and Black liberation.
The European origins of race had a foundational impact in the United States where the
permutations continued in the form of the genocide of indigenous peoples, slavery of Africans,
and struggles among different European nationalities in claiming the privileges of whiteness. In
the late 19th century, the defeat of Reconstruction and the rise of Jim Crow set the agenda for
20th century communists. The theorization and practical implementation of the race question in
the Communist Party happened through a combination of the self-activity of Black people, anticolonial struggles, the Comintern, and Black communists.
Black communists had to look internationally for support; a dynamic that continued for
the rest of the century. While there was considerable debate among Black communists, about
how to theorize Black oppression, for an important period, the party believed it was national
oppression.38 With The Black Belt Thesis, the Party gave central status to the question of Black
liberation. That it was situated in the context of imperialism and colonialism was a central
feature of The Black Belt Thesis. Equally important was the recognition that the class alone could
not explain the oppression of Black people.
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Neil Davidson argues that the capitalism categorically requires nationalism for its continued existence.
Nationalism is a particular reality of capitalist societies where the former answers particular needs in a highly
atomizing capitalist society. This is not to say that precursors to nationalism did not exist prior to the capitalist mode
of production (Davidson, 2016).
Davidson's point begs the question if Black oppression was more or less destined to be formulated in the terms of
nationalism.
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Missing in both strategies was the question of Black women's liberation and Black Queer
Liberation.39 Black women were hardly recognized as workers, and when seen as part of the
nation, they were required to subordinate their demands to the needs of the nation, the race, or
the class (McDuffie, 2011; Gore, 2011; Spencer, 2016). This did stop Black communist women
from fighting for the inclusion of Black women as protagonists in class and nationalist struggles.
The limits of class and race would be exposed in accommodating racial-gendered forms of
domination.
This chapter re-reads and reframes discussions of race, class, nation, and gender. It looks
at the Socialist Party, early communists, Harry Haywood, and an arch of Black women
revolutionaries as they wrestled with the tensions of these categories. I drop the juxtaposition
between nation and race and show that both categories were legitimate attempts to deal with
white workers' racism. They rest exactly on the fault lines of Robinson's Black Marxism of
nation and race. Robinson, like Fanon and James was a critical supporter of nationalism. It was a
strategic concession to the reality of colonialism and imperialism. The concept of the Black
Radical Tradition allows for a clearer interrogation of race and nationalism because it does not
see them as counterposed to one another.
In contrast to the Black Radical Tradition, debates about nationalism in the United States
are marred by accusations of Stalinist domination, quick and fast citations of C.L.R. James's
comments on Garvey, or his discussions with Leon Trotsky. This specific form of critique has
often meant blocking deeper interrogation of what nationalism as a category was attempting to
do in the United States and what question it was answering. In relationship to class, nation and
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their insights as they related to the Black liberation movement.
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race, gender emerged as a crucial category demonstrating limits and potential. Limits and
potential become a crucial paradigm as it avoids simplistic casting of categories as bad or good.
Of course, these categories were not just movement of ideas, and my own presentation might
lend to such an appearance, when in reality they were products of class struggle and geo-politics.
For the time being a categorical interrogation is of the first order.
Class and Capitalism First
"The Negro exists in the South 'as a reserve of capitalist reaction,' Jay Lovestone argued
in his report to the 5th National Convention of the Workers Party in the fall of 1927 (Daily
Worker, September 22). In the factory plus city strategy, there was a pole of communists who
prioritized class struggle at the point of production.40 Their understanding of class was
inseparable from the location of the factory. Not seen as part of the proletariat, but a backward
peasantry, Black people could not become part of the class struggle till they joined the wagedworking class, and even then, they were often looked at as strike-breakers or a reserve army of
exploitable labor used to bring down wages of white workers.
This section looks at the priority given to class and capitalism in early American
communist theories. While early theorists believed that capitalism was fundamentally constituted
by class and that other categories would be subsumed by class relations, a layer of Black
communists articulated a race or nation based analysis that put the former categories on par with
class. Finally, this section will trace a key moment from a purely class based analysis of
capitalism, to one that begins to deal with capitalism constituted by the category of the nation.
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I do not make an extensive account of the Socialist Party and prior formations to the Communist Party USA in
1919. The Russian Revolution was the basis for an entirely new organizational and political program. The definitive
work that shows the continuity between the 2nd International and the 3rd International is Loren Goldner's Remaking
of the American Working Class.
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The Socialist Party believed that the liberation of the worker would automatically mean
the liberation of Black workers and successfully resolve the question of racism (Solomon, p. 4).
No less than the Socrates of Harlem, Hubert Harrison, wrote "If the overturning of the present
system should elevate a new class into power; a class to which the negro belongs; a class which
has nothing to gain by the degradation of any portion of itself; that class will remove the
economic reason for the degradation of the negro. That is the promise of Socialism..." (Hawkins,
p. 40).41 The promise of socialism for Black socialists and Black communists was the end of
racism. Perhaps even more crucially is the Messenger, the most important Black socialist
newspaper of its time, carried a class first message. The failures of socialist and communist
politics in the early 20th century are often reduced to the movement’s white racial composition.
However when taking a look at the who's who of the debate, the limits of racial composition as
explanation are exposed. While the racial composition certainly explains an aspect of the debate,
on its own, it cannot explain why some Black revolutionaries had questionable positions on race
and class. In addition to the racial composition argument, an important division even amongst
Black revolutionaries over how to tackle racism emerges. A group of Black revolutionaries felt
that race could be articulated through class alone, and addressing the latter meant addressing the
former.42 The fact that many of them would become liberals or conservatives should not be used
a way to attack their formulation. The question to ask is why did Black socialists believe in a
class first analysis.
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Hubert Harrison perspectives were complex. Upon his justified break with the Socialist Party, Harrison became a
race first revolutionary. He wrote in the Negro World "The writer of these lines is also a Socialist; but he refuses in
this crisis of the world's history to put either Socialism or your party above the call of his race" (Perry, 2001, p. 109).
If Harrison's position seems out of line from socialism, he quotes a report from the Socialist Party, "Race feeling is
not so much a result of social as of biological evolution. It does not change essentially with changes of economic
systems. It is deeper than any class feeling and will outlast the capitalist system" (Ibid.).
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Since capitalism was the bridge to socialism, and factories were the concentration of
capitalist society, it was factory workers who were the agents of revolution. And it was in the
factory where new social relationships were possible, "...when the Negro acquires industrial
experience, is in actual competition with the organized white workers, two things happen--the
white workers swallow their prejudices in the face of the need for better organization and the
Negro worker abandons his suspicion of the labor union and its objects" wrote William F. Dunne
(Workers Monthly, 1925, p. 257-260). This assumption bridged the socialist and communist
movement where the alchemy of factory life would bring together proletarians of different
racialized groups. However, such reductionist politics focusing on only factory floor agitation
could not solve the broad ranging problems faced by Black proletarians (Naison, 1984; Kelley,
2016; Storch, 2009).
If the factory was key to unlocking racism, vote was key to unlocking the state. Clifton
Hawkins describes A. Phillip Randolph's strategy regarding the power of the vote, "Randolph
usually argued that class voting, like class industrial organization, could achieve revolution by
means of incremental reform. 'Every time we can pull a brick out of the capitalist wall we are
hastening its overthrow, speeding the day when it will topple over" (p. 134). The state like the
factory became a neutral tool to be won over by the working class to wield for its purposes.
The first formation of communists which emerged from the Socialist Party USA had the
mark of the latter's understanding of race, class, and liberation.43 In fact the Communist Labor
Party said nothing about Black oppression. Meanwhile Communist Party of America, continuing
in the tradition of the Socialist Party, did not see racial oppression distinct from class oppression.
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For a detailed history of the relationship of the Socialist Party USA and the development of organized
communism in the United States the classic work is Theodore Draper's The Roots of American Communism.
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Early coverage of Black oppression took place in the Revolutionary Age due to the race
riots of 1919, commonly known as the Red Summer.44 The Revolutionary Age argued "The race
problem is simply a phase of the general social problem, which the Communist revolution alone
can solve" (August 9, 1919, p. 2).45 It is formulations like these which Black communists and the
Comintern would have to fight against. The race problem for the first communists in the United
States was reduced to class or a generality.46
In 1919 the Communist Party of America believed "... that revolution was near and that
class antagonisms between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat were acute enough for the working
class to overcome any racial animosities" (Hutchinson, p 8). The idea of crisis and revolution as
a dynamic powerful enough to unite different racialized groups was a consistent feature of
communist political thought. While almost a decade later, The Black Belt Thesis codified a
different mindset around crisis; that it produces potential unity, but that to arrive at that unity,
mediations would have to be transversed. Racial oppression could not be reduced to class
oppression.
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The race question is seen as the competition for jobs. At the same time the August 9th, 1919 issue writes "The
new sense of independence in the Negro must be bent to the uses of the militant labor movement. The Negro is
justified in his resentment..." (Revolutionary Age, August ,9 1919, p. 2).
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The scholarship has not conducted a thorough interrogation of the early communist movement. For example
Revolutionary Age, an early communist magazine, in one issue recognizes that Black people fought back against
whites in the race riots, but in the next sentence claims "The history of the black race is this country is a story of
cowed submission to brutal tyranny" (Revolutionary Age, August 2 1919, p. 2).
Furthermore the problems of conceptualizing a radical Black subject was not reducible to white communists. To cite
only one example, W.A. Domingo wrote "...to consider the ominous possibility of three or four million black
working men being used by the plutocracy as black White Guards, or Czecho-Slovaks in America" (Hiedeman, p.
208). This line of thinking was not uncommon even among Black radicals. What this tells us that categorizing the
problem as one of white communism does not explain how W.A. Domingo could take such a position.
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At the same time, the same article does say "The Negro, accordingly, constitutes a vital problem of our
revolutionary movement" (August 9, 1919, p. 2).
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When Black oppression was discussed it was seen as part of a general exploitation under
capitalism, but no unique aspect was found. This was being worked out in the press, for example
Black communist Lovett Fort-Whiteman wrote "The Negro is revolutionary enough in a racial
sense, and it devolves upon the American Communist Party to manipulate this racial
revolutionary sentiment to the advantage of the class struggle" (Heideman, p. 340). Even for
Fort-Whiteman the threat of ignoring Black workers was not that they would face more
oppression, but that they would be reactionary, "...if left alone could constitute a tremendous
weapon for reaction" (Heideman, p. 341). This was a double edged sword where seeing Black
people as complex political actors capable of reactionary and revolutionary possibilities could
give ground to class first communists who failed to see the revolutionary potential of Black
proletarians. Compounding this problem--besides anti-racist appeals--Communists did not make
any connection between the struggle against racism and mass struggle, let alone revolution
(Zumoff, 292). Considering the origins and racial composition of communism in the United
States, it should be no surprise that it would take the intervention of Moscow and Black
communists to change the direction, provide adequate theoretical tools, and organizing
imperative in facing Black oppression amongst an overwhelming white Communist movement.
But forging theoretical, political, and organizational tools to understand Black oppression was
not easy. Blocking such a development was a class-reductionist understanding of capitalism. The
development of capitalism was seen as progressive and bringing together different sections of the
working class under one factory roof. Ultimately this would create a united proletariat. This
fundamental misunderstanding shaped every aspect of communist theory not only when it came
to race, but also class.
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Nor did early communists have a clear account of the history of Black struggles in the
United States. The discovery of slave revolts, the General Strike which defeated the South in the
American Civil War, and National Colored Farmers Alliance had not occurred.47 Communists
struggled with placing African-American history in the context of American history. When they
did, it was boxed into a history of labor, and not a history of struggles against racism. This would
change when the first generation of Black communists joined the movement from the African
Blood Brotherhood.
Communist activity certainly took place in the 1920s to recruit Black workers.
Communists recruited key members from the African Blood Brotherhood. The efforts involved a
major turn towards recruiting members from the UNIA, participating in the Sendherin, and
creating the American Negro Labor Congress. The failure of the American Negro Labor
Congress (ANLC) was crucial in the development of national question. While standard
historiography of the Black national question has not framed it as such, I argue that the ANLC
was a non-nationalist method for seeking the destruction of white supremacy. As Jacob Zumoff
writes, "It underscored the class basis of black oppression without dissolving racial oppression
into a purely class issue" (Zumoff 324).
While a slow practice of organizing around Black oppression was developing there were
still several problems. Organizationally it often felt as if Black communists were relegated in a
new ghetto of Black only sections of the communist organization. It seemed to allow white
communists the reason to not interact with Black communists. Theoretically it was still unclear
what role race had with class and what role the struggle against racism had to do with communist
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revolution. The Black oppression was still analyzed piece-by-piece instead of a holistic problem
and solution.
In the buildup to The Black Belt Thesis, historians of communism and Black liberation
get involved in the minutia of who was allowed to attend, the factional fights, and who supported
the thesis to become the driving force in its development. Regardless of these factors, it seems
that the communist movement was headed towards a nation thesis by the late 1920s. If it did not
happen at the Sixth Congress of the Comintern in 1928, it would have happened sooner or later.
The reason for this can only be understood in the context of global politics. First, as Stalin was
mounting a campaign against the Bukharin, he needed to present himself as more radical. This
campaign was driven by the economic realities of the Soviet Union. Second, the almost complete
colonization of the world put immense pressure on theoreticians to integrate Black oppression
into a colonial context which meant national oppression and right of self-determination. One of
the benefits of this inside the United States was it placed Black liberation on par with workers
liberation.48 And finally it was the culmination of not only the Comintern's own thought
originating with Lenin, but also the work of Black communists such as Cyril Briggs.
In other words, it was less Stalin who influenced this question than a broader set of
forces. By downplaying Stalin, I am trying to argue that it was not about the specific writings of
Stalin or his intervention here or there. Stalinism becomes a conceptual tool that actually blocks
further historical and theoretical investigation into the categories of race, nation, and class. The
analysis of the origins of The Black Belt Thesis is over determined by the desire to separate
48

Jacob Zumoff cites "A Resolution on Work Among the Negro Masses of the United States of America, "Within
the Negro population of the United States, the Negro working class is destined to be the vanguard of all liberation
movements and may become the vanguard of the liberation movement of the Negro peasant masses on an
international scale" (p. 353). And here was where the Comintern makes the decisive turn, "But it is necessary to
supplement the struggle for the full racial, social, and political equality of the Negroes with a struggle for the right of
national self-determination of the Negroes" (Ibid.).
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Lenin's legacy from Stalin's and in light of the post World War II Civil Rights Movement. Lost
are the similarities between Lenin and Stalin on this question. Accordingly a major problem for
revisionist historians of American communism who see autonomy and initiative on the American
side, is that by maintaining Stalin's central role in the development of The Black Belt Thesis, they
ultimately support Theodore Draper's position of Russian communists controlling the American
movement. I am not trying to deny the devastating impact Stalin had on American communism,
but what I am trying to say is that the focus on Stalin, also hides a more complex story of the
development, origins, and conceptual questions raised by The Black Belt Thesis.
Jacob Zumoff, along with Robin Kelley's Hammer and Hoe is correct when the former
summarizes the effects of the self-determination thesis, "First, it forced the party to redouble this
work. Second, making the Negro question a national question underscored its special (that is,
non-class) nature and its international importance, placing it on the same plane as the Irish or
Jewish questions. Third, insisting that the black 'peasantry' was key to black liberation forced the
party to go beyond its antipathy to the South and establish roots there" (p. 361). In other words,
the development of categories did not happen in a vacuum, but had to navigate geo-politics,
organizations, and power. At its best categories in the communist movement emerged in the
context of class struggle and real experiences. This is arguably exactly the manner they should
emerge, but more often than not categories were derived out of factors that were not endemic to
the Black struggle. When this occurred, it begged the question whether Marxism was loyal to the
liberation of Black people or loyal to itself.
I have tried to keep the history and development of race, class, and nation short because
my interest is in exploring the conceptual dilemma’s and contradictions communists faced.
Communists were still working out a theory of race, nation, and capitalism. An understanding of
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capitalism as racial capitalism was decades away. Race was seen as a unique perversion
introduced by the capitalists, instead of constitutive in the making of the working class and
capitalism. Nor were the unique dynamics of Black oppression in the United States understood,
as Du Bois's Black Reconstruction had yet to be written. At the same time communists cannot be
faulted for integrating the Black struggle in the United States into a worldwide dynamic of anticolonial struggle.
Communists saw racism strictly emanating from the capitalist class. This trickle down
version of race and racism could not theorize how race and racism itself constituted the white
working class and other social formations. When Black oppression was discussed it was seen as
part of a general exploitation under capitalism, but no unique aspect was found. Compounding
this problem, besides anti-racist appeals, Communists did not make any connection between the
struggle against racism and mass struggle, let alone revolution (Zumoff, p. 292). Considering the
origins and racial composition of communism in the United States, it should be no surprise that it
would take the intervention of Moscow and Black communists to change the direction, provide
adequate theoretical tools, and organizing imperative in facing Black oppression amongst an
overwhelming white Communist movement.
The class first arguments assumed that capitalism's defeat would automatically entail the
defeat of racism. The theoretical tools and the categories to understand racial oppression simply
did not exist amongst communists. In contrast, the legacy of Marx did leave behind tools to
understand nationalism on one level, but much less so around race, let alone the unique situation
of African-Americans in the United States (Anderson, 2010). Regardless, the European origins
of Marxism meant that racial oppression would struggle in grappling with race and racism.
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Instead of theory, history, and new categories a profoundly powerful myth was created
around race and capitalism: capitalism's defeat meant racism's defeat. Race is derived from
capitalism and since it is only under capitalism that race came to existence, the logic follows that
without capitalism, race cannot exist. This narrative drove the radical wings of the workers and
Black movement for the 20th century.
The class and capitalism first argument assumed that as capitalism developed, the unity
of Black and white workers at the point of production would force unity in class struggle. The
dynamic or movement of capitalism, in other words, would be towards homogeneity and unify
the class. The source for this was Marx's own words--the highest authority. Marx writes,
"Differences of age and sex have no longer any distinctive social validity for the working class"
(1974, p. 42). This set the expectations that with capitalism, comes industrialization and
modernization, and subsequently a united working class against a bourgeoisie. In other words, a
growing capitalist world corresponded with a growing working class. This was Marx's point
about capitalism creating its own gravedigger in the truest form.
And yet the greatest rebuttal to the class first argument is the experience of the European
proletariat itself. Contesting loyalties came to challenge class and overpower the latter's claim as
a source of organizing the proletariat: racialism or in its more popular parlance, nationalism. In
explaining these counter-loyalties a host of theories in the workers movement had to be devised
such as false-consciousness, mis-leaders, aristocracy of labor, and betrayals. Their fundamental
assumption exposed their logical and categorical flaw of capitalism. The assumption that
capitalism produced peoples who were more loyal to the category of class defied historical
experience (Robinson, 2001). The ontological being of class was not the pure form of
capitalism's organization anymore so than race or nationalism. As long as this could not be
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admitted, communism generated its own false categories of defeat which could not get at the root
of the problem.
The class first argument also operated through a specific geography. Jay Lovestone said
that Blacks in the South were "a reserve of capitalist reaction" in 1927 (Berland, p. 429). He
further argued that "...the only hope for the radicalization of black America lay in continued
migration to the North and in industrialization of the South" (Solomon, p. 64). Lovett FortWhiteman and H.V. Phillips in their own document "thesis for a new Negro policy" would add
fuel to the fire by arguing that lynching was not widespread, that Blacks have come to see Jim
Crow as beneficial, and that disenfranchisement was of little relevance to the Black middle class
and Black workers who had no one to vote for either way. Furthermore they argued that the
ANLC was a dumping ground for Black communists (Solomon, p. 64). Mark Solomon has
pointed out that this document became a point of attack for those advocating the right of selfdetermination later (p. 65).
The key location was the factory, heavy industry, and cities. This should not be a surprise
considering the origins of Marxism and communism. Had Marx written Capital in the United
States, the question of race, the role of slavery, and the nature of capitalism might have been
answered very differently. The geographic sites might have been the cotton field, the auction
block and the plantation. But this is not only an issue of interpretation and text.
The transition from the Socialist Party to the Communist Party carried the inadequate
categories and relationships to understand race, nation, and class. Furthermore, socialist and
Communist European immigrants were in the process of becoming white, which was not only
struggle amongst themselves, but defining themselves against Black, Asian, Latino and
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indigenous bodies. The only tool such European immigrant communists had was of the national
question, which they did not apply to race until much later.
And yet Russian Revolution broke the centrality of the factory and at the same time reaffirmed it. The political and economic backwaters of capitalism broke ahead of all contenders
for socialism. But it was still the working class which was key, but at the same time it was
recognized that without soldiers and peasants the Russian Revolution could not have taken off.
Furthermore, the Revolution's support for oppressed nationalities was crystal clear. This did not
have to do with the correct stage of development, but of a broader set of geo-political coordinates
which provided for revolutionary potentials. However, this would not be understood in the
American communist party as it related to Black oppression.
Class first held a powerful appeal to many communists. Capitalism created its own
gravedigger, the proletariat. The unity found at the point of production would supersede any
differences. According to this it was only a matter of time before communist revolution would be
on table. But the force of events such as the race riots of 1919 where Black people fought back,
the New Negro Movement, the intervention of Black communists, the Universal Negro
Improvement Association, developing national liberation movements, and the Russian
Revolution changed the terms of debate and categories through which revolution worked
through. The totality of these events and processes changed how communists and Black
revolutionaries thought about class, race, and nation. Class first would disappear and the
categories of nation and race would emerge which class would have to work itself through. The
20th century was the most decisive experimentation of this attempt.
National Liberation and the Classical Black Liberation Movement
What does national liberation attempt to solve? On the one hand it is a unique
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development of capitalism itself. Nationalism constituted both the bourgeoisie and the
proletariat. Nationalism attempts to solve the uniquely atomizing tendencies of capitalist society
(Davidson, 2016). Instead of class and communism as a solution to atomization, nationalism
proves to be another alternative, except this one historically very useful for the bourgeoisie. The
bourgeoisie has used nationalism as a way to cohere class loyalty and organize itself, the state,
and production.
The development of colonialism and imperialism gave nationalism a radical edge, that it
might not have ever had.49 It is colonialism which forced the proletariat and peasantry to also use
nationalism in its struggles for freedom. As imperialism organized and carved the rest of the
world in its own image, the nationalism of the oppressed was forced to fight on the terrain of that
image. But nationalism has been a dual edged sword: one the on hand it has been a profoundly
powerful basis for organizing against imperialism and colonialism, and on the other it has proven
to be the limit for internationalism, class, and gender struggles. Nationalism in the 20th century
became inseparable from a communist horizon. It became either a path towards communism or
became the geographical location of communism. It was the recognition that revolution would be
a fragmented processes and that nationalist geographies would be the spatial formations where
the struggle would take place between capitalism and communism. This did not mean that the
nationalism of the oppressed could not become jingoist, xenophobic, and fascist.
On the one hand Marxists have taken hard line against nationalism originating with Rosa
Luxemburg (1970a). On the other, Marxists and Black radicals have used nationalism as catalyst
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Hubert Harrison pointed out that "I was well aware that Woodrow Wilson's protestations of democracy were
lying protestations, consciously and deliberately designed to deceive...I chose to pretend to believe that Woodrow
Wilson meant what he said, because by so doing I would safely hold up to contempt and ridicule the undemocratic
practices o his administration and the actions of his white countrymen in regard to the Negro" (Hawkins, p. 53).
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and mediation for revolution (Haywood, 1948; Fanon, 1968; James, 1982). The issue was not the
end goal as communists recognized that ultimately some kind of world humanity was the
solution to racial capitalism, and that nationalism would have to be negated, the question was
how to get there.
Communist theorists of national liberation recognized that revolution was not going to
take place all at once in the globe. It would be an uneven process, dictated by nation-states as the
geographic mediation between revolutions and counter-revolutions. We can think of nations as
the coordinates or squares upon which the pieces of revolution and counter-revolution would
move through in the 20th century. By and large communists, nationalists and capitalists accepted
this arrangement.
The development of Black Nationalism in the United States cannot be separated from the
world-wide development of anti-colonialism nationalisms (Bush, 1999). Its hegemony in the late
1960s is not accidental, but part of a constellation and coordination of struggles across the planet.
Amongst communists, The Black Belt Thesis is the form the national question took shape in the
United States. It attempted to answer for the popularity of Marcus Garvey and the Universal
Negro Improvement Association (Martin, 1976). In the context of the international communist
movement, it is part of the Third Period, where revolutionary upsurge was supposed to the
immediate horizon. The Black Belt Thesis gave life to this possibility in the United States and
articulated it in the framework of the broader anti-colonial movements.50 Finally, The Black Belt
Thesis tried to resolve the complex form of oppression and exploitation that Black liberation
faced in the United States and particularly in the South.51
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The thesis situates the Black struggle in the following manner "The Negro question in the United States must be
treated in its relation to the Negro questions and struggles in other parts of the world".
51
Categories in Black liberation and the communist movement never happened in a vacuum, but had to navigate
geo-politics, class struggle, organizations, and power. In the context of the university, where ideas are assumed to be
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The class or capitalism first argument came to be challenged by The Black Belt Thesis.
This challenge seemed to go away by the time of the Popular Front as the Communist Party
shelved the thesis. But it would return with the Nation of Islam and even more forcefully in its
impact on Black Power. While I agree with many political scientists that by the 1970s Black
Nationalism overwhelmingly became the justification for ethnic and patronage politics (Dean
Robinson, 2001; Cedric Johnson, 2016; Robert Allen, 1969), I do not go as far as them to see
Black nationalism in the United States as false consciousness, as mere ruse for patronage

derived from objective and neutral determinations, categories in communism and Black liberation have never
claimed such ontological neutrality, and instead have claimed the supremacy of the proletarian and Black vantage
point. Cedric Johnson writes, "Since the end of Jim Crow, the motives, expectations and terms of black intellectual
engagement have been transformed by academe's career pressures and disciplinary norms, the entrepreneurial
demands of grant-driven research, the fetishisation [sic] of quantitative methods in the social sciences, and postBakke rollbacks of anti-discrimination policy in many American colleges and universities" (2016, p. 166). This is
not to claim that universities are not sites of class struggle, power, and geo-politics, but the construction of theory
and politics is profoundly different in this location than from inside communist and Black organizations. This was
necessary because the proletariat and Black people were the subjects who were fighting capitalism, colonialism, and
white supremacy.
At its best, categories in the communist movement emerged in the context of class struggle and real experiences.
And they stay loyal to the experiences, updating themselves as the movement attains victories and falls in defeat.
This is arguably exactly the manner they should emerge, but more often than not categories were derived out of
factors that were not endemic to the Black struggle. When this occurred, it begged the question whether Marxism
was loyal to Black liberation or loyal to itself. Meaning it is true that nationalism put Black liberation on par with
proletarian revolution, but it is also true that the development of The Black Belt Thesis cannot be untangled from
Russian politics and a reaction to the racism and workerism of the communist movement.
Some care is required here in making this argument. If I am not careful, I can fall into nationalist and xenophobic
assumptions about outsiders influencing Black liberation and Marxism in the United States. Meaning all of a
sudden, a contaminated outsider can emerge in the Black movement which has to be purged. How do we maintain a
fidelity to the international dimensions of Black revolution and communism, while also maintaining a critique of
influences which are detrimental to the Black liberation struggle? Instead of an outsider versus insider dichotomy it
might be more helpful to see it another framework. Does the intervention unite different oppressed class fractions of
Black people; does it advance their liberation against capitalism and white supremacy; and does it pose a new
horizon of liberation? By doing this, the matter is not about an exogenous influence, but what was the result and
intention of the intervention. We can say that certainly by The Black Belt Thesis, the first priority of the Comintern
was not Black liberation, but was situating Russia in the best situation to survive the defeats of Eastern European
revolutions and its isolation on the global stage. But another vantage point might argue that The Black Belt Thesis
was a serious attempt at resolving the geographical and political contradictions of American race politics. That it
finally placed the Black struggle on a global stage, giving it the potential of other national liberation struggles to
spark and finish imperialism. That The Black Belt Thesis contained both seeds is something I accept. In other words,
the constitution of Black liberation as a global strategy for communists, cannot be separated from Russia. That The
Black Belt Thesis had to go through Russia, the Communist International, is mediated by the influence of Stalin,
says as much about the international dimensions of Black liberation, the machinations of the International, and the
racism of the white working class.
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politics, or something Black liberation did not really desire, and instead see it as a real tradition
which attempted to solve the particular problems of Black oppression. Furthermore, I give
credence to Black Nationalism in exposing the particular difficulties of coalition politics with the
white proletariat, as a potential solution, and a serious challenge to theorists of race who propose
a multi-racial class struggle coalition.
The Thesis brought together the national question and the class question into one uneasy
strategy.52 Black workers in the South, and especially in the Black Belt were the majority and
they had the right of self-determination. Meanwhile Black workers in the North would fight for
equality and would be inspired by the struggle of Black workers in the South. It also tied Black
liberation to the development of capitalism. It is capitalism which creates the possibility of
revolution in the South and North. This was an argument ultimately rooted in the logic of the
communists in the Classical Workers Movement.
The Black Belt Thesis is not as heretical as many communists have argued. The standard
critique attributes it to Joseph Stalin's Marxism and the National Question. The Thesis is seen as
crudely emanating from Stalin's brain. His most famous formulation was over the matter of
defining a nation, "A nation is a historically constituted, stable community of people, formed on
the basis of a common language, territory, economic life, and psychological make-up manifested
in a common culture" (Stalin, 1975, p. 22). In contrast to Stalin, Lenin's "Preliminary Draft
Thesis on the National and Colonial Question" written in 1920, and "The Thesis of the Fourth
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A communist perspective might have struggled with how Black farmers at one point formed the Colored Farmers'
National Alliance and Cooperative Union--which was not nationalist--and later went onto form the key constituency
in the Universal Negro Improvement Association. This duality is seemingly at the heart of Black liberation:
integration or separation. Harold Cruse in The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual argued it was the key issue Black
intellectuals needed to understand regarding the nature of the Black struggle.
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Comintern Congress on the Negro" written in 1922 are another lineage connecting it to The
Black Belt Thesis.
The first major intervention by Moscow was in the Second Comintern through Lenin's
"Preliminary Draft Theses on the National and Colonial Question" where Lenin writes, "...all
Communist parties should render direct aid to the revolutionary movements among the
dependent and underprivileged nations (for example, Ireland, the American Negroes, etc.) and in
the colonies" (2017). While it would not be interpreted this way amongst communists in the
early 1920s, it is easy to see that the origins of Blacks as an oppressed nation are not far from
Lenin's writings. It is also clear that Lenin and communists saw Black oppression and liberation
as part of a global phenomenon. This would take on further importance in the post-World War II
era where anti-colonial struggles gained independence. It only made sense that communists in
the Black liberation movement, seeing themselves as part of a global movement, drew upon the
success and strategies of the global movement. This would continue where in the Fourth
Congress, Black liberation was seen as part of a global movement, which meant placing a
national geographical solution to oppression and liberation.
The "Thesis of the Fourth Comintern Congress on the Negro" in 1922 once again places
Black liberation in the United States as part of a global constellation (Hiedman, 2017). It also
adds that "The history of the Negroes in America qualifies them to play an important part in the
liberation struggle of the entire African continent" (Hiedman, p. 278). It was industrialization
and a history of rebellion which placed African Americans in this vanguard position. Finally, the
Thesis declares that it is the "...special duty of communists to apply the 'Theses on the colonial
question to the Negro problem..." (Hiedman, p. 280).
The experience of Russia was crucial. The first successful communist revolution did not
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take place in the advanced capitalist countries of the United States, Britain or Germany, but in
'backwards' Russia. What it showed was that the development of productive forces alone could
not explain the nature of workers' revolution. Paradoxically it codified a line of thinking and
strategy in the Stalinist version of national liberation which put feudalism, capitalism, socialism
and communism as a mechanical ordering of history. The century of national liberation ended up
putting a socialist face on capitalist revolutions across the colonized world. In this sense national
liberation became potential and limit of liberation.
Tracking the development of national liberation, The Black Belt Thesis attempted to
socialism on the agenda. This was part of the Third Period reading of the moment in the
Comintern. Capitalism was in crisis and revolution was on the horizon. It was to be communist
revolution in Europe and the American North. But the nature of revolution was a bourgeois
democratic revolution led by the peasantry in the American South and the rest of the colonized
world (Haywood, 1930). Most importantly it gave immense theoretical, political, and strategic
weight to the importance of supposedly backward nations, it also subordinated proletarian and
peasant struggles to form alliances with national bourgeoisies. This rebounded on how
communists thought about Black struggle in the United States.
Black workers in the South were not in the most advanced industries of car
manufacturing, steel, or coal mining in the South. And yet the Comintern and Black communists
saw Blacks as the section of the class with the most potential, "The negroes are destined to be the
most revolutionary class in America" Lovett Fort-Whiteman announced (Zumoff, p. 319). This
was not due to the form of their exploitation per se, but their oppression. The latter took on the
form of nationalism. This squared several problems for communists. It placed the Black struggle
in the United States on the terms of a global theory of nationally oppressed people, it
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incorporated them and the United States into a Third Period dynamic of revolutionary
possibilities, it took advantage of Garvey's nationalist political legacy, and it challenged the
racism of white workers inside the communist movement and in the workers movement.53
Another work by Harry Haywood, written two years after the Thesis, "Against
Bourgeois-Liberal Distortions of Leninism on the Negro Question in the United States" provides
some depth on how Haywood navigated the dynamics of race and nation (1930). Written in the
Communist Party's theoretical journal, Communist, it defended The Black Belt Thesis against the
category of race. This is a particularly important intervention that shows how race, class, and
nation were being examined. By counter-posing the category of race against nation, the latter
emerges as the revolutionary category of emancipation, and shows how closely they are linked
with one another. Theorists of race would critique nationalism to show the dynamism of race as a
revolutionary category.54
Haywood argued that the category of race was unable to place the Black liberation
struggle in a revolutionary framework. He writes, "Race, as a social problem, exist only for the
ideologies" (1930, p. 695). He believed that ultimately, race was merely a ruse for a more
fundamental relationship, "It is clear that behind these theories is concealed the definite class
policy of the bourgeois ruling class, that they are merely a cloak for national oppression" (1930,
p. 696). A category appropriate to the needs of revolution and anti-racism was needed.
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Inside the workers and communist movement, Jay Lovestone argued that "Southern Negroes as reserves of
capitalist reaction" (Solomon, p. 75). This puts in context the line in The Black Belt Thesis: "The great majority of
Negroes in the rural districts of the south are not 'reserves of capitalist reaction,' but potential allies of the
revolutionary proletariat".
54

C.L.R. James was simultaneously a theorist of race and nationalism which demonstrates his unique understanding
of the race, nation, and class question.
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He defined national oppression as "The basic policy of the bourgeoisie of oppressing
nations in regard to 'subject' peoples is directed towards the arbitrary arresting of the economic
and cultural development of the latter as the essential conditions for their least hampered
exploitation. This is the real meaning of all (racial) oppression" (1930, p. 696). National
oppression allows for a material accounting of the oppression in contrast to race which is merely
ideology. He accounts for the reason it appears as racial oppression in the United States,
This fact, together with the absence of a distinct language, the weakness of national
culture among Negroes, has led to a more pronounced emphasis upon the race factor
as the only factor upon which the bourgeois ruling class can erect a hostile
ideology directed towards inflaming the 'national mind' against them. These are the
main causes why in the United States we find the racial order more emphasized than
in Africa or West Indies (1930, p. 698).
Imperialism is the political-economic framework that Black oppression must be
understood in, and in contrast race has no accounting for political economy. Haywood sees race
as a liberal category,
Those comrades who magnify the role of the 'race' factor in the relations between
Negroes and whites in the U.S. must inevitably arrive at a practical agreement with
the liberals who regard the Negro question not as basically a socio-economic
question, having its objective roots in the economic and cultural disparity between
Negroes and whites under the conditions of a class order of society, but as a
question which arises as the result of the 'inherent evilness' of human nature to be
overcome through proper education (1930, p. 703).
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Race could not account for the material exploitation of Black people, "...does Comrade
Huiswood infer that American imperialism derives no super-profits from the exploitation of the
Negroes in the U.S.?" (Ibid.).
Haywood articulates the class nature of national liberation when he critiques Andre
Sheik. Haywood says that Sheik is incorrect in claiming "...only the struggle of the industrial
bourgeoisie for markets can give nationalist movements a progressive character" (1930, p. 708).
Haywood invokes the authority of the Marxist tradition, "On the contrary, Marx, Engels and
Lenin at all times considered that the revolutionary strength of bourgeois democratic nationalist
movements (even in the classic period of the downfall of feudalism) to lie mainly in the struggle
of the peasantry" (1930, p. 708).
For Haywood "The national question is now 'essentially a peasant question' (1930, p.
709). This key move simultaneously explains the South's economic backwardness, but also
places the Black 'peasantry' in a revolutionary position, while also situating the struggle as a
bourgeois and democratic movement. The iron law of history comes to place a limit on the
struggle, but at the same time a revolutionary orientation is revealed.
Black nationalism in the United States is a particular variant of the broad national
liberation question. Black nationalism in the U.S, like all operations function as part of world
history and at the same part of national and regional histories. As part of national history, Dean
Robinson writes, "[b]lack nationalism assumes the shape of its container and undergoes
transformations, in accordance with changing intellectual fashions in the white world"
(Robinson, 2001, p. 5).55 As I have pointed out earlier, this is too dismissive on one level, but it
still explains the limited rigor of nationalist categories in critiquing their enemies.
55

To put it differently "There is no 'essential' black nationalist tradition, despite similarities; the positions of
nationalists of different eras have diverged because their nationalisms have been products of partly similar but
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As a wing of the Classical Black Liberation Movement, the destiny of Black Nationalism
was is acutely foreshadowed in Kwame Ture and Charles V. Hamilton's Black Power. This wing
of Black Nationalism emerges as the politics of elections, patronage, and community control. It
accepts the claim that the United States is a culturally pluralist society. It ultimately becomes
diluted as a radical response to capitalism and white-supremacy by accepting the rules of the
game. This wing of nationalism was liquated into the patronage politics of the American political
and economic system.
It was not only the political incorporation of Black Nationalism, but the economic defeat.
The nationalist critique of capitalism was largely one of domination from an oppressor country.
It claimed that the oppressor country was exploiting the oppressed country. It was the colonized
versus the colonizer. If the colonizer could be kicked out, then a different economic dynamic
could take place. But whereas the communists in the workers movement imagined worker
subject as running society, nationalists saw Black people running a different society. Left unexamined is what kind of political-economic relationship would shape such a society.
In other words, nationalism, certainly of the Garveyite type which was capitalist in every
sense of the world, saw Black capitalists as fundamentally different from white capitalist. Later
versions of Black Nationalism of course took on a more Chinese, Russian, Ghananian form of
political-economy, but all maintained a fundamental limit in their analysis of capitalism.
By the late 1970s, global context of national liberation was over and so the framework of
The Black Belt Thesis dissolved with the victories and defeats of national liberation itself. If The
largely unique eras of politics, thought, and culture" (Robinson, 2001, p. 6). The same could be said of any theory or
ideology such as Communism. The history of communism is so fractured, that to proclaim a unitary communism
defies the historical record. In other words, I do not talk Robinson's critique to only applicable to Black nationalism.
What Robinson does for Black Nationalism, Loren Goldner's Remaking of the American Working Class does for
communism theory in the 20th century.
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Black Belt Thesis were to be revived it would find itself on a global terrain unlike the era of
colonialism and national liberation. While nationalism overseas fell to Frantz Fanon's warnings
in Wretched of the Earth, in the United States its defeat took a slightly different form. Without
the global context of national liberation, the only context left is the American state. Since Black
Nationalism did not create a separate state, but become a part of the very state it opposed, it has
now become just another component of that state in the specific form politics and economics
takes in the United States. This developed was in parallel to the communist parties across the
world which were integrated into the state and capitalism.
Black Nationalism had to operate in the milieu of the Classical Black Liberation
Movement which was fundamentally a movement over Reconstruction's defeat. This movement
was willing to use an extraordinary range of strategies and ideologies to deal with a profoundly
difficult problem. Black Nationalism like their communist counterparts could not evade the
fundamental facts of Reconstruction's defeat, Jim Crow, the great wars of the 20th century,
urbanization, and deindustrialization. No doubt that at times Black Nationalism came to nearly
dominate the Classical Black Liberation Movement as in the case of the Universal Negro
Improvement Association, arguably the most influence it would have ever have over the masses.
More crucially this relationship to the broader movement was always in flux, a part of a broader
set of forces, often outside the control of any given Black Nationalist organization, let alone
Black Nationalism.
Gender and Black Liberation
Race and nationalism appeared as the limit and potential for gender among Black
communist revolutionaries. Race and nationalism demanded a type of unity that was masculinist,
patriarchal, and homophobic. However Black women communists fought to redefine and enrich
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the categories of both by arguing for their central position in racial liberation and national
liberation.
When the Party theorized The Black Belt Thesis, it could not make room for Black
women as a subject. Robin Kelley describes it in the following manner, "...the Party's position on
black liberation after 1928--their insistence on self-determination for African Americans--not
only took precedence over women's struggle, but it essentially precluded a serious theoretical
framework that might combine the "Negro" and "Woman" questions" (1996, p. 114). While the
Party might have been unable to formulate a more complicated subject, Black women
communists attempted to chart a different course. Ashley Farmer in Remaking Black Power
makes a case for the Black domestic worker as vanguard in contrast to the industrial proletariat.
But this does not take place. It is not that Farmer is wrong, the question is why the Communist
Party--including its Black male members--could not theorize domestic workers. In fact, Black
communist women continued to propose and argue for radical alternatives to the cis-male
gendered subject positions developed by Classical Black Liberation Movement. 56
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To get attention in the communist movement the vanguard and value categories became central. In one sense
communists are the ones who create the popular idea today that the most oppressed via through their identity alone
are the most revolutionary. The limits of both categories lie in the fact that regardless of who is the vanguard and
who produces value, all layers of the proletariat must be 'organized' and must fight. The case of Selma James's and
Mariorosa Dalla Costa's the wages for housework is interesting in this sense. They argued that house wives in the
domestic sphere create surplus value. The reason was to make a bid for legitimacy amongst a male chauvinist
Marxist movement. However, regardless of whether James was correct or not, the domestic sphere is crucial for the
reproduction of capital and the proletariat, and women need to be organized in that sphere, and seen as part of the
proletariat. At least in terms of class wide struggle and organization, whether they produce surplus value or not
seems of little consequence. While the claims of value production were less common in Black liberation, the
category of vanguard played a definitive role in getting the attention of the rest of the movement. Phil Neel
accurately describes the relationship of oppression to revolution, "To the extent that there is a correlation between
one's experience of oppression and one's openness to revolution, it tends to be a non-linear probability distribution,
with the highest probability lying not among the 'most oppressed' but among the groups who, for whatever reason,
had experienced some degree of prolonged improvement in their condition followed by a sudden, sharp reversal" (p.
81).
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In the broad arch of Black liberation, there is a development of this subjectivity from
militant domestic worker, to Black Revolutionary Woman57, African woman, Afrikan woman, to
Pan African woman, and finally to the Third World Woman.58 Striking in this development is the
increasing scope of the woman subject. Geographically it starts from a particular place, the home
of the white housewife, and it slowly grows to encapsulate the entire Third World. In a certain
sense it tracks the broader Black liberation movement. In other words, the development of
women's liberation goes along with the development of the Black liberation movement. If the
Black movement has a relationship to the workers movement, Black women have an equally
dynamic relationship to the Black movement.
Black women communists certainly organized and theorized around the "triple
oppression" they faced on a daily basis. Pioneers of this powerful formulation, Claudia Jones and
Esther Cooper Jackson challenged the Communist Party's idea of who the worker was and the
space they inhabited.59 The Communist Party theorized the worker as the white male factory
laborer. When the party theorized the Black subject, it too was gendered, as a Black male
worker. Black women communists saw a different world rooted in domestic employment in
white women's home and racialized sexual violence. Triple expression brought together race,
class, and gender in a new way. It was a much richer understanding of all those categories than
what the Communist Party had to offer. Esther Cooper Jackson theorized that Black working
class women's concerns were central and the vanguard of the socialist struggle. However, the
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The Black Revolutionary woman also shows development from an idealized woman fighter molded in the image
of men, to one who is an everyday mother, grandmother, and worker p. 89-90 Farmer.
58

Thanks to Ashley Farmer's central work on Black communist women where I directly draw this periodization
from (2017).
59

Neither Claudia Jones or Esther Cooper Jackson used the term 'triple oppression' but their methodology is key in
the development of the term. See Erick McDuffie's Sojourning for Freedom (2011).
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support for these issues found little resonance outside of the small communist circles Black
women were a part of. The Communist Party did not circulate Black communist women’s
writings widely in the party.60
It was not until the late 1960s when another formulation of revolutionary agency would
appear. The development could not be separated from the Black Panther Party. In the beginning,
the party promoted a form of "militant manhood" (Farmer, p. 58). This did not mean the party
expected women to be submissive or subordinates to Black men, but it did not have a worked out
theory and conception of women as revolutionary either. Changes began to be seen with Tarika
Lewis. While Emory Douglass is remembered as the Panther's premiere artist, she was in fact,
the first artist in the party. Her artwork showed women with guns, in postures showing
movement, courage, and bravery. This was in tension with the earlier formulation and pictures
which had the "promise of protection" (Farmer, p. 64). The promise of protection was a social
contract where Black women could expect protection from Black men as long as Black men
were the leaders of the community (Griffin, 2001).
As many Panther men were killed, jailed, or indicted by the state, Panther women stepped
up in the local and national organization (Spencer, 2016). The most famous are Kathleen Neal
Cleaver, Erika Huggins, and Elaine Brown but many other women played similar roles across the
country. This forced a reconsideration of women's subjectivity. In 1968, Linda Green wrote "The
Black Revolutionary Woman" where she argued, "There is a phenomena that is beginning to
evolve out of many other phenomenon [sic]. That is the revolutionary Black woman. She is a
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In the United States, the Students Non-Violent Coordinating Committee's position paper on women (King,
Hayden, 1964) and the subsequent Women's Liberation Movement (Sargent,1981) finally forced Marxists of all
stripes to take gendered oppressed and liberation more seriously. At the same time, the interpretation of gendered
oppression took on a different form and content in Black liberation. The fundamental problem was the distrust the
Black movement had of white women and the feminism they advocated.
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new, different creature, different from all women who have walked the earth... She is a change;
she is inherently revolutionary" (Farmer, p. 67). As Ashley Farmer points out, Greens
formulations while crucial, still tracked along markers of revolutionary manhood. Woman had to
be "...militant, revolutionary, an intellectual and committed to struggle (Farmer, p. 68). What
Farmer shows is that Green was navigating the extremely complex terrain of gender, race, and
class as a Black woman. Green did not lose sight of the oppression that Black men faced in this
society. She positioned revolutionary Black women not as antithetical to Black men, but as
supportive and not undercutting Black men's need to assert their dignity and respect in a society
that dehumanized them. Her boldest claim argued that revolutionary Black women were in
actuality short supply and not Black men (Farmer, p. 68).
By 1968, female membership in the Black Panther Party was at an all-time high. This
begged further reconceptualization of Black women as subjects of revolution. Black women
asserted that "In a proletarian revolution, the emancipation of women is primary" (Farmer, p.
71).61 A shift had occurred. Black women are the central subjects of revolution. This is codified
in Candi Robinson's "Message to Revolutionary Women" where she writes, "We are the other
half of our revolutionary men. We are their equal halves, may it be with gun in hand, or battling
in streets to make this country take a socialist lead" (Farmer, p. 72). It was now the turn of
women to awaken their communities. Black women were to, "...educate [their] people [to]
combat liberalism, and combat male chauvinism. Awaken [their] men to the fact that [black
women were] no more nor no less than they..." and that women had "...been doubly oppressed,
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Ashley Farmer, correctly links this argument to the earlier traditions of Claudia Jones. In one sense, Farmer is
developing a continuity of thought amongst communist Black women. Farmer also points out that Black women did
take feminism and women's liberation seriously, but saw the movement as largely one composed of white women
whose aim was to end patriarchy, but not necessarily racism.
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not only by capitalist society, but also by their [men]" (Farmer, p. 72).
The changes in how women saw themselves, continued to track the development of the
Panthers. Huey Newton, argued for a survival pending revolution strategy that focused on
community services. With this strategy women became a large share of the party's membership.
In this environment the Black Revolutionary Woman was not just an armed militant who could
quote Mao and Fanon, but also a mother or a domestic worker. It was a woman who was
involved in the social reproduction of her community.
Meanwhile, other groups were developing a subjectivity of womanhood that was
expansive, and geared towards including women in national liberation struggles. The geographic
scope of subjectivity changed with the scale of liberation amongst Black feminists. In the
Congress of African People, the African woman connected the Diaspora and women on the
African continent to form new political solidarities. Originally African women were supposed to
contribute through child rearing, education, and homemaking, but like their Panther counterparts,
Black women reconceptualized their roles, while not always consistently challenging the broader
frameworks of Kawaida.62 Black women in the Congress of African People (CAP) took
advantage of the feminist movement and the growing awareness of feminist consciousness in the
Black liberation movement. When the African woman turned into the Afrikan woman, she
emerged as the vanguard figure of revolution. CAP's participation in the Sixth Pan African
Congress further broadened their scope of women's subjectivity. A Pan-African approach
allowed critiques of Black gender relationships in the United States from an anti-imperialist and
global perspective. Now it was the Pan-African woman who stood at the helm of revolution.
These developments finally ended with the Third World Black Woman. It was the
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For more on Kawaida, see Scot Brown's Fighting for Us.
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national liberation struggles which proved to be inspirations for Black women who saw
themselves as part of a global movement, but also one that needed to place Black women at the
front and center of struggles. While accepting the framework of nationalism, Francis Beal argued
"Nationhood, in most cases, still has a capitalist base, and so long as it does, there can be no
freedom for poor Afro-American and African women" (Farmer, p. 181). Under this framework,
Beal pointed out patriarchal practices as a blockage to nationalist projects.
By the late 1960s, Black women had to overcome cultural nationalism which came to
define a conservative conception of gender roles. But with the demise of the Classical Black
Liberation Movement and the Classical Workers Movement, Black women revolutionaries found
themselves isolated. Regardless of the broader project, nationalism, Pan-Africanism, or Third
Worldism Black women were in a difficult position. They tended to articulate women's liberation
in the framework of these larger projects. The question not answered in this period was if any of
these projects could liberate Black women or what would happen to Black women's liberation
once these larger projects were defeated. While Black feminist organizations would last until the
late 1970s, they never had an impact and resonance on broader society devoid of the Classical
Black Liberation Movement (Springer, 2005).
In contrast to Black men and white men, Black women stand out as a group who were
overwhelmingly denied access to factory jobs. The latter as I have argued provided a key site of
coordination not only to fight capital and racism, but also to constitute groups, sometimes based
on class, sometimes race, and sometimes both. However, the relegation of Black women to
domestic work, meant they were fractionalized into atomizing work units.
While Black domestic workers did play a role in the movement, they could not achieve
hegemony. The most common explanation is either the patriarchy of the movement, that women
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accepted the "promise of protection", or that racism was more of an urgent issue for Black
women. These are all true political factors which shaped how Black domestic workers navigated
the political and strategic possibilities. But what stands out in contrast to their male counterparts,
is their near singular exclusion from the large workplace, barring exceptional moments such as
World War II or the tobacco industry.
The consequence of this exclusion was profound in that they were not able to wield
leverage and power in the same manner as their male counterparts. They were perceived to be
outside the acceptable boundaries of class and their roles in race and nation were often
circumscribed. But more than ideological perceptions, the difficulties of ideology reflected the
material, spatial, and social challenges of competing small workplaces against workers organized
in gigantic factories.
In the 20th century, Black women did not find solidarity with white women, and could
not split from Black men to form their own movement until the 1970s.63 This tension is captured
by "The Bronx Slave Market" written by Marvel Cooke and Ella Baker (1935). They pointed out
that white women were active agents in the exploitation of Black women by employing them in
the their homes.64 To split ranks over the gender question meant isolation and a weakening of not
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The historic tension between white women and Black women runs deep. A good place to see where this starts is
during slavery in Thavolia Glymph's Out of the House of Bondage: The Transformation of the Plantation Household
(2008). For 20th century developments see Women and American Socialism by Mari Jo Buhle; Red Feminism by
Kate Weigand; Women, Race and Class by Angela Davis; and Living for the Revolution by Kimberly Springer.
Robin Kelley also documents the differences between Black and white women in Freedom Dreams. For an
overview documenting the tension see When and Where I Enter by Paula Giddings and Beyond the Pale by Vron
Ware.
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Structural tension was built into the relationship of white and Black women. White women could avoid domestic
service by going into the factories, while Black women, excluded from factories found themselves as domestic
servants. This legacy continued for over a century after the abolishment of slavery. For example, in 1847 in
Philadelphia, half the female Black populations were either washerwomen or domestic servants. Black women could
only take these positions, once poor white women 'moved up' a rung into factory work (Giddings).
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only the chances of Black women's liberation, but also Black liberation (Robnett, 1997).65
Ultimately, Black women stayed in the camp of Black liberation until the 1970s.66 Black Queers
found it even more difficult in not only a broader society that did not recognize Queer forms of
life, but also a revolutionary left that had yet to grasp its importance (D'Emilio, 2004). It was not
till the 1970s when Black women and Black Queers would make decisive splits from the
classical movements to address long-standing contradictions. In this sense the broad contours of
the 20th century articulated itself in the movements of race, nation, and class in the history of
Black liberation and the workers movement. This was not because Black women did not fight
and theorize around more complex issues, and certainly not because Black communist women
were wrong in their focus on 'triple expression'. Instead, the constellation of material, race, and
political theory forced them out of the imagination of the vanguard or central subject of political
activity. This was as true of both the communist movement, as well as the Black liberation
movement, and women’s movement (McDuffie, 2011). Race became the definitive mediation
upon which struggle was fought upon in the movement. Even when Black feminist
consciousness grew, the overwhelming arguments justified themselves as advancing how Black
feminism would defeat racism. This was the overall arch of the Classical Black Liberation
Movement. I do not seek to give it approval, but instead demonstrate how the movement played
out in the 20th century.67
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To see the continuity of the critique of white women, see Toni Morrison's devestating critique of white women in
the New York Times (August 22, 1971).
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Paula Giddings reveals an important relationship between Black feminism and Black liberation, "Black women
become more overtly feminism when Black militancy is in eclipse--and male chauvinism is on the rise..." (p. 344).
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Robin Kelley writes "The languages of class struggle and 'race' struggle employed a highly masculinist imagery
that relied on metaphors from war and emphasized violence as a form of male redemption. Thus, on the terrain of
gender, Communists and black nationalists found common ground, a ground which rendered women invisible or
ancillary" (Race Rebels p. 121). At the same time a new generation of scholars are bringing back the histories of
Esther Cooper Jackson, Claudia Jones, and Vicki Garvin.
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The Classical Movements
The defeat of Reconstruction, Jim Crow, the development of capitalism through the
categories of formal and real domination of capital, and the geo-politics of the 20th century set
the terms of all movements in the United States. The Classical Black Liberation Movement was
the effort to finish the project of Reconstruction. It was the end and the means by which Black
liberation would be achieved. This in and of it-self was not necessarily radical as there were
equally conservative and radical approaches to accomplish this. The Classical Black Liberation
Movement was the movement where nationalists, communists, socialists, anarchists, and liberals
would meet and attempt to sway the broader movement. Each of these were movements onto
themselves, but their goal was to convince the broader movement that their specific vision and
strategy could resolve Reconstruction’s defeat and ultimately lead to Black liberation.
The same was the case for the Classical Workers Movement: it too had to navigate what
race meant, the movement of capitalism, the great wars, and its own composition. Inside this
movement different tendencies operated, attempting to gain sway and lead the masses of people
to paradise. The key difference was that the workers movement at first fought hard to keep Black
workers out. This is demonstrated categorically with the origins of capitalism, by those who are
racialized by the dichotomy of the waged and unwaged and the human and non-human. This
process continues in the Classical Workers Movement which, "...failed to grasp that wage-labour
is not the only stable form of exploitation on the basis of which capitalists can profit" (End
Notes, 2013, p. 213). From the vantage of the workers movement, keeping out Black workers
accomplished several tasks: it created a white identity which was worthy of higher wages, it
created a sense of unity with the boss, it helped cohere a white working class, and it protected
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jobs for whites.68 In other words, the making of the American working class cannot be separated
from this racial dynamic of class formation.
Communists found themselves in an odd position. On the one hand communist theory
prioritized workers in industry because that was where valorization took place and where
workers were strategically located, where workers out of necessity were supposed to work
together, but on the other hand, capital had created a group of workers who were not considered
strategic in terms of disrupting society, and nor was their work at the point of production
theorized as producing the most surplus value. With limited resources, it seemed choices had to
be made, but that meant prioritizing factory workers over struggles against racism or prioritizing
Black workers at the risk of not organizing key sectors of the economy and supposedly alienating
white workers. It seemed there was no answer to this contradiction. As long as workerism and
racism ruled the political perspective of early communism, attention to racial oppression could
not be taken seriously. Nor could more complex articulations of struggle and subjectivity be
theorized at a Party wide level.69 It almost seemed as if capital created the perfect set of
divisions.70
In light of the limitations proposed by communists, the Black struggle devised new
strategies and tactics of struggles that tested the boundaries of both dominant communist
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In one sense I disagree with Chris Chen's description of how the classical workers movement saw racism,
"...racism was thus seen as an unfortunate impediment to a process of progressive integration into an expanding
working class" (End Notes, 2013, p. 212). In contrast, the Classical Workers Movement was constituted by racism
itself and did not see anything 'unfortunate' about racism, let alone carry a concern about integration. As scholarship
around the most important organization in the workers movement, the CIO, has shown, the CIO cemented a new
regime of racialization, and was hardly the challenge to racial capitalism that advocates of the CIO proclaim.
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As I discussed earlier, the theorization of the highly sophisticated 'triple oppression' took place, but it was not
given the Party wide attention other issues were accorded.
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This division was part of a constellation of Marxist theory, racial division of labor under capitalism, and limited
organizational resources that has given us the dichotomy of race versus class that so many are caught in.
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strategies. The nationalist formulations of African Blood Brotherhood, the church based
foundations of the early Civil Rights Movement, the emphasis on the surplus population by Huey
Newton and Bobby Seale are just some examples of how Black liberation had to break out of
orthodoxies in order to deal with the problems presented before them (Branch, 1989; Kelley,
2016; Seale, 1991; Newton, 2009).71 The freedom rides organized by the Fellowship of
Reconciliation and the Congress of Racial Equality, in 1947 were the precursor the more famous
rides in 1961 (Arsenault, 2011). Ida B. Wells and a generation of activists focused on lynching in
the South (Bay, 2010). Hubert Harrison founded the New Negro Movement through his
newspaper, The Voice (Perry, 2011). It is well known that Black struggle devised new forms of
struggle to deal with the particularities of racial oppression. C.L.R. James theorized this most
clearly with his formulation, "...the Negro struggle, the independent Negro struggle, has a vitality
and a validity of its own..." (1948, p. 139).
In broad strokes this meant that Black liberation had to struggle inside and outside of the
factory walls. Inside the workplace it had to fight against wage differentials, job discrimination,
seniority privileges given to white workers, and the Jim Crowing of workplaces where bathroom,
locker rooms and other spaces were segregated based on race. Outside the factory, it had to
address the sites of racialized class and gender oppression that were found throughout society:
police brutality (Bloom & Martin Jr. (2016), lynching (Gilmore, 2008) unequal funding to
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Another example, the Montgomery Bus Boycott's backbone were domestic maids. They were not white or Black
male factory workers. The movement had to go beyond the imagination, strategy, and tactics of the Classical
Workers Movement, but at the same time it was precisely because of the urban form, through new infrastructure
built by racial capital that gave the Black women domestic workers the ability to leverage their power against the
Montgomery bus company. It was not their workplace power per se that gave them power, a slight to any notion that
only privileges the workplace, but their relationship to mass transit in the city of Montgomery. As the single largest
group of riders, Black women and Black domestic maids literally paid the salaries and bills of the bus drivers
(McGuire, 2010).
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schools (Rickford, 2016), housing discrimination (Smith, 2012), medical discrimination
(Roberts, 1998; Washington, 2008; Nelson, 2013). These forms of discrimination necessitated
unique forms of struggle, sometimes legal and sometimes extra-parliamentary: the creation of
separate institutions, creation of specific organization to deal with specific forms of oppression,
protests outside factory walls, riots, and armed defense72.
At the same time both strategies took place largely amongst workers and collectively
inside the Classical Workers Movement. The influence was not unidirectional, but mutual: the
workers movement and the Black liberation movement fed off one another. And in the United
States, neither could have existed and accomplished what they did without each other. It was not
always a harmonious relationship. White workers often stood in the way of Black liberation and
rarely thought of anti-racism as part of the class struggle. In these moments, Black workers
formed their own organizations outside factory walls (Bush, 1999; Hutchinson, 1995). In some
instances, they even formed independent organizations at the point of production with the
League of Revolutionary Black Workers the most important example (Georgakas, 1995).73 Black
revolutionaries had to force the issue in the context of the dynamic tensions and synergy between
the two movements. They forced revolutionaries to face the severe challenges in addressing
Black oppression in the United States The tensions were most severe at the level of political
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The workers movement would use many of these strategies as well. However, the consistent form of racial
oppression kept the strategies I have listed constant, whereas in the case of the workers movement, they would fade
away as the 20th century progressed. To grasp a sense of the range of tactics the workers movement used the works
of Irvin Bernstein (2010), Louis Adamic (2008), and Staugton Lynd (1996).
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The contemporary debates of class versus race versus gender are the material echoes of this history. These are
antiquated debates of a world that longer exists. The fundamental terrain of all these debates starts with the material
and theoretical assumption of a white proletariat. There is no need to rehearse the debate here (Roediger, 2017). This
debate was defined by political ideologies and parameters of the 19th and 20th century, which Giovanni Arrighi has
called the long twentieth century (Arrighi, 2010). Communists incorrectly took for granted the white racial status of
proletarians because of their own white supremacy.
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strategy: race, gender or class first? Separate or multi-racial organization? An oppressed nation
or oppressed Americans? Black workers as vanguard or un-organizable? Black as a physical
identity or a community of struggle? Factory organizing or urban organizing? Why did these
questions present themselves in the way they did? What was it about the twentieth century, the
experience of the workers and Black liberation movement that left these questions virtually
unresolved? And yet it seems answers are just as distant to us as the past. Part of the answer is
surely that only a successful revolution will give the verdict to such vexing political conundrums
ultimately produced by capital. Another piece is that like the discussions regarding the Classical
Workers Movement, lines of debate are often drawn on old debates without investigating the
contemporary reality of the proletariat, specifically the Black proletariat. A paradox emerges in
communist thought regarding the Black and workers movement: communists sometimes
acknowledge that the world has drastically changed and yet communists continue to use
precisely the same broad strategies from that past era.
Conclusion
The Century of Reconstruction produced the categories of nation, class, race, and gender
which communists and Black revolutionaries used for the attainment of liberation. These
categories had a certain relationship with one another, with racial capitalism, with class struggle,
and war. The 20th century was one cycle of experimentation in using these categories as
weapons against racial capitalism. The categories of nation, class, race, and gender have left an
uneven record of victories and a final legacy of defeat. The unevenness represents the victories
and defeats of centuries of struggle. They are a record of the past, the terrain of struggle for the
present, and shape the horizon for the future.
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All political theory and attempts at emancipation take shape in a given historical context.
I have argued that the Black Radical Tradition must re-evaluate the past in order to see the
debates and strategies in their true light. In particular the race versus nation debate are both
legitimate attempts to account for the geographic and unique form of oppression that had defined
the possibilities of Black liberation. While they can be often seen as counter-posed concepts,
they also maintain similar tensions in the questions they pose. Who is included in race and
nation? How far can class be stretched in the nation or race? How do they exclude or include
women and queer people? In what manner do they contain class struggle?
Gender emerges as a modulating category of limit and potential for Black women. Both
race and nation played complicated roles in stimulating and containing struggles for Black
women's liberation. Unfortunately, gender had to be defined in terms of the masculine and
respectability to gain recognition in broader society and the classical movements. When gender
finally broke out of masculinist and respectability frameworks, both the workers and Black
liberation movement were defeated, leaving Black women revolutionaries isolated.
Instead of being a fundamental dividing line in communist theory and Black liberation,
what if neither race or nation have a categorical priority over one another? If communism was
the promise of ending race, communism was also the promise of ending nations. If communists
used race as a category to explain oppression and simultaneously defeat racial oppression, it was
as the same with nation. If the categories of race and nation are similar why is there a split of
nation versus race? In the United States the nation versus race debate became a proxy for the
nature of the white working class and the agency of the Black people. Was the white working
class bought off? Were Black people part of a world wide upsurge of struggle? The nation
category said yes to all these questions, and accordingly was pessimistic about white working
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class solidarity, and argued that a separate nation had to be formed from white workers.
Meanwhile, the race category while recognizing that whites had privileges; they could be
overcome through class struggle against capitalism. It was C.L.R. James's forceful intervention
that grasped the race, class, and nation nexus, positing the revolutionary vanguard role of the
Black working class, and in alliance with white workers. I will explore James's work around this
point in C.L.R. James and the Contradictions of the Value-form and Race.
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Chapter 3
Value-form and the Black Radical Tradition
"Capital is dead labour, that, vampire-like, only lives by sucking living labour, and lives the more, the
more labour it sucks" (Marx, 1990, p. 342)

Introduction
The Black Radical Tradition posits an unbroken line of community, history, and struggle.
It claims to be resistant to the maneuverings and mutations of capitalist development. The Black
Radical Tradition is outside of the dialectics of capitalism and the theory of Marxism. The
tradition accuses Marxists of selectively choosing the 20th century as its temporal concern. For
Robinson, this is a sleight of hand because it foregrounds European struggles and conveniently
disconnects the Black Radical Tradition from earlier forms of struggle.
I argue there is an incomplete theorization of racial capitalism in the Black Radical
Tradition that does not allow Robinson to see the Black Radical Tradition's defeat. This might
seem stunning considering Robinson popularized the term "Racial Capitalism," however I argue
the full force of racial capitalism never influences Black struggle in Robinson's works. This is in
contrast to capitalism's decisive influence amongst European and white workers. The only place
capitalism does come into play is in the form of imperialism and even that is profoundly limited.
As I will show in this section, Robinson fails to apply the most rigorous critique of political
economy to the Blacks Radical Tradition. This has resulted in a dichotomous system, separate
from one another, unlike the integrated world of capital all proletarians find themselves in.
I propose a different approach to racial capitalism rooted in value-form theory, systemic
dialectics, and communization. In this section, I will lay out my own perspectives and critiques
of the Black Radical Tradition, Black Marxism, and Cedric Robinson. I will bring to bear the
dynamic force of capitalist social relations which have penetrated all forms of life on the globe.
This will show that the defeat of the Black Radical Tradition was epochal, requiring a
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fundamentally new approach to the question of Black liberation.
Robinson is certainly correct in challenging classical Marxist conceptions of capitalism.
One-hundred and fifty years after Marx wrote his great works, we can see capitalism in a
different light. Capitalism is not revolutionary. In fact, it goes through many periods of
stagnation. Capitalism does not sweep away the old order. In fact, it reorders many of them into
its very logic. Capitalism does not create a universalistic class, but constantly reproduces new
divisions of difference and domination. Capitalism does not only produce the free waged laborer.
It in fact produces the unfree proletariat, the slave, the indentured servant, the tenant farmer, and
the incarcerated. Capitalism also creates a unique form of organizing the globe, called nationstates, culminating in the larger order of colonialism and imperialism. We can credit all of this to
Robinson's intervention in Black Marxism.
However Robinson's refusal to see racial capitalism as a total system that leaves no social
relationship, politics, or tradition untouched has made it difficult to see and theorize the defeat of
the Black Radical Tradition. Racial capitalism is a total category and system. The value-form, a
concept virtually left untouched in the Black Radical Tradition, is the defining concept of our
period. This does not mean the exclusion of gender, nationalism, and race is inevitable or even
possible. On the contrary, I argue the value-form produces these very differences and
dominations from its own internal logic. So that differentiation and domination is not a subset of
value-form, but its substance. This is in sharp contrast to Marxists who treat the value-form as
only (abstract) socially necessary labor time. For such Marxists, differentiation and domination
are the products of a devious bourgeoisie, class struggle, or some other contingent process. I
argue against the contingency thesis, and instead posit that differentiation and domination on the
order of race, nation, and gender are necessary to the categorical logic of the value-form. The
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value-form could not exist without these forms of difference and domination. We cannot separate
the critique of political economy from race because it is always racial in every dimension.
I show that the concept of historical being used by Robinson is a metaphysical devise that
blocks the analysis of the value-form's impact on the Black Radical Tradition. Following this, I
will demonstrate the consequences of introducing value-form analysis to Robinson's argument
and specifically the concepts of formal and real domination of labor. Considering that Black
people were slaves, workers, or unemployed--or more broadly speaking proletarians--this
concept holds primacy in analyzing the development of Black liberation.
I will also introduce the concept of systemic dialectics in analyzing the Black Radical
Tradition. Cedric Robinson has correctly pointed out the racialist and stage-ist assumptions of
historical dialectics. Systemic dialectics does not read Hegel or Marx in a historical manner, but
treats Hegel's work as an exposition of a totality, and not of history. The concept of totality will
do an immense amount of labor in this final section.
This will tentatively set up the development of the race-form which is an internal
development of the value-form. Robinson calls it racialism. This is one of his singular
contributions to Marxist theory. I see much overlap between the concept of race-form and
racialism. The other definitive thinkers who have headed in this direction are Paul Gilroy (2000)
and Evgeny Pashukanis (1989). The hope is to finally end the class versus race debates, to finally
end whether race is contingent or necessary in capital, and place the struggle against race on the
terms of anti-capitalism.74
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This dissertation has not addressed the question of the state as rigorously as it could have. But the origins of this
can begin with the state derivation debates in Germany in developing a more rigorous concept of the state
(Holloway, 1979). From there the relationship of the state and race can be unraveled to also develop an anti-state
politics and theory when it comes to Black liberation.
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Historical Being
Why hasn't the Black Radical Tradition waged a total war against its oppressors?
Robinson argues that "Blacks have seldom employed the level of violence that they (the
Westerners) have understood the situation required" (2000, p. 168). Robinson asks why did
National Turner not kill poor whites or Toussaint not kill his master's family. He reminds the
reader that these are not mere anecdotes, but a pattern that has been repeating throughout the
centuries. When there was violence, he argues that it was pointed inward. He explains the
meaning of this profoundly historical act of mercy,
This violence was not inspired by an external object, it was not understood as a part of an
attack on a system, or an engagement with an abstraction of oppressive structures and
relations. Rather it was their "Jonestowns," our Nongqause: The renunciation of actual
being for historical being; the preservation of the ontological totality granted by a
metaphysical system that had never been allowed for property in either the physical,
philosophical, temporal, legal, social, or physical sense. For them defeat or victory was
an internal affair (2000, p. 168).
The meaning of contrasting Jonestown to Nongqause is opaque. Both are failed millennialist
movements. Jonestown led to the death of over 900 people; the other the slaughter of 400,00
cattle and the death of 40,000 people through starvation. What is Robinson trying to invoke by
these two references? Why is Jonestowns in quotes and why is it 'theirs'? Why is Nongquase
'ours'? Robinson demarcates the boundaries by pointing out it was not Fanon’s fratricide. It was
not self-inflicted wounds because the oppressor was beyond reach as described by Fanon in
Wretched of the Earth. Nor was it the historic terror found in revolutions. It was certainly not
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savagery. It was simply not motivated by any external reality. It was the self-constitution of a
new politics. I call it class struggle anti-colonialism--the reason for this will be clear shortly.
Timothy J. Stapleton argues that it was class conflict which drove the cattle killing and
crop destruction. In 1856, a teenage girl, Nongqawuse had a vision. She met "strange figures"
who told her the cure to cattle sickness and how to rid the Xhosa of the British (Stapleton, p.
389). The only thing they had to do was kill their cattle, burn their crops, renounce witchcraft
among other things. At the time many observers saw this as a backwards superstitious belief. It
was beyond comprehension to the British. It looked like mass suicide. It was not a backward
superstition of the Xhosa that caused this, but an attack on the privileges of a cattle holding
aristocracy. As Stapleton argues, the cattle became the material of wealth in Xhosa society. The
chiefs owned upwards of 87 percent of the Xhosa cattle (Stapleton, p. 384). Wealth was
determined by ownership in cattle. This was the key that unlocks the cattle killing. Other factors
also played a role: the power of the chiefs declined due to the British, allowing for new forms of
authority or rise, the drought of 1850 exacerbated class differences and conflict amongst the
Xhosa, and other prophecies similar to Nongquwsue were circulating around the time. As
Stapleton writes, "...they were striking against a failed political class. Religious leadership from
the masses sought to size [sic] the initiative from the impotent royals and aristocrats" (Stapleton,
p. 387). Furthermore, whose cattle were slaughtered was determined by which chiefs had
collaborated with the British. So not only was this class struggle, it was an anti-colonial struggle.
As Stapleton points out "Originating with the commoners, the movement seems to have been the
strongest in areas where the chiefs had lost legitimacy because of neutrality or collaboration" (p.
390). This was anti-colonial class struggle. Far too under-appreciated dynamic in the history of
liberation. Not only was struggle waged against the colonizer, but also the indigenous ruling
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elites. The colonizer nor the indigenous elite could understand this deadly dialectic.
Robinson develops the lack of violence towards outsiders in the Black Radical Tradition
to preserving historical being and the ontological totality. Robinson connects this to the
structures of the mind: creating epistemology, metaphysics, and ontology of the Black Radical
Tradition.75 The passage revolves around the change from 'actual being' to 'historical being'.
What exactly is historical being Robinson does not elaborate, leaving the reader to speculate. It
seems historical being is the 'preservation of the ontological totality" (2000, p. 168). Robinson
sheds some light on the meaning of this when he writes "This was a revolutionary consciousness
that proceeded from the historical experience of Black people and not merely from the social
formations of capitalist slavery or the relations of production of colonialism" (2000, p. 169). This
was a consciousness rooted before capitalism took hold. Because of its earlier origins, it knew of
a world outside of the value-form. It was entirely different way of seeing, being, and becoming.
In the penultimate sentences of the book, Robinson writes "But always, its focus was on
the structures of the mind. Its epistemology granted supremacy to metaphysics not the material"
(2000, p. 169). To understand the importance of metaphysics for Robinson, I will need to return
his first work, Terms of Order. He writes, "...the social sciences as taught and applied in Western
experience, prepare the intelligence for formal, structural ontology, eschewing metaphysics and
transformation as well as their implications for social and/or historical understanding" (2016, p.
206). He focuses on the concept of transformation through the movement of the negation of the
negation. This latter movement is in contrast to stable systems of knowledge which are
"convenient illusions" (2016, p. 208). Robinson describes language as a mask of reality,
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One of the more dangerous and explicit readings of Robinson's argument directly leads to privilege and identity
politics.
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demanding something that can break out of this limitation. He cites Levi-Strauss's emphasis on
music, "...a grammar which he is convinced transcends, that is, fails to be restricted by the
'topological constraints' of mind-structure" (2016, p. 209). I read Robinson's usage of music as an
approximation for culture which is so central in Black Marxism.
It is culture that is the material and historical container of the Black Radical Tradition.76
Robinson writes, "The Black radical tradition cast doubt on the extent to which capitalism
penetrated and re-formed social life and on its ability to create entirely new categories of human
experience stripped bare of the historical consciousness embedded in culture" (2000, p. 170).
Robinson's move is to separate culture from capitalism. The Black Radical Tradition seen as
culture avoids the damaging consequences of capitalism: alienation, reification, and atomization.
Does it also avoid de-industrialization, automation, suburbanization, and commodification?
Ultimately, we must make come to terms with whether capitalism is a total system or not? I
argue that it is. While its domination is never complete, not because of any specific theory of
autonomy, rather capitalism is a self-generating system of contradictions with the proletariat at
one pole of that contradiction.
My argument is not that Africans had no culture (Stuckey, 1987).77 That would be
ridiculous and profoundly racist. Nor is my argument that Africans did not have a tradition which
was a powerful resource against colonialism (James, 2012). The history of the Xhosa
demonstrates precisely the opposite. Nor does the middle passage completely eradicate such
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In contrast, Lukacs maintains it is the Leninist organization.
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The critical intellectual intervention was W.E.B. Du Bois's The Souls of Black Folks where he writes about the
Black church, "First, we must realize that no such institutions as the Negro church could rear itself without definite
historical foundations. These foundations we can find if we remember that the social history of the Negro did not
start in America. He was brought from a definite social environment..." (Du Bois, 1986, p. 495).
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culture (Sexton, 2011). The works of Sterling Stuckey (1987), George Rawik (1972), Lawrence
Levine (1978) among others have demonstrated that African culture persisted in the ante-bellum
South. Nor is my argument that culture has no role to play in revolution (Cabral, 1980).
Undoubtedly a new culture will have to be developed approximating the movements of the
future. Nor am I saying that culture played no role in the Classical Black Liberation Movement
or the Classical Workers Movement: it did and at times it was profoundly important (Woods,
1998; Thompson, 1964).78 I am arguing that regardless of culture, my fundamental argument
would remain the same.79
My point is that to explain the movements solely in terms of culture is to give the concept
of culture explanatory powers which it simply does not have. Both movements were defined by
different dynamics, not completely reducible to such dynamics, but should be considered the
central dynamics of those movements, and the most powerful explanations which all other
dynamics must develop a relationship to. Lastly, and perhaps most controversially, what I am
saying is that arguments which center culture as central to liberation as does the Black Radical
Tradition cannot explain the absence of the tradition for fifty years. To the extent that real
domination of labor by capital and a crisis of profitability has become the defining dynamic of
capitalist accumulation, it has had a fundamentally negative impact on the strategic,
organizational, and political possibilities of revolution as they were defined by the 20th century.
This is not to say that the possibilities of revolution are now over, but that they will not be
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E.P. Thompson wrote "Class consciousness is the way in which these experiences are handled in cultural terms:
embodied in traditions, value-systems, ideas and institutional forms" (1963, p. 1).
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Vincent Brown writes, "The anthropologist David Scott is probably correct to suggest that for most scholars, the
power of slaveholders and the damage wrought by slavery have been “pictured principally as a negative or limiting
force” that “restricted, blocked, paralyzed, or deformed the transformative agency of the slave.” In this sense,
scholars who have emphasized slavery’s corrosive power and those who stress resistance and resilience share the
same assumption" (p. 1244).
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recognizable to those expected the forms and content of the 20th century to be repeated. Just as
importantly, the terrain upon which revolution will take place, is profoundly different than what
it was in the previous century. We experienced a certain cultural form and content, which I will
not explicate in this dissertation, but that form and content cannot be separated from the material
coordinates which it was embedded in: workplaces, homes, and schools (Jameson, 1991). As
those have been fundamentally restructured in the last fifty years, it should seem obvious that it
will have consequences for culture. The entire premise of Limits is that we must periodize the
relationship of the two movements to the movement of racial capitalism to even begin having a
sensible conversation about "Black culture" or the "Black Radical Tradition". If we return to
where we began on Robinson's historical being, we will have to work through it as a concept,
and historicize it.
Theorie Communiste has the definitive response to the concept of historical being that is
applicable to Robinson's usage of the term,
If there is a 'being' of the proletariat, and moreover a being on which the 'realization of
communism' depends, the revolution is inevitable. No amount of theoretical tinkering
around the 'historical moment' as the conjunctural condition of the becoming actual
of this 'being' will change anything. The 'being' will always find its way through
contingency and circumstance. Communism 'in its deep content' will remain invariant in
1796 and 2002. All that remains is to name that 'deep content', and, in passing, indicate a
little contingent dross due to the 'historical moment' of 1796 or 2002. But how do we
separate the dross from the 'invariant' (End Notes, 2008, p. 189-190).
While they are responding to the condition of the proletariat and the theory of communism, it is
very much applicable to the Black subject and the Black Radical Tradition Theorie
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Communiste's point is, "...if this 'being' is not just a metaphysics' then it is not 'independent of the
forms taken by capitalist domination' "(End Notes, 2008, p. 190). If people of African descent
have a specific being which expresses itself in the Black Radical Tradition, then as Theorie
Communiste points out there is very little for activists, revolutionaries, or anyone else to do. The
Black Radical Tradition seeks to escape the dialectics and contradictions of capitalism. No
matter its defeats, there is always a metaphysical concept of Black liberation, outside the material
world which acts as a reservoir of praxis. In contrast, the conception I am outlining is historical,
social, material and part of the contradictory-dialectics of racial capitalism. Ultimately, Theorie
Communiste's point is that there is no inherent metaphysics to the human condition, history, or
experience. Most importantly, the Black proletariat is not independent of racial capitalist
domination.
It is understandable that Robinson is trying to find something outside of capitalism.
Everything that has become internal to the totality of capital has not been able to pose a
revolutionary alternative (Postone, 1993). For Robinson the internal movement of the dialectics
of proletarian consciousness and politics based on European conditions does not result in
communism or anti-racialism. Robinson stands at the end of one century of communist
revolutions and correctly sees their limitations. In doing so Robinson creates a new metaphysics.
If Lukacs created one around the proletariat, then Robinson does so around the Black Radical
Tradition. I argue there is no historical being hanging above history, ready to attack capitalism.
Like the workers movement, revolution and fundamental challenges are actually very rare in its
history. The Black Radical Tradition has long quiet periods. It has required the same internal
battles for clarity of strategy, intellectual positions, political program that the workers movement
has. Neither is sacred, but profaned movements, for it is the logic of racial capital to profane
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everything it touches.
As I will show later in this section, both the workers movement and the Black movement
attempted to escape racial capitalism, but both ultimately built racial capitalism and became
trapped within it. Their programs and strategy were less about negating racial capitalism, and
more about governing racial capitalism from their unique vantage points. In their most radical
phase it was called communism and revolutionary nationalism, but we now know today that it
was hardly so. The era of both movements was defined by the transition of the peasant to the
proletariat. In the United States it was defined by the struggle to fight Jim Crow.
Just because there is no historical being, does not mean the question of agency is gone.
The matter of agency needs to be reformulated. Lukacs argued that the question had been framed
on the terms of the bourgeoisie: freedom versus necessity. We need to frame it in a different
manner which removes this dichotomy. If we see proletarian agency in terms of a moving
contradiction defined by the contradiction between capital and the proletariat in a systemic
manner, we can begin resolving the contradictions plaguing both traditions.
The Systemic Contradiction
Racial Capitalism is a total system. To understand this system, we need to theorize it at
the levels of high abstraction. This theorization is not historical, but systemic; assuming the very
nature of capitalism itself. A method is needed that is a homology to its object of critique. In this
search, systemic dialectics reveals itself to be a powerful start. From here we can see how the
system is a self-generating set of contradictions which place the entirety of the project at risk:
more concretely known as revolution.
Chris Arthur describes systemic dialectics as the following,
While categories mark ontological unities, and are thus required to render actuality
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intelligible, they must themselves form a coherent whole, they must 'hang together'
so to speak. Hegel's Science of Logic shows how the categories may be systematically
related to one another in such a manner that their exposition, and 'reconstruction',
provides a theory whereby each category gains systematic meaning by virtue of its
positioning with respect to the other categories and the whole. Taken in isolation, in
abstraction from its systematic placing, a category is imperfectly grasped
(2013, p. 64).
The parts, the movement, the end points, and the whole all must be understood in a
relationship with one another. Grasping one point or movement is never enough to understand its
meaning, because in isolation, it can have no meaning, or will be mis-understood. Instead, the
relationships are the key to understanding the object or movement of critique is vital. As we
move to more concrete mediations, for the proletariat to exist, the capitalist must exist, but for
the latter to exist, so too must the former. This relationship taken as a whole creates a totality
greater then than the particular and isolated relationship.
The tension between such an abstract concept as systemic dialectics and the concrete
mediations reveals an explosion, "However, if the systemic dialectic of capital is closed at one
level of abstraction, this closedness is put into question at the more concrete level of the actual
history of the class relation" (End Notes, 2010, p. 127). This explosion occurs because class
struggle is a self-generating internal movement in relationship to capital which poses new
possibilities. End Notes writes, "...as dialectic of class struggle--produces a proletariat liable to
dissolve the class relation itself, the dialectic cannot be said to be closed, but is rather openended. This open-endedness of the dialectic does not result from the contingency of the class
struggle in relation to the systematic logic of capitalist accumulation: the class struggle is no
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"exogenous variable" (End Notes, 2010, p. 127).
Capital is the only system where economic categories take on a life of their own, "The
movement of economic categories is the reified expression of the class relation" (End Notes,
2010, p. 109). Categories such as money, interest rates, price, etc are "...self moving economic
categories are reified forms of the class's own activity, become autonomous ('rearing themselves
up on their hind legs') and constituting themselves qua capital--as the antagonistic pole to the
proletariat in the relation of reciprocal implication" (End Notes, 2010, p. 109). These categories
come to dominate the proletariat and structure society. Abstraction usually conceived as the nonmaterial, takes on a material form in capitalist life. These material forms constitute the
expression of the contradictions of the system, with the proletariat at one pole of it.
End Notes goes onto to explain that "The capitalist mode of production is characterised
[sic] by the 'rule of abstractions'. As self-valorising [sic] value, capital is a real abstraction. One
pole of the relation of exploitation is self-moving real abstraction. Its self-movement is of course
mediated by its relation to the other pole of the relation, the proletariat, and through the material
interests of its agents and beneficiaries in human shape, the bearers of the capital relation" (End
Notes, 2010, p. 110). The rule of abstraction is not only the value-form constituted by an abstract
labor power, but also specific people who come to represent capital. This is why becoming
trapped in the persona of capital is deadly for the proletariat, because they are just the symptoms
of the capital relation, playing a certain role.
Another type of real-material abstraction that comes to life in capitalism is the race-form.
We can define its contradictory poles as life and death at the highest levels of abstraction. But
with some mediation, it also appears as a racialized proletariat and racialized capital. At a
different level of mediation, capital can be seen as the living breathing subject of the system.
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Inversely it creates in its image a racialized proletariat. It is from this group that capital draws its
life from in the form of (racial) abstract labor time.
The race-form, an internal development of the value-form creates its own and unique
movement of economic, social, and political development which never escapes the value-form,
but cannot be reduced it either. When End Notes summarizes systemic dialectics, "...value is a
provisional foundational category in a progressively self-concretising [sic] and retro-actively
self-grounding dialectic, where internal contradictions generate the movement from one category
to the next" (End Notes, 2010, p. 111) they are describing the ultimate evolution of the raceform. Ultimately End Notes point to the fact that this a "...dialectic of the expansion of abstract
wealth" (End Notes, 2010, p. 112). It should be fundamentally re-worded to say racially encoded
abstract wealth. So that the wealth produced is structured, moved, and inscribed from race. What
else could it mean to invoke racial capitalism as I have throughout this dissertation? The very
logic, movement, and system of dialectics have to be rethought in order to make sense of the
continued development of race.
The separation of the racial from abstract wealth has had devastating consequences for
Black liberation. Too often the issue became not negating the entire problem of wealth as
determined by the value form, but of getting access to a proportionate slice of that wealth (Reed
Jr., 2017). But because of the racial nature of wealth, this was never going to happen. The issue
became the constitution of wealth in terms of race. The critique was really over white capitalist
wealth and not capital as such. The movements arising out of this critique, demanded something
from capital, that it could never give. But more to the point, the target of attack was distribution
of wealth. This consistently led to welfare or Keynesian type politics which were always racial,
and always determined by the value-form and race-form.
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This also meant that Blackness was only one pole in the race-form, with whiteness being
the other pole. As long as Blackness was the affirmation, the race-form itself could not be
exploded.80 It is the same problem as the affirmation trap the proletariat found itself in. The
problems of the proletariat and the Blackness mirror each other. I will show this in the following
chapters how affirmation of any category under capitalism, is to merely inverse the other pole
found in the contradiction. This dialectic is not liberatory, but is trapped. What is needed is a
movement that rupture this dialectic.
Unlike Jacque Cammate's Capital and Community (2011), which abdicates the
community of capital and leaves this world entirely for primitivist politics, Robinson remains
committed to fighting in this world. Robinson is certainly correct on this point, but in his effort
to fight in this world, his categories become trapped. End Notes writes,
...the class struggle is always already a determinate relation according to the
exigencies of the valorisation [sic] of capital. This is all to undermine the dualistic
conception of capital accumulation on the one side, and class struggle on the other,
that characterized most variants of Marxism in the 20th Century. If we grasp the
moving contradiction as the singular movement of the totality of capitalist social
relations--the historical development of the relation of exploitation between capital
and the proletariat as simultaneously the historic course of accumulation and course of
the class struggle--then it is this contradiction which ultimately determines the
revolutionary action of the proletariat as a pole of the contradiction (End Notes, 2010, p.
109).
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For example, Hazel Carby writes, "Du Bois did not contest the claim that black people should be viewed as a
race. On the contrary, his intellectual strategy was to utilize the concept of race and transform it into a means of
political unification" (1998, p. 27).
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What I am trying to develop by outlining systemic dialectics and the moving
contradiction is that capitalism at one level of abstraction can be seen as a closed system. And at
another level of abstraction internal contradictions generate possibilities to escape and destroy
this closed system. However, the overwhelming forms and content of struggle which occurs in
this system are very much so within the horizon of this system.
The second point I am making is that since this very closed system is racial, the moving
contradiction is racial, and the systemic dialectics is racial. How is this so? The relationship
between the proletariat and capital is racial. The two end points of the relationship themselves
are racial: a racialized proletariat and a racialized capital. The container, the end points, the
movement are all racial. If every aspect is racial, how can it be anything else other than inscribed
and coded as racial. This lack of analysis of race in their systemic accounts of capitalism is a
flaw in the development of End Notes's presentation of systemic dialectics and the moving
contradiction.
The separation of race and class in terms of struggle has been one of the long standing
problems of both the workers movement and the Black liberation movement. While critics of my
argument will cite this or that document or struggle, I argue that they all remained within the
logic of the very system they were critiquing. Because racialism is endemic to systemic
dialectics and the value-form, we can finally explain the limitation of Black liberation in the long
20th century on the terms of overthrowing both capitalism and racialism. Both the Classical
Workers Movement and the Classical Black Liberation Movement faced the constraining effects
of the value-form and race-form in shaping their horizon. Although it was mediated in different
ways, if we lose sight of the systemic limitations of either movement, we cannot explain their
defeats.
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Third, since race was part of a systemic dialectic and moving contradiction, the struggles
against racial liberation became trapped within such logic as well. The radicalism of the
struggles was less about what they were posing outside of the system, and more about
minimizing and managing the virulent racism of the system. In other words, the violent
repression, created what Harold Cruse has described as "anarchist" Black struggle (1968, p.207).
The radicalism of the Black struggle cannot be conflated with the program of the Black struggle.
By pointing this bifurcation out, Cruse finally allows a new relationship and analysis to develop.
So, the same pressures that the white proletariat faced, the Black proletariat has
experienced: alienation, reification, atomization. Because it is always racial we have to reshape
what each of these categories mean in terms of the unique movement of race. We might think of
it was racialized alienation, racialized reification, racialized atomization: Du Bois's Double
Consciousness (1986), Fanon's psychic-oppression (1968), Wrights existentialism (2008),
Cesaire's Negritude (2010), and Locke's New Negro (1997) to name only some of the
permutations. The point is that these developments are not isolated from race or capital, but
singular expressions of a complete system: Racial Capitalism.
Robinson's insight was merging race and capitalism into racial capitalism. While his
historical argument needs further elaboration and research, I have tried to demonstrate the logical
necessity of race and capital. 81 In looking for the possibility of revolution, preserving a
revolutionary subject seemed central. But in doing so, Robinson sets up a dualistic system of
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I have cited the new field of scholarship which looks at racialism before the rise of capitalism elsewhere. It
should be noted that virtually the entire Marxist field takes issue with Robinson's historical argument of racialism
existing before capitalism. Theorists of racial capitalism have to prove it historically. This is a monumental task
requiring knowledge of virtually all of human history. However, it can be broken down into smaller components by
either periods or geography. Either way, if racial capitalism will gain the intellectual credibility it deserves, this is an
urgent task, that no one has even bothered to take up in the field. Marxists who cry fowl of Robinson's racial
capitalism argument, consistently cite one book, Frank Snowden's Before Color Prejudice. The fact that this book
keeps re-occurring demonstrates how shallow the entire set of debates are in terms of history.
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culture versus political economy. My attempt in this dissertation has been to merge race and
capital back together, and still maintain a fidelity to revolution.
Formal and Real Domination of Labor
I argue that the processes of real domination has dissolved what Robinson calls the Black
Radical Tradition and I have called in Limits, the Classical Black Liberation Movement. Today
the era of programs for both struggles is over. Real domination of labor under capital has meant
long-term low growth and stagnation, the end of large factories, the end of the peasantry, and the
fundamental transformation of the labor process. In contrast, the revolutions and movements
which took place in the 20th century were in the backdrop of peasant societies transforming into
proletarians, the growth of urban spaces, growing concentration of workers, unique geo-political
circumstances, and capital in an expansive period of high growth and profit rates.
This is why periodization is so important to understanding the terrain upon which
workers and the Black movement fight upon. End Notes writes, "What is at stake in periodisation
is the question of where the past stops and the present begins. The identification of historical
ruptures and discontinuities helps us to avoid the implicit metaphysics of a theory of class
struggle in which every historical specificity is ultimately reduced to the eternal recurrence of the
same" (End Notes, 2010, p. 151). The past never stops for the Black Radical Tradition.
Regardless of the periodizations that capitalism goes through, the Black Radical Tradition
survives, and goes forth as a fundamental anti-thesis of capitalism. This is a highly problematic
conception of the Black Radical Tradition.
So, how to periodize the past? As noted earlier, it is possible to do this according to
different regimes of racial ordering as Robinson does in Black Marxism. Instead, I will need
conceptual tools to interrogate capitalism and peer deeper into the structures of the Black Radical
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Tradition. I choose three tools: formal domination of labor, real domination of labor, and
programmatism.
Marx's "Results of the Immediate Process of Production" from Capital is a moving
dynamic that occurred throughout the 19th and 20th century. In "Results" Marx describes the
formal domination of labor as "...the takeover by capital of the mode of labour [sic] developed
before the emergence of capitalist relations. The latter as a form of compulsion by which surplus
labour [sic] is exacted by extending the duration of labour [sic]-time--a mode of compulsion not
based on personal relations of domination and dependency, but simply on differing economic
functions--this is common to both forms" (1990, p. 1021). Instead of seeing it as having a
discrete beginning and end as some theorists of subsumption do (Negri, 1991), it is a continuous
process evolving through space and time (End Notes, 2015, p. 79).
In contrast to the formal subsumption of labor, Marx defined the real subsumption of
labor as "With the production of relative surplus-value the entire real form of production is
altered and a specifically capitalist form of production comes into being (at the technological
level too) (1990, p. 1024). Marx summarizes all of this, "If the production of absolute surplusvalue was the material expression of the formal subsumption of labour [sic] under capital, then
the production of relative surplus-value may be viewed as its real subsumption" (1990, p. 1025).
One of the key results according to Marx of the real subsumption of labor is, "The mystification
implicit in the relations of capital as a whole is greatly intensified here, far beyond the point it
had reached or could have in the merely formal subsumption of labour [sic] under capital" (1990,
p. 1024).
Formal domination has an internal dynamic to turn into real domination and the latter can
create the conditions for former. The one creates the other. The insight has far reaching
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consequences for the workers movement and Black liberation. What does the real domination of
society do? Recognizing that real domination of labor has also been a long and continuous
process of the capital-labor relationship, it reached a turning point in the Great Depression in the
United States. Capital began remaking American society in its own image in a broad and
unprecedented scale. Undoubtedly, capital was already doing this, perhaps most famously in the
Ford Company. It would be heightened with the entry of the United States in the Second World
War.
This transformation of society was not instantaneous, but its end result could be seen
clearly by the 1960s. The 1960s was the last time Black workers had a memory and experience
of something outside of the real domination of labor and its concomitant effects on society. The
historical evidence points to the most militant workers often being recent migrants (Pizzolato,
2016) or artisans turned into mass workers (Williams, 2012). It was a memory of something
different other than capitalist social relations which often times provided a benchmark or horizon
for workers to struggle against. It was also the hope of an alternative to capitalism found in the
new communist regimes of the world. The real domination of capital closes both of those
horizons. The only alternative, past, present and future is capitalism. This closing of alternatives
should not be underestimated. The history of the workers and Black liberation struggles are filled
with the imagination of Soviet Russia, Anarchist Spain, and Socialist Ghana. This was not just an
idea, but could be measured. Black workers imagined these places to be not only materially
better off, but also freer. Most importantly, this horizon gave Black workers confidence in a twofold sense: first, they could build a better world here because its existence proved its possibility,
and second that they were part of a worldwide process. That they were not alone meant even
more to Black Americans, as they were a demographic minority in the United States. Seeing
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themselves as part of a world revolution was crucial to overcoming the debilitating sense of the
immense power of white supremacy in the United States (Marable, 2011).
Another dimension of real domination which the Classical Black Liberation Movement
ran up against was the increasing mystification of capitalist relations. As Jason Read writes, "As
capital puts to work science, technology, and the embodied knowledges of the collective, it
increasingly appears as if capital itself is productive" (p. 104). As fixed capital increasingly has
dominated the economy, or in other words few and fewer workers work with more and more
constant capital, it has flipped the usual narrative of the workers movement from we will build a
better world to capital 'builds' this world. Marx writes, "...not merely at the level of ideas, but
also of reality, the social character of his labour [sic] confronts the worker as something not
merely alien, but hostile and antagonistic, when it appears before him objectified and personified
in capital" (1990, p. 1025). We have been living in this world for some time. What it means for
the Black struggle has been largely unattended.
This extended passage from Durruti's biography captures the grandness and confidence of
the workers movement of the time. When Durruti was asked what kind of help he expected in the
Spanish revolution and that even if the Anarchists won, since they would be "..sitting on a top of
a pile of ruins even if you are victorious" (Paz, p. 478), his response captures most powerfully
the sentiment of millions of workers across the world. He responded "We have always lived in
slums and holes in the wall..." and "We will have to accommodate ourselves for a time. For, you
must not forget, that we can also build. It is we who built these palaces and cities, here in Spain
and in the America and everywhere. We are not in the least afraid of ruins. We are going to
inherit the earth. There is not the slightest doubt about that. The bourgeoisie might blast and ruin
its own world before it leaves the stage of history. We carry a new world here, in our
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hearts..."(Paz, p. 478). What Durruti describes is no longer present with us. It is not because of
false consciousness, but because the material coordinates of the world have changed. Many
proletarians find themselves without employment, and those who do have jobs are in places like
Wal-Mart, Uber, or the Gap. How they will rebuild the world is hardly clear. And proletarians
who are at General Motors or US Steel, might be building a (capitalist) world, but they are also
destroying the world as climate change has become a reality. It should be no surprise that
consciousness can only believe that it is capital that produces the world.82 It is constant capital,
and dead labor which dominates over living labor. Marxist revolutionaries have documented a
long history of this relationship (Marx, 1990; Braverman, 1998; Romano & Stone, 1972).
Workers, including Black workers, no longer feel they are building a better world. How can
workers at Starbucks or Target feel they are building a new world or can rebuild a destroyed
world? As Marx writes in the portion of the Grundrisse known as the fragment on machines,
"There is nothing on which the labourer [sic] can seize: this is my produce, this I will keep to
myself" (1993, p. 709). The labor process has been broken down to small pieces; even
corporations cannot grasp the totality of racial capitalism. The worker is trapped in their specific
corner of the labor process.
Black workers faced a double closing that most white workers did not have to endure.
While the closing of the communist horizon has been devastating for workers across the board,
for Black workers it was also the closing of national liberation struggles, the Civil Rights
Movement, and Black Power that has been catastrophic. Almost every political spectrum of the
Classical Black Liberation Movement saw itself as part of a global movement. How could it not?
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The theory of false consciousness is one which, while I cannot address directly, but I hope my work will
implicitly provide a radical alternative to it.
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European domination or white supremacy was one of the central logics of colonialism. It gave
Black workers in the United States immense confidence in seeing the struggle as part of a
worldwide movement against white supremacy. The expressions in the United States was the
Civil Rights Movement and Black Power.
Marx's Chapter 25, "The General Law of Capitalist Accumulation" in Capital Volume
One has taken on new light since the late 1960s. In this chapter Marx points to tendency that
actually seemed immanent to his own time, but eventually took a long detour of almost 100
years, where relative and absolute growth of the industrial working class became the trend line.
However, this cycle was broken by the sixties, returning us to a dynamic where the industrial
working class contracts, and the proletarian condition expands.
In its simplest and clearest form Marx describes the growth of the surplus populations
due to "...the demand for labour [sic] is determined not by the extent of the total capital but by its
variable constituent alone, that demand falls progressively with the growth of the total capital,
instead of rising in proportion to it, as was previously assumed" (1990, p. 781). So the dynamic
has been to produce an increasingly large racialized surplus population in the United States, in
the absence of any growth in the industrial working class. This shift is marked. This expulsion is
highly racialized and ultimately incarcerated. Furthermore, it is not based just on skin color, but
in true fashion of racial capitalism, its ordering is also internal to whites. As Cedric Robinson
discussed in Black Marxism, the racialism began inside Europe, so to in the United States,
racialization is also producing a surplus population that has historically been considered white
(Gilmore, 2006). Discussions rooted in the disproportionally argument completely miss this
dynamic and so far have had little to say on this dynamic of racialization. The latter is left as a
process which only occurs to non-white peoples, is a profoundly inaccurate application of the
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methodology of racial capitalism.
We also develop an important cleavage between the working class and proletariat. Joshua
Clover quoting Gilles Duave writes, "It one identifies proletarian with factory worker (or with
the manual labourer [sic]), or with the poor, one misses what is subversive in the proletarian
condition. The proletariat is the negation of this society. It is not the collection of the poor, but of
those who are 'without reserves', who are nothing, have nothing to lose but their chains, and
cannot liberate themselves without destroying the whole social order" (2016, p. 160). On one
level this point gets across and further cements the idea that the working class was not
revolutionary at any point in history. The working class was too exclusionary to represent all of
society. It had to separate itself from women, from non-citizens, non-Europeans, non-whites, and
from the unemployed. In the working classes’ efforts to affirm itself, it had had to denigrate all
other conditions of proletarian life. Its condition was not a class that had nothing to lose but its
chains. It is the proletariat which has been revolutionary all along. The proletariat includes the
incarcerated, the sex worker, the unemployed, and the union worker.
The implications can be found in End Notes's Crisis in the Class Relation, "The history of
capitalist society is the history of the reproduction of the capitalist class relation. It is that of the
reproduction of capital as capital, and-- its necessary concomitant--of the working class as
working class. If we assume the reproduction of this relation is not inevitable, what is the
possibility of its non-reproduction" (End Notes, 2010, p. 3). This goes exactly to the point
regarding surplus populations and the proletariat. While the feature of non-reproduction has
always been a dynamic of capitalism, its dominance in the last forty years has changed the
political and social landscape. This non-reproduction is racialized and it looks like race and
racism. If we take Ruth Wilson's Gilmore's definition of racism is "..the state-sanctioned or
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extralegal production and exploitation of group-differentiated vulnerability to premature death"
(Gilmore, 2006, p. 28) and End Notes definition of race, "race is a marker for the most insecure
fractions of the US labour [sic] force, who are inevitably hit disproportionately by generally
declining conditions" (End Notes, 2015, p. 17), we can begin to see how race as nonreproduction is an internal creation of the accumulation of capital.
End Notes writes,
...the wage form as the key mediation in social reproduction may appear increasingly
tenuous. With these shifting conditions, the horizon of the class relation, and the
struggles in which this horizon presents itself, must inevitably change. In this
context, the old projects of a programmatic workers' movement become obsolete: their
world was one of expanding industrial workforce in which the wage appeared as the
fundamental link in the chain of social reproduction, at the centre of the double moulinet
where capital and proletariat meet, and in which a certain mutuality of wage demands -an 'if you want this of me, I demand this of you'--could dominate the horizon of class
struggle. But with the growth of surplus populations, this very mutuality is put into
question, and the wage form is thereby decentered as a locus of contestation (End Notes,
2010, p. 19).
Black liberation in the 20th century grew in power and leverage as it became a part of this class
relation in the Classical Workers Movement. It grew in the context of World War II, Vietnam
War and more broadly the Cold War. It could make those demands on the bourgeoisie and the
state: if you want something from me, I need something from you. It was always racially
mediated. Black workers had to prove their centrality to the production process. They knew it,
but the bourgeoisie acted not to know, or even when the boss knew, refused remuneration on par
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with white workers. These differences were the basis of the Civil Rights Movement.
The riots of the 1960s might seem to contradict the broader point I am making. The
argument goes: here was a riot of Black surplus population across the United States from Watts
to the riots in 1968. Wasn’t this "collective bargaining" (End Notes, 2015, p. 69)? A negotiation
with the bourgeoisie? The riots were both: surplus populations and the working class
participating in a last gasp effort to deal with the failures of liberalism and attacks on civil rights
(Abu-Lughod, 2007). It might appear that the state did respond and entered a relationship of
reproduction with the proletariat due to these riots: welfare. This became a key relation of
reproducing sections of the proletariat who could not find a stable wage relation with capital. I
argue this state-proletarian relationship of benevolence was a momentary blip on the broader
sweep of history (Harvey, 2007). The state's final response to this is in the present with mass
incarceration, the hyper ghetto, and large-scale unemployment. The demands of those riots were
ultimately mediated not by reproduction, but by non-reproduction (Gilmore, 2006; Clover,
2016).
Along with End Notes, I do not see real domination as a detonator marking a specific date
when all of these dynamics take effect, but as a process that has an acidic effect on the workers
movement and Black liberation struggles.83 End Notes marks 1970 as the end of programmatism
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Like End Notes, I do not go as far as the post-workerists (Negri, 1991) arguing for the social factory. The postworkerist reading of the Grundrisse is nevertheless, challenging, provocative, and feels like it captures the zeitgeist
of our times "...an important aspect of real subsumption is the direct production of subjectivity, of affects and
knowledge, through services" (Read, p.124). Furthermore the post-workerist line of thought liberates the workerist
tradition precisely from the glorification of the factory or the immediate point of production as the site of
valorization. For the post-workerists all of society is where valorization takes place and furthermore a material
object is no longer needed as knowledge, desires, affects equally produce surplus value. Domestic workers, H&M
employees, basketball players are all creating surplus value not only by cleaning, folding or shooting, but also by
their smiles, handshakes, and photo-ops. No activity is left untouched by the value-form. This certainly would seem
to explain the suffocating atmosphere of large cities in the United States, where every social relationship is mediated
by the commodity-form. While this insight escapes the parochialism of the factory, it seems to get lost in the
expanse of its new found freedom of the urban form. I do not wish to impose an orthodox reading of Marx to
challenge the post-workerists. The holiness of orthodoxy should not be the arbitrator of theory, politics, and history.
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and the rise of communization. The Classical Black Liberation Movement too, had a program
which had exhausted itself by the early 1970s. It was not that all the demands of the movement
were won or granted, but that the program could no longer be realized. To cry abandon ship
when one is on dry land, means something different from when one is in the middle of the
Pacific. The liberation movement was no longer in familiar waters, and even worse, it had found
itself in a desert. There was nowhere to go.
The transformation of society due to the real domination of labor has created not an
united proletariat, but what End Notes calls "unity-in-separation" (End Notes, 2015, p. 85). This
is not an organizational issue. No union, or revolutionary party can solve this problem. Its origins
and constitution are in the period of capitalism we find ourselves in. In fact this is a spatiotemporal argument about how the cities changed (Harvey, 1990). Harvey's work on different
space-times sees capital's manipulation of relative spatio-temporalities altering absolute and
relational spatio-temporalities (Harvey, 2006).84
The spatio-temporality that results is what End Notes writes, "Here is the unity-inseparation of market society. People become ever more interdependent through the market, but
this power comes at the expense of their capacities for collective action" (End Notes, 2015, p.
85). What is key to understand is that the real domination is not just transformation of the labor
process, but all of society in capital's image, "Some examples of such modalities include social
welfare systems, the 'invention of the category of the unemployed', and the importance of trade

Instead, I will move forward for the time being, leaving the post-workerist inquiry for further exploration and
discussion.
84

Harvey goes as far to write, "...it is impossible to understand Marxist political economy without engaging with
relational perspectives" (2006, p. 125). Harvey's diagram implies that value can only be understood in relational
space-time (see Figure 5.1). This dissertation has certainly investigated both the Classical Workers Movement and
the Classical Black Liberation Movement in relational space-time.
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unions. These all help to 'ensure (and confirm) that labour-power no longer has any possible
'ways out' of its exchange with capital in the framework of this specifically capitalist labour
process" (End Notes, 2010, p. 147).

Figure 5.1 A matrix of spatialization for Marxian theory (Harvey, 2006, p. 143).
Harvey's relational space-time has a high co-relation with the arguments I make regarding
the real domination of labor by capital. Relational space-time is a highly uneven and fast
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topography. It is extremely difficult to organize, coordinate struggle, and fight capital on. This
relational space-time is constantly altering absolute space and relative space-time. New
contradictions, dialectics, and processes are constantly in the making. The challenge is to grasp
the whole and not any given square. To be stuck in one place is to be stuck in a specific
mediation. It is not a coincidence that the domination of relational space-time in the urban form,
takes place at the same time as the real domination of labor by capital, the defeat of the workers
and Black movement. While Harvey does point out that all types of space-time exist side-by-side
and should be seen as dialectically related to one another, relational space-time seems to be the
dominant form in our time which value-form and race-form work through.85
When End Notes wants to cleave the past from the present, it is about periodizing capital,
the strategies required for communism, and the materiality of the past. This is what their division
between programmatism and communization represents in the year 1970. Black liberation
attempted to mount a fundamental transformation of American society. This meant equality,
integration, and power spread more evenly, along the racial demographics of the country. This
program was not too dissimilar to the workers movement of the 20th century. The legislative
victories in 1964 and 1965 marked a real shift in the balance of power in the United States,
although it was not felt equally in amongst the different class fractions amongst Black people.
This was a victory-defeat dialectic that I have tried to explore in this dissertation.
End Notes usage of real domination threads the needle between various practitioners of
the concept. Subjectivities do not change as much, as do opportunities for revolution. The Black
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Harvey writes, "...that there is some hierarchy at work among them in the sense that relational space can embrace
the relative and the absolute, relative space can embrace the absolute, but absolute space is just absolute and that is
it" (2006, p. 126). Later Harvey writes,"...it seems most appropriate to keep the three categories in dialectical
tension" (2006 p. 131).
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proletariat today is not backward compared to the Black proletariat of 1968. Nor do Black
proletarians have false consciousness today. It is the material world of capital that has changed,
leaving a different set of opportunities to be taken. There is no ontological question of the subject
at stake. Ultimately real domination means, "...the ongoing transformation of labour process, the
end of the peasantry, the slowing down of capitalist accumulation on a global scale, and the
corresponding onset of a long period of deindustrialisation, all of which have transformed the
conditions of the workers' struggle..." (End Notes, 2015, p. 80). In a manner of speaking, End
Notes’s reasons are mundane, ordinary, and observable. There is nothing mysterious or elusive
about the matter, as they can be verified and analyzed. It is the world the proletariat inhabits that
has changed, not the proletariat.
The Historical Defeat and a New Period
Just as the Classical Workers Movement found itself in unity-in-separation, so too has the
Classical Black Liberation Movement. Black proletarians found themselves subsumed by market
relations, atomizing and unifying them in a way that no Marxist, or Black revolutionary
anticipated. The factories and urban form that drove the Black liberation movement are gone and
what is left is the market. The price for this form of unity is that Black proletarians, have
struggled to develop their collective capacities for action.
By the early 1970s new dynamics had come to bear on the movement. Capitalism had
entered a period of low growth, certainly in the United States. This was in contrast to the past,
where capital was expansive and able to absorb migrants and peasants into the industrial
proletariat. By the 1970s, more often than not, the capital relation was of non-reproduction in the
United States. Proletarians had to go increasingly into debt to survive or just went to prison and
came under the watch of the carceral state. This non-relation of reproduction has been
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devastating for the proletariat. Capital has no interest in the reproduction of the wage relation for
a growing sector of the proletariat. Black proletarians had encountered this first and continue to
bear the brunt of it today.
For the Black proletarians who found themselves with a wage, the last third of the 20th
century did not place them in workplaces with large concentrations of their peers. Instead they
found themselves in smaller and smaller workplaces, workplaces with less and less strategic
centrality. All workers took note of the growing surplus populations waiting outside their
workplace, desperate to replace them if they took any job actions. Workers in the 20th century
were able to go on strike because of tight labor market conditions. This was key to the strike
waves. However, once surplus populations became a permanent feature, it became more and
more difficult for workers to take this risk. Workers found that the only unity they had was in the
capitalist market place. This was a bizarre place to discover themselves. It was a profoundly
disorientating phenomenon.
The end of Jim Crow also meant the victory of a major component of the Black liberation
program. This undercut Black liberation. The tools left from the era of struggle was the concept
of race and class developed in the 20th century. However, both seemed to be unequipped to
handle the new mutations of racial capitalism. They were developed in one historical period;
they could not explain the period that followed. They needed to be refashioned.
Where growth came for the workers was in the service sectors. Retail, healthcare,
bookkeeping, logistics, and education proved to be expanding sectors of the economy. It was not
that these sectors were impossible to organize, but that with sluggish economic growth and a
giant pool of replaceable workers waiting outside, it was capital which had the leverage against
workers. Communists have assumed for generations that the key site of the struggle was the
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industrial workplace and that this subject was going to be the waged worker. At moments in
history this looked to be true. Although there were always signs that this was a problem in many
of the revolutions that took place, as they were demographically dominated by peasants in the
20th century. In the 19th century artisans and the rising middle classes, often mistaken for
proletarians, dominated revolutions. Overwhelmingly industrial workers were never the
demographically dominant force in any of the revolutions Marxists have pointed to as the way
out of capitalism. This elision has caused confusion. The theory has not matched with practice.
Today the proletariat still exists. While industrial workers will still play a role, the composition
of the proletariat is radically different. The long-term tendency of capitalism seems to produce a
post-industrial world, were employment growth is slow, and the condition of the proletarian is
always precarious. The ideal of so many social democrats of a backyard, a vacation, steady
income was always a racialized and temporary moment of capitalism. To use that as a bench
mark is to make assumptions about capitalism that are simply false.
It should be clear that a proletariat and capital still exists. The contradictions of
capitalism are more real than ever. I do not intend to give the impression that capitalism won,
and there is no longer a chance of revolution. Limits strives to place revolution back as a central
horizon for the Black proletariat on the terms it finds itself today. Capitalism is in a period of
stagnation and low growth: crisis. The world proletariat finds itself in a new situation, not
exactly comparable to any period preceding this. The various forms of struggle in the last decade
is the proletariat attempting to figure out exactly how to fight on this new terrain. We might take
note of Rosa Luxemburg's Mass Strike. It is one of the great revolutionary texts. She places the
wave of strikes as the great school of proletarian education and connects it to revolution. She
shows how a new world of capital is creating a new form of struggle across Europe and Russia.
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Her contribution was to anticipate a type of proletarian self-activity which would define the 20th
century. Our task is to do the same. It will require a revolution in methodology and theory
comparable to what communist predecessors have done.
Although I have critiqued Robinson, my work builds off his intellectual achievements. I
hope to have shown in this chapter that instead of the Black Radical Tradition, it was the
Classical Black Liberation Movement which intersected with the Classical Workers Movement
of the 20th century, which is the history that confronts us and at the same time is no longer with
us. The Classical Black Liberation Movement has been defeated and will not come back in the
form and content that it appeared in the 20th century. I do not claim that culture, memory, and
history does not shape, influence, and constitute the experiences of Black proletarians. However,
it was new capitalist social relations of the 20th century that forced Black workers in struggles,
activities, and social relationships which challenged the previous historical experiences. This
process although radically different, is not over.
Conclusion
Cedric Robinson's project can only be understood in light of the immense defeat and
failures of the Classical Workers Movement and communism. Both attempted revolutionary
challenges to capitalism, but were unable to deal with nationalism and racialism of the 20th
century. Communism, a movement born in Europe was too compromised. The workers
movement, too narrow in its solidarity and coalitions, was too chauvinistic.
Yet his work is also a reconstruction of the defeated Black liberation struggles in the
United States, Africa, and the Caribbean. While nationalism, marronage, and slave revolts are
celebrated, they are placed under a more significant domain: the Black Radical Tradition.
Robinson's point is that they were expressions of a higher order. His work entailed not only
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preserving a tradition, but developing a radical new theory of subjectivity and revolution. The
working class subject and communist revolution could not account for their other: Black
subjectivity and Black revolution.
Robinson's theoretical, historical, and philosophical sweep were the last great attempts at
formulating the liberation of Black people. It has been almost 40 years since anything of that
caliber has been written. We would have to go back to Harold Cruses's The Crisis of the Negro
Intellectual or C.L.R. James's Notes on Dialectics or W.E.B. Du Bois's Black Reconstruction to
find something comparable. But it is in that tradition that Black Marxism follows. And of course,
in the Black Atlantic, Black Marxism's predecessors are History and Class Consciousness and
Mario Tronti's Workers and Capital, and Karl Marx's The Communist Manifesto. Black Marxism
does not stand alone.
However Black Marxism, like the Manifesto of the Communist Party became a holy grail
instead of a living and breathing document meant for deeper interrogation and ultimately change.
The printed word became the holy word. Slaves figured out quickly enough that the Bible would
have to be edited if it was going to serve a purpose other than white supremacy. The disciples of
Black Marxism should follow their lead.
Editing is required of a work such as Black Marxism, because all texts are constituted by
the historical forces that produce them. They are relative to their times. It is no dishonor and
insult to make this point about Black Marxism. It can only be understood in a historical manner.
Black Marxism critiqued the Second and Third International. When it turned to critique Marx, it
was a Marx of certain historical moment as well. When it theorized the Black Radical Tradition,
its mirror was the world of decolonization and national liberation. This world no longer holds.
It might seem as if I am saying that no criticisms have been made of the past amongst
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black intellectuals and revolutionaries. That could not be further from the truth. We can look to
Adolph Reed Jr., Komozi Woodard, Jeremiah Wilson Moses, or Michelle Wallace for great
insights into the limits and problems of Black liberation. However the nature and method of
critique I am interested in, is different from the routes these authors took. I have used different
categories to bear on the history of Black liberation, creating something else.
It might seem that Black Marxism amongst other texts have no use for us, as they have all
befallen value-form critique. The value form's domination of Black Marxism is not unique; this
has occurred across political and theoretical spectrums. Also, this is to mis-understand the
purpose of critique and historicization. Neither mean destruction, but instead I look to the
concept of sublation. The dialectic of preserving and transcending is the real purpose of looking
at anything if the horizon is revolution. Black Marxism made an immense contribution to a given
horizon. Today that horizon is different. We can only reach this new horizon by charting the trail
that brought us to this one. This means some concepts developed from the past will be with us,
others will be modified, and finally some will be left as historical artifacts. However, our present
theoretical achievements can only be understood with the full knowledge of how we have gotten
here today. So no matter the use, all conceptual tools of the present, are historically determined.
If we backtrack to Black Marxism, we can see many useful and important clues he left us.
The most important, I believe, is the concept of racial capitalism even though Robinson only
sketches this history for the reader. Perhaps this is one reason that his argument of a racial
capitalism originating in Europe, before capitalism, has been largely ignored across disciplines.
And even those who refer to it, only do so casually. In recent years the scholarship regarding precapitalist and European origins of racialism has expanded. We need to engage with this
scholarship and come to terms with what it means for Marxism and Black liberation. If racialism
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existed before capitalism and originated on the terms Robinson describes, it would overturn
Marxism on a fundamental manner. To say it another way, Robinson has left an agenda of
investigation for an entire generation of scholars and revolutionaries to take up.
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Chapter 4
C.L.R. James and the Contradictions of Value-form and Race
"That 'full employment,' 'better working conditions,' 'more leisure,' 'security,' is what the people want-this is a doctrine which reduces mankind to the level of horses and cows with an instinct for
exercise" (James, 1993, p. 167).
"The demands of jobs, for social security, for housing, for education, for voting rights, for an end to
segregation and discrimination in any form, added up to a demand for the total reorganization of
American life" (James, 1964, p. 8).

Introduction
This chapter re-evaluates the revolutionary theorist of Black revolution, C.L.R. James. In
the larger framework of Limits, James's political thought was the clearest and most powerful
synthesis of the Classical Workers Movement and the Classical Black Liberation Movement.
The tensions in James's argument is one the richest articulations of dialectics. No other thinker
achieved the dynamism of thought that James did in the United States, bringing together these
two strands of liberation together. And yet even James could not escape the logic and dilemmas
of 20th century forms and content of struggle based around the bifurcation of anti-racism and
anti-capitalism. However, the manner in which James did this is important to track, as it reveals
the contradiction in its richest form.
C.L.R. James's, Grace Lee Boggs's, and Cornelius Castoriadis's Facing Reality's (1958)
unbounded faith and expectation in proletarian revolution is a remarkable development of the
classical workers movement and Black liberation.86 However subtle differences start emerging in
Facing Reality from James's earlier works in State Capitalism and World Revolution or The
Invading Socialist Society. In Facing Reality, the advanced capitalist countries were fighting for
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I will refer to James even when discussing Facing Reality, even though he was not the sole author. I am interested
in his particular thought so will only cite him for the purposes of clarity. I do not wish to deny the authorship of
Boggs or Castoriadis in doing so.
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direct democracy, but the colonized world was fighting for parliamentary government and mass
parties, while the Black struggle in the United States was fighting for the vote. This difference as
I will show in this chapter, would constitute one of the central problems of the communist and
Black liberation movement in the 20th century. James's strategy called for the unity of the
workers movement and the Black liberation movement, which was the decisive alliance able to
defeat capitalism. This is the connection James hoped for. It ultimately failed to materialize.
James brought forth a profoundly powerful reading of dialectics, capitalism, class, state,
and race in his explanation of liberation. However, I will show that his dialectical methodology
became a trap for a more concrete and materialist reading of capitalism. This perhaps more than
any other aspect of James's thought prevented him from seeing the changing class composition
and changing dynamics of capitalist accumulation developing in the late 1950s and culminating
in the 1970s. James saw revolutionary potential as a consistent reality in the day-to-day life of
the proletariat--Black and white. While this makes him the most refreshing revolutionary of the
second half of the 20th century, it also makes him difficult to interpret post-1970s, in light of the
massive defeats of the industrial proletariat that James put so many expectations upon.
James was a major theorist of capitalism, the state, and class struggle as well. He worked
extensively in analyzing the development of American and Russian capitalism and their
consequences for the working class. It is nearly impossible to understand James's work on Black
liberation without a grasp of his writings on capitalism, the state, class struggle and dialectics.
They form a unified whole of philosophy, political thought, and strategy.
What Sergio Bologna, Antonio Negri, and Mario Tronti did in Italy or Henri Lefebvre,
Jacque Rancierre, Guy Debord, and Cornelius Castoriadis in France or EP Thompson in Great
Britain, James did before all of them. It should not be forgotten that it was to the United States
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and James's organizations that Socialism or Barbarism looked to. James's organizations while not
in the vanguard of the masses, was in the vanguard of intellectual production for two decades.87
If anyone in the United States had the ability to develop a consistent anti-capitalist and anti-state
theory of Black revolution, James was the most likely candidate. James was a pioneer in the
Trotskyste movement in developing the theory and strategy around Black liberation. His
perspectives on this question are still seen as the benchmark for many.
This chapter argues that the Black liberation and the communist movement developed a
bifurcated set of politics when it came to anti-racism and anti-capitalism. What I mean is that
ultimately anti-racism and anti-capitalism became separated as form and content of politics and
struggle. This was not just an ideological problem, but a material one rooted in capitalism. I
explore James’s unique attempt to resolve this problem. His was the most developed articulation
of how to bring together race and class against capitalism. And yet I argue, that James could not
pull it off. However, James's reason was unique. He saw the Black struggle as the vanguard of
revolution due the unique place of Black workers in capitalism. This meant that their struggles
were the most likely to ignite the rest of the proletariat. We know now that it did not happen on
the scale James imagined.
I will first show how James initially articulated a unitary conception of politics,
economics, and philosophy. Next, I will show James's political thought on Black liberation. The
key methodology for James was his unorthodox application of dialectics to the workers and
Black liberation movement. This produced a dazzling insight into the possibilities of liberation.
James theorized that the Black struggle could pull ahead of the workers movement and become a
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James was involved in three key organizations in the United States: The Workers Party, Correspondence
Publishing Committee and Facing Reality (Buhle, 1993).
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catalyst for the nation. James rooted this in the objective structures of capitalism. Lastly, I will
explore why James, even when attempting to merge anti-capitalism and anti-racism could
ultimately not make the turn.
The Johnson Forest Tendency (JFT) articulated the most sophisticated and rigorous
perspective on the nature of capitalism in the Black liberation movement. Their argument rested
on the first translation of Marx's Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844 (1988) and a
reading of the three volumes of Capital. The result was explosive and provocative. It was such a
startling reading that they left the Trotskyste movement and forged an entirely new conception of
politics. However, their politics also had profoundly problematical aspects which would result in
the bifurcation of an anti-capitalist analysis from Black liberation. The seeds of it could be seen
in James's dialectical reading of the contemporary moment and his drift from a unitary theory of
class struggle and capitalism to one that became separate, resulting on an exclusive focus on
direct democracy. To understand how this happened we first need to grasp James's method. We
will then move onto the concept of totality, the law of value, the theory of state capitalism, and
James's perspective on direct democracy. This had important consequences for James's
understanding of the Black movement which I will show in the final section of this chapter.88
Lastly, I will discuss for the first time, James as a proto-value form theorist. Value form
theory is profoundly Euro-centric in origins and in terms of contemporary thinkers. Rooting
value form theory in the Black liberation movement leads us to startling conclusions and
revisions which I will discuss at the end of this section.
James's Unique Method
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To be clear I do not argue that James ever was an advocate of anything like Black capitalism. I will ultimately
show that his anti-capitalist analysis became muted, confused, and at times lost at the expense of the self-activity of
the Black masses. This was due to James's emphasis on form over content.
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C.L.R. James's Notes on Dialectics (1971) amounts to a treatise on methodology by
working through Hegel's Science of Logic (1998) and The Encyclopaedia Logic (1991). Notes on
Dialectics is a central work in James and the Johnson Forest Tendency in thinking about the
nature and logic of categories. The latter was an important concept for them. The question of
Russia and the period of capitalism forced them to rethink the categories the Trotskyste
movement had been using for a couple decades. It was clear James's re-reading of Hegel was for
political purposes. The dialectical method allowed James to make leaps in thinking that few were
able to accomplish, but at the same time, James's rigid application of a philosophy of dialectics
would be exposed when it came to Black liberation struggles and periodizing capitalism.
Looking at Notes on Dialectics will allow us to look at the most important document when it
comes to understanding method.
James knows exactly his purpose of reading Hegel. He wants to use Hegel in
understanding new ideas (1971, p. 4).89 James knows that his group had embarked on an
intellectual journey that has few comparisons amongst his contemporaries. This "fermentation"
(1971, p. 2) was in the period 1940-1947. These were years of debate with Max Shachtman,
Ernst Mandel, and Michael Raptis over the nature of Russian society (Drucker, 2001). In this
time, JFT reached conclusions separating themselves from Trotskyism. James writes, "...we have
arrived at a stage where we feel the necessity of systematizing the knowledge. That is exactly
what these notes are going to try to do" (1971, p. 3). In what seems to be abstract discussions
about knowledge, James is talking about his group's journey.
89

James writes, "...Dialectic gives expression to a law which is felt in all other grades of consciousness and in
general experience. Men thought correctly and can think correctly without knowing dialectically" (1971, p. 27).
Everyone does not need to study dialectics, but apparently James's group does. Why? James recognized that
intellectuals and organizations (dominated by intellectuals) played a profoundly reactionary role in the workers
movement. His organization was going to break that trend, but if they were going to do that, they had to set
themselves straight.
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James understood that class struggle and the movement of capital created new dynamics,
new forms, and new content that would challenge older Marxist categories. It was this that
ultimately created new political theory. James writes, "Now one of the chief errors of though is
to continue to think in one set of forms, categories, ideas, etc., when the object, the content, has
moved on, has created or laid the premises for an extension, a development of thought" (1971, p.
4). Worried about the separation of content and categories of thought James tried to bring them
back together. James starts his discussion by pointing out that categories are the tools we have to
make sense of the world. The importance of categories is summarized by James, "...thought itself
therefore is the link between us and things" (1971, p. 22). The category of dog, truck, or books
are some examples. The category of dog has a whole set of assumptions which allow us to make
quick generalizations of what is a dog and what is not a dog. But what happens when a quality of
non-dogs becomes a quality of dogs. How do we register this change? Do we invent a new
category? Does our category of dog change? In James's context, socialism was thought to be the
emancipation of the proletariat, but Stalin's Russia had proven to be the opposite. The issue
became did the category of socialism have to change or did the category of what Stalin's Russia
was, have to change. While James's group had already argued that Stalin's Russia was not a
communist society, Notes on Dialectics is about James thinking through how they had come to
that decision. In one manner he was justifying to himself, his group's decisions, using Hegel's
dialectics.
When movements create new content, new categories of thought had to be developed, to
understand the new situation presented to revolutionaries. James is interested in the development
of new categories, "...a new category appeared because the old categories could no longer
contain the new content" (1971, p. 6). This tension and development are precisely the historical
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moment JFT lived through. James coming from the Trotskyste movement had to break from a
milieu that believed Russia was a degenerated workers state based on property forms. James felt
a new content was created in post-revolutionary Russia which Leon Trotsky failed in analyzing.
James is aware that even revolutionaries have a conservative side to their thinking. Once
a category is created, it is difficult to change. James, citing Hegel, calls this level of thinking
"Understanding" (1971, p. 11). At this level, "...categories [are], finite, limited, exact" (1971, p.
11). The danger of Understanding is that it mistakes a particular category for a universal one.
However, and this is where dialectical movement is central, without this movement, James nor
Hegel could traverse one type of cognition to the next. The category of Understanding has its
own contradiction and this propels it to negate itself. This movement results in "Reason" which
breaks up the category of Understanding and its universalization. Furthermore, "The universal of
Reason today is by tomorrow the Universal of Understanding" (James, 1971, p. 14). James is
showing how different categories are connected. They do not stand alone and are always moving
to overthrow one another. The task is to recognize this.
James writes, "The things themselves have to originate from themselves, not by being
fitted into a fixed category; the shapes and forms have to take their different contours from their
own logic" (1971, p. 46). Categories of thought have to grasp the logic and internal dynamics of
their object of study. If this is not done, then the category will not be able to see how the
movement and changes of the object takes place. In the most powerful statement regarding
knowledge and without falling into idealism, James quotes Hegel, "But in the alteration of the
knowledge, the object itself also, in point of fact, is altered" (1971, p. 51). James's dialectics
shows how knowledge of the world radically alters the world.
The manner in which James's uses dialectics, manipulates the concept of determination as
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a central component. James moves from philosophy to political analysis. James sees Stalin and
Stalinism as a necessary phase that workers must go through. He does not see Stalinism as some
kind of trick which has duped the working class. Instead he sees it as a stage, albeit, a stage that
contains the dialectics of counter-revolution and revolution. It is the former because it is the
defeat of the Bolshevik revolution and it is the latter because the workers must overthrow
Stalinism. James as is well known, was the most ruthless opponent of Stalin and Stalinism.90
James writes about Stalinism, "It is revolutionary, repudiating parliamentarianism, private
property, national defense, and national boundaries" (1971, p. 39). James's commitment to
dialectics rationalizes Stalinism in a unique way in the Marxist tradition.
James et al. make a similar argument in The Invading Socialist Society, justifying a stageist conception of revolution quoting Lenin, "it is one and the same road that leads...to large-scale
state-capitalism and to socialism" (p. 23). James dialectical reading is strange considering that
others like Ernst Mandel and Michael Raptis made arguments which sounded eerily familiar.
They saw these regimes as progressive. However, this is where James departed with them. James
still saw these regimes as something which had to be overthrown. Not as something which could
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Stalinism's primary tenets are the following: First, socialism in one country at a time is possible. This meant that
international revolution was not a requirement for the development of socialism. Second, socialism is over and
above the proletariat. This means that the construction of socialism makes the proletariat an object, instead of a
subject, which is leading, deciding, and enjoying the actual process of socialism. This results in a giant party-state
apparatus dominating the lives of the workers. Most importantly, this party-state apparatus claims to be the
embodiment of a socialist society. Third, defense of the Russian state is primary, since it is the only socialist country
in a sea of capitalism. Fourth, alliances with all forces are acceptable if it defends the Russian state. I also add two
more characteristics of Stalinism. I believe it tends to be highly authoritarian organizationally. I argue this is
demonstrated on two key historical accounts. The first is the Russian-domestic experience of Stalin. Stalin killed
thousands of party cadre who disagreed with him and the Bolsheviks. Stalinism also had to deal with the
international parties and dissident groups who started questioning his political perspectives. Killing dissidents was
only one among many methods. Isolating them organizationally, slandering, and other opportunistic maneuvers
were the norm of the day. Last, Stalinism is a highly mechanical and materialist understanding of Marxism. It paid
no attention to Marx’s earlier works, such as the Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844. It ignored
important Marxist concepts such as alienation and the falling rate of profit. This led to a loss of proletarian
dynamism, which meant the Russian state was seen as the embodiment of socialism. The proletariat became an
object, which the state acted upon.
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be peacefully reconciled with communism, but a social relationship, while necessary, also
necessitated a complete revolution. JFT's dialectics was unique and pushed the limits of
categories such as negation, contradiction, and sublation.
James defines methodology as the following, "Methodology is the result of the complex
interaction of social base, theoretical analysis and practical activity, and the struggles with rival
forces and rival methodologies. As it matures, it is transformed from effect into cause and in the
end it is inseparable from the activity, practical and theoretical, of those who develop it" (1986,
p. 60). James gets at his own methodology through critique. He first critiques Stalinism's method
which is "uncritical positivism and uncritical idealism" (1986, p. 60). This results in a theory that
justifies the intellectuals, the plan, and the party. Everyday people are to be governed and
administered by this triangulation.
In contrast to Stalin, James returns to Lenin for the proper methodology. James finds this
in Lenin periodizing capitalism. Lenin had to understand the objective conditions of his time.
Lenin's text Imperialism is crucial for this because it situates capitalism as the context for the
defeat of the 2nd International. Only through that critique, could a revolution and ultimately a
new international be founded. James continues to carry the torch of Lenin as he sees his method
to be the correct one. James analyzes the period today to be constituted by state capitalism. This
is the breakthrough. The 3rd International has fallen to this specific form of capitalism.91 Only
from this analysis can a 4th International be built according to James. Summarizing Lenin's
method as it applies to the moment, "This is Leninism for our epoch: objective analysis of the
specific stage of capitalist development, objective analysis of the social basis of the counter-
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It should be noted my own argument regarding the Black Radical Tradition parallels James. The Black Radical
Tradition has fallen to the current form of capitalism.
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revolutionary International and opposed to it, of the revolutionary International" (1986, p. 67).
In a communist movement rocked by the horrors of the Russian experience, the very
status of communism was at stake. The older categories of Marxist thought proved unable to
adequately make sense of the new world. As James's group developed new categories of
explanation, he also studied the question of categories themselves. James took these abstract
categories and applied them to the real movement of state, capital and class struggle. This was a
daring move which proved to create new results, but would also contain contradictions,
unforeseen by James. Whether the philosophical categories would come to dominate James's
reading of capitalism or if James could maintain a more materialist analysis of capitalism would
be the test (McClendon, 2005).
Totality of State Capitalism and World Revolution
James and his tendency saw the period they were living in as a radically new one. It
requires using the concept of totality to make sense of their world. This new period, inversely
creates the conditions for direct democracy which is the cornerstone of James's politics. James's
text, State Capitalism and World Revolution demands looking at the question of revolution from
the concept of totality. The first and most obvious clue is the title of the work itself. While a
superficial reading of the text might assume the work is only about Russia and the Eastern
European countries, the work is a statement on the global condition. This is why the second half
of the title is "World Revolution". James saw a new period of capitalism arriving which he called
state capitalism. James felt this was the defining picture facing everyone. There was no outside
of state capitalism.
James sees the American and Russian bureaucracies as the two most powerful and
important case studies which will determine every other nation-state-capital's development. As
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the largest economies in the world and most powerful empires this privileging of the United
States and Soviet Union makes sense. James emphasizes the similarities between the
bureaucracies of the two capitalist states. He writes, "The Stalinist bureaucracy is the American
bureaucracy carried to its ultimate and logical conclusion" (1986, p. 43).92
James refused to see his analysis only relevant to Russia or Eastern Europe. His cothinker, Martin Glaberman wrote in the preface to the third edition, "...this analysis is an analysis
of capitalist society, not Russian society" (1986, p. xxiv). Not only does he connect his theory to
the United States, describing the political economic system as state capitalism, he also
prophesized the fate of national liberation struggles circumscribed by the same laws and
dynamics as the two super powers. In the United States, the task should be direct democracy as
well. James refuses to accept that class struggle is about wages, food, or healthcare plans. State
Capitalism and World Revolution, sees class struggle as the negation of state-capitalism, the only
possible result is direct democracy. But before coming to this conclusion, James had to create a
unitary vision of the world for this to become the goal of the global--including Black American-proletariat.
The entire world was under the shadow of state-capitalist power. This specifically meant
that the law of value was inescapable. James would later say that regardless of economic and
political differences, the totality of capital ultimately ironed out the differences. Black workers
were a part of this totality and movement towards socialism. Capitalism was drawing them into
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State Capitalism and World Revolution has an interesting line about political democracy that could use some
more development as it relates to the Black liberation movement. They write, "The program for the reintroduction of
political democracy does no more than reintroduce the area for the reintroduction of a new bureaucracy when the old
one is driven out" (1986, p. 53). If the struggle to vote was seen in the light to drive the bureaucracy--even the racist
ones of the Democratic and Republican Party--how does that impact the historical view of the movement. Nowhere
does in his larger body of work does James explore this possible contradiction. Later in this chapter I will bring
greater attention to this exact contradiction.
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the core of the economy, their involvement in the CIO was the organizational expression,
resulting in the most organized working class in the world.
Furthermore, the totality of capitalism had a unique movement according to James, "...its
motion is towards socialism. The socialist society grows within capitalism, due to the increasing
concentration of capital and the consequent socialization of the labor process" (1941b, p. 213).
James calls this the "invading socialist society" (1941b, p. 213). In other words, state-capitalism
has created the conditions for the proletariat to take over the means of production in a manner
impossible before. State-capitalism united all the capitals into one central organization. What it
did to itself, it automatically meant it had to do to the proletariat. James sees no division between
capital's centralization and the proletariat's centralization. This homology allows James to quote
Marx in defense of revolution, "The statification of economic life... is a fact... The only question
is who will henceforth take hold of the statified production: The imperialist state or the
victorious proletarian state" (1941b, p. 214). James goes onto write, "...the new productive
system of socialism is primarily distinguished by an entirely new organization of labor within the
process of production itself, in a reorganization of society beginning in the factory, the center of
production relations, resulting in a form of labor that will as far surpass capitalism as capitalism
surpassed feudalism" (1986, p. 31). James argued that this dynamic would only increase.
Capitalism is constantly creating more workers, organizing them in the manner that only
capitalism can. And these workers would only continue to self-organize, come to understand
how the system worked, all in preparation for direct democracy. This methodological point is the
merger of the dialectical method and the empirical reality James saw before his eyes. He would
ultimately try to fuse the Black struggle and its demands into this broader movement towards
socialism.
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Centrality of the Law of Value
The law of value derived from Marx Three Volumes of Capital holds a central place in
James's thinking. More concrete than the philosophical categories he used in Notes on
Dialectical, the law of value provided the political economic tools to make sense of the diversity
of the economic world. The first victim was the supposed socialism of Soviet Russia. Obviously,
the law of value was fully in operation in the United States as well. The law of value connected
the two, their satellites, and the remainder of the world into a whole. James was one of the rare
theorists of this law in the Black liberation movement. He boldly applied it to Russia and it
genuinely did create new categories. James did not apply the law of value directly to Black
struggle, but he did apply it to the American economy. The latter was capitalist and hence the
law of value was in operation. However, that is where James stopped. Later, I will show what
this meant.
James describes the post World War II period as defined by a falling rate of profit, "The
falling rate of profit is no longer theory. Like so much of Marx's abstract analysis the proof now
is before our eyes" (1986, p, 16). At the same time James reaches some important conclusions
based on this analysis regarding the non-advanced capitalist countries, "These profits will never
be able to rebuild world economy. Europe, China, India under capitalism will perish for lack of
capital to continue ever-greater expansion" (1986, p. 16). At least in State Capitalism and World
Revolution, James managed to place the national liberation struggles under the law of value. It
was a brilliant and unorthodox move. But what are the consequences of a falling rate of profit for
the United States and the Black struggle?
James as Proto-Value-form Theorist
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James has not been seen as a value-form theorist. The tradition remains highly Eurocentric in origin, content, and form (Larson et al., 2014). While James cannot be fitted neatly
into value-form theory, I hope to show that he maintained certain perspectives which are usually
attributed to value-form theorists. I find it particularly important to show that value-form theory
develops out of the organic thought of Black liberation thinkers. It is most clear in C.L.R. James.
The key characteristics of value-form theory in James are his use of categories, a systemic
method of dialectics, the abolition of value, and the attention given to slavery as part of the
capitalist mode of production.
James points out that Marx's greatest contribution and work was rooted in abstract
definitions (1941a, p. 55). This should come as no surprise considering James's oeuvre later
down the road. James's extensive studies on Hegel's Science of Logic resulting in Notes on
Dialectics is exactly the study of abstract categories in motion. This lends to one of the hallmarks
of value-form theory which is a systemic reading of capital and Hegel instead of a historic one.
James reading of capitalism is not based on individual greed or corruption, but takes on a more
total and abstract form. James writes, "Modern social authority is the slave of capital" (1972, p.
27). He cites Marx in justifying this argument, "Upon the basis of capitalist production, the
social character of their production impresses itself upon the mass of direct producers as a
strictly regulating authority and as a social mechanism of the labor process graduated into a
complete hierarchy. This authority is vested in its bearers only as a personification of the
requirements of labor standing above the laborer" (1972, p. 27). While many Marxists have
commented on the personification of capital as merely representative of the abstract necessity of
capital itself, James's Science of Logic reading of dialectics, allows the opening for a more
systemic relationship. In the Invading Socialist Society, he writes "It [capital] is independent as
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never before and runs riot. The dominating force of society becomes the objective movement of
the self-expansion of capital which crushes everything that stands in its way" (p. 26). Alongside
James, Raya Dunayevskaya in an earlier article published in 1944, writes, "Engels explains
Marx's rejection of the method of the 'historical school' by the fact that history proceeded by
jumps and zigzags and that, in order to see its inner coherence, it was necessary to abstract from
the accidental. The structure of Marx's Capital is a logical abstraction seen in its evolution and
constantly checked and rechecked and illustrated by historical development" (p. 536).93 Both
their abstract and totalistic reading of Capital points looking at it as a logical unfolding of
categories with their own movement. Capital is the only system which produces this kind of
movement where categories take on a life of their own and dominate society.
Like other value-form theorists, James does not see value as a trans-historical concept,
but one that emerges with capitalism and can only be destroyed the latter's destruction. In The
Invading Socialist Society James writes "...today, the proletariat, on a higher plane, has drawn the
ultimate conclusion. Its revolt is not against politics and the distribution of the surplus-value.
The revolt is against value production itself" (p. 13). Value-form theorists have precisely
argued that communism was not the redistribution of value, but its complete negation (Jappe,
2017).
Methodologically, James's insistence that slavery was constitutive of capitalism and more
specifically that the slaves in Haiti were the most modern and advanced proletarians in the world,
is an often-recognized fact amongst value-form theorists (Clegg, 2015). James quotes Marx, "It
does not alter this essential fact that the capitalist may pay the laborer either in money or in
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means of subsistence. This alters merely the mode of existence of the value advanced by the
capitalist..." (1941a, p. 55). While this quote is used to point out that even if Russian workers are
paid in means of subsistence, the law of value and capitalism are still in operation, it can be
easily used to argue a similar point regardless of slaves being 'paid' in subsistence. James
comments on this passage that "The monetary system promotes but it is not absolutely
necessary" (1941a, p. 55).
In Notes on Dialectics, James writes, "The truth of the labor movement consists only in
its relation to capital. How we have awaited to show that the truth of the 1st International can
only be grasped in relation to the specific capital of the day" (1971, p. 86). James here makes a
case that capital and the proletariat are dialectically related to one another. In the same document
he points out that by simply stating father, son is automatically inferred. The father cannot be a
'father' without having a son or daughter. In this sense James is articulating a fundamental tenant
of value form theorists such as Theorie Communiste. They see the proletariat as part of a totality,
inextricably linked to capital.
James begins to think through the relationship of organization and spontaneity on more
historical-conceptual terms. He sees that Lenin created a new dialectic of organization and
spontaneity. It was the product of Lenin navigating Russian conditions and at the same time
hoping to copy the 2nd International.94 This relationship is not permanent. We see this difference
when comparing James in the advanced capitalist countries and the colonized countries. In the
former, the question becomes how to abolish organization and unleash spontaneity and direct
democracy. In the latter the task is still to create a mass political organization.
James shows that Lenin's conception of organization changed after 1914. The dichotomy
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of organization and spontaneity was overcome. James reminds readers that communists have
mimicked Lenin's pre-1914 model of organization. That Lenin's more sophisticated
understanding of organization and spontaneity has found few followers in the world communist
movements. James sees this in Hegelian terms as, "Each stage of the concept, organization, there
has as it’s opposite, the corresponding stage of its opposite, spontaneity, (and all this is the result
of vast objective forces). [...] Each concept had the concept of its opposite within itself" (1971, p.
123). As James develops this movement of opposites he shows that it is the Stalinists who have
incorporated all that Lenin theorized! James writes, "Now today, the Stalinists have organized
the creative, revolutionary instincts of the masses. That organization issued for organizing,
controlling, disciplining, using, misusing, abusing, the revolutionary energies of the people"
(1971, p. 123).95
Like many value-form theorists, James is critical of the category of 'betrayal' as an
explanation for the 2nd International's allegiance to their respective national bourgeoisies in
World War I. James points to Lenin transcending that category by rooting the 2nd International
in imperialism, super-profits, and an aristocracy of labor. In contrast to a subjective explanation,
James points to a materialist one conditioned by the political-economic developments of
capitalism (1971, p. 120).
From this understanding, James makes the gigantic leap in claiming that there is nothing
left to organize. The CIO and the Stalinists have organized all the workers. What is left is to
develop spontaneity, "... the free creative activity of the proletariat" (1971, p. 124). James in his
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most radical and decisive statement says, "If the free activity of the proletariat is to emerge it can
emerge only by destroying the Communist Parties" (1971, p. 124). James creates a new
formulation relating organization and spontaneity. He writes, "But organization is concentrated
spontaneity" (1971, p. 125).
Perhaps most disturbingly and unlike value-form theorists, James accepts that wage labor
was a legitimate and transitional social relationship from 1917-1924. He writes, "Was there wage
labor in Leninist Russia? In form only; or yes and no, as inevitable in a transitional state, but
much more no than yes. The rule of the proletariat created a new economy. Whereas in a
capitalist society the basic relationship is on the one hand wage-labor and on the other hand
means of production in the hands of the capitalist class, in Leninist Russia the relationship was:
the form of wage-labor only on the one hand because on the other were the means of production
in the hands of the laborer who owned the property through the state" (1941a, p. 56). James's
explanation of the workers owning property is contradictory. In this same article he attacks
Trotsky for using property relations in explaining the character of Russian society, while he
argues that the workers owned the property through the state. James always had a difficult time
in criticizing Lenin and the Bolshevik Party during his lifetime, refusing to see that perhaps the
workers were not in control of the state even when Lenin was alive. James's positions himself as
radically different than Trotsky, but in this passage shows a similarity that he would never
acknowledge.
The most important difference for the purposes of this dissertation is James's tension of
bringing together direct democracy and the critique of value-form. In State Capitalism and
World Revolution, James comes close to accomplishing this. But as he looks at the Black
movement in the United States, they become entirely separated from one another. In fact, over
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time, James's unique anti-capitalism becomes further removed from analysis. Its highpoint were
The Invading Socialist Society, Notes on Dialectics, and State Capitalism and World Revolution.
As the years go by, I will show James's focus on direct democracy becomes singular to the
detriment of the law of value.
I have only started an initial conversation, sketching some of the similarities, overlooking
many of the differences. James overwhelmingly falls outside the pale of value-form theory by his
advocacy of the working class as revolutionary and his theory of Russia being state capitalist.96
Still, this method is meant to draw attention to an overlooked development in James's political
thought. Using the geographic scale of the Black Atlantic James too, can be included in the
conversation of systemic dialectics and value-form theory.
The Only Response is Direct Democracy
James's theorization of state capitalism was not without problems. Built into his very
theory was the dialectics. James saw the development of state capitalism as a necessary moment
in the mode of production and the workers' movement. State capitalism was the necessary
conditions for centralization of capital, and simultaneously the centralization of the working
class. This movement was the key to new possibilities of direct democracy. While this created
the conditions for direct democracy for workers living under state capitalist regimes, what
happened to workers who had not reached this stage was left ambiguous at first. What about
workers who faced special forms of discrimination such as Black workers in the United States?
Should they still struggle for direct democracy and the immediate abolishment of state
capitalism?
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James's writings on Hungary, Poland, and Yugoslavia masked these initial differences.
Furthermore, his analysis in State Capitalism and World Revolution of the colonized world,
posited that national liberation would not lead to emancipation, but the exact opposite.
Maintaining an analysis similar to Rosa Luxemburg, James argues that independence under
capitalism is a fantasy. James could not and did not maintain his stance on the colonized world.
His writings in Facing Reality already show the developing difference (Quest, 2008).
What did this mean for Black liberation in the United States? Undoubtedly James had
argued that the United States was a state capitalist society--that was clear. It would lead us to
believe that James would argue direct democracy and immediate overthrow of unions,
government representatives, and capitalism in the Black struggle. However, James would not do
so. Before we explore this, I will explore James's writings on direct democracy. This concept is
the focus of James for almost his entire life.
JFT sees class struggle defined by the framework of direct democracy and workers selfmanagement. While Marxism has turned class struggle into a question of higher wages,
healthcare benefits, and retirement packages, James argues that to treat workers in such a manner
is to treat them as barnyard animals. This places James in another tradition of communism often
called the ultra-left or council communism (2003). Council communism placed the question of
worker's self-management central to their politics. In this sense, James and council communism
can be seen as part of a similar tradition. Later I will provide a critique of council communism as
it will shed light on the limitations of James's own perspectives.
JFT's perspective philosophically and politically culminates in their pamphlet Every Cook
Can Govern. It is a revolutionary new approach to politics with far reaching implications, yet to
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be theorized in the Black Radical Tradition.97 I will quote extensively from this document
because its achievements and style are second to none. In the tradition, its arguments and
approach to politics are unrivaled--perhaps the exact reason it is one of the most neglected
documents produced by James. The document opens, "Twenty-five hundred years ago, there
flourished in Greece a democracy such as the world has never known before or since" (1956, p.
2). This is the place given to Greek democracy. Although a Marxist, James speak in a
civilizational sense.98 Transcending different modes of production, Greek democracy is given a
place in history of immense significance. Understanding what it means for James is crucial in
seeing how he was against social democracy or participatory democracy. This text should be
taken literally and not as metaphor.
Greek Democracy was the manner contemporary society was meant to be organized. He
brings this to the readers attention, "...we believe that the fundamental principle of Greek
Democracy must govern the social organizations and governments under which we live, or they
will continue their decay into barbarism" (1956, p. 2). And if there is any confusion by what
'every cook can govern' means, "...every single member of society, the tailor, the shoemaker, the
factor worker, the cook, as well as educated nobleman or merchant, was fully able to take part in
the government of the state. The Greek democrats believed this and practiced it to the extreme
limit" (1956, p. 2). James leaves no doubt as to who is capable of governing society.
James has nothing but derogatory remarks about representative government and the
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people who govern under capitalism and so-called communism. Unions, labor parties, and
vanguard parties are given special attention regarding their failures in principle.99 James could
care less for the policies they implement. There is nothing they could do to change James's
perspective. His position in this document is absolute.100 They are all part of the bureaucracy
which must be destroyed.
Contradictorily James seeks the validation of Lenin, "...formed his Vanguard Party in one
of the most backwards of European countries; he believed that 'every cook must learn to govern'
and he preached always that government should be administered by every person in the state--'to
a man', as he repeatedly phrased it. Today in Russia whoever said such a thing would be arrested
and disappear" (1956, p. 2-3). In contrast to the need of a party in Russia, James points out that
the Greeks accomplished this without any political party. This lack of political party remains a
central part of James's arguments. At times he posits that it is such new formations--unions and
Communist parities--which are holding back the self-governing capacities of every cook, tailor,
and janitor. The task is to overthrow these bureaucratic monsters and unleash the power of the
everyday person.
Every Cook Can Govern is a brilliant document. However, what should be clear by my
discussion of it is that nowhere is the question of content found. There is a fetish of the form of
governance and complete disregard for the content of society. There is no discussion of the law
of value. Lastly, it is unclear how the capitalist-state will be dealt with. Will it just whiter away?
Another place where James's vision of direct democracy is seen in full light is Facing
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Reality. This work is inspired by the explosion of the Hungarian Revolution in 1956. James sees
this revolution as validation for his entire perspective. While the work starts off with the ominous
perspective, "The whole world today lives in the shadow of the state power" (1958, p. 5) it
quickly turns the corner by pointing out that the struggle of workers has risen to challenge this
leviathan. James writes, "It must never be forgotten that the Hungarian Revolution was
successful as no other revolution in history was successful" (1958, p. 5). James in quick strokes
lays out the accomplishments of the revolution which are inseparable from its direct democratic
dimensions. James points out that the workers on their own manufactured arms, ran the mines,
and gave themselves wages (1958, p. 8). Hungary is important as it shows that for James direct
democracy was not just a historical artifact, but a real development and movement of modern
state-capitalism.
The tensions of James's productivist, modernist and stage-ist politics are also beginning
to show through in Facing Reality.101 James writes, "Thus they established that the secret of
higher productivity is self-government in production" (1958, p. 8). Ultimately James believes
that real power resides in the organization of production. We could say that the state is actually
in the shadow of the relations of production. No one knows how to run the factories better than
the workers. All that is stopping the workers is the party and unions. Once they are overthrown,
the workers can take over the factories. Destroying the state seems to be an easy task for James,
for he does not spend much time in this. This will seem even more strange in the American
context, where the state played a crucial role in destroying the Black struggle.
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To understand the limitations of direct democracy as a form of liberation, I need to
introduce several communists from outside the purview of James' political thought. Amadeo
Bordiga, Gilles Duave and Francois Martin are ultra-left communist or communization thinkers
who critiqued council communist, reframed the debate for communization from forms of
organization to content of economics and politics.102 James makes no mention of Bordiga in his
work and seems to have been unaware of Duave and Martin.
Amadeo Bordiga critiques the council movement in Italy during the "Two Red Years",
from 1919-1920. He points out that the councils could not just take over factories, but had to
attack the state.103 Factory councils only at the point of production were not enough to overthrow
capitalism and a political task still remained. Bordiga's insight was that an economic seizure
alone would leave standing state power.104 Bordiga writes, "...the mistaken belief that the
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production after the revolution, performing technical and disciplinary functions. Bordiga believed the vanguard
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proletariat can achieve emancipation by making advances in economic relations while capitalism
still hold political power through the state (1920). He still believed that workers needed a form of
organization which gave them control at the point of production, but that a broader, more
geographically based form of power needed to be organized, and ultimately counter-posed to the
bourgeois state. In contrast to James, Bordiga did advocate party rule when it came to political
power. But his insight was that the state posed a real challenge and that power cannot be reduced
to the point of production. James in his work, as I have shown assumed that once the working
class took power at the point of production, the state question would be secondary. While James
undoubtedly recognizes the power of the state, how it will be toppled is passed off to an
economistic reading of power. This is due to James's understanding of the centralization of
production and the involvement of the state--hence his formulation of state-capitalism. Bordiga
also points out that the political content of councils matter. Bordiga points to the German
experience where non revolutionary forces were in council movement demonstrating that
councils on their own do not have to be revolutionary. Bordiga goes as far as to write, "...a Soviet
can only be called revolutionary when a majority of its delegates are members of the Communist
Party" (1920).
While Bordiga argues for destroying the state and creating a new proletarian state, Duave
and Francois point out that the councilist tradition did not really seek to abolish capitalism or the
law of value, but instead thought of capitalist as a system of management. Instead the councils
wanted to replace the management of capitalism with workers. They start with pointing out what
is a revolution, "Revolution does not put forward a different form of organization, but a different

party would be needed to take political power. After the revolution it would play a key role in setting up soviets. As
the latter two grew in strength the vanguard could fade away.
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solution from that of capital and reformism. As principles, democracy and dictatorship are
equally wrong: they isolate a special and seemingly privileged moment" (Duave and Martin,
1974).
Their critique of the councilists is unrelenting, "The theory of the management of society
through workers' councils does not take the dynamics of capitalism into account. It retains all the
categories and characteristics of capitalism: wage-labour [sic], law of value, exchange. The sort
of socialism it proposes is nothing than capitalism--democratically managed by the workers"
(Duave and Martin, 1974). They point to the limitations of the foundational text of councilism,
Anton Pannekoek's Workers' Councils, "...defines communist as a democratic system of bookkeeping and value accounting" (Duave and Martin, 1974). Like Bordiga they point out that in
Germany the majority of the councils were reformist. They correctly point out that revolution
gets reduced to democracy. They argue that councilism is the mirror opposite of Lenin's views
on the party.
In this section I have shown James's unique analysis of capitalism. In the Black liberation
movement James was a lonely theorist who interrogated the law of value and its consequences
for class struggle. This led to important insights into the unified structure of the world and the
dynamics of class struggle. But as James moved to an analysis of direct democracy and Black
liberation, the law of value became silent, leaving only a formalistic interpretation of motion.
Only focusing on direct democracy, left James an open door to revolutionary nationalism, which
he fell into in the United States and when it came to Ghana, Cuba, and Tanzania (Quest, 2008).
The profoundly important publication of Kimathi Mohammed's Organization and Spontaneity
shows this. In this text, a former collaborator of James points out that in the League of
Revolutionary Black Workers, it was amongst the nationalists that James was most influential
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(Mohammed, 2013). This was not an accident.
I will now move to look at James's political thought regarding the Black liberation
movement. The tension in his thought will only get sharper as James recognized the need in
combating white supremacy and the need to fight for direct democracy. His dialectical method
linked the two together in perhaps the most important construction of race and class in the 20th
century. But did James's dialectics hold as it went through the gauntlet of capitalism?
Black Liberation for C.L.R. James
C.L.R. James was a pioneer not only in the Trotskyist movement, not only in the broader
communist movement, but also in the Black liberation movement in developing a political and
organizational strategy regarding Black movements. James recognized the possibility of dual
forms of racial and class oppression facing Black people in the United States. He advocated a
sophisticated position: a ruthless fight against white supremacy, while maintaining that Black
people did not want a separate state in the United States, but if they did, and only then, should
communists support it. At the same time, he attempted to articulate a politics where white
workers might not take the lead in radical struggles, but would ultimately be folded back into a
labor and civil rights coalition. This set James apart from his peers who either saw a separatist
strategy, often implying the white working class was not revolutionary, or believed that the white
working class was the key to revolution.
James felt that the Black civil rights movement would explode American society. James
saw the self-activity of Black people as one of the world's great events. Unlike Trotsky, James
did not see Black Americans as backwards, but as a modern and sophisticated people who knew
their rightful capacities for changing this world.105 James often imparted a reading of the
105

One of the few places I have encountered James discussing Americans as backwards is a passage in Notes on
Dialectics. James writes, "In politically backward America where the Norman Thomas party was an incipient
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movement that would not have been recognized by movement participants. While to some extent
the very nature of political analysis contains this contradiction, considering James's careful study
of categories, it would have made sense if he his own categories caught the notion and essence of
what they were attempting to analyze. While this allowed James to give the movements a
potential few recognized, it also severely limited some of his critical thinking in what the
horizons for the movements might be.
As I will show in the final section, James developed a bifurcated analysis for people of
color, and specifically Black people. This resulted in James advocating direct democracy or
communism in places like Hungary, but in the United States he advocated for the vote and
equality under capitalism. The latter would have been incomprehensible to James regarding
Europe. To understand how James came to this dual conception, we need to look at James's
political thoughts on the Black struggle.
I will show that from the very beginning James had a bifurcated analysis regarding Black
liberation and anti-capitalism and anti-statism. While there is an internal logic to James's thought
which lead to this duality, I will also outline how the very structure of society forced
revolutionaries and the movement to deal with the movement in a dualistic manner. Even when
revolutionaries tried to link Black liberation to communism, they fell into a bifurcated trap. As I
have argued in this chapter, James was arguably the best positioned communist to avoid this
pitfall. James had the theoretical insight to potentially break through this dual conception of
struggle and create a radically new synthesis of anti-capitalism seamlessly merged with anti-

formation of the same generic type as the early Russian parties (when they began) the policy of entering the SocialDemocracy could have some effect" (p. 196). James is critiquing Trotskyste entryist politics into social democracies
of Europe. He does not believe they were ever going to be successful, but points out that perhaps in the US there
was a possibility of gain, but that was only because the US was backward. Overall James's arguments, best captured
in American Civilization, is that the American proletariat is the most advanced proletariat in the world.
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racism.
Leaping Over Stages
It was Leon Trotsky's theory of permanent revolution that parallels James's understanding
of the Black struggle's dynamics. James writes “Armed with Trotsky’s theory of the permanent
revolution, which we must apply at home as well as abroad, the Bolshevik party must be able to
foresee the telescoping of the industrial, agricultural, and social revolution in the South” (1996).
Trotsky applied permanent revolution to experiences of the Russian Revolution arguing that the
proletariat could take lead of the bourgeois revolution and as long as the process was
international, the revolution could jump over the stage of bourgeois capitalist development, and
turn into a socialist revolution. As I will demonstrate in this chapter, James applied this basic
idea to Black liberation. In place of an international revolution, James saw the labor movement
and specifically the Congress of Industrial Organization as the key link mediating the leap from
capitalism to socialism. But like Trotsky's theory of permanent revolution, it was still embedded
in a stage-ist development of history. Trotsky's trick was that he had found it a way to leap over a
key stage through permanent revolution. Still, James would always have an uneasy relationship
with permanent revolution.
In James's writings in The Invading Socialist Society and State Capitalism and World
Revolution, state capitalism is the necessary stage from which the overthrow of the former can
take place. It should be noted here though that bourgeois democracy is not necessary, since
Russia in the 1940s was not a bourgeois democracy, it was state capitalist. It is the latter
configuration that mattered for James. And even where bourgeois democracy existed, the task
was not to refine it, but again, to dispense with it for a higher form of social organization--direct
democracy. James writes, "The struggle for democracy, particularly in the advanced countries, is
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no longer the struggle for the extension of popular rights" (1972, p. 20). He goes onto write,
"Today, when the proletariat says democracy, it means above all, not bourgeois democracy...Its
social concept are dominated by the idea that the catastrophes of modern society are caused by
the private ownership of the means of production" (1972, p. 20). In these passages James
articulates the need to overthrow bourgeois democracy instead of correcting it.
We see James transition into something slightly different when discussing Black
liberation. James writes, "This, side by side with his increasing integration into production which
becomes and more a social process, the Negro becomes more than ever conscious of his
exclusion from democratic privileges as a separate social group in the community. This dual
movement is the key to the Marxist analysis of the Negro question in the U.S.A." (1996a, p. 64).
James's dynamic is brilliant as it captures the moving contradiction between politics and
economics creating a critique of political-economy itself. However this critique was situated in a
historical context that had its own internal limits. James believed the Black struggle could
transcend bourgeois limits and mutate into socialist revolution. In the end while James's
diagnosis was brilliant, his hope in socialist revolution proved to fundamentally wrong.
Out of this dual movement James saw the organic flowering of another dual movement.
This second dual movement was “…(1) the struggle of the American proletariat for socialism
and its relation to the Negro struggle for democratic rights; and (2) the independent struggles of
the Negroes for democratic rights and its relation to the proletarian struggle for socialism” (1996,
p 76). This second dual movement, I argue, is highly problematic, and yet it reflects the real
duality that developed in the struggle in the United States. The failures and defeat of the CIO, is
one of the key explanations to the rise of separate movements in the 1950s and 1960s (Griffith,
1988). The second dual movement has the danger of creating a separate economic struggle and
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political struggle. While James tried to maintain a unity of the two, overtime he could not. I root
James's failure to do this in the horizon of possibilities and class struggle dynamic of his time.
James desperately wanted to see white workers as equal partners in Black liberation. Throughout
James's writings is the depiction of white workers treating Black workers as equals at the point
of production (1958). I argue this is partially a fantasy on James's part. James had to create some
possibility of white workers involvement in Black liberation. His analysis of the movement,
overtime betrayed itself to the actual forces on the ground. He could not ignore that significant
number of white workers were not in tandem with Black workers. Black workers would have to
form their own organizations and fight the specific forms of oppression facing them.
For James, the inclusion of Black workers into the economy created its own dynamic of
heightened awareness that they were purposefully excluded from the political and social
processes of the country. This was a new dynamic which James believed would be the motor of
Black liberation until racial segregation and discrimination was defeated. This struggle while not
necessarily socialist, James felt would bend in such a direction. At the other end of the 20th
century however this dynamic would come to a halt. Instead of inclusion and integration into the
US economy, more and more Black people would find themselves for the first time in American
history, less and less relevant to the economy and ultimately criminalized and incarcerated
(Gilmore, 2006). While James was a theorist of the working class, he was unable to think
through the political reality of a growing surplus population.
James had a critique of democratic rights and the demand for material benefits under
capitalism. Usually such critiques are attributed to an ignorance of the special oppressions facing
Black people in the United States. This could not be said of James who was acutely aware of the
realities of being a Black person in America. His works on Greek society and Hungary pointed to
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politics as everyday people taking control of their lives and their surroundings against the state
and capitalism. James did not see voting and parliamentary politics as an end goal of politics. As
I have shown, he went out of his way to attack both in many of his works in the 1940s and
1950s.
Independent Validity of the Black Movement
James's political thought can be situated amongst the works of Max Shactman, Leon
Trotsky, the Black Belt Thesis promulgated by the Comintern, and Ernest Rice McKinney. Max
Shactman's Communism and the Negro (2003) was an unpublished work at the time and whether
James or Trotsky read Shactman is left to speculation, although it is likely they did before their
famous exchange. 106 Shactman's document can be seen to be anticipating many of James's
arguments. The major difference between them was that Shactman did not see the need for
separate Black organization or the possibility of Black self-determination.107 Ernest Rice
McKinney was a Black communist and also part of the leadership of the SWP. McKinney
strongly disagreed with James on the question of self-determination, the independent validity of
the Black struggle, and the need for all Black organizations.108 McKinney could not be more
different than James. James and McKinney battled it out in the SWP's theoretical organ, The New
International. McKinney wrote, "The white worker must take the lead and offensive in the
struggle for the Negro's democratic rights...The white workers are strongly organized, they have
had ages of experience and they are powerful. On the other hand, no matter how great their
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Communism and the Negro is the original title of the work. In the references page it is cited under Race and
Revolution as that is the title of Verso's reprint. I will not go into detailed exposition of James's and Shactman's
similarities and differences on the Black struggle.
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It is worth noting that there about 50 Black communists in the movement in 1928 (Shactman, 2003, p. xxix).
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Of course, being in the same organization, McKinney and James agreed on several key points. I emphasize their
differences for the purposes of my argument.
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courage and determination, the Negroes are organizationally, financially and numerically weak
in comparison with the white workers, and woefully and pitifully weak in the face of present-day
capitalism" (James, 1996, p. xxvii). McKinney's mechanical sense of the Black struggle saw little
chance of it being revolutionary, "For the Negro now, the first stage of in the struggle for
socialism lies through the struggle for democratic rights: the struggle to bring himself socially to
the stage the white worker has reached" (1945, p. 9). In McKinney, the sense is that Black
workers are backwards compared to white workers. James had no tolerance for this. James and
Trotsky were navigating these various positions as they came to develop their unique stance on
self-determination and organization.
James's conversation with Leon Trotsky is a landmark in communist theorization of the
Black liberation movement. In 1928 the American Communist Party was advocating the Black
Belt Thesis. This strategy had proven to be largely unsuccessful. Trotskystes needed an
alternative, but what that would be, was still being worked out. James's conversation with Leon
Trotsky gave firm and clear direction to the movement in the United States regarding this
question.
James begins his conversation by stating that "The Negro desperately wants to be an
American citizen" (Trotsky, 1994, p.43). This idea would be a consistent theme in the political
thought of C.L.R. James. He did not see Black Americans defined by their ancestry. In this
political period, he saw Black people in America as a new type, quintessentially American.109
This is one reason James did not advocate a separate Black state.
James explains how the Trotskyste movement should orient towards the right of self-
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James indicated a change of mind as the sixties developed, a different understanding of Black America's
relationship to Africa. This can be seen in one of James's disciplines work From Sundown to Sunup The Making of
the Black Community and in Matthew Quest's C.L.R. James, Direct Democracy, and National Liberation Struggles.
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determination,
(1) That we are for the right of self-determination. (2) If some demand should arise
among the Negroes for the right of self-determination we should support it. (3) We
do not go out of our way to raise this slogan and place an unnecessary barrier
between ourselves and socialism. (4) An investigation should be made into these
movements--the one led by Garvey, the movement for the forty-ninth state, the
movement centering around Liberia (Trotsky, 1994, p. 46).
Today it is often assumed that the right of self-determination automatically means separation and
state hood. Two things are forgotten: the first is that separatism-state hood can be rejected by
Black Americans and that second it does not have to be advocated by communists.
James's discussion with Trotsky would be the foundation upon which the SWP would
build its program and strategy around Black liberation. It was formalized through a resolution
adopted by the Socialist Worker Party's convention. James writes, "...the Negro struggle, the
independent Negro struggle, has a vitality and a validity of its own" (1948, p. 139). This
theoretical perspective is born from the failures of the white working class to be consistent
supporters of Black people's freedom. Given this failure, Black people have fought gone on their
own at times. This line of argumentation is historically and theoretically valid. However, can the
'independence' of the Black Liberation Movement carry over to independence from other
totalities such as capitalism and the value-form. James is uneven on this exact point. The Black
struggle seems to float. When James does bring it back into the fold of capitalism, it is rhetorical,
but has nowhere near the sophistication when he discusses the proletariat under state-capitalism.
This slippage is crucial.
Black Liberation and the Classical Workers Movement
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How does James setup a relationship between the two movements? James's dialectic is
headed towards integration, however he recognizes the national consciousness of the Black
struggle as it fights Jim Crow. Undeniably, James has an uneasy relationship between race and
class. This is not uncommon for any thinker who takes the two concepts seriously. Uneasiness
might be the very manner that the two concepts relate to one another. Without that unease the
danger becomes either class reductionism or race first politics.
Instead of starting out with a critique of political economy rooting race and class in the
dynamics of capitalism, James went head first into an analysis of how the two movements relate
to each other. James never wrote a conceptual work on how race and class originate in
capitalism. One of the few places James does mention the relationship more generally is in Black
Jacobins, where he writes, "The race question is subsidiary to the class question in politics, and
to think of imperialism in terms of race is disastrous. But to neglect the racial factor as merely
incidental is an error only less grave than to make it fundamental" (James, 1963, p. 283). This
passage is hardly rigorous or rich enough to develop more complex ideas and categories.110
Starting from a vantage point of analyzing social movements, it only makes sense that
James saw it as a dual movement. The white supremacy of white workers necessitated the
possibility of Black workers struggling on their own and fighting for demands of integration and
equality. However an analysis that started from such a vantage point, was bound to make
analytical errors. It could not periodize the struggle, it could not theoretically analyze race-class
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In an article in the Socialist Appeal, James writes, "The moment you begin to look at world politics from the
point of black against white, you end up either in the imperialist camp of loot and slaughter or the Prattis camp of
tears and despair" (James, 1991, p. 48). P.L. Prattis was a columnist for the Pittsburgh Courier, who lamented over
the different responses of United States to the Italian invasion of Ethiopia compared to the Russian invasion of
Finland. He asked his readers why there was such an outcry from the American state regarding Finland. James
rooted Pratiss's hopelessness because he could not see the working class as a solution to the crisis. James chastises
Prattis for crying over the American response. It should be expected.
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and its relationship to capitalism, and it could not start from a unitary theory.
As I have discussed earlier, James did have a unitary analysis when it came to working
class struggle and capitalism. His entire argument around state capitalism was in synch with the
development of workers struggles and communism. State-capitalism, production, and the power
of the working class were part of a totality which gave rise to the possibility of communism.
However Black worker have more mediations before they can reach communism for James.
James writes, "Yet the main struggle of the Negro masses in the United States has been
and until the achievement of socialism will continue to be their struggle for their democratic
rights as a nationally oppressed minority. Their entry into the ranks of organized labor does not
lessen their sense of national oppression. On the contrary, it increases it..." (1996a, p. 66).
James's assumption shines through regarding the revolutionary dynamics of the democratic
struggle, and he continues that integration into the economy only heights the consciousness of
Black workers regarding racial and national oppression.
While James no where comes out and explicitly says it, it is fair to assume, considering
James's Marxism, that it is precisely because of Black workers are at the point of production that
they see their racial oppression with clarity. It is the site of production that lends to Black
workers, a clearer understanding of their own conditions. James link class formation with race
formation, he links one kind of consciousness to another kind of consciousness. In this very
dynamic James is showing that integration into the capitalist production process does not create a
homogenous proletariat, but a dialectic that is rich with inversions, movements, and leaps. Here
the tension is at its most extreme where racial consciousness of Black workers is heightened,
helping to create a unique movement of Black struggle, which at the same time can lead the rest
of the proletariat, not only to fight for democratic rights, but also socialism, as the leadership of
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the Black proletariat can unite the rest of the class, finally resulting in the ultimate battle between
the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. Referring to race consciousness James writes, "...it increases
in direct ratio with the development of capitalism and the possibilities of liberation" (1996a,
p.86). This is a stunning blow to Marxists who have placed the growth of an abstract class
consciousness with the growth of capitalism. However, the tensions should be kept in mind.
James is not a nationalist. Race consciousness for James does not mean a separate state, but in
fact develops the class struggle.
James writes, "Whereas in Europe the national movements have usually aimed as a
separation from the oppressing power, in the U.S. the race consciousness and chauvinism of the
Negro represents fundamentally a consolidation of his forces for the purposes of integration into
American society" (1996a, p. 87).111 James later in the same document, "Historical Development
of the Negroes in American Society " (66) shows the relationship between the workers
movement and the Black liberation movement when he writes, "The tumultuous world situation,
the loud-voice shrieking of 'democracy' by Anglo-American imperialism and the increasing
demands of organized labor in America for greater and greater extensions of its democratic
rights, stimulated in the Negro people by the beginning of World War II a more than usually
intensive desire to struggle for equality" (1996a, p. 66). Here is the working class movement
(also composed of Black workers) which gave a boost to the Black liberation struggle. We see
the back and forth relationship between the two movements in its entirety. James is clearly trying
to show that the two movements cannot exist without the other and they have no other choice but
to collaborate.
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This quote has a striking similarity with Harold Cruses's arguments that the Black struggle was about integration
no matter how radical its nationalist rhetoric (1968).
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In continuing to develop the relationship between class and race, James writes, "The
Negroes are for the most part proletarian or semi-proletarian and therefore the struggle of the
Negroes is fundamentally a class question" (1996a, p. 71). Here race and class seem to be
merged into the very subjectivity of the Black proletariat. The dialectic has created a higher form
that is concrete called the Black proletariat. What it fights for is at the same its own liberation,
the liberation of the broader proletariat, and the negation of capitalism.
James writes, "...the more the Negroes went into the labor movement, the more
capitalism incorporated them into industry, the more they were accepted in the union movement.
It is during that period, since 1940, that the independent mass movement has broken out with a
force greater than it has ever shown before" (1948, p. 141). This is James dialectics at its richest.
Black workers join the labor movement. For James this means the CIO and at the same time it is
precisely upon inclusion into the movement that an independent movement of Black people
breaks out. James cannot be forgotten as a thinker who saw the necessity of linking the Black
struggle to the labor movement, "All serious problems arising from the Negro question revolve
around the relationship of the independent mass actions of the Negroes for democratic rights to
the working class struggle for socialism" (1996a, p. 71). The entry of Black workers created a
new possibility of exiting capitalism.
The Explosion of American Society
The dialectics of race and class were so powerful that it seemed impossible for
meaningful integration and equality to occur in capitalist America. The structure of race was so
bound to the structure of the capitalist mode of production, revolution seemed to be the only
possibility. Accordingly James writes, "...it is absolutely impossible for the Negroes to gain
equality under American capitalism" (1996a, 71). James goes onto write, "Negroe's struggle for
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democratic rights brings the Negroes almost immediately face to face with capital and the state.
The Marxist support of the Negro struggle for democratic rights is not a concession that
Marxists make to the Negroes. In the United States today this struggle is a direct part of the
struggle for socialism" (1996a, 71). It might be helpful to think of James as positing his own
version of racial state and racial capitalism here. The struggle against the 'racial' is automatically
the struggle against the state and capitalism.
He writes, "Within the United States, the Negroes are undoubtedly powerless to achieve
their complete or even substantial emancipation as an independent factor in the struggle against
American capital but such is the historic role of the Negroes in the United States; such today is
their proletarian composition and such is the interrelation with the American proletariat itself that
their independent struggles form perhaps the most powerful stimulus in American society"
(1996a, p. 73). Too weak to win on their own, the Black struggle can spark the first fuse, but it
must develop a relationship with the broader proletariat. This theme is central to James's
understanding of the vanguard nature of the Black struggle, that it ultimately must be a part of
the broader proletarian struggle as well.
It should be noted that in Facing Reality (p. 150), James castigates Marxists for thinking
that a revolution would be needed to achieve integration in the armed forces. This is in sharp
contrast to his arguments developed earlier that it would impossible to achieve equality. I
recognize integration and equality are two different things, but we see James's being more
nuanced in Facing Reality then he had previously been. This perhaps challenges James's
conception of a racial state and racial capitalism and shows that accommodations are possible.
There is a crucial line of argumentation developed by James, that I find to be similar to
what I have argued in this dissertation. It is exactly my point that the growth of a Black working
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class centered on large workplaces gave the Black liberation movement immense strategic
power. However, I do not see the late 1960s and the Black Power Movement as confirmation of
James's thesis, but its very refutation. James straddled the tensions over the implications of what
was possible in American society. Would integration and equality require the destruction of
capitalism or could it be achieved within its framework?
Rights, Democracy, and the Vote
James's advocacy of Black people as Americans is a foundational part of his political
perspective regarding race. I see this position closely connected to James's eventual support for
the Black struggle to gain the vote, integrate, and achieve equality. James drew on a nationalist
ethos demanding recognition of Black peoples' contribution to American civilization. If America
had produced something historic, it was largely due to the effort of its most despised group,
Black Americans.
James wanted to make clear that the development of the Black movement in the United
States was an American movement. James summarizes his conversations with Leon Trotsky on
Black Liberation, "the Negro Americans, like minorities everywhere, had the right of selfdetermination. But Negro Americans were not in any degree interested in a separate Negro state
either in America or in Africa. They were American citizens interested in winning their equal
rights as citizens" (1964, p. 18). Why does James hold such a position? On one level it seems
innocuous. While James does not mention Harry Haywood by name, James is arguing with
communists who believe Black people constitute a separate peoples from the rest of America.
Most importantly James must have had Stalin's definition of nation in mind who wrote, "A nation
is a historically constituted, stable community of people, formed on the basis of a common
language, territory, economic life, and psychological make-up manifested in a common culture"
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(1975, p. 22). On every point that Stalin makes, James argues in the negative. Black people are
part of America.
James contrasts the nationalism overseas with the feeling of Black people in the United
States, "But contrary to similar manifestations in Europe and Asia, this feeling of racial and
national solidarity among the Negro people thus far aims solely at acquiring enough force and
momentum to break down the barriers that exclude Negroes from American society, showing
few signs of aiming at national separatism" (1964, p. 18). James is onto an important point when
he tries to describe the Black movement as rooted in American dynamics. However James stops
short of reaching the fullest conclusion regarding the Black movement’s relationship to the
capitalist dynamics of the United States. He hints at it "...the Negro struggle is rooted in the
social progress of the American people as a whole, in the distance covered before the civil rights
demonstrations began, in the process of urbanization and industrialization of the once rural
Negro masses" (1964, p. 28). Because Black people are American, they deserve all the freedoms
other Americans have. They have earned it. This is a potential site of the split.
The earliest formulations where the separation of the political and anti-capitalism starts,
emerge in James's discussion with Trotsky. James argues,
...if we want to build a mass movement we cannot plunge into a discussion of
socialism, because I think that it would cause more confusion that it would gain
support. The Negro is not interested in socialism. He can be brought to socialism on
the basis of his concrete experiences. Otherwise we would have to form a Negro
socialist organization. I think we must put forth a minimal, concrete program. I agree that
we should not push socialism too far in the future, but I am trying to avoid lengthy
discussion on Marxism, Second International, the Third International, etc. (Trotsky, 1994,
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p. 65).112
Trotsky notices the contradictions in James's politics. He says to James, "I do not believe
that we can begin with the exclusion of socialism from the organization" (1994, p. 69). James
agrees with Trotsky and reminds him that he wants to avoid abstract discussions of socialism.
They both agree that the socialist education of the masses must arise from the concrete problems
facing them. He also wants communists to commit to doing political work facing Black people.
After that discussions of socialism can arise more organically. James still cautions that "...those
who are guiding the organization as a whole should begin by speaking in the name of socialism. I
think not" (Trotsky, 1994, p. 69-70). It seems James and Trotsky do not come an agreement on
this. Trotsky ends by saying that he would want communists to state in their speeches, "My name
is the Fourth International" (Trotsky, 1994, p. 70).
In James's attempt to Americanize Black people and the struggle, he begins to lose the
horizon of critique on one level, and instead begins offering the struggle for integration and the
vote. The manner in which James does this is unique. He felt that this struggle would explode
society, but it did anything but that.
James's relationship with the League of Revolutionary Black Workers
Need a transition paragraph. Jumping thirty years into the future, we can see how the
tensions of direct democracy, socialism, race, and anti-capitalism continue to haunt James. James
had an important relationship with the League of Revolutionary Black Workers (Georgakas et
al., 1994). He was in touch with one pole of the League, we could call, the direct democratic
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There is a tension in James's argument. He references the experiences of Black people still needing to be
developed toward socialism. But earlier James argued that the experiences of Black people tend towards socialism.
James is caught in a dilemma. Black people have already had the experiences of slavery, slave revolts, the
Abolitionist movement, the US Civil war, and Reconstruction to name a few. These experiences have not leant to a
broad based socialist politics.
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tendency. James's approach tells us many things about how he handled the issue of direct
democracy, race, and anti-capitalism.
Much of the League leadership had been doing study groups with Martin Glaberman and
George Rawick in Detroit. Kimathi Mohammed, the League member arguably most influenced
by James wrote two texts that showed the latter's influence on the group.
Mohammed's focus is almost singularly on the League's turn towards a Marxist-Leninist
vanguard organization. Mohammed and James felt that the main reason that the League fell apart
was its turn towards an authoritarian, un-democratic form of organization. This is one reason that
James's Every Cook Can Govern was distributed and read by League members. Paradoxically,
the members most interested in it were the revolutionary nationalist tendency.
The League's leadership was fully aware of James's impact on the group. As one member
stated regarding the different conceptions of the League, "...some even think that we should be
building soviets in the factories" (Mohammed, p. 18). This was a direct reference to the Jamesian
tendencies in the League. James's intervention is telling. It is so narrowly focused that it can only
be accused of being simplistic on one hand. It also revealed James's tendency to prioritize form
over content. He did not critique the nature of the League's politics. Some of this might have had
to do with him being perceived as an outsider by other League members. But even James's
closest confidants in the League such as Mohammad and Modibo Kadalie were disappointed that
James did not offer more substantive critiques at times.
James gave two lectures to League members which have been recorded and transcribed
(1971). They provide the most direct example of James's intervention in the organization. These
two lectures are James's discussing dialectics and trying to break the League away from Maoist
interpretations of the method. There was tension in the room. James told the room that he felt he
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was not invited to present on the dialectics, but talk about something else (Mohammed, 2013).
That something else was the organizational issues facing the League. No one took up James's
offer and he proceeded with his lecture. The lecture is James reading passages from Notes on
Dialectics and then discussing them. James's commentary is not too different from Notes on
Dialectics.113 He does tell his audience, "In the last few years, and in looking at the world, the
whole idea of the party, particularly the Leninist vanguard party is thrown aside" (James, 1971).
This is perhaps James at his most direct in his intervention. James goes as far to tell the League
members that the era of vanguardism is over, but if the immediate task of Black liberation is
direct democracy, is left unclear. Nor is there any mention on the relationship of capitalism and
the Black revolution.
If we keep in mind that the growing unemployment, automation, and backlash against
Black Power, James not mentioning any these developments, even in abstract dialectical manner
is amazing. The one place he does pontificate on the future, "The silent majority and a moral
victory, that's all. In other words, this attack against the black people, --they've tried to work it
out and failed: I don't see any big backlash. I don’t see it" (James 1971). Today we know how
terribly wrong James was. While I do not want to be a-historical in my judgment regarding
James, other Black revolutionaries were thinking through the dangers of Nixon's victory much
more carefully. But as someone who had studied to work in the production process, how could
James not discuss this with the LRBW remains a mystery to this day. Instead James goes through
the rise of the bureaucracy and the contradictory role of the petit-bourgeoisie. This falls in line
with James's perspective of prioritizing direct democracy over vanguard organizations--form
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over content. It shows the silences on content which proved to be so damning for James.
James was the par excellence representative of Black liberation and the workers
movement. It was precisely within the latter framework where James's political and strategic
arguments could not be beaten. James was a theorist of a specific phase of capitalism. It has been
given many names, Fordism (Gramsci, 2014), the Golden Age of Capitalism, and state
capitalism (James, 1986). As a theorist of workers struggle and a theorist of a specific period of
capitalism, James's understanding of race was also fundamentally inseparable from it.
James made an immensely powerful theoretical leap by connecting race, class struggle
and capitalism. However, this connection did not play out in the way James expected. By
fighting against white supremacy on a direct democratic basis, James speculated, capitalism and
the state would be challenged and destroyed. I will show in the final section of this chapter why
this occurred in James's political thought and strategic decisions. While my focus has been on
James, this chapter is arguing that James is a synecdoche for the contradictions of the Classical
Black Liberation Movement.
The Failure of Transition
Matthew Quest's unpublished dissertation is a rich interrogation of C.L.R. James's
political thought regarding direct democracy (Quest, 2008). In exquisite detail Quest shows the
contradictory application of James's political thought to the colonized word. At the same time
Quest rightly demonstrates that James was the great theorist of liberation struggles among
Marxists and anti-colonial thinkers. The problem with Matthew Quest's explanation of C.L.R.
James is that it was about the lack of will or failure of principles. I find this to be an inadequate
explanation. I root C.L.R. James's explanation in a philosophical-political sense (his dialectics),
in his critique of political economy or Marxism, and his singular focus on form over content.
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C.L.R. James's was positioned in the most unique ways to analyze Black liberation in the
1960s. His organization had developed a highly unique and sophisticated analysis of statecapitalism and Black liberation. But like his peers who took race seriously, a dual conception of
struggle came to dominate his analysis, theories, and political strategy. It is how this came to be
intellectually and materially, that is the focus of my argument. Instead of a failure of principles
and will power, it was a matter of horizons, political methodology and material realities that
created the contradictions in James's thought. This contradiction was replicated throughout the
Black liberation and workers movement.
In this chapter I have shown that James argued for direct democracy; this set James apart
from the entirety of the Black liberation movement on the global stage and the workers
movement in the United States. However, upon closer examination, James's fails to advocate for
direct democracy when it comes to the colonized countries and the Black liberation movement.
In this section I will show how and why James developed a bifurcated analysis of liberation
when it came to Black liberation. I will start with a brief survey of the class and race politics of
the United States during James's stay in the United States. This is meant to show that James's
bifurcation was not derived out of thin air, but a product of their circumstances. The intellectual
bifurcation was actually created from the material realities of class struggle. I will move onto
show James's philosophical method through his study in the Notes on Dialectics and other
writings. These writings are crucial in developing James's bifurcation. Lastly, I will show how
the mediation of James's political economy and race, could not escape the bifurcation of antiracism and anti-capitalism which has dominated the broader movement in the 20th century.
Class and Race in America
James first stay in the United States was from 1938 to 1953. World War II would be less
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than a year away and the great migration of Black people from the South would transform
American cities. The creation of large factories would continue apace with the needs of war
production so crucial to victory of the Allied Powers. The country was coming out of the Great
Depression not because of the free hand of the market, but because of massive state spending and
the build up to the Great War (Harman, 1999).
Jim Crow in the South and racial discrimination in the North continued apace. But
changes were also in the making. Early challenges were seen such as the Sharecroppers Union
which attempted to bring together Black and white farmers together. Mechanization and the
creation of a national labor market were driving migration to the North (Wright, 1986). The CIO
and the labor movement were on the march across the country. In 1934 the explosive labor
battles in Minneapolis, Toledo, and San Francisco rocked the country and launched the CIO into
a mass organization (Preis, 1972). This changed the political and economic balance of forces for
the next generation of workers. Out of necessity Black and white workers formed the gigantic
union. It was the CIO which emerged as the hope for resolving racism in American society. It
brought together white and Black workers into one union. This was the dream of the IWW, but
they were crushed by the forces of the state and the changing forces of production (Dubofsky,
1969). The CIO became one of James's bedrock organizations when it came to understanding
American society.
The buildup to World War II contained contradictory tensions for the hopes of Black
liberation. It brought together the preceding history of anti-racism of Reconstruction with the
fight for democracy and the popular front. Here we see the consolidation of the bifurcation:
where the fight for democracy against fascism becomes the rallying cry of the country. James
was certainly one of the fiercest critiques of this so called fight pointing out the realities of the
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American South and the British in India (James, 1991). The hypocrisy of western democracies
was clear and this time on an international stage.
Although James was no longer in the country, the eruption of the Montgomery Bus
Boycott and the student sit in movement happened outside the framework of the organized labor
movement (Zinn, 1964). James's theories predicted this, but he also expected the organized labor
movement, or at least white workers from below to take the lead with Black workers. This did
not happen in the sixties. The bifurcation emerges from capitalism, expresses itself in class
struggle, and the contradiction is precisely reform versus revolution. The legacy of
Reconstruction's defeat, the war against fascism by 'democracy', and the stage-ism of communist
movement rooted in the material defeats of the proletariat created the conditions for James to
navigate his set of politics.114
The Contradiction
In the previous sections I have developed the political thought of C.L.R. James on direct
democracy, state capitalism, and the right of self-determination. I have shown how James, in a
certain period of his life, across the board maintained a set of anti-capitalist and anti-state
politics. Even when it came to Black liberation and the colonized world, he bent in that direction.
I will now demonstrate the inconsistencies in his thought.
James writes,
One of the greatest achievements of the Hungarian Revolution was to destroy once
and for all the legend that the working class cannot act successfully except under the
leadership of a political party. It did all that it did precisely because it was not under
the leadership of a political party. If a political party had existed to lead the
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revolution, that political party would have led the revolution to disaster, as it had led
every revolution to disaster during the last thirty years (1958, p. 10).
It is clear what James is saying here. But what is left unaccounted for is what happens to this
perspective as the Black movement in the United States turns towards party formations in the
late 1960s.115 In the United States James was a close collaborator with the League of
Revolutionary Black Workers. The latter was a vanguard organization inspired by the political
thought of Lenin and Marx. For decades James had been railing against vanguard organizations.
How did James square his critique of vanguard parties and parties in general with his
participation with such groups.
James sees the relationship of capital, party, and state inseparable in the politicaleconomic conditions of state capitalism. Any party which forms and takes state power today, will
automatically become part of the governing apparatus. There is no oppositional role for a party to
take. That window only existed when there was a three part separation of capital, party, and state
(James, 1958, p. 10). James in Facing Reality discusses India, Ghana, and China in ways that are
radically different from his discussions of such movements in State Capitalism and World
Revolution and the Invading Socialist Society, not to mention his writings in The New
Internationalist and Labor Action. Instead of pointing out how independence is doomed as long
as the world is capitalist, the class nature of the leadership of these movements, their jockeying
for position between the US and Russia, James largely celebrates them. Furthermore, he
celebrates parties, when just earlier, in the case of Hungary he exposed the party-form to
blistering critique. Leaders always follow, but now Ghandi leads? James in Nkrumah and the
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Ghana Revolution writes, "To the degree that I have entered more profoundly in this study, I
have found that the party leaders, the heroes of conventional history, have foreseen nothing, have
prepared nothing, that they did not take the initiative in any of the things that mattered, and
particularly of those unanimous work of the people at the beginning of the revolution" (1982, p.
105-106).116 When James turns to Gandhi he writes, "Gandhi introduced a new dimension into
the technique of mass struggle for national independence and perhaps for more. His political
genius, one of the greatest of our times..." (1958, p. 77). In one place James is describing the
leadership of struggles as know-nothings, and in other places, they become know it alls! James
maneuver here would have major implications for his analysis of the Black liberation movement
in the United States.
James goes as far as to celebrate parliamentary government! He writes "...the setting up
of parliament, the consolidation of the Congress Party and the universal suffrage in a vast
population largely illiterate, and all with a minimum of violence and disturbance, this is one of
the greatest political achievements of our own or any other age" (1958, p 78). How is that in
Europe, James demolishes the idea of parties, parliaments, and peaceful transitions, but when it
comes to India he celebrates those exact features of liberation?
James at one point regards fighting for material demands as treating workers as barnyard
animals. Class struggle is about self-government. But in Negro Americans Take the Lead, a
document about the American situation, James advocates the vote, jobs, and housing. It is in
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explaining this gap, specifically in James’s analysis of the Black liberation movement in the
United States which I now turn to.
Philosophy and Race
James's philosophical method was a ground breaking investigation into Hegel, class
struggle, and political economy.117 James usage was unique as he used Hegel's Science of Logic
to think through the problems of his day. James is a part of Lenin's legacy in this sense, as the
latter went to the library and studied Hegel after the outbreak of World War I (Anderson, 1995).
In true Leninist fashion James does this as well. The result is a powerful reading of the Science
of Logic. James was able to examine the categories his tendency--Johnson-Forest--were
developing. In some ways, James's study seems to give him confidence in the direction they were
headed. The reader can literally see James working out his thoughts on the page. At the same
time, James's readings did have consequences. He merged the dialectics with consciousness and
capitalism in such a manner that they produced a stage-ist and perhaps even chauvinist reading
of progress. I call this merger, philosophical-capitalism. This resulted in some groups of people
ready for direct democracy and others who still had to travel through history.
The key work is Notes on Dialectics.118 James was a Marxist dialectician and saw himself
in such a manner. This meant that his political categories had to match his philosophical
categories. James writes,
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Matthew Quest argues that "dialectics was a means by which revolutionary intellectuals, who mediated a
socialist future distinguished by the direct self-government of working people, got their minds (not working
people's) right for urgent tasks" (2016, p. 106). I find this to be an important insight, but not my focus for the
purposes of this dissertation. One of Matthew Quest's overarching projects is to show that Marxism is not a politics
of liberation, but actually the politics of controlling and dominating the working class. His point about dialectics can
be best understood under those terms.
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Dialectical logic is the science of tracing by what laws, in what way, notions, or
concepts of things, change, to know that they change, to know how they change,
constantly to examine these changes. Scientific method is the examination of an object
in its changes and the examination of our concepts of that object, watching how both
change, doing it consciously, clearly, with knowledge and understanding (1971, p. 54).
On the one hand this proved to be rich ground for James's political method. But it also
left room for confusion on James's part. If James’s philosophical categories and movement do
not change, what happens when capital changes, and to his analysis of race?
What is most surprising about Notes on Dialectics is that James has no discussion of race
in the entire document. While he largely discusses the Russian experience, the organizational
lessons of the Communist movement, and the history of the petit bourgeoisie in Europe, he
misses his chance when he brings up the Congress of Industrial Organization. Why? Partly
James never became a systemic thinker of race. He was a movement and organizational theorist
of race. What I mean by this is that James wrote about organization and race. What it would
mean for Black people to join independent organizations fighting for civil rights. And he also
wrote about Black people joining potentially majority white revolutionary organizations. James
was also well known for developing a strategy for Black liberation perhaps best condensed in his
conversations with Leon Trotsky. But if we were to look for James's argument around the
abstract and logical relationship between race and capitalism, we would be hard pressed. While
James might have agreed with the concept of racial capitalism, he was not a theorist of racial
capitalism. This is best seen in his lack of discussion of race precisely where he could have
integrated it into capitalism and its logical development--Notes on Dialectics.
James begins Notes on Dialectics on a meditation on the tendency he was leading. He
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argued that dialectics was constitutive of thought and capitalism. While he did not think
knowledge of dialectics was necessary to understand capitalism, it was clear that James
personally felt a mastery of it was needed (1971, p. 27).119 When James analyzes American
reality, he turns to the CIO. He writes, "When we look at the CIO we compare it to Stalinism--no
in detail, but what it really represents, not Menshivism, but a perverted Leninism" (1971, p. 49).
120

This is amazing connection that James makes. He is getting closer and closer to the Black

liberation movement considering the number of Black workers who joined the CIO. The
implication of James's analysis on the CIO is that it to needs to be negated by direct democracy.
Anything that Stalinism touches, needs a dialectical negation--direct democracy! This is what
James means when he writes, "If the 4th International is to supersede Stalinism then it must
'contain' Stalinism in its concept of itself" (1971, p. 87).
James sees the development of the CIO, the various Internationals, and other labor
organizations as the movement of a deeper essence. Philosophy, sociology, political critique start
to merge into something we could just call a Jamesian method, "The living substance, the
genuine proletarian movement, is that which is truly subject, i.e. active, becoming increasingly
consciousness of itself" (1971, p. 64) and "As subject, i.e. as active agent, in life, as
consciousness in thought, the labor movement is simply a constant negation of unsatisfactory
forms" (1971, p. 64). James calls this essence. It is simply movement and negation, "Being exists
only as the movement of Nothing to Nothing" (1971, p. 74). If the CIO was the movement of a
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deeper essence, it is not a major leap to consider the NAACP, the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee, or the League of Revolutionary Black Workers in a similar manner.
In his philosophical development of concepts, James brings us to the limits of
materialism. He writes, "This is the mentality which sees Socialism in the far distance and is
really chained to the idea that what the workers want is a higher standard of living, 'full dinnerpail'; 'peace'; and 'security', 'full employment' " (1971, p. 107). James believes that to grasp these
concepts as the purpose of the workers' movement is to grasp only the superficial. The real
movement of labor for centuries is to seek out a higher meaning of self-government. This is one
of those areas where James is most explosive. James does not see class struggle as the fight to
win more material goods, but instead it is the fight for new social relationships. That
revolutionaries grab hold of the former is their collaboration with the bureaucracy and statecapitalism which constantly replaces material goods for different social relationships. The
bureaucracy and state-capitalism can offer no such thing according to James. So when Black
workers fight for the vote or better housing, to focus only on the material is to lose sight of the
deeper meaning of these struggles. As James develops his program and strategy for Black
liberation, he reads his own philosophical reading onto the struggles and paradoxically falls into
a bifurcated politics and strategy.
Keeping this universal in focus and in sight at all times, James is of two minds when it
comes to mediation.121 On the one hand he writes, "The question for universality, embodied in
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Harvey writes, "There is no way we can expect the rules and laws of capital accumulation to enter into the socioecological world in an unmediated way" (2006, p. 84) And that "These mediations shape the uneven geographical
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(2006, p. 85). This line of thinking is key in my work, as I focus heavily on mediation. The very ontology of the
value-form works through mediation. That is why we have exchange value. It is the mediations which make
capitalism so difficult to see and often are poorly theorized as false consciousness, but the mediation are not just
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the masses, constituting the great mass of the nation, forbids any mediation" (1947). On the other
hand he recognizes that Hegel precisely recognizes this concept in the form of the state which
develops after a revolution. James calls for a "...form of mediation between abstract and
concrete, ideal and real, etc." (1947, p. 20). While James does not theorize it in the manner of
mediation, the concept of race, racial conscious, and nation can all be understood as mediations.
His lack of theorization on race as a mediating category ultimately creates its own problems.
This is the first sign of a dual system potentially emerging in James's political thought.
Political Economy of C.L.R. James
When we turn to James's critique of political economy, a more historical and concrete
account of state, capitalism, and the proletariat emerges. The brilliance of James was to root the
struggle for direct democracy to the beginnings of Christianity and perhaps even earlier with the
Greeks.122 Regardless of where James places it, what matters is that James saw a movement
spanning thousands of years, but unable to realize its own demands until the proletariat as a class
emerged. And as James had stated in his works, with the proletariat comes capital.
James clearest critique of political economy and the possibility of direct democracy is in
The Invading Socialist Society and State Capitalism and World Revolution. The two texts make it
clear that with the arrival of state capitalism on a global level, direct democracy is possible and
in fact a necessity. For James it is state capitalism which organizes the proletariat in the most
unique manner, where it is the heart and soul of the entire economy. And that is what matters,
because the economic forces have become so powerful that anyone who understands and

ideas floating in the world, but are material and organize the world. In a very real sense, not only do proletarians
have to live in this world of mediations, but their struggles are shaped by and through these mediations.
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controls it, can ultimately control the entire world. James argues, the time is now for the
proletariat to take over the means of production. Capital has organized the proletariat in such a
way.
In both State Capitalism and World Revolution and The Invading Socialist Society, James
posits a unitary world system. No state or struggle can escape the law of value. When James
finally turns to the colonized countries his forecast for them is that they too will be trapped by
similar forces as Europe and the United States. He does not see the current state of
decolonization as leading out of the barbarism of state capitalism without a world revolution. By
the time James writes Facing Reality, the perspective changes as I have documented. The case
with the Black struggle is not that it is backward, but precisely the opposite. The Black struggle,
or to be more specific, the Civil Rights Movement is in the vanguard of changing American
society. But the vanguard nature of this struggle is not always positing direct democracy as
James subtly ignores. James writes about the NAACP in a manner that would have been
unrecognizable to Black Power militants. He believes the NAACP is now a mass organization at
the forefront of the civil rights movement. James writes, "We make our main orientation the
NAACP. That is the most powerful Negro organization. Today it may look to be petty bourgeois,
reformist or whatever you think; that is not the issue. Behind this organization, or liable to flow
into it, or to create an organization which can destroy it at a future date, is the tremendous
revolutionary potentiality of the Negro people that we have outlined" (1948a). James's dialectics
leaps once again.
James's political economy places the American and Russian state capitalisms as the apex
of the world political-economic system. This inversely means that the workers in these two
geographies are also the most powerful agents to fight state-capitalism. In other words, advanced
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capitalism, always meant advanced proletariat for James. They were always linked. As I have
situated James's thought in Notes on Dialectics and State Capitalism and World Revolution, the
reasons of this should be clear. However, James recognizes that capitalism has not created an
abstract united proletariat.
In fact, in contrast to the tradition of Marxism, James's reading of capitalism is that it
heightens racism, and that the struggle against racism becomes more central as capitalism
develops. This is James's brilliance at its best. The struggle for Black liberation comes as close to
the anti-capitalist struggle as possible without becoming synonymous. James's nuance reading is
extraordinary because of his dialectical method. He refuses to see them as the same, but posits
that the struggle by Black people on the terms of race has a fundamental impact on class struggle
precisely because of the proletarian composition of the Black struggle. It is almost inescapable to
the point that James wrote, "But the American economy is already and will increasingly pose the
question to every political organization--fascism or communism" (James, 1939, p. 10). This is a
telling framework and assumption. Did America pose such a question so clearly to political
organizations? I argue that overwhelmingly it did not. Communism was not a horizon for most
proletarians, let alone Black proletarians, in the United States.
When in Facing Reality or Negro Americans Take the Lead, James posits the vote, jobs,
housing, or education as central demands of the Black struggle, he is articulating the critique of
racial capitalism. James writes "A Hegelian dialectician would reply: 'The proletariat is not an
independent organism. It is part of capital. Therefore any contradiction in it, will be a special
form the general contradiction between capital and labor" (1971, p. 58).123 That for Black
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proletarians to achieve victory on a scale that James would find acceptable, would require the
transformation of society meaning direct democracy. Everywhere James looked, the
Montgomery Bus Boycott, the Nation of Islam, the student sit in movement, James saw the
independence of the Black struggle from the Stalinist left and headed towards a collision with the
American state. It was the third force James had been searching for his entire life. The fact that it
was not anti-capitalist seems to be secondary for James. What mattered is that everyday people
were trying to figure out how to change and organize the world. James felt that was the key. The
rest they could figure out, but it is they who had to figure out the questions of capitalism or
communism. Not a vanguard party, not intellectuals, and certainly not some progressive state.
While James knew that a significant section of this third force wanted inclusion and equality into
the United States, he at the same time argued that this would re-order American society. James
did not believe that Black people could ever be equal and free in an American capitalist
system.124 At times James feels as if he is self-censoring a more radical critique, and while there
are insights into that point, I find a more systemic critique of James to be helpful and truthful to
his own method and self-analysis.
Considering James's positioning of state capitalism and the Black proletariat's place in it,
James ends up becoming a much more uncritical advocate of the Civil Rights movement and
Black Power. It was almost as if his strategy was to throw everything against the walls of
American state capitalism and pray the movement would deal with the rest. In one sense this
made much sense as James always placed the movement of masses of people over sectarian
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principles or theories.
We see that James political economy of state capitalism dialectically revealed itself to be
the demonstration of the most advanced struggle against state capitalism via the Black struggle.
But James's confidence proved to be his undoing. His dialectical method placed the Black
struggle in a position to lead and inspire the rest of the proletariat. But this struggle reached its
own internal limits as to the meaning of Black Power and its relationship to non-Black
proletarians.
The Manichean World of Russia versus the United States
One explanation is that James sees his conceptions of the world so Manicheanly divided
between the US and Russia. The decolonization movements initially challenge this evil versus
evil framework. In discussing the Chinese Revolution, James writes, "Stalinism had little to do
with this. It is now common knowledge that Stalin opposed the seizure of power by the Chinese
Communists. If China had gone the way of Stalinist totalitarianism, it is because faced with the
implacable hostility of United States Imperialism, and even more poverty-stricken than the
Russia of the October Revolution, it has had no choice but to follow the pattern of its Russian
ally" (1958, p. 79). While James's description of the Chinese Revolution is sweeping and ignores
much, he should be given credit for trying to make sense of a world that seemed to be breaking
from the two poles of state capitalism which James had written about.125 This might be one of the
clues to understanding not only James's contradictory positions towards national liberation, but
also the Black struggle in the United States. This third pole was perhaps the dialectical
movement James was looking for in the colonized world to break the domination of state
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capitalism around the world. At the same time, James's unique politics still comes through. He
also writes about China in a way that few other communists were able to. He sees more
revolutions ahead for the country, "The more 'socialism,' the fiercer the class struggle" (1958, p.
79). James recognizes that whatever exists in China, it is not direct democracy, workers do not
govern, and that communism is not a reality. More class struggle is required.
James writes and underlines this sentence, "Opposition to the regime which is not
revolutionary must seek the ideology of the opposite imperialism" (1971, p. 115). James saw the
failure of communists in his time in those who could not imagine a third pole of workers' power
and direct democracy. Failing to see this power, they bounced between being the 'tools of the
White House' and 'tools of the Kremlin' (1971, p. 115). Always looking for a real alternative to
state capitalism, James saw the Black struggle in precisely this light.
The Mediations Which Would Not Leap
There are two political mediations which determine the bifurcation of Black liberation:
ant-racism of Reconstruction, and popular front-anti-fascism. The development of each of these
concepts helped to solidify and continue a bifurcated set of politics which created a dual
structure of activity and analysis. The political mediation came to dominate the economic. This
resulted in a separation of anti-capitalism and anti-racism.
James attempted to step over this bifurcation by a powerful set of dialectical moves. In
the previous section I have shown how James linked race, class and capitalism together to create
a horizon of revolution and a new process. James foresaw that the Black struggle would need its
own organization, its own logic, and its own political demands. James made no demands on the
Black struggle, that it would have to be socialist, but at the same time he felt that it would bend
towards socialism. James felt any honest assessment of white supremacy and capitalism would
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probably lead the Black struggle towards socialist conclusions. In this manner he attempted to
break out of the bifurcated dichotomy of anti-racism and anti-capitalism. Shockingly, it never
occurred to him that the Black struggle would not link up with the broader proletariat, or that the
struggle would not lend toward anti-capitalism.126 While James imagined his dialectical process
to link anti-capitalism and anti-racism together, it did not. Instead James's dialectical back flip
landed him where the rest of the movement was already at. James could not escape the logic of
his times.
Anti-Fascism
To understand modern anti-fascism it must be contextualized in the history of the popular
front. The popular front was a part of the twist and turns of the Russian state driven by a complex
set of forces. It was part of the Comintern’s periodization of capitalism: the first period was the
revolutionary phase from 1917-1923; the second period was stablization from 1925-1927; and
the third period was again a revolutionary phase from 1928-1934.127 This set of periodization had
little to do with organic possibilities for world wide revolution. They were driven by the needs of
the Russian state either internally or externally to maintain stability. The third period justified
Stalin’s need to defeat Bukharin and Trotsky's program towards the peasantry. Moving in a more
'left' direction, Stalin outflanked everyone in the collectivization and labor programs for
industrializing the country. It was partly a response to the Chinese Communist Party's
catastrophic defeat at the hands of Chiang Kai-shek (Goldner, 2012). After the third period, the
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James was aware that if the link up did not happen, the Black struggle would be ruthless and violently crushed.
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It should be kept in mind and in fact, cannot be emphasized enough that the famous Black Belt Thesis was
accepted during the Third Period. Revolutionary nationalism and separatism became the expression of Third Period
politics in the United States. Although as many accounts of made clear, the Black Belt Thesis was rarely advocated,
it did force communists in the U.S. to take the issue of race and racism seriously (Kelley, 2016; Hammer and Hoe;
Solomon, 1998; Zumoff, 2015).
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popular front was a geo political strategy by the Soviet Union to defend the state against Nazi
Germany. The popular front argued for the abandonment of communism, the abandonment of
organizing on the basis of proletarian class politics and instead making a multi-class alliance-including with the bourgeoisies--to defend the Russian State. The consequences of this in the
United States was to shelf struggles against racism and to stop strikes in war production
industries. It created a dichotomy of democracy against fascism.
"Fascism/Antifascism" by Gilles Duave shows the limits of the entire concept of antifascism. Duave writes,
The essence of antifascism consists of struggle against fascism while supporting
democracy; in other words, of struggle not for the destruction of capitalism, but to
force capitalism to renounce its totalitarian form. Socialism being identified with total
democracy, and capitalism with the growth of fascism, the opposition proletariat/ Capital,
communism/ wage labour, proletariat/ State, is shunted aside in favour of the opposition
"Democracy"/ "Fascism", presented as the quintessence of the revolutionary perspective
(Duave, 2017).
Duave, like Amadeo Bordiga does not see a fundamental difference between bourgeois
democracy and fascism. Both argue that the bourgeoisie can slide from one to the other
depending on the needs of the time. To end up siding with bourgeois democracy is to fight for
one form of capitalism. And to assume that bourgeois democracy has a relationship to socialism
is mistaken according to them. Duave in the text points out that so called Western bourgeois
democracy have had their own crimes which are masked by the fascism versus democracy
dichotomy: Great Britain has the partitioning of India and its counter insurgency war in Kenya;
the United States had Jim Crow and its war in Vietnam; France had its war in Vietnam and
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Algeria.
Anti-fascism becomes the politics of reformism as Duave writes,
...anti-fascism has become the necessary form of both working class and capitalist
reformism. Antifascism unites the two by claiming to represent the true ideal of the
bourgeois revolution betrayed by Capital. Democracy is conceived as an element of
socialism, an element already present in our society. Socialism is envisaged as total
democracy. The struggle for socialism would consists of winning more and more
democratic rights within the framework of capitalism. With the help of the fascism
scapegoat, democratic gradualism is revitalised (Duave, 2017).
As anti-fascism became the calling of communists, revolutionary horizons were shelved, and
instead democracy became the new goal. This merged nicely with the struggle against Jim Crow.
At the same time there are glimmers in James's writings showing a potential parallel and
key divergences with Duave's argument. To Black revolutionaries it was obvious that the fight
for democracy during World War II was hypocritical propaganda considering Western
democracies holding of colonial possessions. C.L.R. James was one of those revolutionaries who
was not afraid to point this out. Referring to the Italian colonization of Ethiopia, C.L.R. writes,
"...they know in Africa, for instance whether they are ruled by Italian fascism or British
'democracy,' their situation is the same" (James, 1991, p. 36). James also drew parallels between
Jim Crow South and Nazi Germany "Such is the 'democracy' of the South that in many towns the
Negroes wouldn't be able to sit in the same room with the whites to hear why they should die for
'democracy' " (James, 1991, p. 28). He cites anecdotal stories from Black people who asked why
they should die for the United States, when they do not enjoy freedoms in the South. During the
late 1930s and early 1940s James does not draw the state capitalist argument, linking Russia,
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Germany and the United States, but his connecting of the contradictory claims can be seen as a
precursor to his more elaborate theoretical formulations.
James is worth mentioning in light of Gilles Duave and Amadeo Bordiga as the latter two
were not the only ones to reach conclusions drawing the similarities between fascism and
democracy. The most left-wing thinkers in the Black Atlantic saw through the claims of
democracy and looked towards a renewed communist alternative. The critique of anti-fascism as
propagated by Duave is often seen as irreconcilable with an analysis of anti-racism and Black
liberation. Duave is seen as someone who has no political program or strategy to deal with Jim
Crow. While Duave is not known to have written anything on it, James maintained a similar
critique, and attempted to develop precisely what Duave could not. Where James diverges with
Duave is his dialectic of the Black struggle with democracy and revolution. Duave argued that
the struggle for democracy does not lead to socialism, whereas James theorizes its exact
possibility. The difference between the two of course was race. If we take democracy to mean
white democracy, then James's theory begin to take on meaning in a way that Duave just did not
understand.
The Anti-racism of Reconstruction
This dissertation has argued that the defeat of Radical Reconstruction is one of the
defining political mediations of the long 20th century for Black liberation. For the next onehundred years Black liberation had to deal with this defeat in the South. The defeat structured
movements, political thought, and obviously social reality. Revolutionaries obviously struggled
with the relationship of dealing with this mediation and their goal of communism. The most
infamously class reductionist pole might have fallen upon Eugene Deb who said that socialism
has nothing to offer to the Black man (Debs, 2017). On the other end would develop the Black
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Belt Thesis which would put back the central position of the Black question in communist
politics and strategy. The great danger was of course only fighting racism and leaving capitalism
alone. At times this would become the de facto strategy and politics of the communist
movement. Over time, this is exactly what it became. The mediation was much more difficult
than any communist, including James realized.
The anti-racism of Reconstruction, most eloquently developed by Du Bois's Black
Reconstruction, struggled with capitalism and the state. If Black oppression was constitutive of
both, paradoxically liberation became representation in both spheres. By the 1960s, this became
the dominant form of politics. The most radical wings of the Black liberation movement such as
the Panthers, the League of Revolutionary Black Workers unevenly tried to break out of this antracism of Reconstruction, but the larger wave of the movement was swimming in this direction.
The League while often seen as an extra-union organization, eventually ran slates for union
positions. The Panthers should not be forgotten, ran Eldridge Cleaver for President on the Peace
and Freedom Party, not to mention Elaine Brown's campaign for Oakland City Council. They
proved to be too small and at times compromised themselves; unable to navigate the treacherous
material and ideological terrain.
As discussed, a certain type of politics developed out of the Reconstruction era. I have
called it the anti-racism of Reconstruction which focused on accomplishing the tasks of
Reconstruction. This defined the Classical Black Liberation Movement. Communists took this
mission and connected it theoretically and strategically to the possibilities of communist
revolution. In doing so, they had to mediate form and content of anti-racism with those of
communism.
Anti-racism of Reconstruction tended to see the problem as an aberration of capitalism
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and not a structural flaw. In this sense capitalism could be tweaked. The best way to do this was
the inclusion of Black people in a more just and representative manner. Obviously more social
democratic programs could also be used, but (racial) capitalism remained. Looking at the sweep
of the long 20th century this development looks more and more inevitable. It is no accident that
communism and national liberation as they were actually practiced mirrored Black liberation.
This tells us that Black liberation was not anomalous in this way, but part of a larger totality
rooted in the material contradictions of the century. Groups which had more radical and ultra-left
approaches quickly fell into obscurity. Today we call this sectarianism and other names. If they
were to actually reflect the material problematics of their time, they would have probably grown,
but would have been swallowed by the contradictions which led us to the crisis we face today.
As I have argued in this section, James at his best, tried to break out of this duality by
seeing racism as foundational to the United States, and that the fight against racism, would
almost inevitably lead to the fight against capitalism and the state. In Dialectical Materialism
and the Fate of Humanity, James write, "Partial solutions only create further disorders in the
economy; partial demands, as such, because they are abstractions from the reality, lead only to
disappointment; partial demands by leaders on workers fail to mobilise [sic] their energies and
leave them with a sense of frustration and hopelessness" (1947). James concludes on this point,
"In previous periods the socialists fought for partial demands and held before the masses the
social revolution as a distant goal. Today those days are over" (1947). James is trying to close the
gap between reform and revolution. The minimum demands no longer exist. Abolishing Jim
Crow means abolishing capitalism. This was James's dialectic. But it was a dialectic which
would not leap, turn, or mutate. It was stuck and ultimately rolled back in the 1970s.
James did argue for the independent validity of the Black struggle, but he was always
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focused on its relationship to the labor movement. James knew that the Black struggle on its own
could not win in the United States. The demographics were just not in the favor of Black people
as they were in the colonized world. James ultimately tried to flip the logic of the anti-racism of
Reconstruction, but as I have argued that flip ended up only replicating the larger logic of the
20th century.
Conclusion: James's defeated dialectics of race and class
If we take the totality of my argument, we can return to James mediation of race. In "The
Revolutionary Answer to the Negro Question" James tries to link race, capitalism, and class in a
unique way. His point is that racial consciousness only increases with the development of
capitalism and that race consciousness increases the class struggle and vice versa. This is a
brilliant move, but fails to materialize if our measure is victory. Undoubtedly we saw a glimmer
of this in the 1960s, but it reached its own internal limits. Those limits seem to be constitutive of
the politics and class relations themselves. As racial consciousness increased, significant portions
of it headed towards something we could generally call Black capitalism (reform). Racial
consciousness stretched, included too many class fractions for it to remain cohesive. The
stretching eventually broke into its class components: race fractured into class. Even the Black
proletariat fractured to some degree into Black workers with unionized jobs, workers who are
non unionized, workers in heavy industry, workers in domestic services, workers who work part
time, workers who are in jail, workers on parole and so forth. No doubt that there was overlap in
many of these fractures, creating an uneasy composition which did not know which direction it
wanted to go.
The Black proletariat's centrality in the United States is certainly enough to spark
struggles, to play a key radicalizing role, and much more, but at the same time history has shown
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us the limits of the Black proletariat as well. No matter how crucial its location in the structure of
US and global capitalism, it does not have enough weight to continue and finish the communist
revolution alone. Here it begins to reach its external limits. Since race is such a dividing line in
the United States and constitutive of capital, the external limit presents itself as the white
proletariat or more broadly white people. Without the broader proletarian support, C.L.R.
James's warning have been prophetic "...the repression of past times when the revolutionary
forces failed the Negroes will be infinitely, I repeat infinitely, more terrible today" (1948, p.
145). What is novel--at least in the contemporary moment--is that James places the repression of
the Black proletariat not on the shoulders of the (white) bourgeoisie, but on the (white)
proletariat. It is an internal--or is it external--relationship that decides the question of
repression.128
James was not a class reductionist. That is precisely why he knew that race as a specific
category had to be dealt with. At the same time James was not a Race first revolutionary or
nationalist. Race had to be in relationship with class and capitalism. James showed how. This
was the most difficult of dialectics. James inspired by Lenin, hoped that even though Black
Americans were a minority of the US population, they would act like Lenin's "bacilli" and
inspire the rest of the proletariat into revolutionary action. While this happened on a small scale
with groups like the Yellow Guard, the Brown Berets, and Grey Panthers to name some of the
non-Black formations, they were too small and ultimately ineffective in challenging state and
capital relations alongside the Black movement. James required the political intervention of the
masses, at the scale of tens, if not, hundreds of millions of people. The dialectic required such
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for James when it came to revolution inside the United States. He always formulated the race question in terms of
Black and white.
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quantity to turn into a new quality. Most importantly, James always believed in the revolutionary
capacities of the white working class, but they proved profoundly hostile to the unique politics of
Black liberation. James argued that white workers would form an alliance with Black workers.
On the whole they did not and in fact when in the opposite direction towards the Republican
Party. The dialectics was broken, it did not work, and in fact it was reversed.
The fact that someone like James could not navigate these dynamics lends credence to the
difficulties of the problem. It was not just a matter of intellectual will, clever sloganeering, or the
right form of organization. It was a deeper reflection of the constitution of capitalism and politics
which did not produce a class versus class opposition. Instead capitalism created differentiation
and domination which necessitated mediated struggles. It made sense that James tried to link
them together through dialectics in the hope that the fight against the political would also be a
fight against the economic. But the transmission belt failed to connect them in the way James
hoped. The political mediation had its own logic which actually 'reformed' capitalism itself. The
political legacy of the 20th century for revolutionaries and its categories refuse to go away as
tools to understand the present. However the categories of that time do not accurately capture the
political-economic categories which are the objective content of racial capitalism today.
At least according to James's logic, the contradiction could only have been solved if the
white proletariat intervened in alliance with the Black proletariat. This certainly sounds like the
white proletariat becomes the agent and key to revolution. While that is not James’s or my
argument, James was unforgiving to anyone who argued that the white proletariat could not be
revolutionary. He went as far to minimize the question of racism amongst white workers in the
sense that he felt only the revolutionary process would deal with their racism. To worry about it
before hand, was to worry about why workers are not revolutionary before revolution. It was
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largely pointless for James.
However for the white proletariat to accomplish this task, it arguably would have had to
travel further in consciousness than capital would allow materially. The entire basis of white
supremacy was precisely that a section of the white proletariat would gain material advantages in
housing, school, jobs, and healthcare. Capital did not create the material conditions of a unified
proletariat in the United States. In one manner it remained an ethical question for white
proletarians to side with the Black liberation movement, rarely material. When it did as in the
case of organizing workplaces such as the heavy industries, they still created racial differences
between white and Black workers. In this sense the problematic of the 20th century is still with
us. Capital while erasing some difference and forms of domination, creates new ones or alters
old ones. In the meantime, we must search for a new dialectic of revolution mediated by class,
race, gender and other misfortunes of our condition.
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Chapter 5
Affirmation and Program of Black Liberation
Cesaire wrote "...that Marxism and Communist [should] be harnessed into the service of colored peoples,
and not colored peoples into the service of Marxism and Communism" (King, 2004, p. 246).

Introduction
Communists in the United States invested subjectivities with a revolutionary identity in
the 20th century (William, 2012; Maxwell, 1999, Carby 1998).129 To communists, the first and
arguably the most important identity was the proletarian subject. The second was the Black
subject, although by the 1960s the latter had overtaken the subjectivity of the proletariat. The
importance of this investment should not be underestimated. Proletarian unity proved to be a
chimera in defeating Jim Crow and colonialism (McAdam, 1982). The Black subject would
overtake the proletariat in the post World War II era peaking in the Black Power Movement
(Deburg , 1993; Joseph, 2006). In the face of an absent white proletariat, Black revolutionaries in
the Classical Black Liberation Movement could not foment anti-capitalist revolution, but instead
were defined by the defeat of Reconstruction (Spencer, 2016; Brown, 1994). No matter their
intension, Black liberation's objective movement was dealing with this historic defeat.
The construction of the Black subject was fought for by Black socialists and communists
who saw the color-blind class politics of their American peers as fundamentally ignoring the
unique situation of African Americans (James, 2003; Solomon, 1998). In a unique moment of
US history proletarianization and Blackness merged into one unity. As the prospects of white
workers taking a decisive role in class struggle became dimmer and dimmer, the importance of
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the Black proletariat grew. It became the centerpiece of radical struggle that would lead and
ignite the rest of the class. In the long arch of the workers and Black movement, it appeared that
the more conservative the former became, the more radical the latter would be. Paradoxically the
conservativeness of the white proletariat, ultimately forced the retreat of communism as a real
horizon.
The rationale for interrogating this specific question is better clarified when looking at
the contemporary crossroads that communist and Black liberation face. Neither can claim
subjectivities in the manner of their 20th century predecessors. Both have seen their key subject
defeated, atomized, and fragmented. Neither can pose a universalist set of politics. And in the
terms that I will explore in this chapter, neither can affirm their subjectivity nor pose a
programmatic resolution to the crisis. This was not always the case.
There was a time when Black liberation's affirmative and programmatic capacity rivaled
the workers movement and came to be its own global horizon. This was a strategy used to gain
hegemony, build solidarity, and hold the movement together against a common enemy.
Programmatism was the solution, the activity and the goal for the affirmation to be finally true.
The uneven and combined development of the American political economy, more commonly
called the Jim Crow South, proved to be an agenda setting dynamic. Jim Crow's defeat was
paradoxically also the defeat of the Classical Black Liberation Movement. Understanding what
constituted this dynamic and its attendant legacy is crucial to grasping the very content of
struggle in the 20th century. At times the workers identity and black identity merged into one
unique program. That is what communists hoped at least. The Black Belt Thesis was a clunky
version of that hoped for unification. C.L.R. James proposed an elegant solution using the
dialectical method. Max Stanford would shatter both of these propositions and place the Black
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subject as the sole revolutionary force in society.
While, overwhelmingly the worker identity, its affirmation and program was dominant in
the 20th century, it was not until the 1960s that this changed and the Black identity overtook
workers. This was a profoundly unique conjecture; new in history of affirmation and
programmatism. The defeat of Black Liberation's affirmation and programmatism was not
organizational, but historic and fundamental. Black liberation ran into limits internal and external
which have yet to be dealt with. The tense relationship between race and class exploded showing
the internal limits. One key limit was the inability of Blackness to convince their proletarian
peers of the universality of the Black subject. If nationalism had trumped internationalism,
whiteness had trumped Blackness. The external limit was the radically new economic situation
which undercut both the workers and Black liberation movement. To this dynamic, development
and relationship we turn to.
Affirmation and Programmatism
Affirmation and programmatism were twin developments closely tracking one another.
Affirmation posited revolutionary subjectivity and universality. Affirmation implied the capacity
to negate the capitalist and state system. It brought forth its own program. We can see it as a call
to potential sympathizers to rally behind the affirmed subject. The program gives us the most
concrete expression of what the horizon was. It was the promise to be delivered upon completion
of the revolution. This strategy of developing program we can broadly call programmatism. It
was an overarching method.
I take the concepts of affirmation and programmatism to be crucial in not only
understanding the Classical Workers Movement, but also the Classical Black Liberation
Movement. End Notes and Theorie Communiste have worked through these two concepts in the
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workers movement. I will outline what this means in the latter and in the following sections
develop its meaning in the context of the Black liberation movement.
Theorie Communiste periodizes the affirmation and programmatism of the workers
movement. Their goal is to remove an essence of the proletariat: that it is eternally revolutionary
in its being, and to remove a normative expectation of communism. Instead they seek to place
the proletariat in contradiction with capital and it is that contradiction which creates
revolutionary possibilities. But the nature of contradiction is not always the same. The nature of
the contradictions in any given period of capitalism is what determines the possibility of
communism, how the proletariat might get to communism, and what communism will look like
upon its victory. In other words, different periodizations allow for different horizons,
possibilities, and imaginations. To study the contradiction is to study class struggle and the
possibility of communism according to Theorie Communiste. As the latter writes, "...the
contradiction between the proletariat and capital, we define that contradiction as a history" (End
Notes, 2008, p. 192). We can think of affirmation as the announcing by workers of their power
and leadership to not only other sections of society, but their own self-realization. It runs deep in
the various iterations of the Internationals in the communist movement. This affirmation gave the
Classical Workers Movement an immense vision and self-confidence not rivaled till the arrival
of national liberation and Black liberation in the post World War II era. It provided an almost
messianic and millennial outlook. It promised victory for the working class and defeat for the
bourgeoisie. It was one of the key pieces which held the workers movement together for over a
century.
Theorie Communiste defines affirmation as "The revolutionary process of the affirmation
of the class is two-fold. It is on the one hand conceived of as the rising strength of the proletariat
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in the capitalist mode of production and, on the other hand, its affirmation as a particular class
and thus preservation of autonomy" (End Notes, 2008, p. 156). However affirmation was a trap,
or in other words contained its own contradictions. The first problem affirmation of the workers'
identity faced was that in affirming itself it lost sight that communism meant its abolishment. It
was there rhetorically at times, but the long sweep of the movement, shows that affirmation
became workers managing a supposed post-capitalist world. The working class remains, but as
the new managers of a more just and equitable system of capitalism. The dissolution of the class,
so central in Marx's writings, became something that would happen in the far-off future. The
worker subject-identity fell into the affirmation trap in the 20th century. The second manner in
which affirmation became a trap is that it closed its doors to new possibilities. Groups not
included or discriminated against in the workers movement found it profoundly difficult, if not
nearly impossible, to fight against their particular forms of discrimination. End Notes writes,
The affirmation of class identity was supposed to be the only possible basis on which to
overcome capitalism. Insofar as workers self-identified alone other lines, that was
considered false-consciousness, which was opposed to a true, class-consciousness. The
effect of this orientation was often to emphasize the struggles of certain workers (white,
male, citizen) over others within the class. Equally, that
'others' into the channels where they ended up

pushed the struggles of those

replicating the productivist

perspective of the workers' movement: women demanded that their labours [sic] in the
home be recognised [sic] as productive, via the wage; formerly colonised [sic]
populations undertook their own programs of heavy industrialisation [sic], with all that
entailed, namely, a vast toll of human suffering" (End Notes, 2013, p.6-7).
The failure of workers movement to include the richness of its own condition produced
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the most powerful dynamic for the need to create other affirmations. We can think of it
historically, tracing the evolution of the failures of working class solidarity, but this dissertation
has bent the direction of analysis towards systemic and form analysis.130 If we return to C.L.R.
James's argument that as capitalism develops, so too does race consciousness, we can track this
with the failures of affirmation and programmatism of the workers movement.
We can see this play out in terms of class and racial politics when Theorie Communiste
writes, "The proletariat's rising strength is confused with the development of capital..." (End
Notes, 2008, p. 156). The spread and penetration of capitalism was ultimately seen as a favorable
dynamic. It would clear away the old relations and forms of life. What would remain would be a
class versus class world: bourgeoisie versus workers. This was a deeply held theory amongst
communists of many persuasions. And it often looked like autonomy and self-management, but
overtime, both revealed themselves to be poles in dialectical relationship with capital. They were
not negations of themselves or capital, but confirmations of the very totality.
Returning to the failures of workers movement, it was the racism internal to the
movement which necessitated new racial affirmation. However the form and content of racial
affirmation paralleled the affirmation and programmatism of the workers' movement. There are
several reasons for this. Sociologically, in the long 20th century, Black proletarians increasingly
found themselves in factories and cities across the United States (Pizzolato, 2013; Trotter, 2007).
They too were becoming part of the working class. Second for Black communists, the
relationship of the Black working class to the white working class could not be forgotten. As
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white workers in the United States came to initially define and dominate the workers movement,
the dialogue would happen on the terms of the workers movement (McKinney, 1945). Third,
some form of Marxism influenced the radical paradigm and content of liberation movements.
This meant that some crossover had to occur. The affirmation of Black liberation meant an
engagement with Marxism, even if there were sharp disagreements. But in disagreeing with
Marxism, Black liberation often took upon itself some of its very core premises.
Related to affirmation was programmatism. This was a model of emancipation and
activity which was the hallmark of the Classical Workers Movement. We should be careful to
recognize that it is not program that is being analyzed here, but programmatism. What is the
difference? A program is a specific set of tasks and goals. It captures the specific contradictions
of the organization, the movement, and the capital-proletariat contradiction. Programmatism is
the analysis of the programs generated in the Classical Workers Movement. Theorie Communiste
writes, "...programmatism is defined as a theory and practice of class struggle in which the
proletariat finds, in its drive towards liberation, the fundamental elements of a future social
organization which become the programme [sic] to be realised [sic]." (End Notes, 2008, p. 156157). With workers we saw this in the 20th century where they wanted to build a world that was
centered on the very activity which they did under capitalism: labor. Albeit it was re-organized in
a different manner; in a manner that was libratory and even playful at times. Regardless of the
exact form, councils, transitional periods, withering of states, or worker's states, programmatism
took the social relations workers found themselves in capitalism and flipped them upside down.
Instead of workers being on the bottom, they would now be on top. This new inversion would
become synonymous with revolution.
Programmatism is closely related to the affirmation of the class. One calls forth the other.
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Theorie Communiste writes, "This revolution is thus the affirmation of the proletariat, whether as
a dictatorship of the proletariat, workers' councils, the liberation of work, a period of transition,
the withering of the state, generalised [sic] self-management or a 'society of associated
producers' (End Notes, 2008, p. 156-157). Furthermore, it is the very forms or organization that
proletariat creates: unions and parliamentary victories which become benchmarks for
consciousness, and ultimately stepping stones to communism. Here the affirmation and the
programmatism of the workers movement are connected to create the very movement.
As the affirmation and programmatic strategy of the workers movement unfolded, it kept
recreating itself and capitalism. Victory always contained defeat.131 Instead of looking at the
reason for defeat externally, if we look for it inside the workers movement we see how both
affirmation and programmatism were traps. Workers councils and workers states were mirrors of
the same defeat. Implicit in both forms of liberation was the class relation which did not go
away. This parallels problems facing Black liberation. As long as the race-form exists, the
totality of conditions which create racism must exist. In other words, race never seemed to go
away. Rarely discussed was the difference between race and racialism or the race-form. Similar
to Theorie Communiste’s point about abolishing the class relationship, the totality that
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The victory defeat dialectic is very sharp. There are numerous ways to see how this dialectic worked. For
example, as federal intervention became a reality, Southern segregationists and moderates developed a strategy to
present a moderate South for the explicit purposes of keeping Federal intervention at bay. The case of Norman
Cannon sheds light on this. In 1965, Cannon raped Rosa Lee Coates, the fifteen-year-old granddaughter of Rosa Lee
Coates (p. 233, McGuire). The district attorneys brought a case against Cannon, but not out of any commitment to
anti-racism or women's defense. They did not want the state of Mississippi to attract more federal attention and
intervention. The idea was to make Mississippi look as squeaky clean, safe for investment and safe for work. They
wanted to show that the state of Mississippi could prosecute violators of the law. The all white jury delivered a
guilty with mercy plea which meant to death penalty.
What is puzzling according to Danielle McGuire is the silence around this case in the Black press considering the
important victory. While there are many reasons, an important one that by punishing Cannon state officials could
show that Mississippi was not racist and did not need any federal intervention. State officials knew that racial
capitalism could function in other ways, even in light of the prosecution of some white men.
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reproduces the race-form is a capitalist totality and that communism is the negation of that
precise totality.
Theorie Communiste writes, "The concept of programmatism historicises [sic] the terms
of class struggle, revolution and communism. This enables us to understand class struggle and
revolution in their real historical characteristics and not in relation to a norm..." (End Notes,
2008, p. 158). The entire point of Theorie Communiste's exercise is to move communist thinking
away from seeing revolution as a lurking essence behind every strike in proletarian struggle; to
break away from the objective conditions which never seem to be ready for revolution. Instead
Theorie Communiste poses a new relationship based on the contradiction of capital and the
proletariat, and the specific nature of this contradiction creating different horizons.
The American Context
In the United States the ultra-left, so crucial in such theorizing in Europe, was either to be
found in the Johnson Forest Tendency or developed through the mediation of race and militancy
in groups such as Revolutionary Action Movement, the Black Panther Party, or the Black
Liberation Army. None of the Johnson Forest Tendency fractions--C.L.R. James, Raya
Dunayevskaya, and Grace and James Boggs--however continued to develop their politics in
anticipating the changes in capitalism on the scale that communization and value-form theorists
did. Nor did their inheritors make the critical leap. Black liberation either ended up in the armed
struggle route or in radical social democracy (Bloom, 2016). Armed struggle never became a
mass phenomenon in the United States, leaving social democracy as the major conduit for Black
radical politics.132 The discussion of capitalism in Black liberation was not only mediated by
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Again this can only be understood in light of the missing partner to Black liberation which was the white
proletariat.
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race, but was highly influenced by Lenin's writings more than Marx. No value-form theorist
works their theories through Lenin, possibly showing that it is not possible to go from Lenin to
value-form theory.133
Meanwhile, in Europe it was the state-form, the legal form, and value-form theories
which all took hold. State-form derived from the German context in the works of Bernhand
Blanke, Ulrich Jurgens, and Hans Kastendiek (Holloway & Picciotto, 1979). Value-form was
originally discussed in Isaac Rubin's Essays on Marx's Theory of Value, and the legal form in
Evgeny Pashukanis's Law and Marxism in the context of Russia.
Why no theory of forms? Is it that in the United States there was no tradition which had
to overcome Stalinism the way it did in many European countries? The Red Scare defeated
Stalinism in the US, but paradoxically variants of Stalinism returned, in the 1970s turn to
revolutionary organization. In the United States there was no mass intellectual tradition of the
ultra-left.134 Nor did the American tradition of the workers struggle create workers councils. In
other words, revolutions took place across Europe, transcending national borders, allowing for an
insight that was unique to the development of value-form theory. The experience of workers
control, and its catastrophic defeat forced a re-evaluation of Marxism. Through the critique of the
councilist tradition, emerged a more substantive theory of value-form and communism. This
ultimately led to a set of theories focused around forms. No such forms of councils emerged in
the United States. Value-form did not find a medium to emerge through. This was not an
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C.L.R. James is the exception, but he is not a standard value-form theorist either.
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The Ultra-left found its expression in the I.W.W. and the militant wings of the Black liberation movement. But
they did not leave the intellectual legacies behind in the same way, the ultra-left in Europe did. JFT is the exception,
but they were a small tendency.
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intellectual failure, but was constituted by the formation of racial capitalism and class struggle in
the United States.
The mediation of race and the defeat of Reconstruction put the theories of race and value
on a different theoretical platform. No matter how sophisticated, even theorists such as C.L.R.
James could not escape this dimension. His attempt to mediate the struggle against racism from
democracy to communism was certainly the most sophisticated, but it never took form or content
on a mass level along the lines he theorized. Other thinkers never came close to the heights
James's achieved. The consequences of this has been that anti-capitalism and anti-racism have
been corrections of capitalism, rather than negations of capitalism. In other words social
democracy and the welfare state have tended to dominate the political horizon.
It seems with the defeat of Jim Crow, the economic crisis, and the spreading of valueform theory and systemic dialectics in the United States, the conditions point to the possibility of
formulating the race-form. In addition, the defeat of the both the workers and Black liberation
movement necessitate a different analysis from the categories of defeat which currently attempt
to explain defeat. The impasse of the debate has resulted in nationalism and class reductionism.
Neither articulation survived the gauntlet of capitalism and racialism. To understand why
affirmation and programmatism cannot work, I will recover its greatest articulation found in the
1960s. Here the growing strength of Black liberation overtakes the workers movement in
affirmation and program. While it did not succeed, its results were no less ambitious, spectacular,
and important.
The Black Subject
Formally the workers movement, via the Black Belt Thesis was also for Black liberation
(Zumoff, 2015). As is well documented, at the grassroots level of the workers movement, there
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was immense hostility to even the most basic of integration, job equality, and housing justice
(Krysan & Crowder, 2017; Roediger, 2007). In the long sweep of the 20th century the workers
movement was profoundly hostile to the very life of Black workers (Wilderson, 2010).135 In light
of the failures of the worker's movement to fight for Black liberation, the need for the latter's
affirmation and program was clear.136
The development of the Black subject-identity could not escape the vortex of class and
gender. As the liberation of Black people became entangled with communism, and the material
realities of capitalism created a Black industrial working class, it was inescapable that Black and
worker subject identity would become involved in a relationship of immense tension,
productivity, and possible destruction. We can only keep the development of an affirmative
subject-identity in mind knowing that it would culminate in the revolutionary subject-identity of
the Black revolution, Black nationalism, or the Black proletariat. This affirmation of Blackness
also carried with it many of the problems of gender and sexuality that plagued the worker
subject-identity (Spencer, 2016; Farmer, 2017).
Affirmation was different depending on gender. For Black women this reality meant that
they had to present themselves as chaste, respectful, calm, pure, and ultimately demonstrate the
characteristics of a white middle class women. This is seen explicitly in the cases the N.A.A.C.P.
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This is seen in the case of SNCC activists eventually bringing Northern white students to the South. One of the
central reasons was that the country cared more about what white students were doing, the risks they faced, and their
possible death (Carson, 1995).
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The affirmation and program of Black liberation has deep roots in American history as Cedric Robinson has
shown in Black Marxism. I have been following however the post emancipation development affirmation and
programmatism. In this sense a history of affirmation and programmatism would have to being with the Colored
Conventions Movement, Colored National Labor Union, Union Leagues, the Colored Farmers Alliance and
Cooperative Union to name a few of the groups which appeared post Civil War. From there historians could develop
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the African Blood Brotherhood, Universal Negro
Improvement Association. It could be continued to the late early 1970s with the Congress of African People,
Republic of New Africa, the Black Panther Party, and the Black Liberation Army. The literature on these
organizations is uneven, particularly the Black Liberation Army and the Republic of New Africa.
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took on and did not take on. Whenever facing the possibility of taking a case to court the
N.A.A.C.P. had to face the reality that the jury was going to be all white and specifically white
men. Southern society looked at Black women as jezebels. A jezebal was a derogatory term for
Black women who supposedly desired sex, lured white men, and ultimately could not be rape
victims (West, 2012). They were counter posed to the Victorian Southern woman's purity and
chasteness which white men were always present to protect against the supposed Black male
rapist. The racist argument went that Black women were the opposite of this imagined white
woman. In white people’s imagination they were immoral, low class, lustful, and could never be
desired by white men. Black men and women faced a treacherous terrain. This dialectic proved
to be very closely related to one another, inscribed in the legal system and social mores of the
South. This shaped the reality of Black men asserting the need to defend Black women, by
asserting their manhood (Griffin, 2001). The promise of protection became a central aspect of
affirmation. In a patriarchal and capitalist society, affirmation meant incorporating significant
elements of both. Black women had to be presented and affirmed using the very language of the
South: purity, chastity, and respectability. Black men were their protectors in way that paralleled
white men protecting white women.
The mediations of affirmation resulted in a final synthesis that put Black men at the
center of the race question in the Classical Black Liberation Movement. To defend the race,
meant Black men had to defend Black women, and the uplift of Black men would mean the uplift
of Black women. This is one set of examples on how gender, race and affirmation were linked.
In the case of the Black subject-identity, affirmation begins with the struggle to claim humanity
on par with whites. The stakes were immense as the ideology of racism explicitly denied the
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human capacities of slaves (Johnson, 2018).137
The experience of the Classical Black Liberation Movement has been one of a
relationship with capital and the white proletariat. The history of Black liberation is the history of
this dual contradiction. Like the workers movement of the 20th century where its affirmation
meant the development of capital, the affirmation of Black identity has also been the
development of capitalism and the perfection bourgeois democracy. The Classical Black
Liberation Movement came to be the perfect pole for containing the critique of race and
capitalism within their very forms. The mediation of race, as I have argued, rarely led to anticapitalist and anti-state conclusions for the classical movement. Inversely it actually led to
support of a strong state with its origins in the US Civil War. In other words, the desire for a
strong state is constitutive of the Classical Black Liberation Movement.
This could seem like a ridiculous claim considering how viciously capital, white
supremacy, and the state fought to keep Black people from integrating into the state and capital.
My claim is about the systemic result of Black liberation. The totality of the contradiction
created a new phenomenon. The limited success of integrating Black people into the state and
capital has not exploded the system. In fact, it is one of the dynamics that keeps the system
humming right along with maximum efficiency; and at the same time racial capitalism has only
moved to a higher level, higher dialectic, more explosive, and dangerous. Nor should we forget
that the state and capital fought with ruthlessness as well when it came to workers having better
working conditions, better pay, and control of the work process (Adamic, 2008). This
dissertation has maintained that the workers movement drove the development and dynamism of
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For problems with the entire de-humanization of slaves argument see the special issue of Boston Review cited as
Johnson, Walter (2018). Also see Frantz Fanon's Black Skin, White Masks.
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capital as well. As long as revolution is not successful, capital at a systemic level will incorporate
the necessary components of defeated struggles and use that against them.
I will now turn to showing the conceptual nature of affirmation and programmatism of
the Black liberation movement. Like the workers movement, the Black liberation movement
found itself in contradiction with capital. However the major difference was that another
mediating force intervened. This was the mediation of race through the failure and defeat of
Reconstruction. The defeat of Reconstruction and the rise of Jim Crow in the South defined the
affirmation and program of Black liberation up till the very end of the movement. It was the
denial of the vote, segregation, discrimination, state and extra-state violence which was the
product of this defeat.
Eventually, the entire 'scientific' armory of Marxism was brought forth in analyzing,
strategizing, and destroying this complex of white supremacy and political economy. To
accomplish this, Marxists had to develop categories to deal with the forms of oppression and
exploitation facing Black people. Their most sophisticated theories were the Black Belt Thesis
and the Jamesian dialectic of race and class. But it was not communists who proved decisive in
Jim Crow’s destruction, but the broader Black movement, much more independent theoretically
and organizationally from the Marxist tradition (James et al., 1958; Gilmore, 2008).138 The
strength of the Classical Black Liberation Movement was its adherence to a program that the
masses of Black people of all classes could agree with. I call this the anti-racism of
Reconstruction. This form of anti-racism addressed the defeat of Reconstruction. It was a broad
program, with moral weight, clarity, and identifiable targets. Communists took up this program
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I recognize it is problem to claim a perfect break and Elizabeth Glenda Gilmore (2008) shows the continuities
between the old left and the Civil Rights Movement.
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as well. Whether it was in nationalist guise or the Jamesian dialectic, no one could escape the
legacy of Reconstruction's defeat.
The Black liberation movement grew in strength and confidence as more Black workers
found themselves in urban spaces, in work situations which clustered them together. The clearest
and most powerful expression of this was the Congress of Industrial Organization (C.I.O.). This
is not an organization usually thought of as part of the Black liberation movement, but it was the
key organization which brought together millions of workers into one organization. Black
members were crucial in the CIO. Zieger writes, "At the peak of wartime industry, the C.I.O.'s
membership of just under 4 million, included 300,000 blacks, about 7.7 percent of the total. The
million-member UAW led all unions in black members with 100,000 while the USWA counted
perhaps 70,000" (Zieger, p. 153). What does that mean for how we see this period of Black
liberation? The C.I.O. seems to be the definitive pit stop for Black workers, finally bringing them
in a mass organization with white workers. With the C.I.O. we see the actual organizational
merger of the Black liberation movement and the Classical Workers Movement. 300,000 Black
workers might seem to be an extraordinarily low number to make such a claim, but the 1940s
was only the beginning of this merger, as the post World War II changes would remake the racial
and gender composition of the C.I.O. and the A.F.L. Zieger writes, "Black workers toiled in most
of the industries that constituted the C.I.O.'s main targets. They comprised about 15 percent of
steelworkers, 25 percent of Chicago packinghouse workers, 4 percent of automobile workers,
and significant proportions of employees in garment manufacturing, food processing, tobacco
working, and general industrial labor, especially in the South" (Zieger, p. 83).
At the same time, the colossal failures in addressing the issues facing Black workers
rooted, but not reducible to the defeat of Reconstruction, was inextricably linked to the explosion
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of the Civil Rights Movement and Black Power. The overall development of unions
paradoxically resulted in re-creating racial discrimination (Goldfield, 1993; Hill, 1985;
Georgakas et al., 1994). White workers overwhelmingly kept seniority, the best jobs, and
maintained a culture of racism. Too often anti-racist drives and appeals to Black workers were
dropped once it was not seen as necessary. These trends can be found in such heralded unions as
the United Mine Workers of America, the United Auto Workers, and the United Steel Workers
of America (Hill, 1985). Herbert Hill argues that even the United Electrical Workers, led by
communists, was racist. He writes, "Those industrial unions with a predominantely white
membership that were controlled for years by leaders loyal to the Communist Party were
substantially no different in their racial practices than other labor leaders (Goldfield, p. 20).
As I have discussed before, the Classical Black Liberation Movement and the Classical
Workers Movement were mediated through race. Even if the workers movement was only white-which it was certainly not--white workers were products of racialism as well (Robinson, 2000;
Ignatiev, 2003). The racializaiton of the European immigrants eventually landed them into the
category of whiteness which was the key pole to Blackness. For the white workers movement,
the goal was to keep Black workers out. White workers tried to secure the best jobs, houses,
schools, and ways of life for themselves. Only on the pain of defeat by capital during great
organizing efforts did white workers accept Black workers into their unions. This was the
consolidation of the Congress of Industrial Organization (Zieger, 1995). As healthcare,
retirement benefits, and an overall better life were secured inside the workers movement, it was
crucial for Black workers to enter. The hostility of the workers movement would necessitate new
strategies and politics.
Class struggle in the guise of the workers movement and Black liberation in different
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ways could not escape the race-form. It shaped the horizons of both movements in fundamental
ways. For white workers the allegiance to the boss was central and separation from Blackness
proof of their loyalty to each other as a select section of the class (Igantiev, 2003). Communism
could not be a serious possibility because the white boss was the ally for white workers. This
meant a certain acceptance of the capitalist logic, which all workers have to face, but for white
workers it constituted the very foundation of their racialized class formation. For Black workers
the horizon of communism evaporated as they could not foment revolution surrounded by a vast
sea of enemies. This left the main struggle around the legacy of Reconstruction. With no allies at
the level of class, they could only look elsewhere.
But the mediation of race was not alone. The value-form was fully in operation and this
can be seen by placing the Congress of Industrial Organization in the larger transformations of
capitalism. The C.I.O. was the key vehicle for integrating the mass industrial worker into the
reproduction of capital in the United States. Without the C.I.O., it might not have been possible
to provide a stable capital-labor relationship that was so crucial in war production industries. It is
this nexus of war-capital-labor that provided the key rationale for the existence of the C.I.O.
Loren Goldner writes of the C.I.O., "...(a formation which would have been impossible without
the participation of the Communist Party) was the American capitalism's transition to the phase
of real domination, nothing more or less" (Goldner, 2017). C.I.O. became the organizational
mechanism for disciplining workers into accepting speed up, automation, and rationalization.
While it is often celebrated as the key organization which organized the working class, the focus
on agency, fails to situate it in the broader movement of capital which ultimately determined its
fate. At the time of the C.I.O.'s birth, this was perhaps not possible to know, but that is what the
changing vantage point of the present constantly allows us to do--to see the past and future in
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radically different light.
The C.I.O. became integral to the war effort. The C.I.O. mobilized millions of Americans
materially, socially, and ideologically to fight fascism in Europe. It became a key organizational
mediation between the raw proletariat, the state, and capital. Communists during this period were
at the forefront of the mobilization. They essentially became American patriots. Robert Zieger
writes of the Communists, "These men and women often appeared to regard surrender to
governmental directives as a positive good. The pro-Soviet leadership of some affiliates went
well beyond the formal requirements of the No Strike Pledge to endorse national service
legislation, speedups, incentive pay plans, and an extension of the pledge into the postwar
period" (Zieger, p. 172).139
Goldner writes, "The modern American state, the one established in 1933-1945, was thus
a state founded on the Bretton Woods system, relative surplus value, and the corporatist
enlistment of the trade unions in the normalization of the collective bargaining system" (Goldner,
2017). The C.I.O. played the crucial role in accommodating the transition to relative surplus
value. It gave up shop floor prerogatives over the labor process. C.L.R. James, Martin
Glaberman, and Grace Lee Boggs have mercilessly attacked the C.I.O. and U.A.W. for this
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Goldner writes, "The role of the CP in 1941-1945, which was even more flag-waving than that of the right-wing
AFofL bureaucrats, had won it the contempt of a majority of the working class, which passively watched this
exclusion of Communist cadre from the unions, when not actually supporting it actively" (Goldner, 2017). As
United Electric secretary-treasurer said that the main task of the CIO was to "build a disciplined army for
production" (Zieger, 1995, p. 143). It is not necessary to speculate if the C.I.O. had gone a non-popular front route if
history would have been different: higher unionization, a more united proletariat, even revolution. The truth of the
matter is that when the Communist Party did veer into its Third Period phase--a sharp contrast to its Popular Front
days--it did not make significant gains which would warrant an assessment of the American proletariat as dying for
the communist revolution. The C.I.O.'s popularity did not stem from any sort of anti-capitalism, but it came from its
image as an integrated union and an anti-fascist force. The growth in membership is one powerful measure of my
argument. Zieger writes, "Through most of the war, CIO membership increased. It grew from 1.8 million in 1939 to
3.9 million in 1944, despite the loss of Lewis's 600,000 coal miners. UAW figures in the same period went from
165,000 to over 1 million, while the USWA tripled its membership, reaching over 700,000 in 1944 (Zieger, 1995, p.
145).
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(Glaberman, 2002).140 Echoing Loren Goldner, Martin Glaberman writes, "...unions turned into
their opposite, from representatives of the workers to an independent power that imposes its
discipline over the workers in the period of state capitalism" (Glaberman, 2002, p. 46). Their
analysis of what occurred on the shop floor is the best insight into the real working experiences
of the production process in the United States. It was the unions who were enforcing speedup,
rationalizations, and imposing benefits, when workers were demanding something more
fundamental, if not control of the workplace, some control over their specific labor (Glaberman,
2002).
If we include the role of Black workers in this dynamic, it must reshape how we
understand the trajectory of Black liberation. We see the formal and real domination of not any
kind of labor, but Black labor by capital. We see the movement of value-form and race weaving
and interplaying with one another to create a new period of capitalism. Black liberation's
brilliance was not that it could escape the value-form or race-form, but that it refused to accept
the parameters of struggle narrowly defined by the valorization and racialization process at the
point of production.
Most devastatingly Goldner writes, "...the classical worker's movement particularly in the
1890-1945 period, was the objective ally of capital in the transition to the preponderance of
relative surplus value in accumulation" (Goldner, 2017). This took the specific form of the C.I.O.
It was the container through which a new capital relation for a different period of accumulation
took shape. Building from Goldner, I argue that the C.I.O. was possible because of the structural,
associational, and marketplace power that the proletariat achieved. In other words, it was not
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because workers were organized by any organization per se which gave them increased power to
negotiate with firms, but on the contrary, the firms themselves had organized workers in such a
manner that gave the latter leverage over the firms (Staughton, 1996). However. this did not
generate mass anti-capitalist or anti-state politics amongst workers. Furthermore, the geopolitical context of the world gave workers increased leverage against capital and the state which
still needed them as loyal produces in the war making industries.
Activist-revolutionaries will instantly respond by pointing out the crucial role of this or
that organization or individual in any given strike (Preis, 1972; Weir, 2004). Undoubtedly
agency mattered and still matters, but agency under what context, terrain, and playing field is the
crucial point. This dissertation does not contest that agency was crucial, however it does beg to
differ from standard Marxists and certainly Trotskyist, Leninists, and Maoists who seem to be
more motivated to justify their activist need then seriously exploring the relationship of capital to
the proletariat and what that means for struggle, let alone revolution.
The Origins of Affirmation
Affirmation of the Black identity arose out of the context of slavery. The entire project of
slavery, meant to deny the humanity of Black people, defined the nature of affirmation. The very
humanity, identity, and form of Blackness was under attack during slavery. It was out of this
milieu that affirmation had to develop from. Slaveholders needed to justify why they were
keeping a section of people under permanent bondage. Slaves responded with their own powerful
messianic and jeremiad tradition (Moses, 1993). Affirmation is a response connecting the
classical movement with the traditions of slavery.
Whether nineteenth century anthropology saw Black people as part of a single species or
a separate species, it could not see them as human who are equal to Europeans. The explanations
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were perverse and derogatory on every level, but necessary to explain a social condition
constitutive of capitalism. Everywhere these racists looked, they only saw one condition
constituting Blackness: backwardness, savagery, and primitive nature. The form of race took
shape where the relationship between white and Black is one of domination and exploitation. It
took on various explanations, as the race-form is a totalizing concept. It had a religious
dimension, a scientific dimension, a civilizational dimension, and a textual dimension. This only
demonstrated that every aspect of life was being re-ordered to explain race. For our purposes a
historiography of this development is not crucial. More fundamental was that a response was
needed.
It was in the post-bellum era where the great response to racism was penned in W.E.B.
Du Bois's monumental Black Reconstruction. The attack on Reconstruction only grew after its
defeat. If it could be located in one single person, it is arguably, William Archibald Dunning, the
founder of the school of Reconstruction historiography named after him. He produced a
generation of scholars whose sole purpose was to re-write history in favor of the South.
According to the Dunning school of thought, Reconstruction was a mistake. Dunning's school of
history was the leading edge of attacking the history of Reconstruction and justifying the Jim
Crow South. It is no accident that Du Bois's last chapter in Black Reconstruction is "The
Propaganda of History"; Dunning certainly was propaganda. The attack was wide ranging: the
freedman were ignorant, they were lazy and dishonest, they were the reason for bad government,
and they played no part during the Civil War (Du Bois, 1998).
In a broad sense uplifting the race was the categorical and political response to the
denigration of Black life, history, and politics (Gaines, 1996). Kevin Gaines locates two strands
of uplift politics. One was rooted in a personal and individualistic style rooted in Black middle-
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class leadership over the Black proletariat. It was about class mobility which required "self-help,
racial solidarity, temperance, thrift, chastity, social purity, patriarchal authority, and the
accumulation of wealth" (Gaines, 1996, p. 2). Most importantly it required Black elites to
separate themselves from the Black masses. The only relationship the Black elite could imagine,
was one of leadership over the Black masses. The Black masses were not capable of forging a
destiny on their own. The second--the focus of this chapter-- was more akin to liberation
theology (Gutierrez, 1998). Rooted in anti-slavery folk culture and religion of slaves its focus
was on freedom, worldly oppression, and misery. While still concerned with education, the latter
was used for the emancipation of the race (Gaines, 1996).
It was through scripture that communism and opposition was often articulated through
(Kelley, 2016). Robin Kelley argues that the Bible was as much a reference to class struggle as
the Communist Manifesto. The messianic tradition has played in important role in the United
States. The very founding of the colonies was based on John Winthrop's "A Model of Christian
Charity" (2017). The most famous phrase comes from Matthew 5:14 where Jesus tells his
listeners "You are the light of the world. A city that is set on a hill cannot be hidden" (The New
King James Version). This self-conception upon the first settlers of this country makes
sociological sense. They were fleeing religious persecution themselves and hoped to found a
different kind of society. From colonial times, settlers had conceived of themselves as the chosen
people based on a covenant with God. Although, the American Revolution based on arguments
of equality and justice, faced a monumental contradiction when it came to the enslavement of
African-Americans. How could the two positions be reconciled? It was up to Black intellectuals
and slaves to square the circle.
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It was the Black subject that took on a messianic role by the 19th century. This
development presaged the Black worker or the Black nation as the vanguard of the revolutionary
struggle. Black slaves and activists modified the messianic tradition they encountered. As Wilson
Jeremiah Moses writes, "The rhetoric of American messianism could be modified by blacks to
assert black militancy, to support racial harmony, and at the same time to instruct self-righteous
white Americans, a chosen people, as to their conventional responsibilities" (1993, p. 29).
Moses outlines four different kinds of messianic phenomena: 1) personal savior, 2)
redemptive mission of the black race, 3) symbolism, and 4) prophetism (1993, p. 1). Each of
these traits have been crucial to the development of the Black liberation movement of the last
several hundred years. I want to caution that this is not only a matter of discourse or ideology,
but tied to class struggle, the material reproduction of society, capital and the state in constituting
these various subjects. To understand the messianic tradition is to understand the development of
the working class, its unraveling in the United States, and its strategy of affirmation and
programmatism. For the messianic tradition did not end with Bible, but continued on with the
Communist Manifesto, the New Negro Movement, the Black Belt Thesis, and finally came to an
end with the League of Revolutionary Black Workers and the armed underground movements of
the 1970s. The fact that the Black subject re-occurs in this messianic tradition is part historical
accident and part historical necessity. The device used to convey the messianic tradition was the
jeremiad (1993, p. 29). Wilson Jeremiah Moses defines a jeremiad as, "the constant warnings
issued by blacks to whites, concerning the judgment that was to come for the sin of slavery
(1993, p. 30-31). It pointed out that as a chosen society, America was expected to deal with
African-Americans justly.
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It is not that slaves were passive recipients of the dominant ideology, in this case the
messianic and jeremiadic traditions of the United States, but that they repurposed ideology for
their own mental and physical survival. Wilson Jeremiah Moses writes,
Concurrently with the growth of the abolitionist movement, the aforementioned black
nationalism developed. It was expressed mainly by black writers, who were influenced by
the hard-line American messianism. The soft-line messianists came to think of the AfroAmerican destiny in terms of the nation's mission as a land of freedom, in which all race
might participate on a basis of equality. The hard-liners developed ideologies of black
supremacy that found ultimate expression in the stridency of Garvey's pseudo-militarism
and Du Bois' adaptation of Anglo-Saxon diffusion myths to create the equivalent of a
black Aryanism (1993, p. 10).
The early jeremiads did not advocate revolution but pointed out the evils of slavery and
the damnation which it brought. Wilson Jeremiah Moses cites as early as 1788 a piece, "Essay on
Negro Slavery", the author identifying himself as a free African American by the name of
"Othello" (1993, p. 33). Referring to slavery, he wrote, "So flagitious a violation can never
escape the notice of a just Creator, whose vengeance may even now be on the wing" (1993, p.
33). The warning was not enough. The nation and specifically the white proletariat would not
listen. Liberation would be the task of Black people themselves. To do this, a new conception of
themselves would have to be crafted.
Black people have fought to identify themselves in a dignified and respectful manner for
centuries. Sterling Stuckey's chapter "Identity and Ideology: The Names Controversy" in Slave
Culture provides the early debates Black people were having on naming and identity. For
example, the choice to designate oneself African often reflected pride in blackness and a broad
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umbrella approach to who was in the community. It tended to downplay class and color
distinctions (1987, p. 199). However, as Stuckey points out, that with the establishment of the
American Colonization Society in 1816, free Blacks and slaves started to move away from that
designation. Reminding the colonization society that Black people were from Africa might lend
to further credit to their argument (1987). Instead, the subject-identity of colored became safer.
The broader logic of affirmation would continue for much of the 19th and 20th century.
With the rise of the workers movement, Black workers were in an uneasy theoretical and
material relationship with a movement that was dominated by white workers. The rise of Black
affirmation and programmatism was in inverse proportion to the failures of white workers to
demonstrate a commitment to fighting white supremacy. Ultimately Black liberation deployed
conceptual categories that were familiar to and part of the common sense of American society.141
The messianic tradition through affirmation would link Black identity with revolution and
program. This was an entirely new dynamic. "The Negroes are destined to be the most
revolutionary class in America" wrote Lovett Fort-Whiteman (Zumoff, p. 319). Fort-Whiteman
was posing a new content of affirmation if not a new form. No longer was America to be
redeemed, but now it necessitated overthrow. Black people could not be free on the terms of
American civilization, but required a more fundamental negation. But alas this would not last.
The popular front was not far away.
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Ron Tabor describes Marxism reflecting the, "...secularization of the modern world, brought about by, among
other things, the Scientific and Industrial Revolutions and the development of modern capitalist society, which
called into question the tenants of the historic religions of the West. Despite this secularization, which affected
intellectuals more than others, the basic Judeo-Christian outlook remained, and stills remains as a kind of 'deep'
structure, a sort of primordial collective consciousness, of modern culture and psychology. The effects of two
thousand years of history do not disappear overnight" (2004, p. 118).
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Affirmation meant posing the Black subject as the anti-thesis to racism. The anti-racism
of Reconstruction meant that Black liberation program was equality, integration, and
democracy.142 This concretely meant the vote, the end of discrimination in the market as buyers
and sellers of commodities. The affirmation of Reconstruction's anti-racism looked like the
following: 1) Black people had contributed to the construction of the country and were owed the
fruits of their labor, 2) America could not claim to be land of democracy and freedom as long as
Jim Crow and racial discrimination existed, and 3) Justice for Black people was the only way
America could atone for its sins; it would have a stained consciousness as long as it did not. To
accomplish affirmation, organizations were required and they took many forms: churches,
unions, secret societies, cooperatives, and revolutionary groups. They played an important role in
developing cultures of resistance, surviving Jim Crow, and preserving knowledge in light of the
failures of public education. These organizations and movements provided a sense of community
and belonging, especially as Black migrants moved to Northern cities. And of course, these
organizations were crucial in winning material victories for Black people.143
The Developed Form of Affirmation and Programmatism of the World Black Revolution
Affirmation reaches its peak in moments of broader social upheaval. It is no coincidence
that it is after World War I that the New Negro and the Harlem Renaissance appears, that Black
communists fight for the legitimacy of a special orientation towards Black oppression, arguably
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The answer to the famous question: why there is no socialism in the United States is found in the defeat of
Reconstruction. Its defeat left a legacy where the fight to re address that defeat occupied a century of struggle.
Communists could not ignore this dynamic. The Classical Black Liberation Movement was geared to this goal. The
horizon was never socialism, because the mediations were centered around Reconstruction's defeat. When theorists
tried to connect race to anti-capitalism they either failed like C.L.R. or ended up as small formations such as Marx
Stanford's R.A.M.
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Thanks to End Notes for developing similar set of points regarding the Classical Workers Movement. The
parallels between the workers and black movement are remarkably similar. The major difference of course is Jim
Crow and racial discrimination.
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culminating in Black people having the right of self-determination via Black nationalism
(Lewis,1989; James, 2003; Locke, 1997). This wave would carry over and reach even newer
heights during the 1960s, peaking in the Black Power movement with groups such as the Black
Panther Party and the League for Revolutionary Black Workers. To this we will turn to the
exemplary document written by Akbar M. Ahmad, The World Black Revolution.144
By the 1960s every single strategy of affirmation was being used. They were all being
tested at a time when masses of Black people were on the move. Perhaps the most powerful and
important case of affirmation and program in the 1960s comes from Akbar M. Ahmad's The
World Black Revolution (1966).145 This document is a direct challenge to the workers movement,
while at the same time, in conversation with the workers’ movement. In the closing statement of
the text, Ahmed writes in a footnote, "The Communist Manifesto's format was used and closely
parallel in order that the reader could make a comparison so that the contemporary world
situation could be better analyzed, independent of blind faith and belief and where the
inadequacies of the Communist Manifesto for the present and future can be seen" (p. 28). The
workers’ movement had failed and a new approach was needed. A new approach that put forth a
new affirmation and program. This was developing for decades, and it finds its greatest height in
Ahmad's writing.
Ahmad was part of a group called Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM). RAM was a
Black nationalist organization which found its inspiration in the rising national liberation
struggles in the Third World. They were influenced by Harold Cruse essay "Revolutionary
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Robin Kelley's Freedom Dreams is the only scholarly work that briefly discusses the signature document of this
chapter, The World Black Revolution. He contextualizes the document in the framework of national liberation
struggles, riots in the United States, and Black nationalist intellectual thought.
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This is the pseudonym for Max Stanford.
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Nationalism and Afro-American" where he argued that "The Revolutionary initiative has passed
to the colonial world, and in the United States is passing to the Negro, while Western Marxists
theorize, temporize and debate" (Kelley, 2002, p. 73). RAM also found mentors in the older
generation of Black revolutionaries who had left the Communist Party such as Harry Haywood,
Abner Berry, and "Queen Mother" Audley Moore. In this intellectual and global context, Akbar
M. Ahmad argued for a new vision of revolution.
While earlier I had discussed the affirmation and program defined by the anti-racism of
Reconstruction, it is a fair question to ask how does Ahmad's World Black Revolution fit into this
argument. I believe that while Ahmad's perspective is an outlier, it also demonstrates the clearest
argument possible. More traditional programs could have been drawn from W.E.B. Du Bois,
James Baldwin, or Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Organizationally the Student Non Violent
Coordinating Committee, or the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, or
even the Communist Party could have been used.146 Each of these individuals or groups can
demonstrate my argument and they would have done so with more elegance than what Ahmad
accomplishes in one manner. Ahmad's boldness is that he tries to leave the sphere of mediation
defined by Reconstruction. He tries to create an entire new dialectic and set of coordinates for
Black liberation. Ahmad sees a larger, global dynamic of a world revolution coming, and that
allows him to leap over Reconstruction and that specific mediations. But finding a global
dialectic, that bypasses the white proletariat, Ahmad is finally able to pose revolution as the
horizon. What he accomplishes is the most powerful statement of affirmation and program of
Black liberation in the 1960s. While there are programmatic contenders such as the League of
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A history of affirmation and program is yet to be written about the Black liberation movement. This dissertation
is the first step towards that project. The work of Kevin Gaines (1996), Brittany Cooper (2017), Wilson Jeremiah
Moses (1993) are crucial in this sense.
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Revolutionary Black Workers (Geschwender, 1977), the Black Panther Party (Jones, 1998), the
Republic of New Africa (Onaci, 2012), the Congress of African People (Smith, 1999; Woodard,
1999), or the Black Liberation Army (Black Liberation Army, 2002), none are as powerful and
clear as Ahmad's. Furthermore Ahmad's program, inspired by Malcolm X, is the key
transmission belt between the former and many of the nationalist groups I have mentioned.
Comparing the structure of the Communist Manifesto to World Black Revolution reveals
Ahmad's strategy and influence. World Black Revolution runs parallel to the Communist
Manifesto. As stated earlier, this was Ahmad precise intention. The content is arranged in a
manner that it develops the broad relationship between opponents on a world scale, to the
relationship between the oppressed and the revolutionary, and finally to the relationship of
revolutionaries and competing tendencies. Ahmad is not only inspired by the Manifesto, but is
also showing that he is writing a document that is in conversation with Marx, and at the same
time of a higher order.
The Communist Manifesto
I. Bourgeois and Proletarians

II. Proletarians and Communists

III. Socialists and Communist Literature
IV. Position of the Communists in
Relation to the Various Existing
Opposition Parties

World Black Revolution
I. The Principle Contradiction in the World
and the Line of Revolutionary Black
Internationalists
II. The European Working Class and the
Black Underclass
III. World Revolutionary Initiative and
Leadership in the Hands of the Black
Underclass
IV. The Black Underclass and Revolutionary
Black Internationalist
VIII. The World Black Revolution and the
African-American
VI. European So-Called Revolutionary
Propaganda
X. Position of Revolutionary Black
Internationalists
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Table 7.1 The organization of the Communist Manifesto and World Black Revolution.
Even the opening line of Ahmed's text echoes the Manifesto. Ahmad writes, "All over
Africa, Asia, South, Afro and Central America a revolution is haunting and sweeping" (p. 2).
The world is no longer divided by the bourgeoisie and the proletariat as Marx saw it, instead the
proletariat is everyone living in Africa, Asia, South, Afro and Central America. The bourgeoisie
are those in Europe, the Soviet Union, and the United States.147 This is not a metaphor for
Ahmad, but validated by historical and contemporary events. He writes, "...revolutions occurred
in essentially underdeveloped countries where capitalism was just developing and where the
proletariat was basically unorganized and weak" (Ahmad, p. 9).
Ahmed invokes Du Bois's famous problem, "The problem of the Twentieth Century is the
problem of the color line" (p. 2). In this light, race triumphs over class and the history of the 20th
century validates Du Bois's point. The world cannot be understood by seeing it through class.
Ahmed writes,
The principle contradiction in the world is between imperialism, particularly U.S.
imperialism and the colonies, between the haves and the have nots. This contradiction
manifests on both a class and caste basis. In the present situation, caste predominates the
question of class in that the exploitation of the have nots though initially perpetrated on
class lines as of the present, maintains itself on caste (racial lines). Class thus becomes
secondary and not the primary manifestation of the principle contradiction (p. 3).148
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It should be noted that Japan is missing from Ahmad's text. Also missing is Canada and Australia from the circle
of the bourgeoisie.
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The reference to caste should be noted. In Ahmad's We Will Stir in the Whirlwind there is a short discussion of
Oliver Cox's work and he specifically credits Cox's discussion of caste.
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The European and white North American proletariat failed to demonstrate class solidarity
for Ahmad. The result was anti-colonial struggles demonstrating the colonial status of Black
people in the United States. Black people were part of a world movement defined by anticolonial struggles. The immense majority was not a de-racialized proletariat, but the inverse, a
racialized proletariat against a racialized bourgeoisie.
This means that revolution will be along the lines of race. Ahmad writes, "...the world
revolution will be a racial (caste) war between the haves, imperialists and the have nots--the
majority of the world--while at the same time being a class war between the Black Underclass
and the White Overclass to eliminate the class system--capitalism" (p. 3).
This requires new leadership; a new vanguard arrives. In a direct challenge to the
dictatorship of the proletariat Ahmad writes, "The question of a dictatorship of the Black
Underclass as opposed to the theory of a dictatorship of the proletariat (the working class) is an
historical question" (p. 11). It is no longer the proletariat as conceived by Karl Marx. Instead,
"The line of the revolutionary black internationalists is that the Black Underclass is the vanguard
of the world revolution, leadership and rulers of the "New World" (p. 3).
The mediations that C.L.R. James so carefully worked through are gone. Ahmad does not
work through a dialectical method, but it is clear that a 'leap' has been made and 'quantity' has
turned into 'quality' ultimately turning into a new 'measure' to use the categories of James's Notes
on Dialectics. The Black Underclass stands at the tip of the revolutionary spear.
Ahmad cites two key theorists of revolution. One is the towering figure of Lenin and the
other is M.N. Roy. By invoking these two thinkers, Ahmad is demonstrating the historical
genealogy of this thought and demonstrating its Marxist credibility. Ahmad is arguing that a
Marxist theory can and does lead to the World Black Revolution. Lenin is used to show that the,
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"... the principle contradiction was between oppressing nations and oppressed nations" (Ahmad,
p. 4). According to Ahmad, what Lenin missed was that the revolutionary initiative would not
come from the European proletariat, but from the Asian proletariat. On this point, M.N. Roy was
correct, in Ahmad's prognosis.149 Ahmad points to communist orientation towards the non-white
world gone astray with Stalin. George Padmore is positioned as someone who took up Roy's
argument. It is well known that Padmore left the communist movement after Stalin's policy
towards the colonized world changed depending on the needs of Russian foreign policy.
Ahmad's invocation of Padmore demonstrates a brand new universality. Ahmad writes, "All
Black (Asia, Africa, and South, Central and Afro-American) movements were set back and
suffered many losses at the expense of Russian nationalism" (p. 5).
After citing Frantz Fanon, Ahmad summarizes, "As a result the colonized become a new
class 'a thing--nigger, chink, spick' all lumped together. All become the Black Underclass
oppressed by all of European society, the bourgeoisie (middle class) and the proletariat (working
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M.N. Roy initially stands out as someone who fore fronted the liberation of Asian countries even when
taking Europe into account. Roy would stake his claim as a serious leader of Indian communism at the Second
Congress of the Third International. He boldly stated, “the fate of European revolution depended on revolution in
Asia; unless the latter triumphed, the communist movement in Europe would simply count for nothing. World
capitalism draws its main resources and income from the colonies, principally from those in Asia” (Roy, 1986, p.
88). This was putting the contemporary importance of the Asian countries on its head. Thus far, Marxists believed
that the fountainhead of revolution laid in Europe. After all, they could argue, the largest and most powerful working
classes and capitalists resided on the continent. The dependence of imperialism on countries in Asia created the
dialectic of economic underdevelopment and overdevelopment at the same time.
Roy saw the relationship of the Asian bourgeoisies, not just in terms of opposition to their own domination by the
imperialist countries, but also in their need to maintain a relationship with the imperialist bourgeoisie for the sake of
stability and class order in their respective countries:
In countries in which capitalism is relatively developed, the upper stratum of the bourgeoisie, that is to say,
the portion of the bourgeoisie which already has what we would call a certain basis in the country, which
has invested considerable capital and created an industry, finds it more advantageous to take advantage of
the protection of imperialism. The industrial development carried out by the bourgeoisie requires peace and
order, which are maintained in most of these countries by foreign imperialism. When this peace and order
are endangered, and there is a possibility of an upheaval and of a revolutionary upsurge, a compromise with
imperialist domination becomes more acceptable to the indigenous bourgeoisie (Schram, p. 191).
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class)" (p. 6). This is the culmination of Black as a universal category. It comes to represent the
entire non-white world. Here we see it competing directly with the universalism of the workers'
movement. The worker subject against the Black subject.
Ahmad writes, " 'Proletarian Internationalism' has remained a meaningless phrase and
there is no mutual confidence nor class solidarity between the workers of the oppressing and
oppressed nations. Proletarian internationalism has been superseded by Revolutionary Black
Internationalism (the unification of peoples of Asia, Africa, Afro, South and Central America)
(p. 9). Ahmad goes on, "The vast majority of the world, the Black Underclass know that they can
only achieve peace and harmony through a World Black Revolution that demolishes white
power. Only then can the world be in 'universal' harmony. Revolutionary Black Internationalism
will then prevail" (p. 15). This is the high point of the Classical Black Liberation Movement. It
comes to overtake the workers' conception of revolution and the workers' conception of
analyzing the world with a Black conception. At the same time, it draws on the history and
theories of the workers' movement. In fact, even the structure of argumentation, liberation, and
post-revolutionary society parallels the workers movement.
Just like Marx's class society had multiple classes who were fighting for different
societies, so too does Ahmad's world. Ahmad creates a hierarchy which demonstrates this
clearly:
"European Overclass
European Bourgeoisie
European petty bourgeoisie
European working class
United Against
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The Black Underclass
Black (colonial) bourgeoisie
petty bourgeoisie
working class, peasant
Represents antagonism, contradiction
and friction " (Ahmed, p. 6).150
The Black world has a differentiated class stratum. However, "...they are secondary to the
caste antagonisms or contradictions between the colonized and the colonizer, the haves and the
have nots" (Ahmad, p. 6).
Ahmad posits a dictatorship, but instead of the formulation of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, it now becomes, "the dictatorship of the Black Underclass" (Ahmad, p. 11). Ahmad
clarifies what is the content of the Black Underclass: The Black peasantry and the Black working
class. What does the dictatorship of the Black Underclass mean? Ahmad writes, "This means the
destruction of the existing reactionary European way of life and the submission of the European
to the revolutionary peoples-- the Black Underclass of the world" (p. 7).
Ahmad returns to linking class and caste-race, "Class becomes interlocked with caste
(race), therefore, in order for Bandung peoples to revolutionize the world, they must destroy the
caste system, European racial 'cultural' superiority, thus at the same time destroying the class
system" (p. 6). James's nuanced dialectics is discarded. Class and race take on even a tighter
dialectical unity in contradiction than what James was theorizing. The result is an explosion in
theoretical thought. Like Marx's proletariat, the Black Underclass has to abolish capitalism. But
capitalism is in an advanced stage so that means "...colonialism, imperialism, and neo-
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I have duplicated it in formatting exactly as it appears in Ahmad's text.
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colonialism..." (p.9). Capitalism is mediated by these categories.
The Black Underclass is the vanguard of the Black Revolution where it unites and leads
the various class fractions in the Black Revolution: "...the urban petty bourgeoisie, but also the
national bourgeoisie and other patriotic and anti-imperialist democrats (p. 13). Ahmad does not
argue for a direct communist revolution, but instead mediates it with the intermediary stage of
"national democratic revolution" which kicks out the foreign oppressor (p. 10). This strategy is
familiar. It was advocated not only by Stalin and the Third International, but later by Mao in the
Chinese Revolution of 1949. The horizon of anti-capitalism and communism recede with this
formulation.
If the Black Underclass are the vanguard of revolution, there is a vanguard inside this
vanguard called the Revolutionary Black Internationalists. It is analogous to the role and tasks of
Marx's Communist Party. Ahmad writes, "...they act as a catalyst, vanguard a theoretical clearing
house in national revolutions" (p. 11). Ahmad writes, "The immediate aim of the Revolutionary
Black Internationalists is the formation of the Black Underclass into a powerful national
liberation movement, overthrow of colonialism, Imperialism, and Neo-colonialism and the
conquest of world political power by the Black Underclass" (p. 11). Mimicking the Marxist
concept of the dictatorship of the proletariat, Ahmad sees the management of the new society by
the Black Underclass. This is the exact problem that faced the workers movement. It was either
workers self-management or a worker’s state, both holding the contradictions of revolution and
counter-revolution within their very form.
Interestingly Ahmad sees the abolishment of race as one of the programs of the Black
Revolution, "The Revolutionary Black Internationalist theory of the establishment of a society
without caste (race) and exploitation" (p. 11). Is Ahmad headed towards the analysis, critique
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and destruction of the race-form? It is not clear as he does not develop this insight in the
document, but it is a profoundly important potential.
Like Marx, Ahmad attacks the petty bourgeois forms of communism (p. 14). The parallel
Ahmad draws between the situation facing Black Americans and the colonized is the former's
condition can only be understood through the latter. Ahmad calls it "domestic colonialism" (p.
16). Instead of a national liberation front found in many of the anti-colonial movements, the
United States would produce the "Black Liberation Front" (p. 21). Instead of a general strike, it
would become "A Black General Strike" (p. 21). What does the Black general strike do: "will
cause complete social dislocation with the American racist system" (p. 16).
Ahmad calls for the creation of a,
'New' universal revolutionary science-philosophy, Revolutionary Black
Internationalism, stemming from the reality of the present world situation and not
holding onto the 'white revolutionary gods' of the 19th and 20th Century MarxismLeninism.[...] It is the philosophy of a common international cultural heritage and
identity among all non-European people, i.e. African, Asian and South American people
all have similar if not the same cultural histories and have a common destiny (p. 25).
The dialectical materialism of Marx was not enough. It could not theorize the racial experience
of the Black Underclass. The initial results of this new method can be seen in Ahmad's discovery
of the origins of racism. He writes, "The phenomenon of racism is nothing else but a dynamic
part of the Western Weltanschauing" (p. 23). He goes onto say "Inherent in Western civilization
and culture is racism, thereby being counter-revolutionary" (p. 24).151
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This closely parallel's Cedric Robinson's in Terms of Order’s and Black Marxism's formulation of the origins of
racism.
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Ahmad calls for a Black International to coordinate and unite the Black Internationalists.
Here they can strategize, come up with tactics, and organizations for the World Black
Revolution.152 Ahmad ends in a similar manner to the Communist Manifesto, "The Black
Underclass has nothing to lose but the chains that are both around their bodies and mind. 'The
world is the Black man's Land.' The Black Underclass has a 'New World' to create and as 90% of
the people of the world, they say, 'We will win'. Let the international battle cry be 'Brothers and
sisters of the Black Underclass in all countries, UNITE to destroy the world 'devil' (U.S.
Imperialism and its lackeys) now or PERISH" (p. 27).
The Black revolution becomes competitor to the proletariat revolution. As anti-colonial
revolutions are sweeping the world, the European and white proletarian are no longer the
vanguard. Ahmad documents this, theorizes it, and produces a new universality. It is affirmation
and programmatism taken to their conclusion. Ahmad sees the rising strength and autonomy of
the Black Underclass against the European and white-American bourgeoisie. Ahmad also alters
our conception of programmatism. Instead of the dictatorship of an abstract proletariat, he
theorizes the dictatorship of the Black Underclass. The latter is the global non-white proletariat
and peasantry. The Black revolution now displaces the proletarian revolution as articulated by
Marx. This is a new period.
The World Black Revolution eventually came to be disproven as well. The economic
crisis and the defeat of anti-colonial struggles and Black Power in the United States revealed the
contradictions of the World Black Revolution. An entire era of affirmation and programmatism
permanently closed its door on the Black Revolution.
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Ahmad writes, "The Black International must have a secretariat (intelligentsia) that will serve as the leadership
of the provisional world revolutionary government of the New World" (p. 25).
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Conclusion
Theorie Communiste writes, "...it is the revolution and communism which are impossible,
not because for all eternity the revolution is something else but because the affirmation of the
class, and the process that it necessitates at the interior of capitalism, when posed practically in
the class struggle find in the reproduction of capital their necessity and their existence, and their
intrinsic limit in the development of capital itself..." (Theorie Communiste, 2017). We see this in
James's linking of consciousness and the development of capital. He certainly meant
development in the classical sense of increasing productivity, increasing the working class, and
the latter's power. What happens when capitalism does not develop in this manner? Ahmad turns
over James's assumptions when he writes, "...revolutions occurred in essentially underdeveloped
countries where capitalism was just developing and where the proletariat was basically
unorganized and weak" (1996, p. 9). The uniqueness of Ahmad's article is precisely that the link
is broken between capitalist development and the rising power of the class. In this sense Ahmad
breaks out of a kind of affirmation. However, Ahmad cannot escape a programmatist vision of
revolution which posits the dictatorship of the Black Underclass. While Ahmad has a moment of
escaping programmatism by arguing against the existence of race, the overall document is
framed in a programmatist vision.
Theorie Communiste writes, "In effect, from the moment when the passage to real
subsumption has been largely carried through (end of the 19th century), the autonomous
affirmation of the class enters into contradiction with its empowerment within capitalism, in that
this is more and more the self-movement of the reproduction of capital itself" (Theorie
Communiste, 2017). Even Ahmad's perspective runs into this contradiction. This is seen in the
nature of revolution Ahmad advocates. At times it seems that he is for the complete destruction
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of imperialism, white supremacy and capitalism, but when he discusses a concrete solution he
falls back on national democratic revolution as the first step. This invocation rooted in Mao's
"New Democracy" brings together four classes together: the proletariat, peasants, petty
bourgeoisie, and indigenous capitalists. Classes remain in this conception of revolution, but
under the leadership of the communist party (1967).
With the real domination of labor under capitalism overtaking society by the late 1960,
the non-reproduction of the Black proletariat becomes a feature--while always there in all
periods of capitalism--central in the real domination of capital. Low growth, stagnation, and low
profitability was the world the Black movement entered in the 1970s. No longer would more
factories or large workplace bring together hundreds of thousands of Black workers into key
points of the economy. Cities would be emptied out of capital with places like Detroit, Gary and
Flint as the extreme examples of what geographies without capital looked like. What was
achieved? A kind of autonomy and abandonment become synonymous in the post 1970s world.
This abandonment we can think of as the production of non-reproduction. It does not just
happen--as classical Marxists might consider--at the edges of the proletariat, but becomes
constitutive of the proletarian social relationship. The incarcerated, surveillance, the
unemployed, and those who are fully and over employed are precisely the proletariat and nonreproduction is an aspect of all their lives. Loren Goldner has theorized this as the devalorization
of labor power (2017). Ruth Wilson Gilmore, more specifically calls it racism (2006).
Collectively speaking that is the experience of the Black proletariat in the period we call the real
domination of labor under capitalism.
The affirmation of race created another dynamic, unexpected perhaps. While racial
affirmation reproduced the race-form: the material-ideological reproduction of race as
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constitutive of social relationships inseparable from the accumulation of capital. And in the
United States the presupposition of Black meant white. The violent dialectic of Black and white
had to be broken, but affirmation of race was not capable of doing it. It was not a matter of class
or power, but the very logic of racial affirmation could not transcend the race-form.153 In fighting
for the affirmation of race, capitalism can never be the target, the value-form and race-form form
are left untouched.
Revolution is not the affirmation of race, but the destruction of the totality which
reproduces race. Racial Capitalism, however has created the perfect dialectic of keeping the
proletariat trapped within the race-form. The endemic and systemic racism of capitalism, bends
heavily towards racialized groups fighting for racial affirmation. The mediation of race is
internal to the system, and does not have an escape hatch, which allows any of its participants to
see something outside of the race-form.
Affirmation and programmatism was a fleeting quality of the Classical Black Liberation
Movement built on the hopes of an economy of unparalleled growth. It is no accident that the
Civil Rights Movement culminates in a period of high profit rates and high growth rates. It is
also not coincidental that geopolitically Civil Rights achieves its victory in the height of the Cold
War, when the US and Russia were jockeying for position on the global state, in the context of
national liberation struggles. As these key dynamics no longer exist, racial affirmation and
programmatism can no longer hold.
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Nor can a universalistic politics which cannot incorporate race into not only its own body politics, but also its
critique of contemporary society. Both poles: universalism and fragmentation have resulted in a host of problematics
which seem logically inescapable.
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Chapter 6
Limits of the Value-form and the Development of the Race-form
"The race question is subsidiary to the class question in politics, and to think of imperialism in terms
of race is disastrous. But to neglect the racial factor as merely incidental is an error only less grave
tan to make it fundamental" (James, 1963, p. 283).

Race, Class, and the Origins of Capitalism
For much of the long twentieth century communists had largely understood slavery to be
pre-bourgeois or feudal (Allen, 1937; Haywood, 1948). In contrast C.L.R. James and Eric
Williams both pointed out the centrality of slavery to capitalism and that in fact slaves were
some of the first proletarians (James, 1963; Williams, 1994). This suggested that capitalism was
not progressive and not a potential ally of Black liberation. James most famously wrote about
Haiti, "...working and living together in gangs of hundreds on the huge sugar factories which
covered the Northern Plain, they were closer to the modern proletariat than any group of workers
in existence at the time" (1963, p. 85-86). The implication of this was fairly obvious, if slaves
were the first modern proletariat, the economic system they were slaving under could not have
been anything but capitalist. However, James's Black Jacobins would not become a well-read
book until the eruption of Black Power in the United States. Even though W.E.B. Du Bois
published Black Reconstruction in 1935 arguing for the centrality of slavery to capitalism and the
proletarian nature of slaves, Harry Haywood in Negro Liberation would go onto to describe a
different reality for the Communist Party (1948).
Haywood describes the South, "The role of the plantation as the basis for a hereditary
feudal oligarchy..." (1948, p. 29). Haywood's text describes the tenant farmers and sharecroppers
as peasants. Haywood goes onto write, "The Negro Question in the United States is agrarian in
origin. It involves the problem of a depressed peasantry living under a system of sharecropping,
riding-boss supervision, debt slavery, chronic land hunger, and dependency--in short, the
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plantation system, a relic of chattel slavery" (1948, p. 11). At the same time, imperialist
capitalism oppressed Black people in the South. The specific form of organization that this takes
at the immediate level is at tenancy, sharecropping and debt peonage, but at a collective level it
is national oppression. Hence it is the issue of Black nationalism and a separate nation which
Haywood raises.
Haywood imports Lenin's Imperialism and Lenin's writings on national oppression and
the right of self determination into Negro Liberation. Haywood argues that the Black Belt and
the South in general is a semi-feudal society with Wall Street Banks at the top of the chain and
the planters and merchants in the middle, all parasites on the farmers. Ultimately, Haywood
argues for a "...democratic agrarian revolution..." (1948, p. 116). In contrast, Clyde Wood's
Development Arrested has set the record straight. He writes, "...capitalism in every period,
including the present, can exist and thrive based on slavery and other forms of unfree labor"
(1998, p. 46). Woods points out that Africans had been 'freed' from their own means of
production. He argues that capitalist slavery was not a decaying and backward economic system,
but was constantly changing and was constantly restructuring in the face of global competition.
Like industrial capitalism, this meant capitalist slavery had its own tendency towards
concentration and centralization. Woods makes it clear that there is no relationship between
capitalism and "free" waged labor and that slaves were proletarians (Woods, 1998).
It is Jarius Baniji and John Clegg who have worked this question through the very
categories of Capital. The categorical exposition is crucial as it seems Marxists will not be
satisfied unless an answer is provided in the lingua franca of Capital. Baniji takes to task the
idea that 'free' waged labor is constitutive of capitalist social relations. He writes,
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...the deployment of labour [sic] is correlated with modes of production in complex
ways. Not only are modes of production not reducible to forms of exploitation, but
the historical forms of exploitation of labour [sic] (relations of production in the
conventional sense) lie at a completely different level of abstraction from the
numerous and specific ways in which labour [sic] is or can be deployed
(2011, p. 5-6).
Baniji carefully separates levels of abstraction revealing the subtle distinction between modes of
production and forms of exploitation of labor. By doing this, the complexity of modes of
production can be analyzed without reduction to abstract theory or empiricism. Baniji argues that
Marxists tend to simplify the complexity of modes of production. For Baniji these are the pitfalls
of Marxism which have become so prevalent today.
In one of the most clarifying passages, Baniji writes on the meaning
of 'free labor',
If free labour [sic] is not a precondition for the accumulation of capital or even for
whole forms of capitalist economy but the contingent outcome of struggles to shape
the law and the social relations behind it, no more is the absence of coercion a
precondition for the deployment of free labour [sic] itself. It is crucial to think all this
through dialectically, because capitalist relations of exploitation are being construed
increasingly by a seductive dichotomy between 'free' and 'unfree' labour [sic], as if these
categories were actually opposite! That was certainly not how Marx understood free
labour [sic]. When he wrote, ‘A presupposition of wage labour [sic], and one of the
historic preconditions for capital, is free labour [sic] and the exchange of this free labour
[sic] for money,' or that 'With free labour [sic], wage labour [sic] is not yet completely
posited' since wages might be regulated by statute, 'free' simply meant dispossessed,
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divorced from the means of production. Indeed, this was generally true of the way 'free'
labour [sic] was understood in the nineteenth century (2011, p. 13).
Baniji's intervention cannot be emphasized enough as he is taking on the question
precisely through Marxist categories, Marx's own intellectual history, and the political
environment which Marx was writing in. Baniji points out that 'formal' freedom of wage labor is
not an essential category of capital, but "...the 'deceptive appearance' that mediates its essential
nature as a form of subjugation by capital" (2011, p. 12). Baniji's argument is tour de force in reconceptualizing the entire debate over free and unfree labor. I want to draw out the stakes on
Baniji's last point: as long as unfree and free labor are characterized in the manner Baniji
critiques: class reductionism and alliances with sections of the bourgeoisie will be consistent
political strategies derived from fundamentally faulty premises. Furthermore, slaves and
sharecroppers will never be seen as constitutive of capitalist social relations. They will always be
something outside of the system. Alternatively, capitalism will seem progressive and radical
posing 'free waged' labor as the anti-thesis to slavery, indentured servitude, and sharecropping.
There has been a growing chorus of scholarship from academics and Marxists who fall
broadly within Baniji's argument. However, they have hardly made a dent in the debate. Why is
this debate still occurring? Why does Clyde Woods need to explain this considering the works of
James, Williams, and Du Bois? Woods explanation rests on a Wallersteinian argument of
capitalism's relationship to slavery. As of yet there is been no Marxist explanation from a
Brennerite and value-form position.154 It is Marxist-Brennerites who are the harshest critics of
Clyde Woods's argument. In the current period it is Ellen M. Wood who stands as the definitive
critic of Clyde Woods and Cedric Robinson. Ellen M. Wood defines capitalism as,
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The two key exceptions are Ruth Wilson Gilmore (2006) and Chris Chen (2013) work regarding value theory.
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...a system in which all economic actors, producers and appropriators, depend on the
market for the most basic conditions of their self-reproduction. Class relations between
producers and appropriators, and specifically the relation between capitalists and wage
laborers, are also mediated by the market. This is in sharp contrast to pre-capitalist
societies, where direct producers typically had non-market access to the means of
production, especially land, and therefore were sheltered from the forces of the market,
while appropriators relied on superior force to extract surplus labor from direct producers
(2002, p. 277).
By her definition of capitalism, Wood makes clear that slaves could not be proletarians. Her
explanation of extra-economic compulsion, which was the defining method of extracting surplus
value in pre-capitalist societies, relegates slavery and the racialism which went along with it as
originating in non-capitalist social formations. According to Wood, the fact that race still exists
today is due to the legacies of the past and not a dynamic that is being created on its own by
modern capitalism. At issue is the nature of capitalist-market economies. Wood argues
"...capitalism, however much it mobilizes available extra-economic hierarchies as mechanisms of
reproduction, ultimately depends on the reduction of all workers--men and women, black and
white--to interchangeable units of labor abstracted from any particular personal or social
identity" (2002, p. 278). As should be clear by now, my disagreement with Wood on this point
runs deep. The market is a race producing phenomena, and furthermore ascribes precisely those
features of gender, race, nationality, and religion. In more fundamental terms, the market is not
progressive in comparison to feudal social relations. It does not inherently create an abstract
proletariat, more prone to a universalism of sorts, where the only blockages are the diversions of
race, gender, or sexuality.
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Underlying Wood's argument is a classic teleology: capitalism is progressive compared to
feudalism, and with that the development of capitalism is a boon for society. Ultimately the
historical record does not validate the progressive dynamics of capitalism. Progressive for whom,
is my first question? Even today, there are a host of dictatorships and one-party states which
exist and function as capitalist societies. Capitalism does not usher in more freedom on its own;
there is nothing intrinsic about capitalism and freedom. What can be said about capitalism is that
it provided a kind of spatial and material coordinates which the proletariat used to fight for the
very freedoms that are conveniently associated with capitalism. Of course, in the 19th century
the picture might have looked different to communists. Even in Marx's own lifetime, we see the
difference expressed in his changing perspectives on the relationship between capitalism and
colonialism (Anderson, 2010).
Lastly, Marx left his own powerful legacy which is often used by supporters of the
'slavery is capitalism' argument,
Direct slavery is as much the pivot upon which our present-day industrialism turns
as are machinery, credit, etc. Without slavery there would be no cotton, without cotton
there would be no modern industry. It is slavery which has given value to the colonies, it
is the colonies which have created world trade, and world trade is the necessary condition
for large-scale machine industry... Slavery is therefore an economic category of
paramount importance (Anderson, 2010, p. 83).
Undoubtedly slavery was of critical importance to the world economy, but Marx did not specify
what was that nature of slavery in terms of the categories of political economy or the value-form.
Marx clearly recognized what the defeat of the South meant for class struggle when he wrote, "In
the United States of North America, every independent movement of the workers was paralyzed
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so long as slavery disfigured a part of the Republic. Labor cannot emancipate itself in the white
skin where in the black it is branded. But out of the death of slavery a new life at once arose. The
first fruit of the Civil War was the eight hours' agitation, that ran with the seven-leagued boots of
the locomotive from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from New England to California" (1990, p.
414).155
Marx was a product of his own time. As brilliant as he was, for most of his life he felt
capitalism was fundamentally progressive. The Communist Manifesto, arguably his most widely
read work, clearly places capitalism as part of progressive teleology that wipes away the social
relationship of feudalism and other non-capitalist social forms.156 In his own thinking Marx
makes a leap, where he associates labor by coercion with feudalism and free labor with
capitalism. It is this move, made on European soil which cannot explain the importance of
slavery to capitalist development on a global stage. Marx's writings on slavery in fact capture
this tension. However, a global perspective on Marx's writing allows for a re-alignment with the
work of Clyde Wood and Jairus Baniji.
This chapter argues that capital can accommodate various labor regimes and processes of
production, including chattel slavery. I argue that the inherent teleology of racial capitalism is
towards increased racialization. If capital had its way, the Black proletariat would not be free
waged laborers, but remain as slaves (Starobin, 1970). There is no other direction for capital. The
only force that has changed it, is anti-racist class struggle and the various iterations of the Black
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Marx here describes what I have referred to as the horizon of struggle.
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This dissertation is fully aware of Marx's changing thought on this question. However, Marx's more radical
conclusions never became part of the mainstream Communism except for a brief interlude when Lenin headed the
Bolshevik Government. This quickly changed upon his death and other complicated processes and events. See
Kevin Anderson (2010).
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liberation movement.
John Clegg has definitively shown that slavery was in fact capitalist based on his groundbreaking research on anti-bellum South Carolina (2017). Clegg takes this battle to Ellen M.
Wood and Robert Brenner, using their very own arguments to demonstrate that slavery was in
fact, capitalist. Clegg uses a version of Robert Brenner's pioneering analysis of the origins of
capitalism and links it to defining slavery as capitalist.157 Clegg applied this analysis in his
research on South Carolina planters where he argued,
...in the end cotton was sustainable, despite continued low prices, because South
Carolina plantations were able to regain their profit margins by increasing productivity-through introducing new techniques and varieties, and expanding their scale of
operations. It seems that despite their 'pre-modern' sympathies, South Carolina slave
owners responded to competition in a quintessentially capitalist manner--by
specialization, innovation and adaptation--because they were dependent on credit, and
therefore on markets, to preserve their status as slave owners. I refer to the pressures
generated by the modern system of debt enforcement as 'credit market discipline' (2017).
The underpinning of Clegg's analysis is the value-form. This is a major breakthrough in
the analysis of slavery and Black liberation. Regarding slavery, for the first time it removes the
question of labor, which has plagued the field for generations and placed the question on an
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Clegg defined Brenner's argument as "Brenner points out that while markets have existed in all known societies,
only in capitalism are productive agents dependent on the market for their survival. This is because producers in
capitalist societies have no direct (nonmarket) access to the means of production, including their own means of
subsistence, and must therefore sell to survive. Since prices will be determined by the interactions of many produces
in the market, producers in capitalist societies are compelled not only to sell but also to produce at a competitive
cost. For if some find ways to cut their costs, then output prices will fall or input prices will rise, such that other
produces will be unable to afford the necessary means of production (including their own means of subsistence)
unless they too cut costs. Brenner refers to this as 'the competitive constraint': market-dependent producers are
forced to minimize unit costs relative to sale price in order to retain access to the mans of production. Hence the
continuous productivity increases characteristic of capitalist development" (2015, p.
284-285).
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entirely different footing. To get a sense of the problem, we can compare Clegg's analysis with
Charlie Post's when looking at slave labor, "Under the relations of production that characterise
[sic] slavery, the direct producers enter the plantation-slavery production-process as constant
elements of production, entitling them to access the means of subsistence in order to reproduce
their value as means of production" (p. 12). This leads Post to arguing that slave-owners could
not regulate the size of the labor-force, which burdens the former with the costs of reproducing
the slaves. Slave-owners are limited in their ability for technological innovation, and the increase
of productivity can only happen through increasing the intensity of work or moving to more
fertile lands. Post appropriately labels these methods as the form of absolute surplus-labor
appropriation. Post ends up arguing that slavery was not capitalist! In contrast, value-form theory
argues "To the extent that labour [sic] is simply an activity carried out for money, the kind of
labour [sic] performed is a matter of indifference and chance" (End Notes, 2010, p. 91). This is
certainly jarring to anyone who has considered waged labor as sin qua non of capitalism, but a
refreshing perspective for those who see slavery as constitutive of racial capitalism.
What the classical Marxist labor theory of value did was to provide the perfect theory for
wage laborers. It was their labor power that was the source of surplus value. Capitalists who
lived a well-off life were unjustly taking the surplus value. Instead socialism would reappropriate this surplus value and return it to the workers. It all made sense, until the mid 20th
century when a growing rank of workers were no longer needed in the production process. Using
the same logic in the contemporary period, do workers who do not work, deserve a portion of the
surplus value? And as the service sector exploded in the latter third of the 20th century, what if
they produce very little surplus value, should their wages be low? Value then is not congealed or
embodied labor in a commodity, but a relation and process. The purpose of value theory was not
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to determine the exchange value of commodities, but instead explains, "...the specific social
character of commodity producing labor" (Heinrich, p. 47). A different theory of value allows for
the integration of slave labor and racialization into the value-form. The consequences are a new
understanding of race and slavery's relationship to capitalism and the value-form. Furthermore,
the workings of the value-form take on new meaning that covers the entire proletariat and not
just the wage-laboring portion of it.
To review, there is no link between capitalism and free waged labor, capitalism is not
'progressive, and slavery is capitalism, and slaves are proletarians. The value-form allows for
clearing away the narrow focus on the labor question and expands the field of analysis to the
totality of the capitalist system. After we have cleared the debris, what do we see?
What does almost two centuries of struggle, capitalist development, and racialism look
like? If the present is the best judge of the past and the best mode of critique of every struggle
and theory, what can we say? The judgment is harsh. Black liberation as it has historically been
understood is dead. The workers movement is finished. National Liberation is a nightmare.
Internationalism turned out to be a dream. Many of the fundamental strategies and theories of
communism are shattered beyond repair. A new theory of proletarian struggle and Black
liberation based on the present and anticipating the future must be forged. To do this, we must
grasp the past from our own devastated present. This is what it looks like, "While it seems true
and politically effective to say that we produce capital by our labour [sic], it is actually more
accurate to say (in a world that really is topsy turvy) that we, as subjects of labour [sic], are
produced by capital. Socially necessary labour [sic] time is the measure of value only because
the value-form posits labour as its content " (End Notes, 2010, p. 94). The true subject has
revealed itself not in the proletariat or workers or Black struggles, but in the value-form. While
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the workers of the 20th century thought they were agents, it was the value-form all along that
played them. The workers and Black struggle thought they would build a new world, instead it
has been their very enemy that has built the nightmare that closes in on us.
State sanctioned and extra-parliamentary racism has been clearly identified by the
revolutionary left as enemies of Black liberation. The struggle against racialism cannot be won
through the logic of equality through the market. In fact, the market creates racialism. Racial
affirmation which proved to be so powerful in the 19th and 20th century no longer plays a
revolutionary role. At the same time racialism still exists and is central to the workings of
capitalism and the value-form. And yet the struggle against racism did not explode capitalism.
The dialectics of race, class and capitalism need to be re-worked.
The Structure and Movement of the Value-Form and Race-Form
There is much work to be done in understanding the race-form and its relationship to the
value-form. I open with David Harvey's diagram of the full circuit of accumulation of capital.
This is the value-form in motion. Every part of society is incorporated into the value-form here
including the human body and 'nature'. This full circuit does not just focus on the production
process, but includes consumption, circulation, and distribution of value throughout society.
Central to my argument is that the race-form is constitutive of value-form. This means that every
flow, every process, every node is racialized.
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Figure 6.1 David Harvey's full circuit of accumulation of capital/ value in motion (Roberts, 2017).
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Figure 6.2 Surplus capital and surplus population as disintegrating circuits of capital
and labour (End Notes, 2013, p. 21)
In contrast theorists of surplus population such as Chris Chen and Ruth Wilson Gilmore
focus on the production of surplus populations as a key determinant of racialization. While it has
certainly become a central dynamic of capitalism and racialization, the danger of only focusing
on this is not being able to theorize racialization when capitalism was not creating surplus
populations; when racialization was occurring through different dynamics such as slavery, Jim
Crow, or war.
I rely on Harvey’s more complete full circuit which provides the structure, the paths, and
stopping points of value-form and race-form as a single path. The form of race takes shapes
through this circuit. This explanation is the only one that does not root race in a specific moment
of the circulation of capitalism. It is not just the production process where racialized workers are
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given harder and lower paying jobs, but all the other dimensions of the circuit. To the degree that
a group of racialized workers are oppressed and exploited depends on how many paths and nodes
racialize them.
Future work depends on the theoretical, descriptive, and analytical explanation of this
process. A key aspect would be to show that the motion of value could not happen without the
race-form. This would demonstrate a racialized dynamic and imperative necessary to the
accumulation of capital. At this point, the class versus race debate would become meaningless in
terms of understanding capitalism.
The Value-form and the Race-form
Jim Crow was the organizational form the capital-proletariat relationship took. It
organized wages in a unique form that particularly exploited Black workers. Even when Black
workers were receiving similar wages to white workers, they faced longer hours, harder word,
the threat of theft of pay, and the threat of lynching if they showed any signs of asserting their
power. This super-exploitation brings to center the relationship of the value-form and race-form
in the terms of accumulating capital.
Wages below the value of labor meant Black workers faced downward pressures on their
living standards. Wages are not just a narrow dollar and cents arguments. It had broad impacts on
the living standards of Black workers. They faced higher workplace injuries, higher workplace
deaths, ate lower quality foods, lived in lower quality homes, lived in neighborhoods with
pollution, lived in areas with less infrastructure development, and attended worse schools. Jim
Crow was the broad umbrella configuration or name given to this phenomenon. Jim Crow was
simultaneously the name of the value-form and race-form.
This had a feedback loop where low expenditures on services such as healthcare, public
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utilities, and schools meant that capital could funnel more of its revenue towards profit. Capital
won twice; first on the super-exploitation of workers at the site of production and then at the site
of distribution portions of value in terms of the social wage. The entire circuit was racialized and
super exploitative. To understand how this has been under theorized in the Marxist scholarship, I
need to unpack Marx's own failure to see racialization at the very heart of his theory.
The critical assumption that Marx made with the classical political economists was that
labor power is a commodity, and like any other commodity it is purchased at its value (Marx,
1990, p. 655). When discussing the determination of the value of labor power, Marx points out
that it is the means of subsistence which determine the former, but then goes onto add that,
"There are, besides, two other factors that enter into the determination of the value of labourpower [sic]. One is the cost of developing that power, which varies with the mode of production.
The other is the natural diversity of labour-power [sic], the difference between the labour-power
[sic] of men and women, children, and adults" (1990, p. 655). Marx's use of natural is
unfortunate, and I argue, grossly inaccurate. There is nothing natural in terms of the diversity of
labour-power [sic], but they are in fact socially constructed differences. Putting Marx's
unfortunate use of natural aside, we can instead call it socially constructed differences. I believe
that it was a matter of geography in that Marx did not include other socially constructed
differences. Had Marx lived in America, it would have been impossible for him not to include
race. Without recognizing it as such, he went as far to include gender and age as categories
which go into the cost of determining the value of labor power. It is not too far a leap that he
would have also included race as constitutive of the value of labor power.
Marx goes into to say that both of these factors are excluded in his investigation. His
assumptions are that commodities are sold at their value and that price of labor power is as well,
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although it might occasionally rise above its value, but strangely never sink below it (Marx,
1990, p. 654). It is not clear why Marx felt that the price of labor power cannot fall below its
value, considering the exhaustive amount of documentation he recorded of the misery of the
working class. It might have been that in his attempt to show that workers were not cheated out
of their wages and instead were receiving exactly what they 'deserved' he threw out the
possibility of paying workers below the value of labor power.158 The stakes were high as
Kenneth Lapides writes, "Marx's analysis of the dual nature of labor was key to unlocking the
secrete of surplus value. For the first time in the history of economic analysis, he showed how it
originates without violating the laws of value and exchange" (p. 151). If Marx demonstrated the
origins of surplus value without violating the law of value, he did so by violating the concept of
race.
The commitment to show that the price of labor is bought at value seems to have created
more problems then it has solved. While it demonstrated the contradictions of classical political
economy, it masked another set of factors which influence the value of labor power. The basket
of factors which influence the value of labor power are a) value of the means of subsistence b)
value of the means of production in Department II c) level of competition amongst workers d)
cultural and historical differences e) size of the reserve army of labor f) the number of workers
employed in the family and g) "the natural diversity of labour-power" (Marx, 1990, p. 655). We
will return to this basket in a moment.
To understand what the value of labor is, we must first take a look at what value is.
Marx writes, "In the expression 'value of labour [sic]', the concept of value is not only
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A closer inspection of the value of labor power reveals how subjective it is. There can be no objective
determination of labor power's value.
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completely extinguished, but inverted, so that it becomes its contrary. It is an expression as
imaginary as the value of the earth. These imaginary expressions arise, nevertheless, from the
relation of production themselves. They are categories for the forms of appearance of essential
relations" (1990, p. 677). Value, let alone any discussion of the value of labor can only be
understood as a phenomenon of a certain historical context and specific social formation. One of
Marx's most important contributions was how human activity creates its own socially
constructed reality. Marx was not afraid to point out that it was human imagination that bestowed
something as silly as a crown with the magical title of Kingship. Marx understood the dialectical
sophistication needed in understanding the relationship of the world of ideas and imaginations
with the world of materiality, institutions, structures, and objects. He was no idealist and at the
same time he was no crass materialist. Our discussion of the value of labor power must keep this
in mind as we progress. Labor power is historical and socially constituted.
While value is a phenomenon that only exists under certain social formations: specifically
capitalism, this still begs the question of what is value. Value is human labor in the abstract or as
Marx writes, "...they are congealed quantities of homogenous human labour [sic], i.e. of human
labour-power [sic] expended without regard to the form of its expenditure" (1990, p.128).
Value's measure is socially necessary labor time.159
Marx's definition of labor power is "We mean by labour-power [sic], or labour-capacity
[sic], the aggregate of those mental and physical capabilities existing in the physical form, the
living personality, of a human being, capabilities which he sets in motion whenever he produces
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Value-form theorist Werner Bonefield writes, "Abstract labour [sic] is the substance of value not because it has
'a special utility... but because it is exerted for a definite time' (Marx, 1983, p. 194). The substance of value is
socially necessary labour [sic] time, not abstract expenditure of muscles, brain, and nerves. It is expenditure of
muscle within time and measures by time. Muscle is not the substance of value. Time is" (Bonefield, 2010). I have
already pointed out the mistranslation of congealed. In place of congealed, it should be represented.
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a use-value of any kind" (1990, p. 270). Marx sets the conditions for when labor power is found
on the market: the first is that the seller must be the free owner of labor power, which means that
the buyer of labor power and seller of labor power meet on terms of equality. The second is that
the seller of labor power can sell it for a limited period of time, or otherwise, as Marx points out
the seller would become a slave. The third is that the seller of labor power must be divested of
the means of production, leaving her only her labor power to sell to the buyer. Labor-power for
Marx is a historical product and ultimately a commodity.
The classical understanding of what determines the value of labor power, according to
Marx, is the value of the means of subsistence and overall cost of living at a given historical and
cultural moment. Occasionally, the pressures of the reserve army of labor are included into the
shaping of the value of labor power. But that is as far as things go. This narrow definition of the
value of labor power should be recognized as classical political economy. Its premise has more
in common with classical political economy than the actual workings of how the value of labor
power is determined.
That some workers are cheated of the value they aware owed or paid below the cost of
their reproduction would have been a major theoretical problem and political problem. Marx by
accepting classical political economy's argument avoided dealing with this. I argue that the value
of labor power is formed by a much larger set of factors: the value of the means of subsistence,
the value of the means of production in department II, class struggle, race, gender, and other
differentiations, the size of the reserve army of labor, historical, cultural, and moral differences,
the average number of family members expected to be working, and growth in the economy. I
call this basket of factors the dynamic value of labor power.
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A closer inspection of the value of labor power reveals how subjective it is. There can be
no objective determination of labor power's value. Marx consistently threw out key variables or
components of how the capitalist mode of production actually worked so to maintain one of the
most important premises of classical political economy, which was that commodities are
exchanged at their actual value. He wanted to demonstrate that that it was not by cheating the
laborer, by paying her less than the value of her labor power that surplus value was originated.
By being consistent with this logic, Marx had to push to the side many important factors that
could potentially raise or lower the value of labor power.
The dynamic value of labor power does not take for granted the premise of classical
political economy. Marx was limited by his determination to prove on the same grounds as
classical political economy that capitalism was an internally contradictory system. He had to beat
the classical political economists at their own game so to speak. There is no need for us to stick
to such a condition as imposed by Marx. That era and moment is over.
We can see Marx purposefully accepting the claims of classical political economy in
Capital, where he writes the determinations of the value of labor power as being, "...cost of
developing that power, which varies with the mode of production" and "The other is the natural
diversity of labour-power [sic], the difference between the labour-power [sic] of men and
women, children and adults (1990, p. 655). But what Marx does in the same paragraph, telling us
what the determinations of labor power is important, "Both these factors, however are excluded
in the following investigation" (Capital, 1990, p. 655). Marx justifies this move, "I assume (1)
that commodities are sold at their value, (2) that the price of labour-power [sic] occasionally rises
above its value, but never sinks below it" (1990, p. 655). Marx excludes these factors for very
specific methodological reasons pertaining to how he was approaching his critique of political
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economy. He was walking into the realm of classical political economy and exploding it within
the former's assumptions. However, his assumptions need not determine how the actual
dynamics of capitalism work. My argument demonstrates that differentiation is precisely the
'natural' order of capitalism’s sociology, and that race and gender are in fact not only central,
fundamental, but constitutive of capitalism and the value-form. With this re-materialization, reordering, and re-ontologization of capital, what labor power, race, and gender are looks radically
different.
Marx writes, "The value of labour-power [sic] is determined, as in the case of every other
commodity, by the labour-time [sic] necessary for the production, and consequently also the
reproduction, of this specific article." (1990, p. 274). Marx goes onto clarify if there was any
doubt to as what he meant, "Therefore the labour-time [sic] necessary for the production of
labour-power [sic] is the same as that necessary for the production of those means of subsistence;
in other words, the value of labour-power [sic] is the value of the means of subsistence necessary
for the maintenance of its owner" (1990, p.274). The owner of labor power is the laborer or in
other words the worker. The means of subsistence include all the commodities, services, and
goods that go into the growth or development of the worker. This is a huge range. It covers the
quality toys, to the type of clothes a child might wear, and the education a child receives. It is the
cost of museums, movies, and books. What growth or development means is not the same in any
given time or location. As Marx writes, "...with the case of other commodities, the determination
of the value of labour-power [sic] contains a historical and moral element" (1990, p. 275).
We need to pause and really interrogate what is happening. Capital or if more specificity
is needed, the boss (merely capital personified Marx would write) pays the worker on average
the investment capital has put into the worker. Low wages for a worker simply mean the
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investment capital has put into that worker is minimal, resulting in a low payout for the worker.
On an abstract level it is fairly clear cut and as far as the rules of capital go, none have been
broken.
Marx argued that low waged workers are low waged not because there are greedy bosses
per se or that they are being cheated. Accordingly, low waged workers correspond to the small
amounts of value that they personify themselves: little education, little in comfort, little in quality
entertainment, little in quality food is spent on them. The result is a market response of their low
value. A detour into the specifics of the textile industry shows how Marx's argument runs into
race and gender.
The textile industry is a perfect example of how low wages do not correlate to low value
of labor power, lower skills, lower education, and lower qualifications. Investigators in the
textile industry discovered that Black workers earned lower wages even when they were doing
higher skilled jobs by simply denying them the classification for higher jobs (Minchin, p. 157).
Black workers, even doing skilled jobs, were often classified as janitors to avoid paying them
higher wages. Even when the same work was being done by Black and white workers, it was
Black workers who received lower wages. For example, white truck drivers received $1.00 more
than Black truck drivers, even though they were doing the exact same work. The difference of
skill could not be accounted for here.160 According to Marx, both groups of workers should have
received the same wages.
In fact, Black workers, in many cases, should have received higher wages. Black women
were the most highly educated group of workers on average in the mill. Furthermore, Black
workers consistently trained their own bosses. As Black workers were bypassed for promotions,
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Black workers trained white new hires. These same white new hires then became the supervisors
and bosses to Black workers! How does Marx explanation for wages and the value of labor
power explain this? It simply cannot because Marx does not have a theory of race!
A look at how Black women fared in the mills further builds a case that the value of labor
power does not need a correlation to wages nor productivity. As stated earlier, Black women had
trouble entering the mills. Their number one legal complaint was that mills would not hire them.
Case after case showed white women were hired over Black women. For Black women who
were hired, pay disparities with white women were negligible. While there might seem to be
equality in pay, it actually hid profoundly exploitative relations on the factory floor. Black
women on the whole were actually either well qualified or over qualified. This was because the
first Black women who were hired were often selectively chosen to withstand a racist and
patriarchal work environment. Employers made sure that white workers would recognize those
hired as 'deserving' employment. In terms of education Black women on average had 9.76 years
of school, while white men, had the least with 7.99 years (Minchin, p. 183).
In contrast to white women, Black women were frequently placed in jobs categorized for
men. This meant that Black women were also working in the hardest and dirtiest jobs in the mill.
Companies were basically getting the equivalent of hiring men workers for women's pay.161
Black women consistently pointed out that they had never seen white women doing similar
work. The consequences of this were recorded by a Black women, "...we are suffering...the work
is so hard until people are having hart atacks [sic] and some are having strokes and some are
under the doctor all the time, some people are cracking up over their jobs for being over worked"
(Minchin, p. 189). This is super-exploitation, the race-form, and the devalorization of labor
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power.
Black women were also denied promotions. The goal for many Black women was clerical
jobs. Their supervisors simply refused. In one case a Black woman who had completed 2 years
of business college and other qualifications was denied a promotion. Instead white women who
had less qualifications were promoted to clerical work. Marx's broader theory of wages and the
value of labor power has difficulty in explaining how this systemically occurred throughout the
textile industry.
Black women were also found to be excellent at their jobs. In fact, they were given more
work and refused help when they occasionally needed it. In contrast, white women were given
lighter loads and supervisors worked with them in reaching production goals. Supervisors went
as far to give materials to white workers first at the start of the working day so they could get a
head start in meeting their production goals.
Returning to the theoretical dimension of this discussion, the value of labor power is
mediated through differentiations. The key differentiation I am interested is how value manifests
itself through race. This is not merely a historical accident, but a categorical imperative driven by
the logic of capital itself. John Smith's Imperialism provides a crucial concept in explaining
lower wages. While he is theorizing imperialism and oppressed nations, his work is applicable to
race as well. He argues that "Pushing the wage of the worker down below the value of his laborpower, that is, super-exploitation..." (p. 237). While he identifies super-exploitation as a new
phenomenon, I find it as a consistent strategy used in the South regarding Black workers. This is
the race-form. This move by Smith leads him to another starting conclusion, "It is also powerful
evidence that wage differentials are determined, in part at least, by factors that are quite
independent of the workers' productivity when at work, such as the absence of social security,
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structural unemployment, and repressive labor regimes" (p. 237). Smith produces a critique of
political economy which brings together race. He allows for a total conception of race by
including social reproduction in his understanding of the wage. By doing this, his account is not
a narrow wage reductionist account, but one that includes the complete circuit of reproduction.
While my own account has focused extensively on the wage, further work needs to be done in
giving a broader account of the race-form in the entire movement of social reproduction. This
means that the race-form is a flow, with key nodes, and a totality.162
If we return to the value of labor power being the value of the means of subsistence, we
can also ask what is the value of the means of subsistence. It is the socially necessary labor time
on average to produce those means of subsistence. What is the value of that socially necessary
labor time? It is the average amount of labor time society has reached to produce any given
commodity. It is hard not to notice the circular argument.
The content of labor power is abstract simple labor time that places different values based
on race and gender. So how are they all connected together to form the value-form?
Differentiations cause capital to under value the value of labor power. It is as if capital sees
differentiation as a marker to push down the value of labor power below the value of labor
power! Capital or the value-form does not value all forms of time equally. It racializes and
genders time. This is a categorical necessity to finally demonstrate that racialization is an
intrinsic component of capital and not an externality.
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precisely because of its relationship to the value-form.
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Capital's concern with time, life and death are also seen in two other extremes of the
capital proletarian relationship. The first is the murder of proletarians by police. The second is
the mass incarceration of proletarians across the United States. Both are capital's structural
negation of proletarian time. Police murdering proletarians reduces life to zero. Whereas in
prisons, time is controlled to its most regimented and brutal conclusions of capital's logic itself.
The connection between work, death, and incarceration shows that the value-form is a mediation
of time, life and race itself. They are not separable components, but part of the larger processes
of value-form and race-form itself.
How does the value of labor power ultimately become a wage on the market? Marx has a
specific--and under discussed chapter on this very question--chapter called "The Transformation
of Value (and Respectively the Price) of Labour-Power [sic] into Wages" (1990, p. 675). So far,
I have largely discussed matters in terms of values; a much more abstract concept to grasp than
wages, but more fundamental, and a necessary analytic. Now I will turn my attention to value’s
relationship to wages.
Working our way from the abstract realm of value to wages, "Marx writes that the value
of labour [sic] is only an irrational expression for the value of labour [sic]-power..." (1990,
p.679). It follows that that the value of labor must be less than the value of the product it
produces. The simple fact is that the worker always works longer than is needed for the
reproduction of their own labor. Marx assumes that the worker will be paid in the form of wages,
the value of their labor power. However, this is profoundly incomplete if we take race into
account. As I have argued, the entire mechanism of race is that workers are paid below the value
of their labor power. Marx's move masks race and its central feature in the constitution of value.
He creates a set of rules for capitalism that cannot account for historical reality of race; at least
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not as constitutive of capitalism and the value-form.
Marx's use of irrational is an interesting one considering Cedric Robinson's usage of the
same word when addressing the origins of racialism in European civilization. If we recall,
Robinson argued that the Greeks could not account for irrational numbers. The very logic of
Greek civilization had a built-in antipathy towards irrational numbers. This crisis led to a form of
leadership antithetical to the Black Radical Tradition. Marx smoothes over the concept of
irrationality by constantly returning to the point that the wage can never rise or fall below the
value of labor power in the long run. By doing this Marx cannot theorize race.
Capitalist society is a form determined society. All activity and social relationships are
not measured or created by concrete activities, but in fact are produced by forms. And by their
very nature forms are abstract. The abstraction is a social creation. Behind the forms are the
activities and social relationships of billions of people, but the form that is created from this
happens behind their backs so to speak. This activity is structured by the movement of the valueform. Figure 5.2 shows the form of the total structure. This creates the material-real abstraction
which then come to dominate all of humanity. This is at the root of capitalism, racism,
patriarchy, imperialism, and other forms of difference and domination. Once these forms come to
dominate society, they have their own logic and movement. In the case of race-form it is to
reduce human life to absolute zero through a range of processes: work, death, incarceration,
consumption, and distribution.
There is a categorical logic for capital to reduce wages and life to zero. I argue that
slavery and the concentration-labor camps in Nazi Germany are precisely this phenomena
(Postone, 2008; Patterson, 1985). This started appearing again in the 1980s with mass
incarceration of Black and white workers. This growth was an attendant development to the
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explosion of surplus populations. The caged Black laborer stands as the greatest living
contradiction in capital's history. This is labor power reduced to a minimum. Black labor power
in a cage is the nightmare of rebellion and disobedience returned to the working class in living
flesh. The price of disobedience is the demand for complete obedience behind bars.
In the logic of social reproduction, the Black caged proletarian is the production of nonreproduction (Clover, 2016). What seems like a paradoxical is in fact the categorical
development of race-form in a capitalist society in this specific period. What is being produced
in terms of Department of Capital--prisons, the infrastructure used to support prisons--is not
Department I or II. It is more akin to what is considered Department III spending or armaments.
The latter does not feedback into either department. The logic of capital finds itself closed in
Department III. I do not want to imply that this is non-capitalist or an aberration of some purer
form of capitalism. These contradictions are the very meaning of capitalism.
Marx writes
'Wages,' says John Stuart Mill, 'have no productive power; they are the price of
productive power. Wages do not contribute, along with labour [sic], to the production of
commodities, no more than the price of tools contributes along with the tools
themselves. If labour [sic] could be had without purchase, wages might be dispensed
with'. But if the worker could live on air, it would not be possible to buy them at any
price. This cost of labour [sic] is there a limit in a mathematical sense, always beyond
reach, although we can always approximate more and more nearly to it. The constant
tendency of capital is to force the cost of labour back towards this absolute zero (1990,
p. 748).
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Time and time again we see Marx flirting with race in Capital, but he is unable to make
the leap to connect the abstract possibility with the real historical event which took place right
under his nose. Marx could not see this and refused to see it because he saw capitalism as a
universalizing phenomenon. He saw capitalism as universalizing phenomena and failed to
integrate its racist logic into Capital and into capital. This is the key failure. I hope to have
shown precisely the opposite regarding race.
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Conclusion
Limits of the Black Radical Tradition and the Value-form has explored the horizons of
struggle and intellectual thought of the Century of Reconstruction. A war was waged to keep
slavery in the union but the bravery and sacrifice of slaves forced a new solution to a geographic,
labor, and racial contradiction. It was codified as Jim Crow in the late 19th century. This
geographic formation was definitive for Black Liberation.
Capitalism has a different dialectic than what C.L.R. James encountered at the height of
his political activity. In his premiere texts, he theorized that capitalism would create relative to
the rest of society, more industrial workers, and that the struggle against racism would lend
towards socialism. We are far enough from his life and body of work that we can grasp his
dialectics in a larger movement. To say that James was wrong is to only say something about the
nature of capitalism he encountered. It is not clear how James could have theorized capitalism
and revolution differently, considering what he encountered in Detroit.
The Detroit of 1945 is no longer what it used to be. Today it faces large-scale
abandonment. The supposed revival of Detroit is the return of capital and the simultaneous
decimation of Detroit's Black proletariat. It is a pocket of luxury, wealth, and entertainment
amidst a sea of unemployment, infrastructural decay, and general devalorization. It is not
suffering and death that is new in capitalism. This has always been a constant feature and race
has been the critical mediation to normalize this misery. What is new in contemporary
capitalism?
Limits sees several differences between the classical phase of the movements and the
current moment which began in the 1970s. The post-1970s era is divorced from the geo-political
rivalries that defined the Cold War. Today, even in decline, the United States sits at the top of a
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uni-polar world divorcing movements from their reliance on contradictory international
solidarity from super powers. A permanent crisis of capitalist accumulation has beset the system
producing instability across the planet. The Classical Black Liberation Movement arose in an
ascendant phase of capitalism allowing a redistributive set of economic and political programs.
Today, capital's crisis is mirrored in the crisis of the proletariat. The ascendant phase of
capitalism seemed to unite the proletariat, but it was not the type of unity expected by communist
and Black liberation theorists. Today the result has been a unique type of unity, described as
unity and separation. Instead of unity at the workplace, proletarians found themselves united and
separated through the market. This was a most unexpected site of coordination and atomization,
leaving the proletariat reeling from its historic bases of strength. Another dynamic of unity also
disappeared in the 1960s: Jim Crow. With the partial defeat of Jim Crow, the frail and powerful
unity of Reconstruction’s defeat was gone, leaving the movement without a clear target and
enemy. Finally, the crisis of capitalist accumulation has produced racialized surplus populations
and their attendant geographic resolutions of prisons and ghettoes across the United States. Black
workers, historically necessary to the production process, are being displaced to the outer regions
of capitalist accumulation. Their historic strength has been structurally turned into a devastating
weakness. These dynamics are internal and necessary resolutions to the crisis of capitalism.
The Classical Black Liberation Movement fought for racial equality and not the end of
the race-form. There is a fundamental difference between the two forms of struggle. To accept
the premise of racial equality is to accept that race is real in some form or the other. While it has
been a certain victory to force capital to accept a kind of racial equality, the argument and
strategy has also reached its limit point. First, equality under capitalism is always formal
equality. Second, the horizon of racial equality, has revealed itself to be unable to transcend not
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only capitalism, but also transcend racial inequality. Third, the language of racial equality
accepts the very premise that it desires to destroy: race. Fourth, racial equality ends up as a
politics and economic program of redistribution. This runs up against the contradictions of
capitalism. It reduces itself to accepting race as real, and subsequently fights for the shrinking
portions of value, and in doing so becomes the politics and economics of current day identity
politics. Identity politics is a form of politics most suitable for a declining capitalism leaving
different fractions of the proletariat fighting for smaller and smaller portions of value. Imagined
as a revolutionary alternative to the false claims of universalism in the workers and Black
liberation movement, it is as much a product of capitalism's contradictions as it is the reasonable
critique of the two historical movements. However identity politics has been subsumed by the
declining profitability of capitalism, and its failures in social struggle.
Black revolutionaries produced theories in the 20th century that connected mediations to
overthrow capitalism. Their defeats often explained through categories side-stepped the valueform. If the categories of defeat are the reason of defeat, then it is not clear why anything should
change in the 21st century. It is not surprising that every generation has had to rediscover
Marxism based on the world it encountered. Our generation is no different. The mutations of
capitalism and race today give us insight not only into how to fight in the present, but how to see
the past. Value-form theory is ultimately a product of the world wide proletarian struggles
against capitalism, white supremacy, and patriarchy. The fact that value-form theorists have been
central in arguing for slavery as constituting the very logic of capitalism is one clue that valueform has a richer understanding of capitalism, than previous iterations of value theory. The
geographical origins of value-form theory, Europe and specifically Germany should not detract
from its essential contributions to our understanding of capitalism and race. If we take the Black
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Atlantic and Fanon seriously, value-form theory belongs equally to Europe and to Black
liberation across the world. The question is how to relate a dialectics mediated through European
experiences--not universal--but still part of the experience of Black liberation into a mediation
that works through the categories, forms, and contents of Black liberation. And yet value-form
theory nor communization provides a complete picture without the contributions of Black
liberation. Limits has argued that this begins with Cedric Robinson and C.L.R. James. This is not
as simple as just adding a dose of color to communization and value-form theory, but I believe,
altering the structure of the theories. The mutation has only begun.
If the analysis of the workers movement and European revolutions produced
communization and value-form, Limits suggests that so does Black liberation. James attempted
to use value theory to understand capitalism and world revolution. State Capitalism and World
Revolution is a driven by the law of value to analyze not only Russia and Europe, but also
national liberation struggles. James never made quite the same move regarding Black liberation
in the United States. While James recognized the centrality of the U.S. Civil War and
Reconstruction, he could not fully integrate these experiences into his broader anti-capitalist
works. James's 'failure' is a lesson for future Marxists of all sorts. The Black struggle poses
unique challenges to Marxist theory that even the most talented of thinkers are unable to
reconcile.
In one sense, Limits has not proposed any new answers to the questions I have asked. At
most I have only problematized the old answers of Black Belt Thesis, the Jamesian dialectics and
Max Stanford's Black universalism. As I have argued value-form theory has largely ignored the
question of race on the terms of category. The dissertation is a first salvo in recognizing race and
its relationship to value-form theory. This is why the works of Cedric Robinson and Ruth Wilson
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Gilmore are so crucial. Robinson's concept of racialism provides an overarching tool to make
sense of forms of domination. Gilmore uses value-theory to concretely demonstrate the rise of
mass incarceration.
The clues that a value-form analysis does leave us are unsettling. To begin, it poses
capital as the subject and not the proletariat. To make matters worse, capital as a subject is a
social relationship incorporating the proletariat. The Black proletariat in the 20th century,
theorized as a potential subject negating racial capitalism, was instead defined by its very enemy.
The proletariat found itself not united in production, but united and separated in market
mediations. Accordingly, Limits has taken for granted from a theoretical position, that the era of
reform is over. It is a structural reality that struggle cannot escape, because struggle is constituted
by the structural determinants of capitalism itself. The proletariat will be compelled to take
actions it would not have thought possible in another era. The contradictions of capitalism force
new ideas and actions. It is from this basis that communization as the real movement of the
proletariat is possible. The Black struggle will face the exact same pressures.
The mediation of reform with Black liberation has been historically tense. Even in
James's dialectics, it reaches a breaking point. At times he believes no reform can happen and at
other times he shows how the Black struggle has forced such reforms. Since the cycle of
struggles of the 1960s, there have been no major and systemic reform for the proletariat and
specifically the Black proletariat. Loren Goldner has described the entire period since then as one
where devalorization of labor power has been the key systemic response to a crisis of
profitability. Paradoxically as Jim Crow was dismantled, the process of racialization became
only more entrenched and central to racial capitalism.
If at the beginning of Limits it seemed that Black liberation and communization had
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nothing to do with one another, hopefully I have demonstrated a necessary relationship. Just as
the most radical wings of Black liberation recognized capitalism has nothing to offer to Black
people and the only way out is revolution, so too does communization. This seems even more
relevant today, as capitalism has been in full-blown crisis for half a century. This crisis is not
only on the order of profitability, but also on the more abstract categories of value. Claus Peter
Ortlieb describes it as "...capital is heading for a terminal crisis because increasing productivity
means that in the long term the total social (or global) production of surplus value can only
decrease, and that the valorization of capital must ultimately grind to a halt" (Larson et al., 2014,
p. 78). The reason is simple and gets at the heart of capitalism's contradiction: increasing
productivity, expels the very substance of value production, i.e. labor from the process of
production.
This dissertation has attempted to show that inside Black liberation--and specifically
C.L.R. James--there were traces of value-form theory, a key theory of communization. If
communization in Europe emerges out of a critique of the ultra-left in its various forms, there is
certainly precedence for seeking the emergence of Black communization through critique from
the most radical wing of the Black liberation movement in the United States. From the selfactivity of slaves during the Civil War to the riots of the late 1960s, from the political thought of
Hubert Harrison to Assata Shakur, the archives are rich in material for a new history and perhaps
a new future.
Ruth Wilson Gilmore writes, "...class is also an identity rather than an ontology" (2008,
p. 39). Exactly what kind of mediation and how it works as mediation is for future investigation,
but to assume that class is a purer form of 'something' compared to race is to return to class
versus race debates. Gilmore's point about class not being an ontology is well taken. To argue
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this is not to reduce class or race as mere false consciousness, blocking the solidarity needed. As
I have argued, class versus race debates were themselves were a product of history. We can
move beyond such sterile dichotomies. Stuart Hall, like C.L.R. James struggled to formulate a
mediation of race and class. His formulation, "Race is [...] the modality through which class is
lived" (Hall et al., 1978, p. 394). This is a remarkably insightful formulation and mediation, but
how it connects to revolution is left wanting. This makes sense, perhaps, considering the times
Stuart Hall was living through--reaction. Revolution was far from the horizon. But today the
mediation of revolution is sorely needed not only theoretically, but for the survival of humanity.
As the crisis of capitalism is not only scaled at homes, cities, regions, nations, but also
planet-wide, alternatives are needed to mediate these scales. The geography of liberation in the
20th century was overwhelmingly centered around nations. Pan-Africanism, the Non-Aligned
Movement, and the Black Revolution were strategies and programs to create new geographies of
liberation. However it was nation-states which were the pivots for traversing the scale in either
direction. The most straight forward explanation is that colonialism reproduced itself in terms of
anti-colonialism. The nation state was the container this took shape.
In the United States, both the Black Belt Thesis and the Jamesian dialectic struggled with
this tension. They both attempted to connect their dialectics of liberation to the broader anticolonial and proletarian revolutions of the world. Revolutionaries knew Black liberation in the
United States was impossible without total revolution in the world. The Black revolution was
fundamentally a dialectics of geography. It was the core of the project. The broad outline of the
dialectics arguably holds true. Black liberation cannot occur in the United States without
international revolution. But after that the dialectics was much more difficult to see.
It is well documented that Black revolutionaries looked to Ghana, Tanzania, Guinea and
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Cape Verde, Russia, and China for the 20th century for theory, inspiration, and verification of
their international perspective. A powerful global conjuncture provided the opportunity to think
and act beyond American borders. Those places for the time being at least no longer define the
horizon of liberation. Internationalism was not only a moral question for Black liberation, but
also a strategic one. By the 1960s, the radical wing of the movement saw revolution as a global
dynamic, as the only strategically viable option for Black liberation in the United States. This
should not be surprising in light of the reaction the AFL-CIO and the broader white working
class had to Black liberation. With no meaningful partner in the United States, a global dynamic
was the best bet. Max Stanford's World Black Revolution captured this reality at its height.
Alongside international dimensions, Limits also hinges on the geography of work and
urban spaces. Capitalism created a unique spatio-temporal situation which Black workers took
advantage to fight racism. This moment was rather small in the scope, really taking off from
World War II to about the end of the 1960s. The ascent took many decades, propelled by the US
Civil War, World War I and given its ultimate boost in World War II. In this period, Black
workers found a new strength and power that changed the United States. However at the very
moment of success, a new process of spatio-temporal development took place, which
fundamentally defeated the workers and Black liberation movement.
Limits has attempted to theorize the meaning of class struggle that took place in the field
of this spatial-temporality. David Harvey's own work, straddles this tension, although it is
formulated on different terms. His story about the Rover car plant in Oxford, England captures
the tensions I have tried to theorize. His concerns were rooted in the broader proletarian
community versus a narrow worker-ist orientation of factory workers (Harvey, 1996). For this,
his class loyalty was questioned. The debate is clearly heated and constantly pits one set of
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proletarians against another. Can a new geography of liberation sublate this contradiction? Limits
suggests that Black geography can potentially connect disparate spaces and times into an anticapitalist and anti-race-form movement.
If working on a plantation in Savannah is just as capitalistic as working in a factory in
Detroit, it cannot be escaped that slavery is another regime of labor that capital uses. This begs
the question of whether it is possible that capital will return to a regime of labor based on slavery
and extreme violence. It might seem far-fetched to propose such a future. But is such a future
that unimaginable considering the history of slavery, genocide, and colonialism overwhelm the
experience of capitalism itself. Undoubtedly it would take another major defeat of the proletariat
on perhaps a global scale for something like slavery to be reconstituted for the purposes of
accumulation. Any Marxist who takes Luxemburg's socialism or barbarism warning seriously,
can not ignore the possibility of re-enslavement.
This dissertation has focused on the portion of Black liberation that worked its way
towards freedom under the regime of waged labor. This regime, like all forms of extracting
surplus value, was contradictory. Black liberation took advantage of this wherever it could:
through the density of large cities, the concentration of workers in factories, and the geo-politics
of war. As Black labor is incarcerated, expelled, or slotted to menial sectors of the labor force
once again, that power has fundamentally diminished. The scale of power has certainly tipped in
favor of racial capitalism.
Surveying the long arch of capitalism, it is clear that it bends towards anti-Blackness and
race. The limited liberation of Black people has been of an exceptional and most unusual
experience in the capitalist mode of production. And that right there is the issue. If Marx had
teleology towards liberation and communism, perhaps the teleology of capitalism is the opposite,
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towards totalitarianism and genocide all of which happens through race, nation, and gender.
The defeat and non-existence of Black liberation should be of the greatest concern to
everyone involved in the liberation of humanity. Black liberation in the 20th century was a
beacon of intellectual dynamism, moral integrity, and physical courage. It gave hope to billions
of people around the world. It provided a pole of attraction comparable only to the workers
movement. Along with the anti-colonial struggles of the 20th century, Black liberation and the
workers movement defined our past, defines our present, and future. However the way they
define our present and future is not through continuity per se, but through the manner and
method we have to cleave the past from the present.
Undoubtedly the struggle to defeat Jim Crow was necessary and led to radicalization in
the Black liberation struggle. At the same time, it also defined and set the limits on what was
possible. The critique of American racism became entrapped to a solution of replacing white
mayors with Black mayors, white police chiefs with Black police chiefs, and ultimately white
Presidents with Black Presidents. While this strategy can now be seen as a profound failure of
the Black liberation movement, at the time, it was considered revolutionary and a fundamental
transformation of American society and ultimately the global order.
The continuities of this strategy are still with us today. As more and more Black people
are murdered by the police, the call for more Black police officers, Black mayors, or Black chief
of polices does not go away. And yet there might be some hope that this cycle of critique and
inclusion has finally gone away. The meaning DeRay Mckesson's mayoral campaign for the city
of Baltimore is yet to determined. Mckesson who rode to prominence through twitter and from
being at the major hotspots in the Black Lives Matter Movement, was a no show in the election.
Does his failure mean that the Black electorate sees through the strategy of electing Black bodies
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as a way to change the system? Or did it reveal the lack of any real social base this generation of
activists have?
As this dissertation has argued the form and content of the state, society, and economy
that oppressed people encounter profoundly shapes their methods, content and strategies of
organizing. Or as End Notes asks "What is capital, such that people are trying to destroy it, like
that" (End Notes, 2014, p. 245). The same line of questioning can be extended to the state, the
law, and society. Instead of seeking to pigeonhole struggles and politics to an era that has no
basis in the contemporary world, people all over the world are struggling against the world as
they encounter it. Or as Frantz Fanon wrote many years ago, "It is not because the Indo-Chinese
has discovered a culture of his own that he is in revolt. It is because 'quite simply' it was, in more
than one way, becoming impossible for him to breathe" (Fanon, 1967, p. 226).
The Marxism that still lurks around in academic halls and most activist circles is still 20th
century Marxism. This version of Marxism is no longer capable of making sense of what is
occurring today. The 21st century has yet to reveal the neat set of strategies that the 20th century
outlined for communists. There is no two-stage revolution that can be made today. The entire
world is racial capitalism. There is no transition from the peasantry to the proletariat to be made.
The problems that existed in the long 20th century are no longer with us in the same manner.
Instead, a new set of problems and questions must be asked before we can even pose answers.
Time has created some distance between ourselves and the 20th century. What emerges
in the 21st century are entirely new problems such as climate change which communists fifty
years ago did not address. It is not that communism is obsolete, it is that a certain type of
communism based on the historic period which it grew out of, no longer makes sense. This
seems like a very reasonable argument, but the persistence of 20th century forms of communism
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defy explanation on one level. Leninism, Maoism, Trotskyism, Stalinism, not to mention many
of the other smaller traditions are still prevalent in the left. This dissertation does not seek to
explain how it is possible that the revolutionary left has been so slow to change its own
conceptions of communism considering the failures of the 20th century and the radically new
world we face in the 21st century. That is the task for another time.
Instead, what is fundamental is Lukacs's point that we must act and theorize as if
revolution is on the horizon. He wrote,
The actuality of the revolution: this is the core of Lenin's thought and his decisive link
with Marx. For historical materialism as the conceptual expression of the proletariat’s
struggle for liberation could only be conceived and formulated theoretically when
revolution was already on the historical agenda as a practical reality; when, in the misery
of the proletariat in Marx's words, was to be seen not only the misery itself but also the
revolutionary element 'which will bring down the old order' (Lukacs, 2009, p. 11).
This is certainly correct. Without a horizon of revolution, the proletariat is merely an
oppressed sociological category and Black proletarians become a mere problem. Without a
horizon of revolution, the Black Radical Tradition is a contradiction in its very existence. Taking
Lukacs's insight to bear upon us, this means revolution is coming. Everything we do today, must
be in accordance with that foresight. There is movement. The riots and highway occupations are
part of a new dialectic. Capitalism tore Black liberation from the cities and workplaces that gave
it so much power. It caged Black people, murdered them, and kicked them out of their homes. In
this racial landscape, new forms and old forms of struggle still managed to appear.
Clyde Woods calls for a Third Reconstruction in many ways continues the Jamesian
dialectic and begs further exploration (2017). This begs for a theoretical and dialectical
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framework. If American history is framed by radical attempts called Reconstruction, is there a
dialectic between Reconstruction and revolution that is particular to American history? Is the
concept of Reconstruction a master paradigm of American history or is it a category that no
longer holds true? The path seems unclear as both Reconstructions were ultimately defeated. In
fact, every strategy attempted by Black liberation has faced defeat if revolution is the standard of
success. Parsing out the right political and theoretical strategy in light of this reality is no easy
feat. What theory is unable to do, self-activity is forced to accomplish because it has no other
choice.
This dissertation started out cataloging some of the subject positions Black communist
women fought for. However, Limits quickly turned towards arguing that framework of race was
a gendered concept, that regardless of contestation, Black women were not able to fundamentally
alter the contours of the Classical Black Liberation Movement in terms of gender identity and
construction.163 That on a certain level the Black liberation movement was defined by a male
conception of liberation. At the same time Black liberation gave room to Black women to
articulate new definition of gender as well. This was fraught with tension for a hundred years,
but the record is there, catalogued by scholars of Black feminism.
As Black Lives Matters unfolded in 2014, it was clear that a new paradigm was in the
making on a scale that had not been before. Black women, Black femmes, and Black Queers
took the stage and articulated a profoundly gendered conception of Blackness. While it did not
ignore Black men, it refused to place in a secondary position the racism and patriarchy Black
women and Black queers face. The return of triple oppression was always present.

163

Hazel Carby writes, "It is a conceptual and political failure of imagination that remains a characteristic of the
work of contemporary African American male intellectuals" (2001, p. 10).
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While the Classical Black Liberation Movement ultimately did not allow Black women to
fundamentally alter the question of gender, as it constituted the movement, the hard fought
battles of women in the movement have not gone to waste. Black Lives Matter in one sense is
culmination of over a hundred years of Black radical women fighting for the movement to
prioritize the "triple oppression" they face.
The path to liberation for Black women might not rely on the conquering of a new
universal as the 20th century shows the challenges to that. Instead it might rely on playing on the
very fractionalization of the class to create a new movement of movements type of dynamic.
Black women were perhaps the first to experience this problem, long before it was theorized as
the class composition problem. The class or 'race' would not cohere around their proposition; of
course this was due to racism and patriarchy of society. Can things be different this time around?
Arguably the same strategy will probably not work, so where does that leave proletarian Black
women? If they offered a way forward that was largely ignored by communists and Black men,
what are they saying today?
On July 6, 2016 Diamond Reynolds's boyfriend, Philando Castile was shot and killed by
a police officer. She was with her daughter in the car. In a world where Panthers could no longer
protect her, if that was ever possible, Diamond Reynolds did what was possible and seemingly
impossible. She pulled out her phone, and continued in the tradition of Mamie Till Bradley, the
mother of Emmitt Till. Both shared an intimate and painful moment in their life; that is the long
history of Black people and Black liberation.
Diamond Reynolds did not use a casket, instead a smart phone was her best option.
Through this strange device she shared and narrated her encounter with the police, her care for
her daughter, and the death of Philando Castile. Diamond Reynolds knew what she had to do.
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Her awareness of the moment is remarkable and heroic. She knew she had to narrate the event
that was taking place for a public. That is clear in her composure, her clarity, and her
determination to not let her Philando Castile's murder disappear. Who was she speaking to? Who
did she think she was speaking to? Who was listening? She was alone and she was not alone. In
her atomization she found a community of one kind. At that moment she became part of the
Black Lives Matter movement and more importantly the Black liberation struggle.
Black geographies are the complicated scales that domination and liberation move up and
down through. Diamond Reynolds traversed this in her actions. She invited and demanded that
everyone go through the trauma of what was occurring and equally important that we hear her
call for solidarity, love, and revolution. Neither Diamond Reynolds or Philando Castile are
forgotten.
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